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PREFACE

THE title of this book needs a word of explanation, if

not of apology ;
for to any one who is accustomed to think

of Thucydides as typically prosaic, and nothing if not purely

historical, the epithet Mythistoricus may seem to carry a

note of challenge, or even of paradox. But the sense in

which the expression has here been used is quite consistent

with the historian's much-talked-of * trustworthiness ', and,

indeed, with the literal truth of every statement of fact in

the whole of his work. It is possible, however, even for

a writer of history, to be something much better than

trustworthy. Xenophon, I suppose, is honest
;
but his honesty

makes it none the easier to read him. To read Thucydides

is, although certainly not easy, at any rate pleasant, because

trustworthiness and all he is a great artist. It is the

object of this essay to bring out an essentially artistic aspect
of his work, which has escaped notice, partly because the

history is so long that it is hard to take it in as a whole,

and partly because the execution of the effect is imperfect,

having been hindered by the good intentions with which

Thucydides set out.

The history, as it stands, is the product of two hardly

compatible designs. It was originally planned as a textbook

of strategy and politics in the form of a journal ; and it is

commonly taken to be actually nothing more. But the work,
in the course of its progress, began to grow, as it were of

itself, out of this pedestrian plan into a shape with another

contour, which, however, is broken by the rigid lines of the

old plan, and discontinuous; much as a set of volcanic

islands might heave themselves out of the sea, at such angles
and distances that only to the eye of a bird, and not to the

sailor cruising among them, would they appear as the summits
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of one and the same submerged mountain-chain. The present

essay is mainly an attempt to chart these islands, leaving

uncoloured blanks where the sea lies flat between them,

and infringing none of the fishing-rights of the professed

historian.

It is the intrusion of this artistic tendency for a thing

so unpremeditated can hardly be called a design that justifies

the epithet Mythistoricus. By Mythistoria I mean history

cast in a mould of conception, whether artistic or philosophic,

which, long before the work was even contemplated, was

already inwrought into the very structure of the author's

mind. In every age the common interpretation of the world

of things is controlled by some scheme of unchallenged and

unsuspected presupposition ;
and the mind of any individual,

however little he may think himself to be in sympathy
with his contemporaries, is not an insulated compartment,
but more like a pool in one continuous medium the cir-

cumambient atmosphere of his place and time. This element

of thought is always, of course, most difficult to detect and

analyse, just because it is a constant factor which underlies

all the differential characters of many minds. It was im-

possible for Dante to know that his scheme of redemption
would appear improbable when astronomy should cease to

be geocentric. It is impossible for us to tell how pervasively
our own view of the world is coloured by Darwinian biology
and by the categories of mechanical and physical science.

And so it was with Thucydides. He chose a task which

promised to lie wholly within the sphere of positively

ascertainable fact; and, to make assurance double sure, he

set himself limits which further restricted this sphere, till

it seemed that no bias, no preconception, no art except the

art of methodical inquiry, could possibly intrude. But he

had not reckoned with the truth that you cannot collect

facts, like so many pebbles, without your own personality
and the common mind of your age and country having

something to say to the choice and arrangement of the

collection. He had forgotten that he was an Athenian, born

before Aeschylus was dead; and it did not occur to him
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that he must have a standpoint and outlook from which the

world, having a long way to travel in a thousand or two

thousand years, would drift far indeed. Thus it came about

that even his vigilant precaution allowed a certain traditional

mode of thought, characteristic of the Athenian mind, to

shape the mass of facts which was to have been shapeless,

so that the work of science came to be a work of art. And,
since this mode of thought had, as we shall see, grown
without a break out of a mythological conception of the

world of human acts and passions, which is the world of

history, I have given him the epithet Mythistoricus.

This essay, although its argument (of which a summary
will be found in the Table of Contents) is continuous, has

been divided into two parts which in a way reflect the

twofold design of Thucydides' history. Having occasion to

look into the question, how the Peloponnesian War arose,

I felt, vaguely but strongly, that Thucydides' account of its

origin is remarkably inadequate ;
and I came to form a very

different theory of the real causes of the war. This theory
I have stated in the first four chapters, because, although the

subject seems to me to be of no great importance in itself,

it led me to inquire further, why Thucydides has told us

about this matter and told us at considerable length so

exceedingly little that appears to us relevant. The rest of

the book is an answer to this question. I found that the

reason lay, not in the author's famous reticence he thought
he had recorded all we should want to know but in the fact

that he did not, as is commonly asserted, take a scientific

view of human history. Kather he took the view of one

who, having an admirably scientific temper, lacked the

indispensable aid of accumulated and systematic knowledge,
and of the apparatus of scientific conceptions, which the

labour of subsequent centuries has refined, elaborated, and

distinguished. Instead of this furniture of thought, to the

inheritance of which every modern student is born, Thucydides

possessed, in common with his contemporaries at Athens, the

cast of mind induced by an early education consisting almost
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exclusively in the study of the poets. No amount of hard,

rational thinking an exercise which Thucydides never inter-

mitted could suffice to break up this mould, in an age

when science had as yet provided no alternative system of

conception. The bent of his poetical and artistic nurture

comes out in the mythistorical portions of the work, which

in the later chapters I have singled out and put together.

The principle which informs and connects them is the tragic

theory of human nature a traditional psychology which

Thucydides seems to me to have learnt from Aeschylus. I

have tried to show at some length how the form of the

Aeschylean drama is built upon this psychology ; and, finally,

I have traced the theory of the tragic passions back into that

dim past of mythological belief out of which it came into the

hands of the Athenian dramatists. So my original question

finds its answer. Thucydides never understood the origin of

the war, because his mind was filled with preconceptions

which shaped the events he witnessed into a certain form
;

and this form chanced to be such that it snapped the causal

links between incidents, in the connexion of which the secret

lies.

The Greek historians can be interpreted only by reference

to the poets; and to understand the poets, we must know

something of the mythological stage of thought, the fund of

glowing chaos out of which every part of that beautiful,

articulate world was slowly fashioned by the Hellenic intellect.

There is, on the literary side, no branch of classical study
which is not still suffering from the neglect of mythology.
The poets are still treated as if, like an eighteenth-century

essayist, they had a tiresome trick of making 'allusions'

which have to be looked up in a dictionary. The history of

philosophy is written as if Thales had suddenly dropped from

the sky, and, as he bumped the earth, ejaculated,
'

Everything
must be made of water!' The historians are examined on

the point of 'trustworthiness' a question which it is the

inveterate tendency of Englishmen to treat as a moral

question ; and, the certificate of honesty once awarded, their

evidence is accepted as if they had written yesterday. The
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fallacy which I have designated
' The Modernist Fallacy

' was

never, perhaps, so rife as it is now ; and, but that I have no

wish to be contentious, this essay might be taken as a polemic

against it, in so far as I have argued that the thought of

a most prosaic and rational writer of antiquity moved in

an atmosphere which we should recognize to be poetic and

mythical.

Since I make no claim to have added to the stock of

detailed historical information, but only to have given a new

setting to established facts, I have not thought it necessary to

acknowledge the source of every statement. The material of

the first four chapters is taken largely from Dr. Busolt's

monumental Griechische Geschichte, or from well-known

sources which Dr. Busolt's learning and industry have made

easily accessible to any student. I have also found Beloch's

work useful and suggestive. If I have, for the convenience

of exposition, here and there expressed disagreement with

a phrase from Professor Bury's History of Greece, I would

not be thought insensible of the services rendered to scholar-

ship by a student whose vast erudition has not blunted

the delicate feeling for poetry revealed in his editions of

Pindar.

My thanks are due to the Publishers for their unvarying

courtesy and consideration. My friend, Mr. A. E. Bernays, of

Trinity College, has kindly read the proofs and suggested
corrections. I should like also to recognize with gratitude

the wonderful promptitude and efficiency of the readers and

staff of the Clarendon Press.

There remain two other debts of a more personal kind.

One, which I am glad to acknowledge in this place, is

somewhat indefinite, but still profound. It is to Dr. Verrall,

who, at a time when classical poetry in this country either

served as an engine of moral discipline in the teaching of

grammar or added an elegance of profane scholarship to the

cultured leisure of a deanery, was among the first to show
that a modern intellect could achieve a real and burning
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contact with the living minds of Greece. From his books and

lectures many of my generation first learnt that the Greeks

were not blind children, with a singular turn for the common-

place, crying for the light of Christian revelation
;
and I am

conscious, moreover, that in this present attempt to under-

stand, not the syntax, but the mind, of Thucydides, I am

following, for part of the way, a path which first opened
before me when, in the breathless silence of his lecture-room,

I began to understand how literary art could be the passion

of a life.

The other obligation is to Miss Jane Harrison, to whom this

book is dedicated in token that, but for the sympathy and

encouragement she has given at every stage of its growth,
this dream would have followed others up the chimney
with the smoke. Any element of value there may be in

the mythological chapters is due, directly or indirectly, to her
;

and, grateful as I am for the learning which she has put

unreservedly at my disposal, I am much more grateful for

the swift and faultless insight which, again and again, has

taken me straight to a point which my slower apprehension
had fumbled for in vain.

F. M. C.

TRINITY COLLEGE,

January, 1907.
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CHAPTER I

THE CAUSES OF THE WAR

THUCYDIDES prefaces the introductory Book of his history
with the statement that he has recorded the grounds of

quarrel between Athens and the Peloponnesians,
* in order

that no one may ever have to ask from what origin so great
a war arose among the Hellenes.' *

Plainly he thought that

his account, which follows, of the disputes and negotiations
on the eve of the outbreak ought to satisfy posterity. He
has told us all the ascertained truth which seemed to him
relevant. But somehow we are not satisfied. We do not

feel, after reading the first Book, that Thucydides has told

us all that we want to know, or all that he knew and, if

he had considered it relevant, might have told. So attempts
have again and again been made to go behind his story.

We are still troubled by the question which he thought no

one would ever have to ask.

Our impression, as we review this preliminary narrative,

sums itself into a sense of contradiction. The ostensible

protagonists in the Peloponnesian War were Sparta and

Athens Athens as represented by Pericles. On the other

hand, neither Pericles nor Sparta is provided with any
sufficient motive for engaging, just then, in bostilities.^Ac-

cordingly we find in the modern histories, which are necessarily

based on Thucydides, conflicting statements of the type :

'

Sparta, or Corinth, forced the war upon Athens/ and then

again :

'

Pericles saw that war was inevitable and chose this

moment for forcing it upon Sparta/j So uncertain are we
on the questions: who wanted this war, and why they
wanted it.

1
i. 23. 5.

B 2,
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Why, then, did Athens and Sparta fight ? This very ques-

tion seems to have puzzled contemporaries ;
for various

accounts were already current when Thucydides wrote, and

it was partly his object to correct vulgar opinion and readjust

the perspective to his own view. Modern historians do little

more than traverse the same ground in his footsteps and

follow him to the same conclusion.

Besides Thucydides' own opinion, which we reserve for the

present, three main views can be distinguished. These are :

% (1) that the war was promoted by Pericles from personal

1 motives
; (2) that it was a racial war Ionian against Dorian

;

i (3) that it was a conflict of political ideals Democracy
~~

against Oligarchy.
1 The first of these is only a superficial

account of the immediate cause. The other two are more

reflective, pointing to causes of a wider and deeper sort, and

touching the whole character and significance of the struggle.

We will briefly discuss them in order.

(1) That Pericles had personal grounds for thrusting the

war on Sparta, seems to have been the vulgar belief the

belief which Thucydides desired, above all, to refute. Pericles,

said the gossips, was avenging the theft of three loose women 2
;

he was afraid of sharing the fate of Pheidias, and so stirred

up a general conflagration;
3 he wished to avoid rendering

account of public moneys;
4 he acted from an ambitious

desire to humble the pride of the Peloponnesians.
5 These

and similar current scandals have found their way, through

Ephorus and others, into Plutarch and Diodorus. Among
the moderns, Beloch 6 inclines to revert to a view of this type.

Pericles, finding his position at home shaken, was anxious

to turn attention elsewhere. But it has been sufficiently

replied that, though this motive might explain his socialistic

1 * The inevitable struggle between these rival powers widened into

a conflict of race between lonians and Dorians, and a party warfare

between democracy and oligarchy.' Companion to Greek Studies, Cambridge,

1905, p. 69. When a war is described as 'inevitable', we may be almost

certain that its causes are not known.
2 Arist. Ach. 524. 3 Arist. Pax, 603.
* Diod. xiii. 38. 5 Pint, malig. Herod. 6.

6 Griech. Gesch. L 515.
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measures in home politics, the war was certain to be unpopular
with a great part of the citizens, and could not, as conducted

by Pericles, have any dazzling results at first.
1

If there is any truth in this view, there must have been

something in Pericles' situation more threatening and more

difficult to meet than malicious prosecutions of his personal
friends

;
or he could not have been driven to an expedient

so desperate and (must we not add ?) so unscrupulous. We
will pass on, bearing in mind that contemporary Athens,
as this scandal shows, believed that Pericles made the war,
and was hard put to it to divine his reasons.

(2) Was it, then, a racial conflict of Ionian against Dorian
1

?

Thucydides, at any rate, nowhere suggests that racial antipathy
was a main element. In fact, two nations do not go to war
on such grounds ; though, of course, when war has broken

out, there will always be people wicked enough to inflame

the prejudice and pride of blood. The Corinthians will call

upon Sparta to help the Potidaeans 'who are Dorians be-

sieged by lonians '.
2 Brasidas will tell his troops that they

are Dorians about to meet lonians whom they have beaten

again and again.
3

Especially will language of this kind be

heard in Sicily, because there the diplomatic game of Athens

is to stir up Ionian racial feeling against Syracuse, and to

cover designs of conquest with the fine pretext of '

succouring
our kinsmen of Leontini '.

4 Hermocrates brushes aside these

plausible excuses. Let no one say, he urges, that, though the

Dorians among us may be enemies to the Athenians, the

Chalcidians are safe because they are lonians and kinsmen

to Athens. The Athenians do not attack us because we are

divided into two races, of which one is their enemy, the

other their friend. 5
Precisely ; and the same holds of Athens

and Sparta at home. We must find some more tangible
motive for war than a difference of race.

(3) .The third view is that the struggle was
political.

'The

war became in time a conflict of
political principles

: com-

munity of feeling and interest joined democrats on the one

1
Delbrflck, cit. Busolt, iii. 2. 819. a Thiic. i. 124.~

3 Thuc. v. 9. * Thuc. vi. 76 ff.
5 Thuc. iv. 61.
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sideagainst oligarchs on the other.' 1 But though .it ..may

be true that the war became so> in time, this will not
^ account

for the outbreak. The point iSf^omplicated, because f
oli-

garch
'

and ' democrat
'

meant very different things in different

states, and at different times in the same state. We must

recur to this difficulty later; here it is enough to observe

that Sparta did not fight Athens because Athens was silly

enough to have a democratic constitution. No one would

maintain that. Nor had the Athenians any objection to the

Spartan system of government at Sparta.

It will hardly be believed, either, that each state fought to

give Greece in general the blessings of a constitution like its

own. Of course, we shall find one of them posing as a

benefactor. * The sympathies of mankind were largely on

the side of the Spartans, who proclaimed themselves the

liberators of Hellas'.2 The words were sure to find willing
ears among the oppressed subjects of Athenian 'tyranny'.
But why, when Mytilene sent to Sparta immediately before

the war* and offered to revolt, did Sparta refuse her aid?

The similar pretensions of Athens in earlier days had not been

more substantial. To the minor states
' freedom

'

meant auto-

nomy. The Athenian allies, until they revolted, were allowed

considerable latitude in self-government. An oligarchy of

landowners was tolerated at Samos, till the revolt of 440.

Mytilene had a moderate oligarchy, till the revolt of 428.

But then these very facts show that Athens did not care enough
for the abstract principle of democracy to fight for the re-

cognition of it in other states. Neither she nor Sparta was
so philanthropic.

' Each of the two supreme states ', says
Aristotle,

4 'set up in the other cities governments on the

model of its own democracies in the one case and oligarchies
in the other. In so doing they considered their own interests,

1
Whibley, Political Parties at Athens, p. 33. Mr. Whibley, of course, only

gives this as one factor in the situation, which it certainly was, after the wax-

had broken out.

2 Thuc. ii. 8. 4.

3 Thuc. iii. 2
;
the offer was probably made after the revolt of Potidaea.

* Ar. Pol. vi. (iv.) 11. 1296 a 32.
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not those of the cities . . . The result has been that the cities

have lost even the desire for equality, and are accustomed

either to seek empire or to bow to superior force.' It was not, in

fact, a question of the ideal form of government. The Athenian

Demos did not set up democracies in the spirit in which

Plato instituted an aristocracy in Utopia; they supported
the corresponding class in the allied states, because they had

common interests and a class-sympathy of poor against rich.

Similarly the Spartan oligarchy maintained the corresponding
class in neighbouring states, but only inside the Peloponnese.

They were not conscious of a disinterested mission to the

rest of Hellas.

The struggle between democracy and oligarchy, where it

existed, was in the main not a warfare between nations

and cities, but an internal duel between two parties in

one city. Each wanted to..rule in itq pwn wjfrv^ each was

prepared at any moment to invoke the aid of the national

enemy. But neither at Athens nor at Sparta was there any
such struggle going on at the beginning of the war. It was

natural for the contrasts of Ionian and Dorian, democrat

and oligarch, to be much in the air, because the nominal

head of the Peloponnesian league happened to be Dorian and

oligarchical, while Athens was Ionian and democratic. Argos
was democratic and Dorian

;
and she was sometimes on one

side, sometimes on the other. But did she join Athens in

461 because she was democratic, and Sparta in the present
war because she was Dorian ?

Neither the racial contrast nor the political provides either

party with a definite and sufficient motive for embarking, just
at this moment, on a conflict. We must look elsewhere.

Most of the modern histories come back to Thucydides'
one explicit statement of his own view, and there rest content.
' The most genuine pretext, though it appeared least in what
was said, I consider to have been the growing power of the

Athenians which alarmed the Lacedaemonians and forced

them into war.' 1

Thucydides holds (1) that the S

1 Thuc. i. 23. 6
; repeated in i. 88, and explained 88-118. 2

; alluded

the Corcyreans in i. 33.

partans^
led to by /! V
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were A/raid ojLA.thens' growing power, and
(2)

that the war
waa forced on

Sparta..

We shall recur later to the explanation which Thucydides

7r\. gives of this alarm. It is sufficient here to note that the

Spartans were reluctant to fight ;
the impulse did not come

from them. This we believe to be true. Sparta was not
v an imperial or conquering state. ) The purpose of her elaborate

and rigid military system was often misunderstood
;
even

Aristotle speaks of it as designed for conquest. But its

existence is otherwise explained by a glance at the economic
oXand social conditions. The soil of Lacedaemon was owned by

a few, very large proprietors.
1

Hence, while the country could

have maintained fifteen hundred horse and thirty thousand

hoplites, the total number fell to a thousand, and Sparta could

f not survive a single blow. Her fall at Leuctra was due to

{/ the paucity of her citizen population. The laws were framed

to encourage the increase of the privileged class ;
and this

tendency, combined with the growth of large estates, was

bound to produce a very large number of poor,
2

Only the

small and decreasing body of the rich enjoyed full citizenship.

The HSpartiates, says Isocrates,
3 enslaved the souls of the

cotnmon people no less than those of their servants, f They

appropriated, he goes on, not only the best of the land, but

also more of it than was similarly occupied elsewhere in

Greece, leaving so little for the mass of the people, and that

little so poor, that these could scarcely keep alive with

grinding toil. The common folk were split up in tiny
* cities ',

less important than villages in Attica. Deprived of

all a freeman should have, they were yet compelled to serve

as attendants in war. Worst of all, the Ephors could execute

them untried, in any numbers. Their condition was lower

than that of slaves in other parts of Greece. The Ephors, we
are told, on taking office regularly declared war on the Helots,

so that to massacre them at any moment might be legali

1 Ar. Pol. ii. 9 furnishes this and the following particulars.
8 Cf. Thuc. i. 141. The Peloponnesians are avrovpyoi and have no wealth.
3 Panath. 270. Isocrates' statements are, of course, rhetorical

; but these

seem to be true.
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The danger of such a situation the constant menace of

revolt did not escape the observation of Aristotle,
1 wKo

further remarks that the Spartans plainly had not discovered

the best method of governing a subject population. To meet

this danger, and not for purposes of conquest, their military

system was designed and maintained. Thucydides saw this.

In 424, he says, the Spartans favoured Brasidas' expedition,

because, now that the Athenians were infesting the Pelopon-

nese, they wanted to send some Helots out of the way and
so prevent a rising for which the occupation of Pylos gave an\/,.

'

opportunity.
' Most of the Lacedaemonian institutions weref

specially designed to secure them against this danger.'
2

This sagacious observation had escaped most of Thucydides*

contemporaries. They could not understand why a great

military power should not be aggressive, and they put it down
to the notorious ' slowness

'

of the Spartan character.
' Of all

the Hellenes ', so the Corinthians expostulate,
'

you alone keep
quiet.' 'Justice with you seems to consist in not injuring
others and only defending yourselves from being injured.'

3

Elsewhere,
4
Thucydides himself falls into the same strain.

In 411, he says, if the Peloponnesians had been more

energetic, the whole Athenian empire might have fallen into

their hands
; but the two peoples were of very different

tempers, the one quick and adventurous, the other timorous

and slow. The
Spartans^ he remarks aprain

t were nejzdis-
j

posed to make war except when compelled.
5

This reluctance is easy to explain. Situated in an out-of-

the-way corner of the peninsula, locked in by mountains

and almost harbourless coasts, prohibited by law from com-

"merce and industry, the Spartans never voluntarily and

spontaneously attempted conquest outside the Peloponnese.

They did not want an empire over-seas, and when they got

one, could not hold it. ffheir ideal was a 'life of virtue',

to be lived by a small class at the expense of a majority held

down by ruthless repression and treacherous massacre. For
'

$>
1

Pol. ii. 9.
2 Thuc. iv. 80.

3 Thuc. i. 68.
* Thuc. viii. 96.

5 Thuc. i. 118.
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__fear of the Helots, it was necessary to maintain a ring of

'oligarchies' on their land frontier. That was all their

Ambition. Living on a powder-mine, they had everything
to fear, and nothing positive to gain, from hostilities with

Athens. The moment war broke out their coasts were

(Defenceless. yThe Athenians as Demosthenes had the wit to

/see had only to land a force on some remote point, like

f Pylos, easily defensible and capable of being provisioned

from the sea, and the Spartans were powerless. What could

they do when the oppressed serfs flocked into such a centre of

revolt? Yet this obvious peril faced them from the first

^noment of war with the mistress of the seas. Naturally,

y/they were reluctant, and 5 not of a temper to make war

Jl except when compelled '. ^Thucydides is right when he says

/ Jihe were

But who 'forced them ? Pericles, and the Athenian demo-

cracy ? The term 'democracy* has fatally misleading associa-

tions, and it is not easy always to remember that the

language used by contemporaries about political parties is

vitiated by a constant source of error. The old names, Whig
and Tory, oligarch and democrat, which stand for the aims

of parties in one generation go on being used in the next,

when the lines of cleavage have really shifted and parties are

divided on quite other issues. A democrat was a revolu-

tionary under Peisistratus, a radical under Cleisthenes, and

I

in the time of Pericles a conservative.

In order to understand the position of Pericles it is necessary
to glance back over the period occupied by this change. The

history of Athens exhibits a series of upheavals from below,

which end in the full realization of democracy. The power
of the great landed families, who ruled Athens down to the

Persian wars, had been broken by Cleisthenes, though repre-

sentatives of the two chief houses, the Alcinaeonidae ?,nd the

Philaidae, continue to play the leading parts for some time to

come. Themistocles, half an alien by birth, had broken into

the charmed circle and created a party of his own, which the

aristocrats combined to oppose. His invention of Athenian

sea power and his creation of the Piraeus were strokes of fresh
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and innovating genius. The policy they stood for was justified

at Salamis and adopted in the next generation.

After the Persian wars men's minds were at first filled with

the Eastern peril. The Philaidae, headed by Kimon, took

up the anti-Persian ideal war to the death with the bar-

barian. The ideal was identified with pan-Hellenism and

friendship for Athens' yokefellow, Sparta. The men of

Marathon, the victory of the aristocrat Miltiades, rallied

round Miltiades' son. The men of Salamis, the democratic

victory won by the upstart Themistocles, supported the leader

of the opposite house. [The upheaval in this generation was

led by Pericles and Ephialtes. _ Family tradition associated

the Alcmaeonid Pericles with the seafaring population of ' the

shore '. But the sea power of Athens comes to mean something
different from what it meant to the generation who had seen

the Persian wars. The Eastern peril fades, to vanish at
** * _' '

H
""

H _

Eurymedon. /The Delian league loses its raison d'etre and

passes from Vn '

alliance
'

into an '

empire '. To Pericles

empire meajat glory (n/xTJ). the first of the * three most powerful

motives-rtgloruj fear, profit/, which the Athenians allege as

compellirig^fliem to retain the position they had won. 1 In

his speeches Pericles is always dwelling on the glory of

Athens' rule.. A genuine imperialist, he honestly believed

that the School of Hellas was a benevolent and beneficent

institution, and did his best to make it so. 'No subject

complains of being ruled by such a mistress, no enemy of

being injured by so glorious an antagonist/
2

Thucydides,
the son of Melesias, kept up the opposition on the antiquated

lines, and attacked Pericles for using the allies' treasure

for other ends than war with Persia. Thucydides was behind

the times
;
he was ostracized, and left Pericles in undisputed

supremacy, j

Meanwhile, with the achievement of complete democracy,
the constitutional struggle was over. The people had gained
all they wanted. They did not desire complete equality of

all clasess. As the oligarchic writer 3
puts it, they did not

1 M (jpiwv} rcav pcyiaTuv viKrjOevTfs, Tt/^/s KOI Seovs KOI &(p\ias, Thuc. i. 76.

8 Pseudo-Xen. de rep. Ath. i. 3. 3 Thuc. ii. 41.
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want the offices on which the safety of the state depended ;

they knew it was better for men of substance to hold them.

They only want, he sneers, the offices which carry wages.
It is less unfair to say that they were content with their

stronghold, the law courts. As for the oligarchs, they were

no longer a party. The oligarchs from conviction were a

hopeless minority who could only intrigue in secret and try

to influence elections.

The reign of Pericles follows. What was there left for

Athens to do ? From Pericles'/ point of view, nothing. He
is accused of being no greki-statesman, only a great politician ;

he had no 'original constructive idea*. We dispute this.

He had an original idea, which has too rarely made its

appearance in the history of mankind. /The idea was that,

instead of spending the treasure of the league on materials

for a very improbable war with Persia, it was better to spend
it on enduring monuments of perfect art, and that to make
a beautiful thing is a worthier occupation than killing other

people. An additional advantage gained by this use of the >

Fund was that he could thus provide employment for a large

working population. Those who laboured in the building
of those great memorials of Athens' glory had as good a claim,

he said, to be supported from the treasury as men engaged
on foreign service./ Workers in all materials, in marble and

bronze, ivory and gold, ebony and cypress ; carpenters, masons,

brassfounders, marblecutters, dyers, goldsmiths, painters, en-

gravers, turners
;
merchants and sailors who brought the

material by sea and by land, wheelwrights, waggoners,

carriers, ropemakers, leathercutters, roadmakers, miners

every art had a whole army of labourers at work and plenty
was universally diffused. The whole city, almost, was drawing
his wages.

1

A thoroughly idyllic picture. It Jsjbrue that the allies,

who paid the bill, were becoming restive, an2-h-&ocQnd of

the three imperial motivejr=fear was beginning to -b&- felt

-Naxos had been the first to revolt, and 'the first
,

to be enslaved contrary to the terms of alliance'.2 Samos
1 Hut. Per. xii.

* Thuc. i. 98.
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and Byzantium had called for stern repression. But the

allies had weakened themselves by letting their navies go and

contributing money instead of ships. Scattered on islands

they had no common place of meeting/now that the congress
of the league had fallen into disuse. 1

.Pericles' policy towards

them was 'to keep them in
hand'j-a phrase several times

attributed to him and probably often on his lips.

What reason had Pericles for making war with Sparta?
That is just the question which puzzled contemporaries;
hence the scandals which we mentioned and dismissed. When
historians cannot discover a motive, they say that he saw

that war was ' inevitable
'

and hastened the moment. But

war meant danger to the stability of the Athenian empire
the one cloud on his horizon. So long as there was peace,

the allies could be (

kept in hand
'

;
but with the outbreak

of hostilities, the Athenian fleet would have other work to do.

The chances of revolt would be enormously increased. When
the cry for autonomy had once been raised, Sparta would

come forward as the liberator of Hellas, fThe first duty of

Athens was to maintain unimpaired the empire which was

her glory. \ Then why plunge her into a war which was the

one thing t!hat could make the danger of losing that empire
imminent 1 And what would become of the noble ideal of

Athens as a centre of culture and of art, the lesson and the

glory of all Greece 1

Pericles had no more reason f^nTT.Sp^.n.-.f^ flffiufmjpr
war

;

and this is precisely the impression which we get from

Thucydides. He tells us indeed that Pericles urged the

Athenians into the war
;

but neither at the place where

this statement occurs,
2 nor yet in the speech of Pericles at

the end of the Book is any motive assigned for this course

of action. We can only conclude that Thucydides was at f
a loss to understand what the motive could be. Yet some ^
one must have desired the war

;
and if the two protagonists

on whom our attention is commonly fixed are each with-

out a sufficient motive, we must seek elsewhere. In what

direction ?

1 Ps.-Xen. de Eep. Ath. ii. 2.
a Thuc. i. 127.
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The clue is supplied when we take account of a certain

point of Thucydidean method. The facts which Thucydides
in his introduction promises to tell us are of two kinds : first,

the events (tpya) what actually was done in the war ;
and

besides these, only
' the accounts given of themselves by the

several parties in speeches (Ao'yw) '. The history does, in fact,

consist of two elements descriptive narration and speeches
what was done and what was said. This arrangement in-

volves a limitation important for our present guidance. The

arguments, pretexts, explanations, which occur in the speeches
must be such as could, and would, be used on formal occasions,

by speakers addressing a particular audience for a particular

purpose. /Further the speakers are, almost always, official

speakers, tne leaders of parties or the representatives of states
;

there is no room in the plan for any statement of the views

and aims of minorities, or of the non-official sections of a

majority. )
It may be that our secret lies in those dark places

which the restrictions of this method compel Thucydides to

leave in darkness.



CHAPTER II

ATHENIAN PARTIES BEFORE THE WAR

WHO were the people on the Athenian side who made the

war and why did they make it ? Who caused the * alarm of

the Lacedaemonians
'

and ' forced
'

them to fight ? We must
look behind the official utterances of Pericles, and attempt an

analysis of the majority with which he worked. We must

stop speaking of 'the Athenians', as Thucydides does; not

every Athenian was a Pericles in miniature.

Much has been written about the state of parties at Athens

during the war the state reflected in the earlier extant

comedies of Aristophanes. One point, however, of great

importance, is easily overlooked. It is that the state of

parties during the war must have been very different from

what it was before the war. The annual invasions of Attica

caused an influx of the rural population into Athens, and so

altered the balance of parties. Aristophanes shows us only
the later, transformed condition. To answer our question
we must go back to the previous state of affairs. Further,
we must avoid obscuring the whole discussion by the use of

irrelevant terms, such as oligarch and democrat.

The unknown author of the tract On the Athenian Con-

stitution 1
tells us in a few pages more about the Athenian

Demos than we shall find in the whole of Thucydides, and
he shows us how the difference of parties looked to an
old-fashioned aristocrat. He uses three antitheses. (1) The
commons

(brjfjios) are opposed to the men of birth (ytiwcuoi)

a reminiscence of the old days of patrician rule
; (2) the base

mechanics (nov^poty which seems to have some of its original

meaning, 'working men') are opposed to the leisured and

1 Ps.-Xen. de Rep, Ath.
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educated classes, naively called 'the best' (ol xprja-roi or ol

/Se'AnoToi) ; (3) the poor (ir^res) are contrasted with the

rich (77X0^0-101) or men of position and substance (8ui>arcorepoi).

It will be seen that the division is not constitutional

democrat against oligarch but a division of class interest

pp^r__aainst_rich.
This author, however, is criticizing

the democratic constitution which gives too much power
to the poor ;

he is not considering mainly the division of

parties from the point of view of war. The conditions of

war bring out,^4ifeentconnict of interests. The antithesis

of country and town here~Bet5om.ea_sign4ficant. It cuts across

the division of rich and poor ;
in the country rich and poor

alike shared certain risks in war-time which set them against
rich and poor alike in the town.

The same author,
1 when speaking of war, says (almost

in Pericles' words, Thuc. i. 143) :
' If Athens were only an

island, she could escape having her lands ravaged by invaders.

As it is, the farmers and the rich (ol yewpyowre? KOL ol 7rAov<riot)

dread the incursions of the enemy, whereas the people

(6 drjjuos), having nothing to lose, live in security.' In this

passage
' the people

'

so shifting are these terms 2 means

the town poor, contrasted with the owners of land, whether

large holders (T:\OVCTLOL) or small farmers (yewpyowres). In

Aristophanes
3 the same class, the town deinos, are called

' the poor '. It is from this antithesis of country and town

that we must start.

The strength of the landed interest was, on paper, very
considerable. Thucydides,

4 in describing the removal of

the country folk into Athens^ says that it was very painful,

because the Athenians, more than any other Hellenic people,

had always been accustomed to live on the.,.aoiL Although
united by Theseus in a single TTO'AIS, most of them (ol

1 Ps.-Xen. de Eep. Ath. ii. 14.

2 Thuc. ii. 65, speaking only of the country population, uses Sijfios to mean
the peasantry with small holdings, as distinguished from ol Svvaroi who have

large estates.

3 Ecd. 197 vavs Set Ka6f\Kiv TO> -ntvrjTi fj.ev Soaef, |
rots irXovaiois 8 teal ytcapyoTs

oil Soxfi. Of. Plut. vit. Nik. 9 ot eviropoi KOI trpto&vTfpoi and most of ol

favoured peace.
*

ii. 16.
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down to the time of this war, resided from old habit in

the country. They had just restored their country houses

after the Persian invasion, and now they were called upon
to forsake their ancient manner of life and leave the village

which to them was a city.

The country people, as is implied when the term 'poor'

is specially used of the town demos, were comparatively

well-to-do. The larger owners worked their farms by slave-

labour ;
and even the small holders would have one or two

slaves.1
They grew, probably, enough corn to supply their

own needs, though not those of the town, which depended

chiefly on importation. They sent fruit and vegetables to

the Athenian market, and olive-oil across the seas. This

class had little interest in commerce or in empire ;
and they

had everything to lose by war, which meant the destruction

of their olive trees.
2 If they were so numerous, why did they

not prevent the war ?

The answer is simple. Their leaders, the territorial aristo-

cracy, had little peliticai'mfluence.
'

Oligarchs
'

by tradition,

they were suspected of laconism and of intrigues to subvert

the democracy. The great majority of the country people

were, like Aristophanes' Acharnians, peasants who took no

interest in politics, and seldom or never came to Athens.

Their hatredToF ffie confinement of town-life is illustrated by

Dikaiopolis' complaints :

'Looking in vain to the prospect of the fields,

Loathing the city, longing for a peace,

To return to my poor village and my farm,
That never used to cry

" Come buy my charcoal !
"

Nor "Buy my oil!" nor "Buy my anything!"
But gave me what I wanted, freely and fairly,

Clear of all cost, with never a word of buying
Or such buy-words.'

3

Many of the citizens, says Isocrates, did not even come to

the city for festivals, but preferred to stay at home and enjoy
the pleasures of the country.

4

1 Hence Thuc. calls the Peloponnesians by contrast, avTovp-yoi.
2 A point frequently mentioned : Thuc. ii. 72, 75

; Ar. Ach. 182, 232, 512 ;

Pax, 628, &c. 3 Ar. Ach. 32. Frere.
*

Isocr. Areop. 52. Cf. Eur. Or. 918 6\if6.Kis aarv K<vyo/>as xPa
'

iVWV KVK\OV, \

G
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The c men of Marathon ', now, as always, settled on the soil,

were a generation behind the townspeople, and hated the

new growth of the ' democratic
'

Piraeus. They cared for

the Empire only on its original, anti-Persian basis, and for

the Parthenon not at all. They did not want to exploit the

allies. By traditional sentiment they were not hostile to

the Spartans. They were out of touch with the new school

in politics, and so long as peace allowed them to stay quietly

on their farms, they were a negligible factor in political

combinations. In Aristophanes we only see them in much

altered circumstances, exasperated by being driven into the

town, and enraged against the invaders who had ravaged

their homes. The more sober and far-sighted joined the

peace party. Others in time would become assimilated to

the town-poor, and in the desperation of ruin would reinforce

the party of war. But all this was after the war had begun ;

before it broke out their numerical strength was not felt.

The country-folk, anyhow, were not the people who made

the war. To find them we must look to the town.

Athens was not one town, but two. The new factor in

fifth-century politics is the Piraeus. The port had been

created by Themistocles, who substituted for the exposed,

sandy bay of Phalerum the rock-defended harbour on the

other side of Acte. It had been fortified, and the new town

was laid out on the best modern principles by Hippodamus.

By the beginning of the Peloponnesian war it had become

the chief commercial centre of the Greek world. Even after

the fall of Athens its yearly export and import trade was

reckoned at 2,000 talents, and before the war it must have

been much greater. From 510 to 430 B.C. the population of

Athens and the Piraeus together is said to have increased

from 20,000 to 100,000. This increase must have been

chiefly due to the influx of a commercial and industrial

population into the Piraeus. The new-comers were, of

course, aliens. While a majority of the citizens were, as

Thucydides says, country people, a great majority of the

oSj Supp. 420 yairovos 8' dvr)p irevijs, \
ei real yevoiro ^ d/naflijs, fpycav vrro

\

OVK av Svvairo irp&s TO, now 1

airo@\6Treiv.
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'resident aliens' must have been townspeople, engaged in

industry or commerce down at the port. The strength of

the alien element in the town population is often ignored

in spite of the evidence.

The encouragement of alien immigrants dates from Solon,
1

who * saw that Attica had a barren and poor soil and that

merchants who traffic by sea are not wont to import their

goods where they can get nothing in exchange, and accord-

ingly turned the attention of the citizens to manufactures '.

'He ordered that trades should be accounted honourable.'

His law for the naturalization of foreigners granted the

citizenship only to such as transplanted themselves with

their whole family to Athens, to exercise some manual trade.

The intention was not to deter but to encourage immigrants,

by the hope of civic rights, to settle permanently and start

industries. This recruiting of the native population must

have gone on steadily through the sixth and fifth centuries.

Of course, foreign families who migrated to Athens before

the Persian war would be quite Athenianized by the end of

the fifth century. But the great influx must have been after

the foundation of the Piraeus. From 480 to 450 Athens

granted citizenship freely. Pericles, perhaps in alarm at this

increasing infiltration of foreign blood, made the conditions of

naturalization harder. But the unnaturalized alien was still,

for industrial purposes, as free as the citizen, and had the

protection of law. At the beginning of the Peloponnesian
war there were 9,000 adult men in this condition, who, with

their families, made up an alien population of 30,000.

Although not politically on the same level, these people

belonged to the same social class, and had the same interests

as the other recent immigrants who had been admitted to

citizenship. United with them they formed a solid body
with definite ends to gain, and with the business man's

practical sense of the means to gaining them.

How the native-born Athenians regarded them we know
from the rhetorical outbursts of Isocrates. Keviewing the days
of maritime empire under the democracy, he says,

2 'Who
1

Plutarch, Solon, xxii. 2 de Pace, 79, 88, 89.
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could endure the brutality of our fathers who gathered from

all Greece the laziest rascals to man their triremes, and so

excited the hatred of all Hellenes
;
who ejected the best from

other states, and divided their substance among the lowest

ruffians in Greece!' 'They filled the public tombs with

citizens, and the public registers with aliens.' 'A city will be

happy, not when it collects a multitude of citizens at random

from every nation in the world, but when it preserves above

all the race of its original inhabitants.' So Xenophon
l notes

that the resident aliens include not only Greeks from other

states, but many Phrygians, Lydians, Syrians, and barbarians

of all sorts.

fhis growing mass of commercial, industrial, and sea-going

people, in the harbour town, must have been a factor of

great and increasing importance. We hear little about them,

except expressions of contempt from the aristocratic authors

whose work has come down to us. Their occupations

excited the disgust of the true Athenian gentleman who,

whatever Solon might prescribe, never could think of trade

as anything but dishonourable and degrading. The last

thing he would admit, even to himself, would be that this

class could have a decisive influence on the policy of

Athens. But we ought not to allow our own view to be

distorted by the prejudice of our authorities.^ Some of the

wealthier of the unenfranchised aliens, it is true, were highly

respected, and mixed on equal terms with the Athenian

aristocracy. The house of Kephalus, Lysias' father, seems to

have been a centre of intellectual society. Men of this sort,

though excluded from civic life, must have exercised consider-

able influence, and could make their interests felt indirectly,

through their citizen friends of the same social class. They
had, moreover, an economic hold on a large number of free

artisans in their employ, whose wages were kept down by the

competition of slave labour. Many of these workmen were

citizens, and their votes counted in the Assembly for just as

much as the votes of the aristocrats who regarded working
men as *

incapable of virtue '. They were the sovereign Demos,
1 de Vect. 11. 3.
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and if they and their employers, whose interests were theirs,

knew what they wanted, they could be given a morning's

holiday to go and vote for it.

This, then, is the new force in Athenian politics, ignored

and despised by the upper-class writers whose works we know,

but bound, sooner or later, to make itself felt decisively.

What were their aims and ideals ? We have no expression

of them from any member of the class itself; but we can

infer enough from the statements of their opponents. The

Empire, to them, meant thalassocracy command of the main

arteries of trade ;
it meant also the tribute of the allies, which

found its way into their pockets in wages or doles, and

served to keep them on the right side of the narrow line which

separated so many of them from starvation. We get a

glimpse one of the very rare glimpses in literature of what

we call economic considerations in the tract already referred

to, On the Constitution of Athens.1 The writer is not making
one of the ordinary aristocratic attacks on the Demos. He

recognizes that the Demos understands its own interests and

plays its game well ; only he thinks the game a base one, and

the players irovripot. 'Wealth', he says,
' can belong only to the

Athenians among all Greeks and Barbarians. For, suppose a

city is rich in timber for ship-building, how is it to dispose of

its timber, unless it prevails upon (-n-eitfei)
the power which

controls the sea ? Or suppose it has iron, or bronze, or flax,

or any other commodity used in ship-building. We import
these commodities, one from one place, another from another

;

and we will not allow other States, who are rivals, to import

them, on pain of being excluded from the seas.2 We sit at

home and all these things come to us by sea
;
but no other

city has all these commodities at once. One is rich in flax,

but its land is bare and timberless ;
another has iron, but not

bronze, and so on. Only at the Piraeus can you find them all.'
3

1 Ps.-Xen. de Eep. Ath. ii. 11.

2 Ou xP*} ff VTat TV Oa^aTTri a reference to the Megarian decrees ?

3 Isocrates Paneg. 42 says, Athens set up at the Piraeus an emporium in the

midst of Greece, such that there can be obtained all the commodities which

could scarcely be found singly in other states.
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The class we are considering evidently regarded the Athenian

navy as an instrument for controlling as they pleased the sea-

borne trade in Greek waters. The third of the three imperial
motives profit was dominant with them.

That Cleon's majority, after Pericles' death, was drawn

chiefly from this commercial and industrial class, has always
been recognized. Aristophanes speaks of them as tradesmen

leather-sellers, honey-sellers, cheese-mongers.
1 When Try-

gaeus
2 summons 'farmers, merchants, carpenters, workmen,

aliens, foreigners, islanders
'

to help in drawing up the image
of Peace, only the farmers answer the summons

;
none of

the rest will stir a finger. But the evidence of Aristophanes
of course refers to a later date, when the war had already
run through its first stage.

The impression left by ancient writers is that no representa-

tives of this party no members of this class came to the

surface till after Pericles' death. For this impression Thucy-
dides is chiefly responsible ;

in his mind, as in those of his

contemporaries,
3 the death of Pericles closed an epoch. When

that great personal influence was withdrawn, it seemed to

them as if the demos had undergone a critical change. Until

Pericles' death, says the author of The Athenian Constitution*

the leaders of the people were all respectable. The list runs :

Xanthippos, Themistocles, Ephialtes, Pericles Cleon, Cleo-

phon. Cleon, we know, was a tanner
; Cleophon was a

lyre-maker. What a fall, after the Olympian aristocrat !

But it was not so sudden a fall as it looks in this account
;

Cleon was not the first of the 'dynasty of tradesmen'.5

There was the oakum-dealer and bran-seller, Eukrates,
' the

boar-pig from Melite,' who was condemned on the scrutiny
of his accounts and retired into private life

' made a clean

bolt to the bran-shop,' as Aristophanes puts it. Then there

was the '

sheep-seller ', Lysides, with whom, as Aeschines, the

Socratic,
6
reported, Aspasia lived after Pericles' death. There

1

Knights, 852 (425-424 B.C.).
2
Pax, 296 and 508.

3 Cf. Eupolis, Demoi, 15 (Mein. ii. 466), Poleis, 7 (Mein. ii. 510).
4 Ath. Pol. 28. 5 See Ar. Knights, 125 ff.

6 Plut. Per. 24.
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is no ground for believing that he was contemptible. Cleon

was the next unofficial leader of the advanced section. We
happen to know, from a comic fragment, that he began to

attack Pericles as early as 431. He acted as prosecutor in

a process against the generals in the winter 430-429. Thucy-

dides,
1 in his first mention of him, calls him ' at that time by

far the first in the people's confidence'. This is less than

two years after Pericles' death
;
he must have laid the founda-

tions of his influence long before.

Almost all we know of Cleon comes from Aristophanes
or Thucydides. The earliest extant play of Aristophanes dates

from some years after the beginning of the war. Thucydides
does not mention Cleon till he has become the official leader

and spokesman of the demos
;
Eukrates he never names

;

Lysicles is barely mentioned,
2 and then only as the officer

in command of an unimportant expedition. It is easy for

us to slip into the assumption that the class represented

by these leaders, and by others who are now hardly more

than names, only became important after Pericles' death.

But when it is realized that before the war the country-

people were not a factor in politics, we see that the majority
which Pericles had to work with must have largely consisted

of this same commercial and industrial class. The opposition
he had to fear came not from '

oligarchs ',
who were a power-

less minority, but from the advanced section of the demos

itself, led by these low-born tradesmen whom Thucydides
will not deign to mention.

We described fifth-century history at Athens as a series

of upheavals. The last of these had raised Pericles to

undisputed supremacy, and at the same time had brought
the constitutional question to a settlement. Democracy was
achieved ; reform could go no further. But time does not

stand still
;
a new generation is growing up under Pericles'

feet, with new aims and new demands. A period of peace has

1 Thuc. iii. 36
;

cf. iv. 21.
2 Thuc. iii. 19. Lysicles fell in battle in the winter 428-427. Thucydides

omits to give his father's name in contempt, perhaps, of his low birth.
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given a new impetus to commerce and industry ;
and thePiraeus

is swelling to a size that threatens to overbalance the old town
under the Acropolis. This teeming population, largely of

alien birth or naturalized but yesterday, takes no stock of

the hereditary feuds of Alcmaeonids and Philaidae. They
have nothing in common, either by tradition or interest, with

the autochthonous country-folk, who, on their side, despise

them as a '

seafaring rabble ',
an '

undisciplined and vulgar
mob '. They know nothing of the obsolete, anti-Persian ideal

of the League ; they care nothing for the Periclean ideal of

Athens as the School of Hellas. The later part of Pericles'

career can only be explained if we see that the demos he had

Ito manage did not, most of them, share his exalted thoughts
j or understand a word of his magnificent Funeral Oration.

/ Gradually and steadily they were getting out of hand. They
/ extorted from him his socialistic measures. When he spent
/ the allies' treasure on magnificent buildings, he was serving

two ends his own end, the beauty and glory of Athens, and

his supporters' end, employment and maintenance out of

public funds. By such dexterous compromises he could keep
them in hand, till some man of the people arose to tell the

demos that they could take as a right what was granted
them as a favour. From the moment the sovereign people
wakes up to its own power, Pericles must either go under

or take the lead whither they will. He must walk at the

head of the crowd, or be trampled under foot
;
but the crowd

is going its own way.
Whither ? What were the aims of this obscure, inarticulate

army of tradesmen and handworkers, leaders of commerce

/ and industry, merchants and sea captains ? We shall attempt
an answer in the next Chapter.



CHAPTEE III

THE MEGARIAN DECREES

THEKE is a remarkable discrepancy between Thucydides'
account of the negotiations immediately preceding the war

and all the other ancient accounts we possess. These other

authorities agree in representing certain decrees against

Megara, passed at Athens on the eve of the war, as having
a critical effect in bringing it on. Thucydides, on the contrary,

does not even record these decrees at the proper point, and

only makes a few allusions to them which attract no special

attention. The explanation of this discrepancy will, we hope,

throw some light on our inquiry into the aims of the party
which made the war.

The evidence of Aristophanes with regard to these decrees

has much weight. We must, of course, handle the statements

of a comic poet cautiously ;
but there is a kind of inference

which we can draw with confidence. The inference we can

draw here is that the audience which witnessed the Acharnians

believed certain things. They may or may not have believed

that Pericles acted from personal motives. That is unim-

portant; if they did, it merely shows that they did not

understand Pericles, and that they could not imagine any
serious motive he could have entertained. What is important
is that they believed that the series of decrees against Megara
had much more to do with the outbreak of the war than any

ordinary reader, not on his guard, could possibly gather from

Thucydides' account. We are sure of this, because Aristophanes'

purpose here is serious
;
he wishes to allay a shortsighted ragei /

against Sparta and convert the poor, exasperated peasants^
to the cause of peace. He would not further this purpose

by giving such an account of the origin of the war as every
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one in his audience knew to be substantially false. It is

one thing to represent the quarrel as arising ultimately out

of the theft of three courtesans ; no one would take that

too seriously. But when it comes to describing how the

actual outbreak occurred, we can imagine no motive for

pretending that the boycotting of Megara was the principal

point on which the negotiations turned, unless it really was

so. In Aristophanes' account it is the sole point :

' For Pericles, like an Olympian Jove,

With all his thunder and his thunderbolts

Began to storm and lighten dreadfully,

Alarming all the neighbourhood of Greece
;

And made decrees drawn up like drinking-songs,
In which it was enacted and concluded,
That the Megarians should remain excluded

From every place where commerce was transacted,

With all their ware like ' old care
'

in the ballad
;

And this decree by sea and land was valid.

Then the Megarians, being all half starved,

Desired the Spartans, to desire of us,

Just to repeal those laws
;
the laws I mentioned,

Occasioned by the stealing of those strumpets.
And so they begged and prayed us several times;
And we refused

;
and so they went to war.' 1

If this sketch of the negotiations is not roughly correct,

what is the point of it ?
'

The impression here given by Aristophanes is confirmed by
/Diodorus, who, after stating that Pericles had private motives

j
for desiring war, proceeds thus 2

:

' There was a decree at Athens

/ excluding the Megarians from the market and harbours, and the

/ Megarians appealed to Sparta. The Lacedaemonians at their

7 instance sent envoys empowered by a resolution of the Council

// of the League to demand that the Athenians should rescind

// the decree and to threaten war if they refused. The Athenian

^J Assembly met, and Pericles with his great eloquence per-
suaded the Athenians not to annul the decree, saying that to

give way to Sparta against their interests was the first step
to servitude. So he advised them to remove from the country
into the town, and having command of the sea to fight the

Spartans to the end.'

1 Ar. Ach. 530 ff. Frere. 2 Diod. xii. 39.
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Plutarch 1
goes a step further and expressly states that

'

probably^ otherjppint would have involved the Athenians

in war, if they could have been induced to rescind the

decree against Megara. Pericles exerted all his influence

to prevent this, and by working up the Athenian people to

share his rancour against Megara, was the sole author of the

war'. 'He seems to have had some private grudge against

Megara.'
All these accounts agree in two respects. (1) They make

the Megarian decree the central point of the negotiations,

(2) They connect this decree with some unexplained personal
rancour felt by Pericles against Megara. On the other hand,

Thucydides, as we shall presently show at length, keeps the

measures against Megara in the background.

What was the history of these decrees? In 446 the

Megarians had risen and expelled the Athenian garrisons

which had for some time held their ports. The Megarian

colony, Byzantium, had joined in the Samian revolt. The

commercial interests of Megara in Pontus were threatened by
Athenian enterprise in that region. Megara had a very small

territory, and its population lived by industry and by the trade

which passed through. Athens was the nearest market
;
so it

was easy for the great sea power to put the screw on the

small one. The first decree against Megara dates, probably,
from before the summer of 433. Athens excluded Megarian
wares from the Athenian market on pain of confiscation.

This is the first of_ the two decrees which Aristophanes
mentions.2 It was not moved by Pericles. Thucydides does

not record it.

The second decree was more stringent. After the conclu-

sion of the alliance with Corcyra,
3 on the trumpery excuse

that the Megarians had cultivated some sacred land at Eleusis,

or received fugitive slaves, or what not, Pericles moved that

the Megarians should be excluded (not merely from the

Athenian market, but) from all ports in the Athenian empire.

1
Pericles, 29. 2 Ach. 515.

3 Probable date, winter, 433-432.
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This meant flat ruin to Megara; for she was shut out of

Byzantium, an indispensable port of call on the Pontic

route, and the central mart of the corn-trade on which she

depended. Aristophanes'
1

picture of starvation at Megara
is not overdrawn. Here is another incident surely im-

portant enough, and falling well within his period which

Thucydides does not record in its place.

Thucydides also omits to mention a third decree that of

Charinos which declared a 'truceless war' with Megara.
This decree falls between the attack on Plataea in April, 431,

with which the war opens, and the march of the Peloponnesian

army.
2 Why do we hear nothing of it from the historian of

the war ?

Let us now look at the allusions to Megara which

Thucydides does make.

(1) The Corinthians in their speech at Athens
(i. 42) refer,

in passing, to ' the ill-feeling which your treatment of the

Megarians "has already inspired '.

(2) At the congress at Sparta (i. 67) the Lacedaemonians

summon their allies to bring forward their grievances against
Athens. * Others came with their several charges, including
the Megarians, who, among many other causes of quarrel,

stated that they were excluded from the harbours in the

Athenian Empire and from the Attic market, contrary to the

treaty.'

(3) In the negotiations which preceded the declaration of

war (i. 139), the Lacedaemonians after making other demands

'insisted, above all, and in the plainest terms, that if the

Athenians wanted to avert war they must rescind the decree

which excluded the Megarians from the market of Athens and

the harbours in the Athenian dominions. But the Athenians

would not listen to them, or rescind the decree
; alleging in

reply that the Megarians had tilled the sacred ground and the

neutral borderland and had received runaway slaves.' In the

debate which followed 'some said the decree ought not to

stand in the way of peace '.

1 Ach. 535, 730 ff. ; Pax, 245, 481.
2 In the interval between Thuc. ii. 2 and ii. 13.
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(4) Pericles in his speech on this occasion 1 discusses the

Lacedaemonian grievances, and refers to Megara in curious

language :

'

They tell us to withdraw from Potidaea, to leave

Aegina independent, and to rescind the decree against Megara.
Do not imagine that we shall be fighting for a small matter

if we refuse to annul this measure, of which they 'make so

much, telling us its revocation ivould stop the war. This

small matter involves the trial and confirmation of your
whole purpose. If you give way about a trifle they will

think you are afraid and make harder conditions.'

(5) At i. 144 Pericles makes his counter-demand: 'We
will not exclude the Megarians, if the Lacedaemonians will

not exclude foreigners from Sparta.' The Athenians adopted
these terms.

Even from these few allusions the truth peeps out, that

the decree '

of which they make so much, telling us its revoca-

tion would stop the war '

was really, as it appears in Aristo-

phanes, Plutarch, and Diodorus, the turning-point of the

negotiations. But we venture to say that no one, reading
the whole story in Thucydides and unacquainted with the other

evidence, would gather this impression. Such a reader would
be left with the idea that the decree was in itself, as Pericles

calls it, 'a trifling matter,' exaggerated by the Spartans,
and merely held to by the Athenians as a point of honour.

He would never discover that there were three decrees, each

more stringent than the last, or that the second was moved

by Pericles himself, or that, by this
'

trifling matter ', Megara
was reduced nearly to starvation.

The same design of keeping Megarian affairs in the back-

ground can be detected in Thucydides' treatment of the

operations in that * truceless war ', the declaration of which
he never records. At ii. 31 he mentions an invasion of the

Megarid in full force, and observes that the invasion was

repeated every year until Nisaea was taken. This incidental

observation is repeated at iv. 66 (B. c. 424). But these inva-

sions are not, like the Spartan invasions of Attica, recorded

separately as they occurred, according to Thucydides' avowed
1 Thuc. i. 140 ff.
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plan of chronicling the events of the war. At ii. 93 we

discover from a passing reference that the Athenians had

established a fort in Salamis, opposite the Megarian coast,

and kept three ships stationed there 'to prevent anything

being conveyed by sea into or out of Megara'. We hear

of this fort again at iii. 51, when the Athenians capture

Minoa, to make the blockade more effective. From these

hints we gather that all through the early part of the war
' Athens was following up her policy of bringing the severest

possible pressure to bear on Megara. But why are we only

given hints and summary allusions to the incidents of this

truceless war?

One motive which might induce Thucydides to suppress

Pericles' connexion with the attack on Megara has already
been mentioned. From all the non-Thucydidean accounts

it is clear that this attack was currently associated with some

petty, personal rancour on Pericles' part. Thucydides, who
knew that Pericles was incapable of plunging Athens into

war for such motives, wished to contradict the scandal. For

the same reason he keeps silent about the indirect attacks

made upon Pericles through the persons of Pheidias, Anaxa-

goras, Aspasia. But this is hardly a sufficient explanation of

the anomalies we have pointed out.

There is however one hypothesis which would provide a

complete explanation. Thucydides, we remember, is bound by
his plan of speech-writing to state only official policies ;

he

speaks of ' the Athenians
'

as if they were one united whole,

with a single purpose. Suppose, now, that the attack on

f Megara, the boycotting decrees, and the truceless war, were
'

part of a policy which had not been originated by Pericles,

but forced upon him against his will. Suppose it was the

policy of the class which furnished the bulk of his majority,
the class we attempted to characterize in the last chapter in

a word, the policy of the Piraeus. Suppose that younger

leaders, sprung from that class itself, were already threaten-

ing to outbid Pericles in the popular favour
;

that Cleon, for

instance, was telling the demos to take their own way and,
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if Pericles would not lead them, he would. How would

Pericles meet this situation ?

/imagine a statesman of aristocratic birth, with the ideals

aim prejudices of his class ; mainly interested in culture, in

art and philosophy \ by temperament exceptionally sensitive

and reserved ; openly called a '

tyrant
'

the * new Peisistratus'.

He owes his position a position which the habits of a lifetime

have made indispensable-f-to the favour of a class of working

people, incapable of his aspirations, ignorant of his pursuits ;

largely of alien extraction and indifferent to his hereditary tra-

ditions ; engaged in occupations which his own class despises

as mercenary and degrading. He can keep them amused for

a time with festivals, doles, and abundance of employment on

public works
;
but what will happen when they become

conscious of the power he has irrevocably put in their hands ?

A very little agitation will suffice to consolidate and marshal

them in irresistible ranks. Someone Cleon, let us say,

puts into their heads a wider policy than that of appropriating

the allies' treasure in the form of wages. \)

The first step in this policy involves the coercion of Megara

why, we shall presently see. The policy is distasteful to

Pericles ;
he will stand out against it as long as he dares

;
but

even his influence cannot hold back the demos. The first decree

against Megara is moved by somebody his very name is lost

and carried. For Pericles to stand out longer would be to adver-

tise all Greece that his influence is no longer supreme. He
throws himself into the campaign against Megara with a vehe-

mence which makes people think he must have some personal

spite. Some young Megarians must have carried off a couple of

Aspasia's women. So idle tongues run on scandal. Pericles

is not sorry that his real motive is not divined by the gossips.

He moves in his own person the second, more stringent decree.

His upstart competitors are instantly silenced; the words

are taken out of their mouths; their policy becomes the

policy of the leader whom they hoped to displace. There is

some disappointment of personal ambitions, which must wait

for a better opening ;
Pericles cannot live for ever. But,

politically, a signal triumph is won. Athens has taken the
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first step in the execution of a plan that was not matured in

Aspasia's boudoir, but has been the theme of many back-

parlour conferences in the wineshops along the quays. Its

authors can well afford to go on working below the surface.

What was the rest of this plan ? To find that out we must

concentrate our attention on the point from which Thucydides
diverts it. We must study the significance of Megara, and

discover the purpose of a violent and sustained attack on that

inoffensive little community.
1

The town of Megara is in a tiny plain, dominated on all

sides by barren hills. The country could, of itself, support

only a very small population. Yet Megara had once been

a great sea-power, founding her colonies far to the east and

west, in Pontus and in Sicily. The Megarians, says Isocrates,
2

started with few advantages ; they had no territory, no

harbours, no mines
; they were '

tillers of stones
'

; yet now

they have the finest houses in Greece. Isocrates' explanation

of this paradox well illustrates the blindness of the Greeks

to economic causes. The prosperity of Megara is due, he tells

us, to virtuous moderation (craxfrpocrvvr]) !

The Megarian territory fills most of the length of the

isthmus which joins the Peloponnese and Northern Greece.

The advantages of such a position, given the conditions under

which commerce was carried on in the ancient world, have,

until very recently, not been perceived. Thus Grote looked

at the situation only through modern eyes.
3 'The acquisi-

tion of Megara (in 461 B.C.) was of signal value to the

Athenians, since it opened up to them the whole range of

territory across the outer isthmus of Corinth to the interior

of the Krissaean Gulf, on which the Megarian port of Pegae
was situated, and placed them in possession of the passes of

Mount Geraneia, so that they could arrest the march of

1 In the next paragraphs I am following closely M. Victor Board's

brilliant exposition of his '

Jjaw of Isthmuses' in Les Pheniciens et I'Odyssee,

i. p. 61
fif,

and freely borrowing his evidence. Any reader of this fascinating

book will see that all this section of my work is inspired by his discoveries.
2 de Pace, 117. 3

Grote, iv. 408.
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a Peloponnesian army over the isthmus and protect Attica

from invasion.' This is a modern view
;
we naturally think

of the isthmus as a land-link,
'

opening up a range of territory' ;

we travel along it by the railway which takes us from Patras,

through Corinth, to Athens. Our route by sea goes round

the south of the Peloponnese, past Cape Malea. But, before

the invention of steam, an isthmus, as M. BeVard has shown,

is not only a link between two continents ;
it is of much more

importance as a bridge between two seas. For the compre-
hension of ancient commercial routes, and of all that part

of history which depends on them, it is essential to grasp

M. BeYard's cardinal principle : the route which follows the

land as far as possible, and takes to the sea only when
the landfalls, was the cheapest, easiest, and safest.

We will here adduce only one of M. Board's illustrations,

because it is taken from Thucydides himself. Among the

reasons which the historian gives for the great distress at

Athens, caused by the occupation of Dekeleia, is the following:
' Provisions formerly conveyed by the shorter route from

Euboea to Oropus and thence overland through Dekeleia, were

now carried by sea round the promontory of Sunium at great

cost.'
1 The road from Oropus by Dekeleia to Athens was an

isthmic route. Now that steam has made us independent of

winds, no one would dream of sending corn from Oropus to

Athens by road
;
and this land-route, which in the time of

Dicaearchus 2 was still a flourishing caravan-track, well

supplied with inns,' is now utterly abandoned. But before

the introduction of steam it was easier, quicker, and cheaper
than the sea-route round Sunium.

Now, if the isthmus of Dekeleia was of such vital signifi-

cance to Athens, the isthmus of Corinth and Megara as

a glance at the map will show must have been the most

important bridge between two seas in the whole of central

Greece. It was the gate of the Western Ocean. The other

gate the channel, to the south of the Peloponnese, round

Cape Malea was beset with terrors to the sailor. It is a

1 Thuc. vii. 28 j irapaxoniSr) . . . Tro\vre\^ t-yiyvtro.
3

Geogr. Gr. Min. i. p. 100, quoted by M. Berard, i. p. 73.

D
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gap in a chain of islands Kythera, Aegilia, Crete, Kasos,

Karpathos, Rhodes which block the southern entrance of the

Aegean. In the channels between these islands strong
currents and violent winds naturally prevail, and Malea is not

the least dangerous point. It was here that Ulysses was

swept from his course '

by the stream of the sea and the north

wind '-
1 Herodotus tells how the Corcyreans were prevented

from sending their fleet to help the Greeks at Salamis by the

Etesian winds at Malea.2 The Athenians in 424 were afraid

that they could not revictual their fleet at Pylos in Messenia.

'They feared lest the winter should overtake them at their

post, seeing that the conveyance of provisions round the

Peloponnese would be quite impossible. Pylos itself was

a desert, and not even in summer could they send round

sufficient supplies. The coast was without harbours.' 3
During

the four winter months, we read elsewhere/ it was not easy
even to send a message by sea from Sicily to Athens.

Such were the dangers, in the time of sailing-ships, of

what is now the regular sea-route to the Piraeus. The

possessors of the Corinthian .and. Megarian isthmus were the

gamers... For this point we have the explicit evidence of

Strabo,
5 who says :

' Corinth was called (by Homer)
" the rich",

because of its emporium, situated as it is on the isthmus and

possessing two harbours, one on the side of Asia, the other on

the side of Italy. This made the exchange of merchandise

between these regions easy. In the old days the passage to

Sicily was not good for sailing (tvir\ovs) ,
and the open seas

were dangerous, especially off Malea, because of the meeting
of winds there (farrtwouti). Hence the proverb,

" When you

pass Malea, forget your home." Hence it was convenient for

merchants both from Italy and from Asia to avoid the passage
round Malea, and to bring their merchandise to Corinth. By
land, likewise, the tolls on what was exported from or

imported into the Peloponnese went to those who held the

entrance (ra KA.ei0/>a).'

1 Od. ix. 80. Most of these references are taken from M. BtSrard, i. p. 82 ff .

8 Herod, vii. 168. 3 Thuc. vi. 27.

* Thuc. iv. 21. 6 Strabo viii. 378.
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Strabo gives another instance of the same phenomenon:
the wealth of Krisa, near Delphi, was due to its position on

! an ' isthmus '. Krisa was not a port ;
it lay inland on a spur

j

of the mountains commanding the road up the gorge from

1 the harbour of Itea to Delphi. The prosperity of its inhabi-

tants, according to Strabo,
1 * was due to the heavy tolls

(re'A.??)
which they exacted from those who came to the shrine

from Sicily and Italy/ The position of Krisa is analogous to

that of Dekeleia ;
it commands an isthmic route across Phokis

to Thebes and the Euboean seas. The importance of Delphi
itself was probably due to its being situated on this ancient

commercial artery. In the early days when Euboea was

colonizing Sicily we may be fairly sure that the communication

with the west followed this line.

Thucydides'
2
testimony about Corinth agrees with that of

Strabo. '

Corinth, being seated on an isthmus, was naturally
from the first a centre of commerce

;
for the Hellenes within

and without the Peloponnese, in the old days when they
communicated more by land than by sea, had to pass through
her territory to reach one another. Her power was due to

wealth, as the testimony of the ancient poets shows, when they
call her "rich". And when the Hellenes began to taJke more to

the sea Corinth acquired a fleet and kept down piracy ;
and as

she offered an emporium both by sea and land, her revenues

were a source of power*

Consider, now, the feelings of the merchants, down in the

Piraeus, with the great stream of traffic between Sicily and

Italy in the west and Asia Minor and the seas and islands to

the east, flowing both ways across the isthmus, under their

very eyes. The Piraeus had captured the bulk of the eastern

trade formerly carried on by Euboea, Aegina, Megara. The

only great field for further expansion was in the west, and

/ Corinth held the gateway. Every vase that the Athenian

potteries exported to Italy, every cheese that came from

Syracuse to the port of Athens, had to pay toll to the keepers
of the isthmus. Attica was cut off from the western seas by

1 Strabo ix. 418. 2 Thuc. i. 13.

D 2,
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Boeotia, the Megarid, Corinth. The weak point in this chain

was Megara, which possessed, moreover, a port on each sea

Pegae on the west, Nisaea on the east with a road over the

pass joining them. What would become of the riches of

Corinth, when the Piraeus had established an alternative

channel for the trade across the isthmus ? And so we read l

that, in 461,
' Athens obtained the alliance of Megara, which

had quarrelled with Corinth. Thus the Athenians gained
both Megara and Pegae, and built long walls from Megara
to Nisaea, and garrisoned them. And from this above all

arose the intense hatred of Corinth for Athens.'

Yes ! and we can guess the sort of hatred. It is not the

hatred of Dorian against Ionian, or of oligarch against demo-

crat
;

it is the hatred of the principal trader with Italy and

Sicily against her most dangerous rival, the Piraeus.
' Corinth you hated ; so did she hate you !

' 2

The war which followed the seizure of Megara by Athens

in 461 presents some remarkable analogies with the later

Peloponnesian war.

(1) It began with a quarrel between Corinth and Megara,
whose territory forms the bridge between the Aegean and the

West. Athens was allied with Megara. The later war begins

with a quarrel between Corinth and Corcyra, which is
{ con-

veniently situated for the voyage to Italy and Sicily '.
3

Athens is allied with Corcyra.

(2) In the earlier war Athens secured at once Megara,

Pegae, and Nisaea.4 At its conclusion, owing to the untimely
revolt of Euboea, she was compelled to surrender them.

The later war opens with a series of drastic measures

against Megara, followed up by yearly invasions, and the

capture of Minoa, and later of Nisaea and Megara itself. At

a critical moment, Cleon sacrifices the chance of peace by an

exorbitant demand for the cession of Pegae and Nisaea,

together with other places, none of which had been in

Athenian hands in this war. The negotiations broke down.5

1 Thuc. i. 103. 2 AT. Ecd. 199. KopivOiois faOeffOe, KOLKCIVOI 7* trot.

* Thuc. i. 36.

* Thuc. i 111, an Athenian fleet was at Pegae till 454. 5 Thuc. iv. 21.
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(3) In the earlier war Sparta held aloof at first, intervening

only when Boeotia was conquered.

In the later, Sparta is not concerned in the outbreak of war

at Corcyra. She only comes in under strong pressure from

Corinth, on whose port (as the Corinthians point out) the

interior of the Peloponnese is economically dependent.
1

(4) The most striking analogy of all is the following.

During the earlier operations, with all Greece on her hands,

Athens suddenly undertook a very large and costly expedition

to Egypt !

In the thick of the Peloponnesian war,
c with her suburbs,'

as Isocrates says,
' in the enemies' hands,' Athens undertook

a still larger and costlier expedition to Sicily an expedition

prepared for, years before, by small expeditions sent out to

foment civil and racial discord among the Sicilian states.

Each of these enterprises was a disastrous failure. With

regard to the Egyptian expedition, we are told that it was a
'

fatal coincidence that Athens' forces were divided. With her

full strength she might have crushed the Peloponnesians'.
2 The

Sicilian expedition, we suppose, must have been another fatal

coincidence. But, perhaps, if we look in the right quarter,

we may find in both undertakings some evidence of calcula-

tion and design.

The upshot of the earlier war, the net gain of Athens when
all her other gains had been lost, was the extinction of

Aegina, who had hitherto been a strong naval and commercial

power, and now had joined Corinth. Athens blockaded the

island, and reduced it
;
the Aeginetans' fleet was surrendered

and they became tributaries. Aegina, we note, is situated in

an eastward-facing gulf; her trade must have been chiefly in

Aegean waters and the Levant. Had she any commercial

connexion with Egypt ? When King Amasis, who, as Hero-

dotus tells us,
3 was partial to the Greeks, established Greek

settlers at Naukratis, he granted lands to those who wanted

to trade along the coast, so that they might erect temples.

1 Thuc. i. 120. 2
Bury, History of Greece (1900), p. 355.

3 Herod, ii. 178.
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The most famous of these shrines was the Hellenion, a joint

foundation of several states, which had the right to appoint

governors of the emporium. Three states had separate

temples : the Samians had a temple to Hera ;
the Milesians,

to Apollo ;
the Aeginetans, to Zeus.

Aegina, then, was one of the three states whose interests in

Egyptian commerce were large enough for her to maintain

a separate sanctuary for her settlers there. Of the other two,

Miletus was ruined by the Persian wars, and her trade was

transferred to the Piraeus ;
Samos had become a tributary of

Athens. Aegina remained. Is it a very hazardous inference

that there was some connexion between the war in Greece

and the expedition to Egypt that it was not a mere fatal

coincidence? If one of the objects of Athens was to capture

the Egyptian trade, that would explain these simultaneous

operations at both ends of the chain. She failed of her

other objects because she tried too much at once; but she

succeeded in extinguishing Aegina.

With this instructive parallel before us, may we not con-

jecture further that the Sicilian expedition was not an incom-

prehensible vagary of the wild and self-interested Alcibiades,

but was part of the original scheme of the party which

promoted the Peloponnesian war ? If Sicily had been from

the first the distant objective, the nearer objective was not

Sparta, but Corinth. And Corinth was to be attacked

through Megara, which provided the desired avenue to the

West.

/" This is the supposition required to complete our hypothesis
/ the supposition that Sicily was in view from the first. Not

\ in Pericles' view ;
it was no part of the official programme, as

\ he saw it, and hence it does not appear in Thucydides' story

till he is out of the way. Pericles did not want to conquer

Sicily, but some other people did
;
and they were the people

who forced on Pericles the violent measures against Megara.

We reserve for the next chapter some considerations which

tend to show that Thucydides' narrative, in its earlier part,

obscures important facts relating to the designs on Sicily.



CHAPTER IV

THE WESTERN POLICY

THE commercial relations of Athens with the West dated

from early in the sixth century; the black-figured Attic

vases found their way to Etruria before 550. But Athens

had no colony of her own in Italy or Sicily. After the

fall of Chalkis, however, and the loss of her marine (about

506), Athens succeeded to her position, and the Chalkidian

colonies looked to her for support against Syracuse. The

occupation of Naupactos in 459 was regarded as a menace to

Corinthian connexions with the West. Athenian commerce

was growing in that quarter ;
the Attic vases of the fifth

century completely oust Corinthian ware in Etruria. There

was also a considerable export to Campania, and a somewhat

smaller trade with Sicily. Athens imported corn, pigs, and

cheese from Sicily, metal-ware from Etruria, and woven
stuffs from Carthage.

' All the pleasant things of Sicily and

Italy were brought together at Athens.' *
They were paid for

partly in pottery and partly in Attic silver. The Euboic-

Attic standard was already in use in most Sicilian states at

the end of the sixth century.

Politically, the relations of Athens with the Western Greeks

can be traced as far back as the middle of the fifth century.
We hear of an embassy from Egesta, asking for help against

Selinus, in 454-3
;
but Athens, just then weakened by the loss

of the Egyptian expedition, could do nothing. She was invited

to share in the settlement of New Sybaris in 453. The first

important step was the foundation of Thurii, for trade with

Campania and Etruria (443). Pericles tried to give the

enterprise a panhellenic character
;

but Thurii was soon

1 Ps.-Xen. de rep. Ath. ii. 7.
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a centre of purely Athenian influence in Southern Italy. It

became rich and prosperous.

The founding of Thurii is not mentioned by Thucydides in

his account of the fifty years between the Persian war and

the Peloponnesian. We might have expected some notice

of it in a work which leads up to the great effort after

expansion in the West. But, if this omission is curious, his

silence on another incident is much more remarkable. Just

on the eve of the war, Syracuse and her Dorian neighbours
were fighting with Leontini, the other Ionian colonies, and

the Italian Locrians. Athens concluded an alliance with

Leontini, and another, in the same year, with Rhegium.
1

Of these treaties, made about the time when the two Athenian

, squadrons were dispatched to Corcyra, Thucydides says not

! a word, until he comes to the embassy of Leontini, six years

later, in 427. Even there we have only the merest allusion :

' So the allies of Leontini sent to Athens, in accordance with

an old-standing alliance and because they were lonians, and

induced the Athenians to send a fleet.'
2 That is the only

reference which is to be found in the history ;
so long as

Pericles is on the scene there is complete silence about his

colonial policy in the West, complete silence about political

relations with Sicilian and Italian states.

The part played by Pericles in the alliance with Corcyra
is also utterly effaced in the long story of the negotiations.

3

We are given speeches by the Corcyreans and by the Corinth-

ians, but no utterance of the Athenian statesman. The
conclusion of the alliance is narrated in very summary lan-

guage, as follows: 4 'The Athenians heard both sides, and

two meetings of the Assembly were held. At the first they
inclined to the arguments of the Corinthians; but at the second

they changed their minds. They would not go so far as an

offensive and defensive alliance with Corcyra, for if they did

1 CIA. iv. 1, 33 a, p. 13. GIG. 74= CIA. i. 33. Both treaties are dated in

..
the archonship of Apseudes (433-2).

2 Thuc. iii. 86 /card re ira\ai^Lv fv/t/iaxfoir /cat ... 3 Thuc. i. 22-44.
4 Thuc. i. 44.
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so a demand from Corcyra that they should co-operate against

Corinth would involve them in a breach of their treaty with

the Peloponnesians. They concluded, however, a defensive

alliance. War with the Peloponnesians appeared to

inevitable In any case, and they did not want to let Corcyra
with her strong navy, join Corinth. Their plan was rather

to embroil the two states more and more with one another, so

that when war came Corinth and the other naval powers
might be weaker/* In Ihe ll^JLt uliaulef Tlmcydideb plllnges

straight into the story of the naval operations off Corcyra.

^Now, in all the twenty chapters, of which the last has

just been quoted, there is no mention of Pericles; we hear

only of ' the Athenians '. Who effected the change of feeling

at the second assembly, when Athens was converted to the

Corcyrean side ? Why have we no account of this second

meeting, like the long account of the Mytilenean debate, at

which a similar conversion was effected? Surely at this

critical point in the story of the quarrel which led to the

war, Thucydides has missed an opportunity of explaining
. somewhat more fully why Athena allied hergft^ yn*1*1 f^rfiy-
At least he might have told us in three words whose policy
it was, even if he could not tell us whether this decisive

step had any bearing on larger schemes, whose schemes they

were, and what Pericles thought of them. He has, however,

given us just the bare minimum of enlightenment on these

points.

In the above translation of i. 44 we have omitted a short

sentence at the end which comes in as a sort of afterthought.

It is this 2
: 'And further it seemed to them that the island

(Corcyra) was conveniently situated on the coasting-route

to Italy and Sicily/ These words refer to one of the numerous

arguments urged in the Corcyreans' speech. garejjra, they

say, 'is conveniently situated for the coasting voyage^ to

Italy and Sicily, so as either to prevent a fleet from coming

1 One short sentence, to which we shall return in a moment, is omitted

here.

2
i. 44. 3 apa 8 TTJS re 'lra\ias teal 2int\ias aA.a)s eQaiveTO avrots

-fj vfjffos kv

VO

*
\X|\
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from those countries to the aid of the Peloponnesians or to

help a fleet from here on its way thither, and is very useful,

generally.'
* The point is then immediately dropped.

These two sentences, where they stand in the long story

of the negotiations, are exceedingly inconspicuous ;
but when

we have noticed them we are set wondering why they are

there at all, if it is true, as Grote for instance says, that

the Athenians began to conceive designs on the West seven

or eight years after the outbreak of the war. Assertions of

this sort are made, against all other ancient testimony, on

the authority of Thucydides alone
;
but when we look closely,

have they even that authority? What is the point of

the two short sentences quoted above? Every one seems

content to remark that the Corcyreans only mean as indeed

they say that they could hinder help coming from Sicily

to the Peloponnesians. But that is not all
; why do they

add ' or help a fleet from here on its way thither
'

? This

tiny, inconspicuous clause has no meaning unless some one

t Athens was already contemplating a transference of the

scene of war to Sicilian waters. The argument was addressed

to the Athenians
; and, together with the other consideration,

that the second and third naval powers in Greece would be

weakened by division, it decided them to form an alliance with

Corcyra. A series of expeditions to the West were actually

made by Athens, and the Coreyrean democrats did what they
could to facilitate their passage. The conclusion is irresistible

that here, as in other instances, the fidelity of Thucydides
has preserved an indication of critical importance.

So long as we assume that when Thucydides says 'the

Athenians', he means Pericles, that Pericles and his majority
were completely agreed in their ideals and policy, and that

Thucydides' version of Pericles' policy is correct and complete,

we must, in the teeth of a whole series of indications and

testimonies, go on asserting that 'Athens' had no designs

on the West until Pericles was dead. But these current

1
i. 36. 2 TT)s TC yap 'IraXias Kal 2iK\ias KO.\U>S irapdirXov Kftrat, wffre pyre

fKfiBcv vavriKov eaaai Tlt\o-novvrjaiois fireXOfiv TO rt tvdivde Trpos raite?

/cat ks TaAAa ^vp^>opura.rov kan.
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assumptions will not account for the fact that Thucydides

completely effaces the action of Pericles in regard both to the

Megarian decrees and to the Coreyrean alliance. We suggest

that when Thucydides says 'the Athenians', he means the

Athenians and not Pericles, because ' the Athenians
' had a

policy of their own, which Pericles adopted only when his

hand was forced.
'

The historian conveys the correct impres-

sion, that the policy in question was not originated by the

nominal leader of the demos. -

He gives us another indication in the speech in which Pericles

lays down his plan of campaign
1

: Harass the Peloponnesian
coasts

;
abandon the country and move into town, so as to

turn Athens into an island.
' I have many reasons for ex-

*~)

pecting victory, if you will not extend your empire during
j

the war, or go out of your way to encounter unnecessary j

risks. I am more afraid of our own mistakes than of the \ I/
v

enemy's strategy.'
2 Why was this warning needed, unless \

some extension of empire was already in contemplation ?

The acquisition of Megara alone can hardly be meant, since

Pericles himself had moved the second Megarian decree.

Thus, when we take enough trouble to collect and analyse
the indications which Thucydides' accuracy has preserved,

we can extract from the historian himself a confirmation of

our other authorities. Diodorus supports our conclusion.

Speaking of the Leontine embassy of 427 he says
3

:

* The

Athenjaas_had long before (KOI 1:6X0.1) been coveting Sicily

for the excellence of the country, and they now concluded

an alliance with Leontini because they really desired to

conquer the island. For, some years before, when Corinth

was fighting Corcyra, the demos preferred the alliance with

Corcyra because it was conveniently sitMai^J^r^lTi^^ti^-
to tiicily.* The Athenians had command of the sea, many
allies, and much treasure; and they hoped to conquer the

Lacedaemonians, and, after becoming leaders of all Greece,

to gain possession of Sicily.' That is how a later historian,

1 Thuc. i. 140 ff.
2

i. 144. s Diod. xii. 54.
* 8id TO rrjv KtpKvpav ev<pvws KfiaOai trpos rov tts "ZmeXiav it\ovv.
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who, though little more than a compiler, had sources of in-

formation closed to us, read the story of the Corcyrean

negotiation. His reading agrees exactly with ours.

Plutarch's witness is on the same side. Speaking of the

moment after the Egyptian disaster of 449 and before the
' Sacred War '

of 448 he says,
1 '

many were already possessed

by that fatal passion for Sicily which later was inflamed by
Alcibiades and his friends. Some dreamed even of Carthage
and Etruria.' Here Plutarch dates these designs from seven-

teen or eighteen years before the war. Again, he says
2 * the

Athenians were coveting Sicily while Pericles was still alive,

and after his death they attacked her and sent their so-called

relief expeditions to prepare the way for the great expedition

against Syracuse '.

The only reason which modern historians have for refusing

to accept these statements is the silence of Thucydides, whose

hints escape them. But with reference to the further stage

of this policy the attack on Carthage we can estimate the

value of an argument based on his reticence. In this case

we have not the mere opinion of a late writer but the

indisputable evidence of a contemporary.

Thucydides does not mention Carthage till he comes to the

year 415, when he says that Alcibiades hoped to be the con-

queror of Sicily and Carthage.
3 In his speech at Sparta,

4

Alcibiades asserts that the Athenians meant to attack Sicily

first, then the Greeks in Italy, and finally Carthage herself.

Hermocrates, addressing the Sicilians in conference, advises

them to send for help to the Carthaginians.
' An Athenian

attack on their city is nothing more than they expect ; they live

in constant apprehension of it'
5

Here, once more, Thucy-
dides preserves just one indication that his story is incomplete.
But for this sentence, he would have left us to suppose that

the designs on Carthage originated in the wild brain of

Alcibiades. This impression has already been conveyed, and

1
vit. Per. 20. 2 v it. AUnb. 17.

3 vi. 15. 4
vi. 90.

5
vi. 34 ou yap aveKmorov avrots, d\\' aid Sid. <j>60ov flffl ya\ irore 'Adrjvatoi

avrois ITTI rty ir6\iv
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the language here is not explicit or striking enough to

dispel it.

We happen to know, however, that an attack on Carthage

was not first conceived in 415. In the Knights of Aristo-

phanes
1 the elderly trireme addresses her sisters

Ladies, have you heard the news? In the town it passed for truth

That a certain low-bred upstart, one Hyperbolus forsooth,

Asks a hundred of our number, with a further proposition

That we should sail with him to Carthage on a secret expedition.

The date of this play is 424 nine years earlier than Thucy-
dides' first mention of Carthage. The question at the moment
was between the recall and the reinforcement of the fleet in

Sicilian waters, which had been sent out in 427 and was

actually recalled in the summer of this year 424-423. The

above passage makes it clear that Hyperbolus had demanded

a strong reinforcement, and further that designs against

Carthage were already in the air. Thucydides never mentions

Hyperbolus till viii. 78, where he records his assassination,

and he says nothing of the proposal mentioned in the

Knights. He has, in fact, done as much to connect the larger

plans of Western conquest with Alcibiades as he has done to

disconnect them from Pericles. JBfe shall try to show later

h^w &-eome&.aJaQiit .that .the conquest of Sicily is kejgt out of

sight so long as Pericles lives, kept in the background while

jQlepn nolds^the stage,, and brought t^the front with Alci-

biadesT^ We Ho~not deny that this project did come more

and more to the front as the war proceeded ;
all that we

have argued is that it was in the background before Thucydides
allows us to see it at all.

The objection may be made : If the conquest of Sicily was

in view from the first, why did not the great expedition take

place earlier than 415 ?

There are several answers. At first Pericles was there to

prevent it. He could
notjtvQJd adoptingjthepolicyof^wax,

with Corinth and the Peloponnesian league ; but, by adopting

it, he triumphantly secured his.pwnjjgsitionj and so long asjiis

1 1303. Frere.
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influence lasted he could restrict the Athenians to his own
defensive scheme and make them listen to his warning :

Trvfr eyfftnrl yqur e>mpjre during the jgzar/ Then came the

plague, upsetting all calculations and decimating Athens. The

revolt of Lesbos soon followed and diverted attention to

dangers within the empire. Yet even so, in the very year of

this revolt (427), with the treasure running out, the rich

burdened by the war-tax, the peasantry ruined by invasion,

the crowded city ravaged by plague in the midst of all this,

an advanced squadron of twenty ships was sent to stir up
discord in the Sicilian states.

'

Athens,' says Grote,
1 '

began

operations on a small scale in Sicily, probably contrary to the

advice of both Nikias and Kleon, neither of them seemingly
favourable to these distant undertakings.' On whose advice,

then? Grote does not say. 'Athens,' writes a more recent

historian,
2 '

again takes the maritime offensive, but the opera-
tions lack any connexion and design, in the absence ofa simple
and conscious purpose.' Is there a lack of purpose and design?
Let us glance at the main course of the war.

On Pericles' plan, the war, but for accidents, might have
'

gone on for ever. The Spartans invade Attica for two or

hree weeks every year, ravage the country unchecked, and

tire. The Athenians conduct biennial invasions of the

Megarid, ravage the country unchecked, and retire. The fleet,

in the sailing season, is sent round the coast of the Peloponnese,
makes descents unchecked, and retires. The two combatants

are like blindfolded boxers delivering in the dark blows which
neither hurt nor can be parried. This was what Pericles and
his Spartan friend Archidamus intended; they both hoped that

the combatants would get tired of these annual picnics.

But as soon as Pericles is out of the way things take

a different turn. Vigorous offensive action at the mouth of
the Corinthian gulf is crowned by the brilliant victory of

Phormio. These naval operations are connected with an

attempt to detach the whole of Acarnania from the Athenian

alliance. Observe how, at once, th

shifted to the second stage in 'the coasting voyage to Italy
'

*
History of Greece, v. 210. a

Busolt, Griech. Gesch., iii. 2, p. 1053.
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was. the first stage and Corcyra
Then the revolt of Lesbos creates an unforeseen

[version. But when that is disposed of, we read of the

establishment of the democracy and of Athenian influence

in Corcyra ;
the capture of Minoa a substantial step in the

coercion of Megara, which is still invaded twice yearly ;

a preliminary expedition to Sicily ; Demosthenes' campaigns
in Leucas and Aetolia ; a second expedition to Sicily with

instructions to settle affairs at Corcyra on the way. Then comes

a second diversion the Pylos episode. The negotiations

which follow break down because Cleon demands the cession

of Nisaea and Pegae (the Megarian ports), Troezen and Achaea.

An invasion of Corinthian territory is followed by the capture

of the long walls of Megara and Nisaea. There is an intrigue

with the Boeotian demos, by which Athens is to secure

Siphae, the port on the Corinthian gulf. More operations

follow in Acarnania, including the capture of Oeniadae.

The third and most serious diversion is effected by Brasidas'

unprecedented winter-march to Amphipolis, the loss of which

brings the Ten Years' War to a close.

Is there no design in this series of attacks at various points

along the route across Megara, down the Corinthian gulf,

round the corner of Acarnania to Corcyra, on to Italy and

Sicily ? Or are we right in thinking that as soon as the people
interested in the establishment of commercial connexions along
this route have a free hand, there is plenty of evidence in their

plan of war for a simple and conscious purpose ?

Our main contention is simply that this scheme dates from

before the beginning of the war, and was only temporarily

delayed by Pericles, who always disapproved of it.

There is one more passage
1 to which, in concluding, we

ought to call attention. It is the chapter where Thucydides
reviews the career of Pericles and contrasts him with his

successors. Written after the fall of Athens, it is one of

the latest additions to the early part of the history.

1
ii. 65. The Sicilian disaster and the fall of Athens are mentioned in

12.
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'So long as Pericles ruled Athens in the times of peace,

he led her wisely and brought her safely through, and in

his days she reached the height of her greatness. When the

war broke out, it is clear that, here again, he was right in

his estimate of her power. He survived the declaration of

war two years and six months; and after his death his

foresight with respect to the war was still more clearly

apparent. He had told the Athenians that all would be well

. if they would be quiet, keep up their navy, and not try to

I add to their empire during the war or run their city into

danger. But the Athenians did everything he told them not

to do : they engaged in a policy which seemed to have nothing
to do with the war from motives of private ambition or

private gain,
1 with disastrous consequences to themselves and

their allies. ( Success would only have meant glory or profit

to individual^; failure meant ruin to Athens. The reason

was that Pericles, since his position was assured by his

acknowledged worth and wisdom, and he was proved trans-

parently clear of corruption, controlled the multitude in a

free spirit. Instead of being led by them, he led them ; he

was not seeking to acquire power by ignoble arts, for, on

the strength of his known high character, he already possessed

it
; consequently, he did not speak to please the multitude,

but was able to oppose and even to anger them. Accordingly,
whenever he saw that they were elated with unmeasured

arrogance,
2 he spoke and cast them down into fear ; and

again, when they were unreasonably afraid, he tried to restore

their confidence. So came about what was nominally a de-

mocracy, but really a reign of the first citizen.
)

' His successors, however, were more on an equality with

1^
one another, each struggling to be first,

j fynrl fo P7
ware in-

clined to flatter thesj^e^ple_a^d.-ta-saeifiee fehe public interests.

Hence came many errors errors for a great city with an

empire ;
above all, the Sicilian expedition, though in this

1 oXXo lo; TOV iro\epov SOKOVVTO. eivcu . . . etioXirfvaav, the Sicilian expedi-
tion. 'Private ambition' was Alcibiades' motive; 'private gain' that of

the commercial party.
2

Ttapcl. xaip&v vftpfi Oapaovvras.
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instance it was not so much that they made a mistake of

judgement in estimating the strength of those whom they

assailed,
1 as that the men who sent out the expedition, instead

of taking thought for the needs of a distant army, were

engaged in private quarrels for the leadership of the people.

So they kept no vigilant eye on the fortunes of the fleet,

and at home for the first time introduced civil commotion.'

We do not wish to minimize or brush away the words :

1 instead of being led by them, he led them ' words which

seem to contradict the hypothesis we have put forward. But

it is fair to point out that Thucydides is reviewing the whole

of Pericles' career, not speaking only of the last five years

of it. He ends with the words, 'So came about what was

nominally a democracy, but really a reign of the first citizen.'

The reign of Pericles was established ten years before the

war, when his last opponent, Thucydides, son of Melesias,

was ostracized. The historian is contrasting the career as

a whole with the thirty years that followed. It is fair also

to remark that a statesman who is described as ' not saying

pleasant things', 'opposing the people even to angering

them,' 'casting them down when they were elated by un-

measured arrogance,' was certainly one whose aims and

policy were likely to differ from those of his supporters. The

hyppjhe^is_jHrhich--we
have put fbxwjy^jnerely involves that,

alfliough all that Thucydides says is true of Pericles while

his position was undisputed, ^m the last few years of his

life he chose to lead the people rather than be led by themA

[The
main point of the contrast, whatjgeeinH to

Thiinyfljflfta

the great differep P.ft hftf.wfiftn Pfiriftlpg g/n^ VH flnrv>paanra
( ]'a^

Jihat Pericles bad no priyftfo ends t.n SAT,
TTjfl position was

fissured: lie was indifferent fa mfT^y Th^ ktoUfladera

especially Alcibiades had to win z> position ;. they sought

/^
1 This remarkable sentence has the air of a cool revision of the judgement

expressed in vi. 1 :
' Most of the Athenians had no idea of the size of Sicily

and the numbers of its inhabitants, and did not know they were undertaking
a war not much less serious than the Peloponnesian war.' That was written

when Thucydides' mind was full of conceptions hereafter to be analysed.
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/ glory and power. Others especiallyjbe djffaati^jQf.trg(,desmen

sought profit. Hence, where they flattered, Pericles ruled;

while they were ambitious or sordid, he was 'free' (eAevflepos),

above ambition and above gain. That this is a true picture

there is no reason to doubt
; we only question whether it is

quite complete. ]

Thucydides, contrary to his custom, anticipates the death

of Pericles in his narrative by more than a year.
1 He has

just before given us a glimpse of his behaviour when the

tide of popular indignation had risen against him, and in

the last speech he shows us the stately figure erect and calm

above the storm. Then, as if he could not bear to let any
later troubles or -even death itself come between us and this

impression, he drops the curtain on the close of Pericles'

life. Whatever stood here in his original draft, he has sub-

stituted for it the sober and final tribute of a reverent

admiration.

The historian, when he watched the opening events of

the war and set about his task, could not foresee the Sicilian

expedition. He was not in the confidence either of Pericles

or of Cleon and the other, more obscure, captains of the

Commercial party, who formulated, in their secret conclaves,

e policy of the Piraeus. They were clever enough not to

show their full hand to any outside observer. The first move

in the game was the decree against Megara, the significance

of which was seen by Pericles but by no one else. What
made it finally impossible for any one else to see it, was

Pericles' action in taking the anti-Megarian policy out of

the hands of its originators, and adopting it as his own.

Thucydides knew that he could not be acting from personal

spite; but the decrees and the sustained attacks by which

year by year they were followed up could only be interpreted

by one who took them in connexion with the whole series

of operations along the route to the West. At the outset,

1
ii. 65. The death of Pericles occurred in September 429, and its proper

place in chronological order would be at ii. 95.
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the only people who had an inkling of the larger scheme

were : the leaders of the commercial party, who originated

it; Pericles, who adopted the first manoeuvre in order to

thwart, if possible, the rest of the plan; and (probably)
the democratic leaders at Corcyra, the men whose arguments
and pretexts will be found in the Corcyrean envoys' speech.

1

These envoys, not realizing, perhaps, how delicate the situa-

tion was at Athens, had tactlessly dropped a phrase which

stuck in Thucydides' head because it puzzled him. They
had said something about Corcyra being a convenient station

on the voyage to Sicily and Italy. What could this have to

do with a war between Athens and Sparta ? Yet Thucydides

vaguely felt that this consideration weighed with the majority
who voted for alliance with Corcyra ;

and so with his punc-
tilious fidelity he puts down exactly what he knew: 'And
further it seemed to them that the island was conveniently
situated on the coasting-route to Italy and Sicily.'

The policy of the Piraeus came to the surface only after

Pericles' death
;

it did not finally and fully emerge till the

great expedition of 415, and by that time Thucydides' opinion
about the origin of the war was already formed, and much
of his First Part was written. In the lapse of eighteen

years the memory of the outbreak had faded. Looking back,

he sees the figure of Pericles, exalted by distance and

consecrated by time. How great was that free and gene-
rous spirit, in contrast with the selfish ambition or low

covetousness of the men who had taken his place! The
Sicilian expedition was their work ; seeking glory or private

gain, they involved Athens in 'a policy which seemed to

have nothing to do with the war'.
(To Thucydides, from

first to last, the Sicilian enterprise was an irrelevant diver-

sion imported into the war between Athens and Sparta
the war as designed by Pericles

;
and he attributed it to motives

which, as he rightly insists, Pericles could not have enter-

tained.^ Hence he never saw its connexion with the Megarian
decrees-* a link without which the origin of the Pelopon-
nesian War was an insoluble enigma.

1
i. 32-6.

E 2



CHAPTER V

THUCYDIDES' CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

IN the foregoing chapters we have put forward a theory

of the causes of the Peloponnesian War. If that theory is

well founded, the causes were such as Thucydides could not

have known. This is certainly a sufficient reason for his

not having told us what they were
;
but it does not explain

why he did not look for the origin of the war in the quarters

where we have looked for it, or how he came to regard his

account as complete and satisfactory. He says that his

description of what immediately preceded the outbreak is

written in order that no one may ever have to ask '

out of

what so great a war arose
'

the very question, it might seem,

which we have spent four chapters in trying to answer.

Whether the answer we found is the right one or not, what

is certain is that some answer is wanted. Our next ques-

tion is : why was Thucydides content with his First Book,

and why are we not content with it ?

There are on the surface indications of a wide divergence

between his conception of his task in writing history and

our conception of it, between what he offers and what we
demand. Can we trace this divergence down to its source ?

Putting our own, very different, hypothesis along-side of

Thucydides' introductory Book, and taking it (whether right

or wrong in points of detail) as at least the expression of a

typically modern view, can we explain the contrast between

the two accounts? This is a wider and more interesting

inquiry than the search for the origin of a particular war

between two ancient cities
;

it should take us to the centre

of Thucydides' general view of history and of the historian's

aim and office.
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What, precisely, does Thucydides undertake to tell us ?

that is the point from which we must start. The answer lies

in his own prefatory statement of his scope and method. 1

In the first place, he undertakes to state the plain truth about

what happened.
2 In the second place he divides his subject-

matter the truths he means to record under two heads:

speeches (Aoyot), and the events (tpya) of the war. The passage

is so important for our purpose that we will give it in full :

'As to the accounts given of themselves by the several

parties in speeches,
3 either on the eve of war or when they

were already engaged, it would be hard to reproduce the

exact language used, whether I heard it myself or it was

reported to me by others. The speeches as they stand repre-

sent what, in my opinion was most necessary to be said by
the several speakers about the matter in question at the

moment, and I have kept as closely as possible to the general

sense of what was really said. Of the events what actually

was done in the war,
4 I have thought fit not to write from

any chance information, nor yet according to any notion

of my own, but to record those at which I was present, or

which I heard of from others, with the greatest possible

accuracy of investigation. To discover these facts was labori-

ous, because those who were present at the various events

differed in their reports of the same occurrences, according

to the state of their memories or as they sympathized with

one side or the other.'

Observe that in this very careful account of what the history

is to contain, there is not a word about causes. Each episode

in the military operations is to be described just as it hap-

pened ; we shall be told no more than an eyewitness might
have seen on the spot. Besides this, we are to listen to the
' accounts

'

given, the arguments used and pretexts alleged,

by politicians and the representatives of states no more

than the audience at the assembly or at a congress of allies

might actually have heard. The history as we have it does

1
i. 20-2. 2 TWV ytvopevajv TO aatyts, i. 22. 4.

3
i. 22 offa n\v \6yca elirov e/moroj.

*
rcL 6* epya. TQJV irpa^OfVTcav kv ry
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consist, almost entirely, of these two elements. But why
has Thucydides deliberately adopted such an extraordinary

method? Why, in particular, does he say nothing about

causes, but put us off with the ex parte
l accounts

'

of in-

terested persons, as publicly and formally stated with a view

to persuading other interested persons ? Here on the threshold

we find, between his notion of an historian's business and

ours, as wide a gulf as can be conceived. How could he

think that it was enough to tell us what ' the Corinthians
'

or 'the Athenians
'

alleged, instead of what were the real,

underlying causes of this war ?

The method adopted by Thucydides was to a certain extent

imposed upon him inevitably by the circumstances in which

he wrote. A brief account of these will throw some light on

the peculiarities of the work as we have it, and will help us

to determine how far these peculiarities are shaped by external

accident, and how far they result from the author's conception
of history.

The work was intended to cover the whole twenty-seven

years of the Peloponnesian War. The eight books we have

all that ever was written actually cover twenty years. They
are divided into two nearly equal parts, of which the second

is unfinished. 1 Part I contains the Ten Years' War. Part II

begins with a fresh introduction in which the author for the

first time remarks that the Ten Years' War turned out to be

only the first episode in a struggle of which it was all along

prophesied that it should last thrice nine years the only
one of the many oracles which was fulfilled. From this

remark, occurring where it does, it is plain that Part I must
have been far advanced before Thucydides knew how long
the war was to continue. Careful search, moreover, has

detected in it here and there several expressions which a

thorough revision would have removed, and it may be con-

cluded that, albhough considerable additions were made later,

it was never rewritten as a whole. The second Part is

1 The division occurs at v. 20. The introduction to Part II begins at v. 26
;

chapters 21-5 forming a connecting link.
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incomplete ;
Book VIII ends abruptly and is throughout in

an unfinished condition. On the other hand, Books VI and

VII (the Sicilian Expedition) are perhaps the most perfect

part of the work.

We may infer with certainty that Thucydides having begun
to write, as he says himself,

1 so soon as the war broke out,

worked at the history, as occasion offered, all through the

twenty-seven years of war and after his restoration from

exile at its close, until death ended his labours.

About his manner of working there can be little doubt.

He evidently kept a sort of diary, recording the bare events,

with details of time and place, as he heard of them. The

entries form an annalistic thread, running through the whole,

on which the fuller narrative could be constructed. In some

places they actually remain embedded in the expanded story,

which in other instances has replaced them. 2 With this

chronological framework as a basis, he would write up the

more elaborate descriptions whenever he met with an eye-

witness who could supply the necessary details, and the account

would, no doubt, be carefully revised, if fresh information

came in later from another source. From the circumstance

that the unfinished Book VIII contains only short notes of

the contents of speeches, whereas the narrative is in parts

fairly full, it is not rash to conclude that in many cases the

finished speeches of the earlier books were the last additions

to the narratives which they accompany.
His choice of incidents for fuller treatment was, of course,

in part dependent on the chance of his meeting with some one

who possessed the necessary information. Apart from this,

he appears to have selected typical episodes, such as the

siege of Plataea, the victory of Phormio, Demosthenes' campaign
in Aetolia, the capture of Sphacteria, Brasidas' great march to

the North, the siege of Syracuse. Each of these military

1
i. 1. 1.

2
See, for example, ii. 19. 1, where the formal record of the invasion is left

in the middle of the detailed description of it. On a close scrutiny it will

be seen that chapters 18 and 19, which precede and follow it, are slightly

inconsistent, and must have been written at different times.
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achievements had some peculiar circumstances which made

the operations interesting to contemporaries though not

always in the same degree to us from the point of

view of strategy and tactics. A few episodes, of which the

most remarkable is the Corcyrean sedition, are treated in the

same way on account of their political significance. The

description of the plague at Athens is for the instruction of

physicians. In all these cases, which together make up the

greater part of the work, the intention is that which is stated

in the introduction. ' I shall be satisfied if the facts are pro-

nounced to be useful by those who shall desire to know clearly

what has happened in the past and the sort of things that

are likely, so far as man can foresee, to happen again in the

future.'

Such was the plan originally laid down for himself by

Thucydides. He was not reviewing his whole period in focus

and perspective after a suflicient interval of time, but he

was obliged to compose at odd moments, determined by
the accidents of opportunity and scattered over a period

of thirty to thirty-five years. During all the first part of

his labours he was writing concurrently with the events he

recorded, often in the dark as to their relative importance,
their bearing and connexions, and necessarily ignorant of

their remoter consequences. All he could do at first was to

keep his journal, and now and then to work up a detached

episode. The result could not for a long time possess more

unity than the collected volumes of a monthly review; no

general tendency or trend of events could be discerned, no

shadow cast before the unknown issue.

But these considerations of outward circumstance, while

they account for many of the features which make the work
so unlike a modern history, leave our present question
untouched. However much he might be in the dark about

the causes of the war when he fyegan to write, however

impossible it may have been for the darkness to be dispelled

later, the strange thing is that he should have thought that

he had dispelled it. It is stranger still that in describing the
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contents of his book he should have altogether omitted to

mention causes, and laid down a plan of writing which, if

adhered to, would exclude any discussion of them.

Another ancient historian, Polybius *, has told us explicitly

what class of things he considers are the ' causes
'

of a war.

In his superior and priggish way, he speaks with contempt of

men who cannot distinguish the '

beginning
'

(apx/i), or first

overt act of hostilities, from the ' cause and pretext
'

(alrias KOL

Trpo^ao-ews).
'

I,' he says,
* shall regard the first attempt to put

in execution what had already been determined, as a "
begin-

ning
"

; but I shall mean by
" causes

"
(atrias) those decisions

and counsels which precede and lead to such attempts; Imean
considerations and states of mind and calculations, and the

things which bring us to make a decision orform a purpose'
A pretext is an alleged

' cause '. Polybius illustrates his use

of terms from the war of Antiochus, of which the 'cause'

(atria) was the anger of the Aetolians ; the pretext (TT/XK^CKTIS)

was the liberation of Greece; the beginning (apX7
?)

was the

descent of Antiochus upon Demetrias. The whole passage
is in a didactic tone

; Polybius is evidently pleased with his

powers of discrimination.

With this in mind let us look at the passage
2

,
where

Thucydides for a moment goes beyond his prescribed limits

and expresses his own opinion about the ' cause
'

of the Pelo-

ponnesian War. We shall find all the three terms distinguished

by Polybius.

'The Athenians and Peloponnesians began (tfpavTo) by

breaking the thirty years' truce which they had made after

the capture of Euboea. Why they broke it their grievances
and differences (ras curias /cat ras bLatyopds), I have first set

forth, that no one may ever have to inquire from what origin

(ef OTOV) so great a war arose among the Hellenes. The most

genuine pretext, though it appeared least in what was said,
3

I believe to have been the increasing power of Athens, and

1
iii. 6-7.

2
i. 23. 4. We shall discuss later the digression (i. 88-118) where this

statement is repeated and the grounds of the Spartans' fear are explained.

irp6<paaiv, a<pavrTa.TT]v Se Ao-yo;.
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the alarm which they gave to the Lacedaemonians, and so

forced them into war. But the grievances publicly alleged
*

by each side for breaking the truce and going to war were as

follows.' Then he passes at once to the description of civil

strife at Epidamnus, of her appeal to Corinth, and so forth.

The first point in this passage to which we would draw

attention is a point of disagreement between Polybius and

Thucydides. Polybius carefully distinguishes between a
f cause

'

(alria) and a '

pretext
'

(Tjyxtyao-is). The pretext of

the war of Antiochus was the liberation of Greece an

avowed, but not a truey

' cause
'

;
its (true) cause was the

Aetolians' anger. Now Thucydides, we note, inverts the

use of these terms. The alarm of the Lacedaemonians, which

Polybius would call a ' cause
'

(true, but not avowed), Thucy-
dides calls

' the most genuine pretext, though it appeared
least in what was said '. When he comes to the *

grievances

publiclyalleged' what Polybius would call 'pretexts' (avowed,
but not true), he calls them am'ai.

We could hardly have better evidence that Thucydides draws

no clear distinction between an alria and a 7rpo'$ao-ts. No re-

spectable writer who had such a distinction in his thoughts
could speak of a 'most genuine pretext (Trpotyaons) which

appeared least in what was said
*

which, in fact, was least

of all a pretext. Jowett, in rendering this phrase, instinc-

tively substitutes the modernism :
* the real, though unavowed,

cause.' Hobbes is less modern and renders it faithfully :

* the

truest Quarrell, though least in speech.'
2

1 at 5' Is TO (pavepov Xey6fj.fvai alriai.

2 Mr. Forbes, in his edition of Thuc.
i, translates :

' For (and this was the

truest cause, though least was said about it), &c.' (p. 28). In his glossary

p. 166) he says
l

irp6<t>a<ns is twice used emphatically for the real, as opposed
to the pretended, motive or cause

', citing i. 23 and vi. 6. He adds a note :

'The idea in these places probably is "if they had openly said what they

really meant" ;
of course irpo^affis cannot mean "real motive". Cf. Dem. de Cor.

156 (201), probably an imitation of Thucydides, on rty n\v d\T]df) irpocpaaiv

rSiv irpayfiaTcav . . . aireitpviTTCTO.' alriai Mr. Forbes renders 'grievances'

(p. 28) ;
but slips into using

' causes
' on p. 75 :

'

Thucydides has thus far
'

(up to chap. 88)
' been explaining the avowed causes of the war. He now

goes on to the real cause the alarm of Sparta . . .' On i. 146 he translates

by
' cause

',
without comment.
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Thucydides, in fact, throughout his first book uses the words

alria and irpo^ao-Ls interchangeably.
1 In Polybius alria is per-

haps more nearly equivalent to
' reason

'

(in the psychological

sense), than to 'cause'. In Thucydides it does not mean
' cause

'

at all, and should seldom be translated * reason '. It

means '

grievance '. There is in Thucydidean Greek no word

which even approaches the meaning and associations of the

English
; cause

',
with its correlative

'

effect '.

This truth is recognized as a linguistic fact
;
but surely it

is something more. It implies that when Thucydides sat down

to write his first Book, he never so much as asked himself

the question which we have asked and tried to answer:
' What were the causes of the war 1

' The questions he did

ask were : What was the '

beginning
'

(apx7
?)

^ne nrs^ ae^ ^

war? and: What were the grievances, quarrels, pretexts

of the combatants 1 TLVCS y<rav al alriai
;

The answers to

these two questions he regards as containing a complete account

of that 'out of which' (ef OTOV) the war arose. The com-

batants '

began ', he says, by breaking the treaty of thirty

years' peace ;
the grievances, accusations, and pretexts occupy

the rest of Book I (except the digression, 88-118). But that

is all which he attempts to tell. We ought to give up

speaking of the first Book as being about the causes of the

war; it is much truer to say that there is hardly a word

about causes in it from beginning to end. Thucydides has

not told us the causes, and one reason for this omission is that

he never raised the question, and never could raise it, in distinct

and unambiguous terms.

The first Book is not an analysis of causes, but the story of

a quarrel. Thucydides approaches his subject in the same

1
Compare iv. 85. 1, where Brasidas says, of his expedition to Acanthus,

f) e/CTTf/x^ts /xou . . . ffjfvrjrai r^v alriav eira\T)0fvovo~a "f)V dpxoufvoi TOV iro\efjiov

irpofiirofj.fv, 'AOrjvaiois k\fvdepovvTS rty 'EAAdSa iro\tnrj(T(iv, and 6 rf)v alriav

niarr)v airooettcvvvai. Here alria is used to mean a pretext or alleged ground of

quarrel which (in the speaker's view) was always genuine, but needed to be

proved genuine by corresponding action, i. 55. 2 alria Se avrrj irpwrrj t-fevtro

TOV troXffjiov rofs K.opiv8iois Is TOU? 'Adrjvaiovs, on . . . fvavpaxovv : i. 118. 1 offa

irpoQaais rovSe TOV iro\efj.ov Kariarrj, referring to the same events.
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way that Herodotus approaches his in the opening chapters,

where he recounts the earlier stages in ' the quarrel for which

the Greeks and barbarians fought'.
1 That feud began with

the rape of the Argive princess, To, by some Phoenician

traders. Certain Greeks retaliated by carrying off Europa,

daughter of the King of Tyre, and so *

squared the account '.

Next time the aggressors were the Greeks, who sailed to

Colchis and carried away Medea. Then Alexander, son of

Priam, bent on vengeance, made a prize of Helen. Diplomatic

protests failing, the Trojan war followed, Priam's kingdom
was overthrown, and thenceforth the barbarians regarded the

Greeks as enemies. The expeditions of Darius and Xerxes

were conceived as reprisals for the expedition of Agamemnon.

Similarly, the first book of Thucydides traces the feud

between Athens and 'the Peloponnesians '. Seen in that

light, the structure and contents of the book become natural

and intelligible : accusations and pretexts and ex parte

statements, which are ridiculously out of place in a discus-

sion of causes, are just what we expect in the story of a

quarrel. The speakers are like litigants in a process ;
one

party states its grievances, the other attempts refutation.

Thucydides seems to take it as his primary duty to put
forward both cases fairly, and to leave the reader to judge.
He does not, like a modern historian, assume the judicial

position himself, treat the allegations as so much (almost

worthless) evidence to be * summed up ',
and then attempt

an independent investigation of the causes which these

allegations were partly designed to conceal.

We may observe a further psychological consequence en-

tailed by this manner of approaching the subject : Thucydides'

thoughts, being bent on the earlier stages of the quarrel, are

fixed solely on the past. Now, the policy of commercial

expansion to the West, which we have ascribed to the Piraeus,

1
5t*

-fjv alrir,v firo\fjnjffav, Herod, i. 1. Compare the story of the feud

between Athens and Aegina (Herod, v. 82) which opens thus : 57 8 exfy"? 9

irpoo(f>(i\ofJLfvr] is 'AOrjvaiovs kit ruv Aiyivrjrecav lytvero apx?js rotijffSe. Similarly
the earlier stages in the quarrel between Persia and Scythia are resumed

(Herod, iv. 1) to explain Darius' invasion.
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lay wholly in the future. It was not a '

grievance
'

on either

side
;
and no one who was looking for grievances could pos-

sibly come to think of it. Hence the alliance with Corcyra,

for instance, instead of being regarded as a step in the execu-

tion of this policy, is treated from the Corinthians' standpoint,

as an interference on the part of Athens in a private feud

between Corinth and one of her colonies. The situation of

the island on the route to Italy and Sicily, which to us is the

significant fact, is, as we have seen, barely mentioned, in a

couple of sentences, without any emphasis or explanation;
it has nothing to do with any grievance.

But, if the bulk of this first Book is not about causes, there

remains the one statement that ' the most genuine pretext was

the Spartans' fear ofthe increasing powerof Athens '. Although

Thucydides has no word for cause, a * most genuine pretext
'

means one which is based on some genuine, real feeling ;
and

this feeling we may describe, though he cannot so describe

it, as a cause. We remark here an agreement between the

two passages we quoted from Thucydides and Polybius:

both alike find the ' reason ', or c

genuine pretext ', of a war

in a feeling, a state of mind, attributed to one of the nations

involved. The anger of the Aetolians was the reason (curia)

of the war of Antiochus ; the fear of the Lacedaemonians is

the f most genuine pretext
'

for this war. The digression in

chapters 88-118 is intended to explain this fear, by describing

the growth of Athens. We will glance through it, in order

to note from what point of view the description is written.

Thucydides goes back to the retreat of the Persians.

When the invaders were gone, the Athenians set about

restoring their desolated homes and rebuilding their walls

(89). The Lacedaemonians, urged by their allies and fear-

ing the new growth of the Athenian navy, send envoys to

dissuade them from fortifying their city. The diplomatic
manoauvres by which Themistocles hoodwinked the Spartans
until the walls were built are told in detail (90-1). The

Spartans concealed their anger and disappointment (92).

The Piraeus is founded and fortified as a refuge in case of
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another barbarian invasion (93). The tyranny of Pausanias

drives the allies to prefer the supremacy of Athens (95), who
takes tribute of them, under colour of intended reprisals upon
Persia, though they remain autonomous and meet for delibera-

tion in a common assembly (97). Naxos was the first to revolt

and the first to be ' enslaved contrary to the convention
'

(98) ;

the turn of others came later. The fault lay partly with the

Athenians' severity in exaction, partly with the negligence of

the allies (99). Various Athenian successes are recorded (100).

The revolted Thasians induce the Spartans secretly to promise
an invasion of Attica, which is prevented only by the great

Helot rising (101). Kimon is sent to help the Lacedaemonians

in crushing the rebels at Ithome, but he is received with

suspicion and sent back with insulting discourtesy.
' This

was the first open difference
'

between the two states. Athens

renounces the Lacedaemonian alliance (102), and *

being now
at feud with Sparta' settles the banished Messenians at

Naupactus, and allies herself with Megara. Her occupation
of this city and of its ports, Nisaea and Pegae, is 'the begin-

ning of the Corinthians' intense hatred of Athens
'

(103).

Then follow the Egyptian Expedition and the war with

Corinth, and later with Sparta ;
the battles of Tanagra and

Oenophyta ;
the reduction of Aegina ; the failure of the

Egyptian Expedition (104-110). After some minor operations

a five years' truce is concluded between the Peloponnesians
and Athens. Kimon (the last representative of the anti-

Persian ideal) falls, in an ' Hellenic
' war against Asiatics,

at Cyprus (112). Then intestine strife breaks out again in

Greece; Athens is worsted and restores the places she has

held in the Peloponnese (115). The revolt of Samos and

Byzantium is crushed (117).

Thucydides returns to his main narrative in these words :
l

1 And now, a few years later, occurred the affairs at Corcyra
and Potidaea above narrated, and all that came to be a

pretext for this war.' The transactions mentioned in the

digression occupied fifty years,
' in which, while the Athenians

established more firmly their mastery over their empire and

1
i. 118.
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themselves advanced greatly in power, the Lacedaemonians,

perceiving it, only made slight attempts to prevent them, and

for the most part of the time remained inactive
; for they had

never been quick to go to war, if they were not compelled ;

and in part they were hindered by wars at home
;
until at

last the power of Athens was clearly rising high and they
were laying hands on the Peloponnesian league. Now the

Lacedaemonians could bear it no longer; they decided that

they must set to their hands with energy and pull down the

strength of Athens, if they could, by embarking on this war.'

In so far as this digression is more than a mere chronicle

intended to correct the current dating of the events, it is

clearly an account ofhow the ' difference' arose between Athens

and Sparta and the breach widened into an irreparable feud.

In the Persian wars the two states had stood together against

the Eastern invader ;
but no sooner was the danger past than

anger and ^suspicion broke out through the deceitful policy

of Themistocles. So the feud began, and its course is

traced through the
{

first open difference ', and the wars that

followed, down to the latest
'

grievances
'

which occupy the

rest of the book. The phase of this process which especially

interests Thucydides is the change that came over the char-

acter of the Athenian league. He belonged by family tradition

to the old school which took for its motto, Unity in Hellas and

War to the death with the barbarian, and in the transition

from an '
alliance

'

to an *

empire
' and from an empire to a

'tyranny' he read the defection of Athens from this ideal,

which Kimon, his kinsman and hero, had championed to the

end. Thinking on these lines, his attention was fixed on the

nominal heads of the two leagues, Athens and Sparta. The

first Book might have been very different if he had studied

rather the Piraeus and Corinth, and sought causes instead

of grounds of quarrel.

We must now recur to the point of agreement we noted

between Thucydides and Polybius.
1

Thucydides has told us

1 See above, p. 61.
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why a certain '

pretext
'

was { the most genuine ', and this

pretext, we notice, is a feeling of fear attributed to a nation

as a whole
; just as the ' reason

'

which Polybius finds for the

war of Antiochus is the anger of the Aetolians. Polybius,

moreover, expressly limits the term curia, in connexion with

the history of a war, solely to psychological
* reasons

'

to feel-

ings and other states of mind which immediately precede

action, 'whatever brings us to make a decision or form a

purpose.' With this limitation Thucydides seems tacitly to

agree, when he finds the genuine pretext in the fear of the

Spartans, and attributes their inaction (in so far as it was
not due to accidental hindrances) to the slowness of their

national temperament. It appears to us to be characteristic

of ancient historians in general, that in so far as they look

for causes of human events, they look, apart from supernatural

agencies, solely to psychological causes the motives and
characters of individuals and of cities.

In the present instance, we ought not to overlook the fact

that Thucydides is writing from the Athenian side, and con-

/ sequently tends to regard
' the Peloponnesians

'

or at least the

/ several states (Sparta, Corinth, &c.) as units. Thus, he tells us

I of the ' fear of the Lacedaemonians ', and
' the intense hatred of

|

the Corinthians
'

; but Archidamus and Brasidas are the only
/ two individuals on the Pelojponnesian side whose motives are

/ even dimly apprehended. j\He evidently knew nothing about

( the state of politics and the prominent personalities at Corinth.

\ On the other hand, in his own city he takes account of two

elements : the national character of ( the Athenians
'

as a

whole, and the character and motives of leading men, Pericles,

Cleon, Alcibiades, Nikias, and so on. This is perfectly

natural. The Athenian people met as a body in the ecclesia, and

its character could be observed there directly, as well as traced

in its collective action
;
but its motives become articulate

only in the e

demagogue ', the
c

spokesman of the people', or in

the representative sent on a mission to a foreign state. When

they are formulated in the '

pretexts
'

of individual leaders,

they are inevitably associated with their personalities and

private ambitions. The disinterested ideal of Athens' glory is
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impersonated in Pericles
;
her restless covetousness (v\tov((ia)}

in Cleon
;
her ambition of conquest in Alcibiades. Now all \

these peculiarities of Thucydides' narrative are psychological
'

accidents which ought to be discounted in criticizing his

evidence. With respect to the origin of the war, in particular,

we see how the unconscious preoccupations they involve would

prevent Thucydides from seeing that Pericles and his majority

were not at one, that the motives which actuated the men who
voted for his proposals were not necessarily identical with the

motives which were expressed in his '

pretexts ',
or with his

own private motives. The secret was not to be found in

Pericles' speeches, nor yet in the national character of ' the i

Athenians '.

!The

exclusive concentration of the ancient historians on the

motives and characters of men and of states is the key to

the divergence we noticed between their histories and ours.

We are not content with * causes
'

of this sort only ;
we were

not satisfied, for instance, to attribute the prosperity of

Megara to virtuous moderation. When Solon (according to

Plutarch l

)
observed that merchants are not accustomed to

bring their wares to places where they can get nothing in

exchange, he was stating a truth not as we should state it.

We look for a different sort of explanations and we express
them in different terms.

Thus, in constructing our hypothesis about the origin of the

war, instead of looking for states of mind such as fear, ambition,

virtuous moderation, we sought for the causes alike of the

Peloponnesian war, of the Sicilian expedition, and of the

prosperity of Megara in what we call an economic and

topological situation. We did not look, primarily, into

the breasts of Pericles, Cleon, and Alcibiades and study their

characters and personal motives, but we consulted popula-
tion statistics and the map of Greece. When we had

observed the rise of a commercial population in the Piraeus,

and noted that Corinth was well situated to control the

stream of trade from Sicily across the isthmus, it occurred to

us that Megara was on the same isthmus and presented the

1 See above, p. 19.

F
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only weak point which the Piraeus, with designs of expan-
sion westward, could attack. The result was that, whereas

there was no possible connexion between such isolated psy-

chological facts as the alarm of the Spartans, the personal

ambitions of Cleon and Alcibiades, and the virtuous modera-

tion of the Megarian people, the connexion between the

elements and factors in the ' situation
'

we considered was

obvious. Hence we could perceive that the whole war, the

Sicilian enterprise, and the attack on Megara, could all be

traced to one and the same set of causes, which governed the

entire train of events. (The personal motives of individuals

only came in as a secondary factor, modifying the details of

what seemed in itself an almost inevitable process. ]

Similarly we are inclined to go beyond SolonV acute ob-

servation of the habits of merchants. Solon's way of putting
it was that merchants are not accustomed to give anything for

nothing ;
he remarks it as a fact of human nature. Our lan-

guage is different because we tend to abstract from the psycho-

logical aspect, and to formulate, instead, a general law, which

says nothing about the natural preferences of merchants, but

speaks of a necessity that exports should balance imports.

So long as the preference of merchants was alone considered,

the foundation of economic science could not be laid. Thus

we find Plato still ignorant of a law which Solon, a practical

man, was on the verge of discovering.
l

The great contrast, in fact, between ancient and modern

history is this : that whereas the moderns instinctively and

incessantly seek for the operation of social conditions, of

economic and topological factors, and of political forces and

processes of evolution, all of which elements they try to

bring under laws, as general and abstract as possible ;
the

ancients looked simply and solely to the feelings, motives,

characters of individuals or of cities. These, and (apart

from supernatural agencies) these only, appeared to them

to shape the course of human history.
!

Socrates, in the Alcibiades (i. 122 E), argues that the Lacedaemonians

must be exceedingly rich, because silver and gold come into the country

from all quarters of Greece and never go out again (industry and export

trade being forbidden by Lycurgus' constitution).
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The contrast reveals a profound divergence of ultimate

views as to the position of man in the universe, and here at

last we reach the central point of the position. No historian

can be completely criticized until we have taken account of

his philosophical attitude. For an ancient historian, whose

standpoint is so remote that we cannot safely assume any
common ground, the inquiry is imperative. Our previous

discussion furnishes the point of departure : we have to

consider what philosophic doctrine is tacitly and unconsciously

implied, when it is tacitly and unconsciously assumed that

the only
' causes

'

which it is relevant to discuss in the

history of a war are the immediate motives and passions of

individuals or of personified states.

When we have brought the question to this issue, the

answer is not far to seek. The latent implication is that

every motive is a first cause, or is determined solely by
character. 1

If we would understand Thucydides, we must not regard
a human action as partly caused by innumerable influences

1 This doctrine is implicit in rationalist Greek thought till the fourth

century, when it first becomes explicit in the Aristotelian doctrine of free

will. We cannot go at length into this question ;
but briefly the doctrine

is as follows. A man's action is caused by his desire of some end. That, of

course, is true
;
but the next step is false. This step is the assertion that

the end in question the object of desire is the cause of the desire. A man
thinks of some result he wishes to attain : how can he bring it about? He
thinks of the means to it

; beginning from the ' end '

the last effect to be

caused he traces the chain of means backwards till he reaches the first

means some action which it is immediately within his power to perform.
This last link in his chain of thought is the first link in the chain of execu-

tion. He performs the action
;

it is a beginning (dpxh} which starts the

series of means leading back again to the desired result. The two processes
of reflection and execution form a closed circle, which ends where it began,
in the object or ' end '

desired. The ' end '
is called a ' final cause '

;
the

action and the desire which prompts it are the '

beginning of motion
'

(a.px?)

Kivrjaeus). Man is the original source and parent of his acts, dpxty

yevvrjrrjv TUV irpdgecuv &<Tirep not reievcav, Ar. Eth. Nic. y iii. 15 and v. 5. To
this we may add, with Aristotle, that the activity is conditioned (not caused)

by character, and the account is then complete. We are here following
Aristotle's statement of the point which concerns us without taking account

of any modifications first introduced by Aristotle. We are only considering
what is assumed by men who might have been his grandfathers.

F 2
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of environment, and by events that happened before the agent
was born, right back into an immeasurable past; nor must

we think of it as a single point in the total state of the

world at a given moment, which state can be completely
accounted for only by the total state at the previous moment,
and so on. We must think of it as springing then and there

out of the man's passions and character, and rid our minds,

moreover, of the notion of law as applying to human actions

and events. The fundamental conception which all our thought
about the world implies must be banished the conception,

namely, that the whole course of events of every kind, human or

non-human, is one enormous concatenation of causes and effects

stretching forward and back into infinite time, and spreading
outwards over immeasurable space, a concatenation in which

every link is necessarily connected with all the rest, however

remote. The world upon which the Greek looked out pre-

sented no such spectacle as this. Human affairs the subject-

matter of history were not to him a single strand in the

illimitable web of natural evolution
;

their course was shaped

solely by one or both of two factors : immediate human motives,

and the will of gods and spirits, of Fortune, or of Fate. The

rationalist who rejected the second class was left with the

first alone the original and uncaused acts of human wills.

That is why Polybius expressly limits the term ' cause
'

(atria)

in relation to history to one class of things motives.

Thucydides takes the limitation for granted.

On this all-important point we part company with many
recognized authorities. We will quote a typical statement

from Professor Gomperz' brilliant review of Greek thought :

'There is hardly any pair of contemporaries who offer

a more glaring contrast than Herodotus and Thucydides.

Barely a score of years divided their works from one another,

but a gulf of centuries seems to yawn between their temper
and inspiration. Herodotus creates throughout an entirely

old-fashioned impression ; Thucydides is a modern of the

moderns. He made a clean sweep of the political and

religious bias, the legendary and novelistic sympathies, and
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the primitive beliefs, rarely mitigated by the light of criticism,

which marked the elder historian. The gaze of Thucydides
is primarily fixed on the political factors, on the actual

relations of forces, on the natural foundation, so to speak,
of historical phenomena. He looks for their springs, not

in the dispensations of supernatural beings, nor yet, except
in a moderate degree, in the caprices and passions of

individual men. Behind those he always sought for the

universal forces that animated them, for the conditions of

the peoples, and the interests of the states. ... It was
his constant endeavour to describe the course of human affairs

as though it were a process of nature informed by the light
of inexorable causality.'

*

This passage is perhaps unguarded in expression, and it

seems somewhat ungracious to fasten upon details
;
we take

it only as a typical instance of what seems to us a fallacy

very prevalent in modern histories of ancient thought. What
lies behind the positive statements in Professor Gomperz'

paragraph is the very different and merely negative proposition
that Thucydides records nothing which is not consistent with

a scientific conception of the world that he tacitly rejects

supernatural causes. Let us admit, for the present, that this

is true. The fallacy consists in passing from this negative
statement to the assertion, implied throughout the paragraph,
that the void left by the rejection of supernaturalism was
filled by modern science.

The chief point in which we differ from Professor Gomperz
arises over his last statement, that Thucydides endeavoured

to describe the course of human affairs as though it were
a process of nature informed by inexorable causality. This

is precisely what we have seen reason to deny. Human
affairs have, for Thucydides, not even an analogy with

processes of nature; much less are they identified with one

of the processes of nature
;
much less, again, is their course

informed by inexorable causality. Man, isolated from, and

opposed to, Nature, moves along a narrow path, unrelated

1
Gomperz, Greek Thinkers (E.T.), i. 503. We are sorry to quote this interesting

work only to express disagreement.
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to what lies beyond, and lighted only by a few dim rays of

human '

foresight
'

(yvd>w), or by the false, wandering fires

of Hope. He bears within him, self-contained, his destiny
in his own character x

;
and this, with the purposes which

arise out of it, shapes his course. That is all, in Thucydides'

view, that we can say ; except that, now and again, out of

the surrounding darkness come the blinding strokes of Fortune,

unaccountable and unforeseen. We shall try to prove later,

in detail, that Thucydides' history can only be understood

when we start from some such conception as this. If we

presuppose the very modern view it is not yet a century old

that human affairs are a process of nature indissolubly

woven into one world-process by causal law, we shall be

misled at every turn.

And, besides rejecting this general conception, we must be-

ware of saying that Thucydides looked for such entities as

'political factors', 'relations offerees', 'the natural foundation

of historical phenomena,
5

'universal forces which animate men.'

We are not merely objecting to forms of words; we are protest-

ing against the attribution to Thucydides of the whole class

of categories and conceptions and modes of thought of which

these and similar phrases are the expression. It is precisely

in respect of these conceptions that modern history differs

from ancient. They have been imported, but yesterday, from

Darwinian biology and from branches of mathematical and

physical science which in fifth-century Athens were undis-

covered, and which, if they had been discovered, no one

would have dreamed of bringing into connexion with human

history. Perhaps the importation has not been all to the

good. A combination of political forces is a bloodless and

inhuman entity, and in the manipulation of these mechanical

categories we seem to lose touch of the realities they conceal

the pulse and play of warm, live passions, the beating
hearts of men who suffer and aspire. We are sometimes

put off with phrases instead of explanations ;
and the language

of cogs and pulleys fails, sometimes, to illuminate the workings
of the spirit.

1 *H0os dyOpujry 5cu>n/, Heracleitus, frag. 119 (Diels.).
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Further, not only has History proper been invaded by these

abstract sciences, but also and partly as a consequence
a number of ancillary sciences, fast growing up round the

old method of narrating human actions, are parcelling out

the field occupied by the ancient descriptive science of Politics.

Collectively, they may be called Sociology. The best estab-

lished of them is Economics, which studies the phenomenon
known to the Greeks by the moral term, TrAeo^efia,

' covetous-

ness,' that vice of human character which makes a man want
to ' have more

'

than his neighbour. It was in ancient days
the topic for a chapter in Ethics or for a character sketch, like

those of Theophrastus, of 'the covetous man'. Now it

is studied in almost complete abstraction from anything

psychological. The fluctuations of the money market are

traced in columns of figures and in curves on a diagram.
The laws which Economics attempts to establish, the cate-

gories of its ideal constructions, the abstract methods of this

science and of others like it, find their way into History. The
modern historian deals in vague entities, in groups and
tendencies and the balance of forces. Further, he is always
aware of a vast accumulation of ordered knowledge in the back-

ground. The comparative method and the survey of evidence

drawn from remote lands and from unnumbered centuries

have taught him to take nothing for granted, and to seek for

connexions between phenomena which his ancestors never

dreamed of correlating.

The course of human events, then, is to be thought of as

shaped by the wills and passions of individual men or of

cities, not as a part of what lies around it and beyond. And
what does lie beyond ? For Thucydides, the answer is : the

Unknown. This was the only answer possible to a man of

his temperament, a man whose spirit needed, above all, what
was clear and definite.1 Like a few other enlightened men of

his time, he had rejected every systematic explanation of the

world that he could think of. Supernatural causes the will

1 Klarheit und Bestimmtheit ist das Bediirfnis seines Geistes,' Classen,
Thuc. i, Einl. p. xlvi.
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of personal gods and spirits these men denied. Thucydides

ought not, perhaps, to be described as a sceptic ;
the word

has come to suggest a certain hardness of intellect and

a degree of positive antagonism which are not, we think,

characteristic of his mind. It is better to call him an

agnostic, not of the dogmatic sort who know so much about

the unknown that they confidently assert it to be unknow-

able
;
but of the sober, unprejudiced kind, whose single desire

is to reach, and to observe religiously, the limits of what is

known. Vulgar superstition is nothing to him, except at the

few points where it stands in the path of knowledge ;
there

he can treat it with cool irony. He could respect the piety

of Nikias and love the man, while gravely condemning his

credulity in one fatal matter where it blinded him to

a definitely ascertained fact. He will note with grave

severity how, in time of stress, men who profess religion

fall short of their ideals; but for his own part he seems

to stand aside, rejecting, we may imagine, with more scorn

than ignorant faith would deserve the philosophizing com-

promises and senile allegorizings of an age too sceptical, and

not quite sceptical enough, to be at ease with itself. In

his attitude towards religion (which must not be confounded

with the quackeries of strolling oracle-vendors) there is never

a trace of lightness or irreverence.

The men of the enlightenment were agreed in rejecting

religion ;
but Thucydides had gone yet further in agnosticism

than most of them, and rejected also the 'philosophical'

schemes of the universe. With his strong and steady desire

for literal, certain truth, knowing by experience how hard it

is to get a consistent account of things actually seen and done

from the men who saw and did them, he had not much

respect for philosophies which, when science was still a blind

and babbling infant, professed to reveal how the universe

came into being.

Well-meaning efforts have been made to furnish him with

a belief in some providential government of the world.

But there is not a shadow of proof that he recognized the
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c Mind '

of Anaxagoras any more than the Zeus of Aeschylus.

Indeed, his avoidance of the word vovs (to which he prefers

yv<*>iJ.T]) may indicate a definite wish to renounce the philo-

sophic theory associated in his day with the term. From

I

Anaxagoras and other
*

philosophers' he accepted a few results

of scientific observation about eclipses, earthquakes and the

like all that had yet been won from the vast field of the

unknown by the first inroads of knowledge. That is the

extent of his debt to 'philosophy', in the way of positive

results
;

all it had done for him otherwise was of a negative
sort. Since Parmenides had declared the sensible world to

be an illusion, agnosticism in one form or another had taken

possession of many thoughtful minds. It is only in this

way that Thucydides owed to philosophy his marvellous

sense of the limits of certain knowledge.
If we would put ourselves at the point where Thucydides

stood when he began his task, we must perform an almost

impossible feat. To rid our minds of religious and meta-

physical beliefs which are not identical with our own is

comparatively easy. What is exceedingly difficult but equally

necessary, is to throw off the inheritance to which we are

born, of concepts distinguished and defined by a vast and

subtle terminology, logical, metaphysical, scientific, created

by Aristotle, refined by the schoolmen, and enlarged by
centuries of discovery. Thucydides lived at the one moment
in recorded history which has seen a brilliantly intellectual

society, nearly emancipated from a dying religion, and at the

same time unaided by science, as yet hardly born. Nowhere
but in a few men of that generation shall we find so much

independence of thought combined with such destitute poverty
in the apparatus and machinery of thinking.

1 The want of

1 It is not easy for us to realize how impossible it was to think clearly in

a language which did not supply, as modern languages do, a refined and

distinct terminology. When Thucydides' contemporary, Democritus, wrote :

'By convention sweet, by convention sour; in truth atoms and void,' he

meant, we say, something of this sort : that the primary qualities of matter

are objectively real, while the secondary are only subjective. But to offer

this proposition, or anything like it, as a paraphrase of the Greek is utterly

uncritical. It is to disguise the fact that the Greek word (vopy) rendered
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scientific categories, and above all of the cardinal conception
of law as applying to human actions, makes a gulf between

Thucydides and ourselves immensely greater than any which

his want of superstitious beliefs makes between him and

Herodotus. We must rid our minds of scientific terminology,
as well as of religion and philosophy, if we are to appreciate
the unique detachment of Thucydides' mind, moving in the

rarest of atmospheres between the old age and the new.

Descartes, for all his efforts, was immeasurably less free from

metaphysical preoccupation ;
Socrates appears, in comparison,

superstitious.

When we have made all these deductions, and swept away
as much as we can of our furniture of thought, we are left in

presence of a reflective and very observant mind, whose inter-

est is concentrated on human acts and motives. Its peculiar

note is a feeling for truth which, exalted as it is, has less

of passion in it than of austere regard. All the character

of the man is in the famous passage where he rebukes, with-

out condescending to name him, the inaccuracy of Herodotus.
* There are many facts, not falling into oblivion through lapse

of time but belonging to our own day, about which the

Hellenes in general are misinformed. They believe, for in-

stance, that the Lacedaemonian kings have not one vote each

but two, and that they have a ' Pitanate regiment ',
which in

fact never existed. So little pains do most men take in the

inquiry for the truth ; they will sooner turn to the first story

that comes to hand.' l

Of all the indictments of Herodotus this is the most grim
and the most just. We could defend him from the accusa-

'
subjective ',

is deplorably ambiguous, and means 'legal', 'conventional,'

'artificial,'
'

unnatural,' 'arbitrary,' and a number of other things. Enough
remains of the controversies of the time to show that this ambiguity lay,

not in language only, but in thought. These ideas, all covered by one word

in the only tongue known to the Greeks, were simply not distinguished,

and to import a distinction by assigning one meaning to the word to the

exclusion of the rest is to commit the fallacy into which Professor Gomperz
seems to us to have fallen.

1 Thuc. i. 20
;
Hdt. vi. 57

; ix. 53.
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tion of '

malignity
'

;
we could palliate his superstitions and

romancings ;
but we cannot deny that in respect of these two

irreducible little facts, which may possibly be of some use to

a modern antiquary, but were then utterly insignificant, he

was careless. The kings of Lacedaemon had only one vote
;

the Spartan regiments were not territorial. He might have

ascertained the truth, and he did not.

(Deeply

interested in human character, punctiliously accu-

rate, an agnostic not of the militant order but by way of

patient, rational conviction, Thueydides found a congenial

field only in the history of a contemporary war waged
between the states he knew by men whom he had seen and

\ heard. Here were facts which could be found out, and

laboriously sifted, and set down for the instruction of posterity.

Just how much can be found out and set down he is careful

to define in the passage from which we started in this chapter ;

we can now see why the field it limits is so restricted, the

renunciation so austere. If the creative faculties of man
could be severed from the receptive, if science could first

banish art and next cast out of herself all hypothesis and

generalization, then the historian might reduce himself to

the compass of Thueydides' programme :
' the accounts given

of themselves by the several states in speeches, when they were

on the eve of war or later when they were engaged
'

;
and '

the

events what was actually done in the war '.

The events are matter of observation : the only difficulty is

to get an accurate account from eyewitnesses. Besides ' what

was done', nothing seems relevant except the immediate

motives of the agents. These can be ascertained only in two

ways. We may infer from a man's behaviour what his

feelings are
;
but such inferences are a leap into the dark,

and although Thueydides of course could not avoid making

ithem,

he openly states them as rarely as possible. Safer, to

his mind, was the method of keeping, here also, to observed

facts: namely, the reasons publicly alleged, the 'accounts'

given of their actions by the agents themselves. If these

can be faithfully and literally reported, posterity may perhaps
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see more light through the words than Thucydides could

be sure of seeing. It is to this magnificent sense of the

historian's duty to truth that we owe those indications, in-

explicable to the man who recorded them, significant only to

a modern observer, on which we can base our hypothesis
about the origin of the war.

The time for investigating causes, and making hypothetical
constructions was not yet. We must constantly remind our-

selves that Thucydides seemed to himself to stand on the very
threshold of history. Behind him lay a past which, in com-

parison with ours, was unimaginably meagre. From beyond the

Grecian seas had come nothing but travellers' tales of the East-

ern wonderland. Within the tiny Hellenic world itself, the

slender current of history flashed only here and there a broken

gleam through the tangled overgrowth of legend and gorgeous
flowers of poetry, whose shoots and pushing tendrils had

gained even upon the great Persian war-time of fifty years

before, so that the figure of Xerxes was fading already to join
the shades of Priam and Agamemnon in the world of dreams.

The creator of history would set himself no more ambitious

task than to save from the dissolving fabric of human fact

a few hard stones, unhewn, and fit only to serve for a

foundation.
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THUCYDIDES MYTHICUS





INTRODUCTORY

IN the last chapter we tried to define Thucydides' starting-

point, to take stock of his equipment, and to see his under-

taking as he must have seen it in prospect. When, however,
we observe the impression left on our minds by the work
as a whole, we find that this impression contains an element

which is not accounted for by the author's avowed method
and design. If Thucydides had steadily adhered to what
must have been his original plan a mere journal of the

war, threading a disconnected row of illustrative episodes
the history would have had no more artistic value than

just the sum of values of its several parts; but this does

not correspond to the impression actually conveyed. We
are vaguely, but unmistakably, conscious of an artistic effect

of the whole an effect imperfectly executed, tentative, more
than half lost in broken lights and formless shadows, but

certainly something more than a series or aggregate of distinct

impressions.

We are further aware that this artistic unity is closely
bound up with the worth and beauty of the book, and with

its appeal to a modern mind. The antiquarian interest of

the story is no greater than that of Polybius' narrative or

Xenophon's. The utility which the detailed record of battle

and campaign was intended to possess how obsolete and

meaningless this must be to a world whose armoury of

slaughter is enriched with siege-gun and ironclad ! The

political philosophy of the city state may be neglected by
the modern socialist. The observations upon human nature

are less subtle than those of an ordinary novelist of to-day.
A certain nobility of thought, a considerable skill in the

presentation of character and in narrative what more than
these would be left

1

? If contemporaries were warned that
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the history would be 'rather unattractive', what attraction

would it retain for us to-day ? Yet it does attract and move
us strangely ; and this appeal is a thing to be reckoned with

and explained.

The results of our inquiry, if they are true, will be of some

literary interest, and they also have a bearing on the moral

character of Thucydides. The current interpretation of that

part of the history which deals with Cleon leaves a dark

cloud hanging over its author, a cloud which well-meaning
defenders have tried, but never quite successfully, to dispel.

It cannot, we think, be denied that Thucydides hated and

despised Cleon. We have no right to complain of that
;
for one

man may hate and despise another with very good reason
;

and we need not think much the worse of either. The moral

question touches not the man, but the historian. Has he

misrepresented the facts about Cleon because he had a
'

personal grudge
'

against
' an able, but coarse, noisy, ill-bred,

audacious man 1
' l If he has done so, and for that motive,

what are we to say of an historian who began his work with

an austere profession of fidelity to truth, and then distorted

his narrative, concealed facts, and insinuated detraction, with

the deliberate purpose of discrediting a politician who had

been instrumental in causing his own banishment ? Yet this

is what is implied in the current hypothesis, that Thucydides
was actuated by a personal grudge. But why do we let him

off with this mild phrase, instead of branding the man for

a hypocrite, to be ranked among the lowest, as having sinned

against the light
1

? If we do let him off, it is because the

history as a whole leaves an impression inconsistent with this

account of the matter. It is not the work of a man capable

of consciously indulging the pettiness of personal spite, but

of one who could tell the story of his own military failure,

which cost him twenty years of exile, without a syllable of

extenuation. Throughout the book there is a nobility of

tone, a kind of exalted aloofness, which makes some of his

1
Bury, Hist, of Greece (1900), p. 456.
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grave judgements sound as if the voice of History herself had

spoken.
In the following pages we hope to show that Thucydides'

incomplete presentation of fact in this part of the history

is due, not to a personal motive, but to the influence of

a principle of design which was never formulated, because

he certainly did not contemplate it in prospect when he began
his work, and probably to the last never found out how

pervasive and profound had been its operation.

We believe, moreover, it is possible to lay our finger on the

place where this new principle first definitely modifies the nar-

rative. It is at the beginning of Book IV, in the story of the

occupation of Pylos. In the next chapter we shall proceed
at once to this episode, and try to bring to the surface this

underlying principle which in later chapters will be further

illustrated and explained.

There is always something ungracious, something, almost,

of impiety, in the office of criticism. A work of art is not

meant to be taken to pieces ; analysis is like a mischievous

child dismounting a delicate machine. When it comes to

poetry, our instinct revolts and cries out to us, for the sake of all

that is beautiful, to leave it alone. But in the interpretation

of an age far removed from ours, with a cast of thought and

a tradition of artistic workmanship long fallen into disuse, we
are faced with a cruel dilemma. If we analyse, some volatile

and evanescent spirit is released and is not to be recaptured ;

if we refrain, we may miss the very qualities which the artist

himself valued most highly. The generation is gone which

was bred to the same intellectual heritage and met the lightest

hint with native comprehension. For us only the strong
effort of imaginative sympathy can reconquer the lost ground.



CHAPTER VI

THE LUCK OF PYLOS

THE first episode in the History which presents features

apparently inexplicable on the supposition that Thucydides is

working on his avowed plan, and certainly not fully explained

by any hypothesis yet advanced by modern criticism, is the

story of the occupation of Pylos. We shall first give an

outline of the narrative, in which we shall merely summarize

or abbreviate, refraining, with all the Thucydidean caution

we can muster, from throwing any colour over it. We shall

include those parts of the story in which the unexplained

factor is evidently at work, excluding details which present

no difficulty. A few introductory words are necessary to

describe the situation which immediately precedes our

episode.

The History has reached the opening of the seventh year of

war (B.C. 425). In consequence of the check which the

Peloponnesian arms had suffered in Acarnania, following

upon the failure of Demosthenes' daring plan of campaign
in the same region, a lull had fallen. The first heat of

conflict was over
;
at Athens, as at Sparta, discouragement had

strengthened the party of peace. Year by year the suffering

peasants must crowd into the plague-stricken city, when word

came that the irresistible army of invasion was mustering
at the Isthmus

;
and year by year trudge sadly back to

find the seared vestiges of ruin in trampled cornfield, in

uptorn vine and olive, and blackened homestead. In the

early summer evenings, when the invader had crossed the

pass above Acharnae, knots of ragged and dejected figures

would gather on the northward slopes of the Acropolis, and
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you might have heard husky voices debating whose farm

was that, which was marked by the ugly red glow, yonder,
on the foot-hills of Parnes. The Acharnians of Aristophanes
was produced at the Lenaean Festival in February of this year.

The poet's genial sense of the clean healthfulness and beauty
of life on the country farms in happier days had enforced the

strong sanity of his appeal. He attempted to turn the current

of blind exasperation against the invader into the channels

that made for peace. It is no good, he told the poor fellows,

to grind your teeth at the wicked Spartans ;
the thing to do

is to stop the war. Some of the real Acharnians must have

been convinced; for the good Nikias and his friends were

returned in some force at the elections in April. True, the

war-party had insisted that the operations in Sicily must

be seen through, and forty ships were sent to relieve the

small squadron already in the western seas. But Sicily was

far away ; and it was understood that this expedition was

to *

put an end to the war in that region ',
and to give the

fleet the benefits of exercise.1 From this point we will take

up the text of the narrative and follow it closely with just

the necessary abbreviation.2 We shall draw attention in the

notes to certain expressions which the reader is asked to bear

in mind.

The fleet sailed for Sicily under the command of Eurymedon
and Sophocles, with orders to put in by the way at Corcyra,
where the democratic and philathenian party who held the

capital were reduced nearly to starvation by the depredations
of the exiles ensconced on Mount Istone. With the fleet went

Demosthenes, who *

though since his retreat from Acarnania

he held no official command,
3 was at his own request instructed

to make use of the fleet, if he so wished, about the coasts of

the Peloponnese '.

As the squadron rounded the southern promontory of

1
iii. 115. 4.

2
iv. 2 ff. The passages within inverted commas are translated without

abbreviation or addition.
3 He was general elect, but would not enter on office for some months.

G 2
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Messenia, news came that a Peloponnesian fleet had stolen

a march on them and was already at Corcyra. Eurymedon
and Sophocles were anxious to push on. Demosthenes,

however,
*

urged them to put in first at Pylos and do what

was necessary before proceeding on their voyage. The

generals objected, but it so chanced that a storm came on

which drove the fleet into Pylos.
1 Demosthenes began at

once to urge that the position gnould be fortified
; this, he

said, was the object he had had in view when he accompanied
the fleet. He pointed out that there was great abundance of

timber and stones, and that the position was naturally strong,

while the country for a considerable distance round was, like

the place itself, uninhabited. Pylos is about forty-six miles

from Sparta, and lies in the land which was formerly Messenia
;

it is now called Koryphasium by the Lacedaemonians. The

generals replied that there were plenty of desert promontories
round the Peloponnese, which Demosthenes might occupy if

he wanted the public money to be wasted. But Demosthenes

thought that this particular spot had special advantages.
There was a harbour at hand,

2 and the Messenians, whose

ancient home this had been and who spoke the same dialect

as the Lacedaemonians, could do them much harm from such

a base
;
and further they would be a trusty garrison.

' The generals would not listen to him
;
no more would the

soldiers, when he proceeded to impart his plan to the officers.

Hence, the weather being unfit for sailing, he was compelled to

remain idle
;
until the soldiers themselves, having nothing to

1 iv. 3. 1 aVTiXfyovrojv 8e xard, rvxfjv xetfjiuv cmycvofjicvos KarrjveyKf ras vavs Is

rrjv Hv\ov. The large and deep bay of Navarino is partly closed by the

narrow island of Sphacteria which lies, with a length of 2| miles, along its

mouth, leaving a narrow channel to the north, and a wider to the south.

The north channel is dominated on its further side by the deserted peninsula
of Pylos, the circumference of which is naturally defended by inaccessible

cliffs except for a small distance at the north end (where a sandy isthmus

joins it to the mainland), and for a somewhat longer extent on its south

and south-west shores.

2 The anchorage was close to Pylos at the north-west corner of what is

now the lagoon of Osmyn Aga. At this date the lagoon was navigable and

formed an inner chamber north of Navarino Bay, and partly cut off from it

by a sand-spit.
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do, were seized with an impulse
x to fortify the position. So

they set about the work ; and, being unprovided with iron

tools for stone-cutting, they brought rocks which they picked
out and put together as they happened to fit. Where mortar

was required, for want of buckets, they carried the mud on

their backs, bending double to form a resting-place for it, and

locking their hands behind, to keep it from falling off. By
every means in their power they hurried on, so as to complete
the parts most open to attack, before the Lacedaemonians

should arrive, the position being in most places so strong

already that no wall was needed. The Lacedaemonians were

just then celebrating a festival 2
; and, besides, when they

heard the news they made light of it, thinking that, when

they did go out, they could easily take the place by assault,

even supposing the Athenians would wait to meet them.

They were also somewhat delayed by their army being still

in Attica. In six days the Athenians finished the fortification

on the land side and at other points where it was most

required. They then left Demosthenes with five ships to

defend it, while the greater part of the fleefc hastened on their

voyage to Corcyra and Sicily.'
3

' The Peloponnesian army in Attica, on hearing of the

occupation of Pylos, retreated homewards in haste; for the

Lacedaemonians, and especially King Agis, saw that this

occupation touched them closely ;
and further, the invasion

having been made early, while the crops were still green,

they were running short of provisions for the soldiery, and
bad weather had come on with a severity unusual at that

season, and distressed the expedition. Thus many things
coincided to hasten their retreat and to make this invasion

very short. They had stayed in Attica only a fortnight.'
When the army reached home, the Spartiates raised the

country-side and started to the rescue of Pylos. The rest of

1
iv. 4. 1 opfii) fveireffe itfpiaraaiv l*Tet^i'crat T& -)(capiov. We omit irepiaTaffiv,

the meaning of which is doubtful.
2 iv. 5. 1 eoprr]v nva ervxov ayovrfs. "Ervxov denotes the coincidence of two

events with the implication that the coincidence was undesigned, or

accidental. Often this implication is not felt at all.

3 iv. 5. 2 rais Se -nKdoai vaval TOV es rrjv Kep/tvpav TT\OVV nal
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the Lacedaemonians were slower to move, having but just

returned from another expedition. They sent round a summons
to their allies in all quarters, and recalled their fleet from

Corcyra. It 'reached Pylos, unperceived by the Athenian

fleet at Zakynthos'.
1 On their approach Demosthenes sent

two of his five ships to summon '

Eurymedon and the

Athenians in the fleet at Zakynthos
'

to come to him, as

Pylos was in danger. They came in all haste. The Lacedae-

monians were preparing for a combined attack by sea and

land,
'

expecting to capture with ease such hastily constructed

works, defended by so small a garrison.' They intended to

block the fairway of the two entrances to the harbour with

lines of ships, so as to exclude the Athenian fleet,
2 ' unless

indeed they should have taken Pylos before' it arrived.

1 The fleet of Eurymedon, last mentioned as leaving Pylos for Corcyra
and Sicily. Zakynthos is the first port of call on the route northwards,
about seventy miles from Pylos.

2 There has been much controversy on the question which were the two
channels to be blocked. My own opinion is (i) that in this part of the

narrative ' the harbour ' means the present lagoon of Osmyn Aga ; (2) that

the sand-spit separating this lagoon from Navarino Bay reached nearly to

Pylos, leaving only one narrow entrance just under Pylos ; (3) that the two
channels to be blocked were the two approaches to this entrance, viz. the

Sphagia channel, between the north end of Sphacteria and the south shore

of Pylos, and the channel between the north-east corner of Sphacteria and

the end of the sand-spit. The object of blocking both these approaches,
instead of the one entrance (between Pylos and the sand-spit), was obviously
to keep open communications with the Spartans on the island. If the

entrance only had been barred, they would have been isolated. I also

believe that Thucydides' informant in the first narrative (the siege of

Pylos) was one of the defenders of Pylos, who would naturally mean by
' the harbour

'

the lagoon, just under Pylos, which was his centre of

interest ;
and that the informant in the second narrative (the capture of

Sphacteria) was a different person, much better at describing localities,

who had personally fought over the island on the day of its capture. His
centre of interest was Sphacteria, and by

' the harbour ' he indisputably
meant Navarino Bay, where the Athenian fleet then was. Thucydides
never found out that there were really two harbours, owing to the curious

duplication of the sites : two harbours, each with two approaches, in the

one case at the two ends, in the other on the two sides of one end, of the

same island. The only new point in this view is the identification of the

two channels
;
the rest is taken from the valuable papers of Mr. Grundy

(J. H. S. xvi) and Mr. Burrows (J. H. S. xviii).
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They landed a strong party on the island of Sphacteria, to

prevent the enemy from occupying it. Pylos, which had no

landing-place towards the open sea, would thus be completely

isolated. They thought
*

they would probably carry the

position by siege, without a sea-fight or any danger, as it

was unprovisioned and had been occupied with little prepara-

tion '.

Demosthenes drew up his three remaining ships under

shelter of a stockade at the south-east corner of his defences.

The sailors he armed as best he could, mostly with shields of

wicker-work. * For there was no means of providing heavy
armour in an uninhabited spot; and even these arms they

only obtained from a thirty-oared privateer and a light boat

belonging to some Messenians who just then arrived on the

scene. 1 These Messenians proved to include about forty

heavy-armed men, whom Demosthenes used with the rest.'

Then follows a detailed account of Brasidas' unsuccessful

attempt to force a landing on Pylos by running his ships

ashore. The description concludes with the reflection :
' It

was a singular turn of fortune 2 that Athenians should be on

land, and that land Laconian, repelling an attack from the

sea by Lacedaemonians ;
while Lacedaemonians on ship-board

were trying to effect a landing on their own soil, now hostile

to them, in the face of Athenians. For in those days it was

the great glory of the Lacedaemonians to be an inland people

superior to all in land fighting, and of the Athenians to be

sailors and the first power by sea.' This observation is

echoed again after the battle which followed between the two

fleets in the harbour. The Peloponnesians had at the moment

neglected the precaution of closing the entrances. 3 The

Athenian fleet, reinforced by a few guard-ships from Nau-

pactos and three Chians, sailed in and knocked them into bits,

following up the pursuit to the point of attempting to tow

off from the shore some ships which had not been launched.

1 iv. 9. 1 ~M.f<Tffr)vi<uv . . . ot ZTVXOV irapayev6p,voi. oir^irai re rSiv

TOVTcav ws TffcFapaKOVTa eytvovTO.
2 iv. 12. 3 4s TOVTO irepifarrj 17 rv\r] ware . . .

3 iv. 13. 4 OVTC a SitvorjOrjffav, <pdpai rovs &TJTA.OVS, trvxov iroirj
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The Lacedaemonians ran down into the water to save them,
and a fierce struggle ensued. Thus * the usual methods of war-

fare of the two combatants were interchanged. For in their

excitement and dismay the Lacedaemonians were (one might
almost say) fighting a sea-battle from land, while the Athenians

as they were winning and were desirous to follow up their

present good luck to the furthest point fought a land-

battle from ships'.
1 So ended the first round of hostilities

at Pylos.

In shortening the above narrative we have intentionally

brought into prominence a series of suggestions which are any-

thing but conspicuous in the long story as it stands in the text.

We have cut away the mass in which they are embedded and

left them clumsily sticking out, so that no one can miss them.

Probably thousands of readers have passed them without

attention, and yet carried away just the impression which

they ought to convey. That impression is that the occupation
of Pylos the first step to the most decisive success achieved

by Athens in this war was the most casual thing in the

world.

The fleet, bound as it was for Sicily, with instructions to call

on the way at Corcyra, where it was urgently needed, would

never have put in at Pylos, ifji^storm had not {

by chance' 2

driven it to shelter. The generals in command could not

imagine why the position should be occupied ;
and when

Demosthenes tried to convince the troops, he failed. It was

owing to the accidental continuance of bad weather that from

sheer want of something to do ' an impulse seized
'

the

soldiers to fortify the place. The undertaking was so un-

expected that no tools had been provided; the walls were

patched up somehow with rocks and mud. They had time to

finish it because the Lacedaemonians at home were just then

celebrating a festival. A singularly happy improvisation on

1 iv. 14. 3 fiov\6nfvoi rfj irapovaij Tt/xf? &$ fat irXeTffrov iir((\0(tv.

2 Observe that the note of accident is clearly sounded at the outset in

KOTO. Tvxqv (not eruxO and below in O/>/IT) eveireae. Later the fainter sug-

gestion of (TVXOV suffices to sustain it.
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the part of Fortune
; but^ there is more to come. _Just when

reinforcements and a supply of arms are urgently needed by
the extemporized garrison, a couple of piratical craft come

bearing down the wind from the north. They turn out,

oddly enough, to be Messenians with forty hoplites aboard

and how very fortunate ! a supply of spare arms. When,

finally, the Peloponnesians at the critical moment neglect

a precaution vital to their plan, and leave the garrison of

Sphacteria cut off on the island, we feel that Fortune has

filled the cup of the Athenians almost overfull. To crown

all, in her whimsical way, she reverses the rdles of the

combatants, and sets the sailors fighting on land and the

landsmen by water.

We observe, too, that if Fortune favoured the Athenians,

they were also helped by an extraordinary series of stupid

mistakes on the Lacedaemonian side. When the news first

reached Sparta, the Lacedaemonians at home could not see,

what Agis saw clearly enough, that the capture of Pylos was

a serious incident. They also thought they could easily

capture the position; though they might have remembered

that Sparta was notoriously incompetent in siege operations,

and that the revolted helots, who were not backed by the

first sea-power in the world, had, in a similar extemporized

stronghold at Ithome, held them at defiance. When they saw
the position, they were equally confident of taking it with

ease. They expected to exclude the Athenian fleet by closing

the entrances, and so to avoid a sea-battle altogether. They
landed troops on the island, and then by neglecting to close

the entrances left them cut off and this, though they knew
the Athenian fleet was close at hand and were expecting its

arrival. When it did arrive, their own fleet was not even

clear of the beach and arrayed for battle. This series of

blunders is hardly less remarkable than the series of accidents

on the Athenian side.

We may admit, however, that it is not incredible that

Spartans should be exceedingly stupid. The difficulty arises

over that part of the narrative which is more concerned with

the Athenians. Can we accept this as a simple and natural
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account of what really happened ? The moment we turn

back on it in a critical mood, we find that it is full of

obscurities, gaps, incoherences, which cry out for explanation.
When we look still closer, we remark two further points. One
is that some of these obscurities can be removed by careful

comparison of one part of the narrative with another, so that

we can piece together an hypothesis to fill the gaps, from

evidence supplied by Thucydides, but not used by him for

this obvious purpose. The other is that we have not here, as

at other places in the History, a mere odd assortment of

obscurities ; but all the omissions contribute to one effect.

What is left out is whatever would explain the motives and

designs of the principal actors
;
what is put in and emphasized

is every accident and every blunder of the enemy, that

favoured the occupation. There is hardly a sentence in the

whole story which is not so turned and so disposed as to

make us feel that design counted for nothing and luck for

everything. Let us look at some of the questions which these

omissions and incoherencies leave unanswered.

First, we may ask whether it is credible that Demosthenes

should not have explained sooner to Eurymedon and Sophocles
'the object he had in view when he accompanied the fleet'.

The details of this plan are not disclosed till the latest

possible moment in the narrative. When he first asked the

generals to put in at Pylos, he is said to have requested
them *

to do what was necessary before proceeding on their

voyage'. They refused. Then followed the storm and drove

them into Pylos. Not till this note of accident has been

sounded are we allowed to know 'what was necessary'.

Then, as if the sight of Pylos for the first time suggested the

plan, Demosthenes points out the natural strength of the

position. The generals, as if they had never had such a plan
before them, say that there are plenty of desert promontories,
if Demosthenes wants to waste the public money on occupying
them. Demosthenes urges that this one has special advantages,
and produces his trump card the Messenians. In the next

sentence we are told that he failed to convince any one what-

ever. By this arrangement of the story, Demosthenes' design
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is before our minds for the least possible time. It is not

disclosed until in the first place it is firmly fixed in our

thoughts that the fleet is hastening to Corcyra, and in the

second place Fortune has intervened decisively to hinder its

iourney; and when it is disclosed, it is immediately (as it

were) effaced again by the statement that the disclosure had

no effect on any one. We are left with the impression that

Demosthenes had not explained the whole thing to the gene-
rals before the storm occurred, and pressed on them all the

advantages he mentions later. No wonder they objected to

doing
' what was necessary '.

In the second place, if the generals were so blind to the

possibilities of the place that they regarded the occupation
as a waste of public money, we may naturally ask what

occurred to make them change their minds and allow

Demosthenes, after all, to remain ? A Peloponnesian fleet of

sixty sail, as against their own forty, was already in their path.

Why did they detach five ships and leave them with Demo-

sthenes, while they
' hastened on their voyage to Corcyra and

Sicily
'

? Did Demosthenes appeal to the irregular commis-

sion which licensed him to
' use the fleet, if he wished, about

the coasts of the Peloponnese
'

? But, if he did so, he was
overruled

;
for we are definitely told that no one would listen

to him. No
;
the occupation of Pylos was the purest of

accidents. The building of the defences was a schoolboy frolic,

begun (in schoolboy language) for a lark, to break the tedium

of kicking heels and whistling for a wind. It kept them
amused for six days, till the gale dropped. For all we are told,

besides this piece of mudlarking, nothing whatever occurred in

the interval to change the opinion of the responsible officers.

Yet, without a syllable of explanation, we learn that they
detached five ships one-eighth of their strength to garrison
the deserted promontory, and themselves 'hastened on their

voyage to Corcyra and Sicily '. Did they expect that Demo-
sthenes with no provisions

* and a small, insufficiently armed
force would hold Pylos till they came back, or did they
mean to leave their fellow citizens, for whose lives they were

1
1V. 8. 8 fflTOV T OVK &OVTOS.
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responsible, to a certain fate ? What would they say to the

Athenian people when they returned from Sicily ?

When we read on, however, we learn from a side-allusion

to ' the Athenian fleet at Zakynthos
'

that, so far from * hasten-

ing to Corcyra and Sicily ', they were, after at least ten days'

or a fortnight's interval,
1 still only seventy miles away, at the

nearest port of call. This change of plan is not even directly

recorded, much less explained. Yet it means that the generals

pitched their sailing orders to the winds, left Corcyra to the

imminent peril of starvation or capture by assault, and en-

dangered the advanced squadron in Sicilian waters which they
were sent to reinforce. Examples were not wanting to warn
them that in such circumstances, a failure or even a reverse,

meant certain prosecution and death, if ever they set foot

again in Athens. Yet they took the risk all because of the

mudlarks !

Our purpose, however, is not to attack the veracity of

Thucydides, but to understand his method. Without enlarging

upon the obscurities of this episode, we have said enough to

prove that some explanation is needed. It is now clear that

the story of Pylos, from first to last, is so treated as to

convey the suggestion that it was all a stroke of luck. It is

also clear that, unless Eurymedon and Sophocles were out of

their minds, some elements in the situation of a less fortuitous

nature have been omitted or left almost out of sight.

Almost, but not entirely. The reader may have felt that,

although the narrative indicates no connexion between the

two references to the Messenians, some connexion there must

have been. One of the exceptional advantages of Pylos to

Demosthenes' mind was that it was the ancient home of the

Messenians, whose knowledge of the local dialect would give
them peculiar facilities for distressing the Spartans. The point
is just mentioned and dropped. Six chapters later, a Messenian

privateer with arms and reinforcements arrives in the nick of

1 The time needed for news to reach Sparta and be forwarded to Agis in

Attica
;
for the withdrawal of the army of invasion, and after that, for word

to be sent to the Peloponnesian fleet at Corcyra, and for these to come south.
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time. These Messenians were (though Thucydides does not

mention it) the exiles whom the Athenians had established at

Naupactos, their naval base near the mouth of the Corinthian

gulf. We remember now that in the previous year Demo-

sthenes had been co-operating with these very Messenians in

the Aetolian and Acarnanian campaigns. Moreover, in one of

the battles he had employed them to play off a trick on his

Doric antagonists.
1 The accent of his Messenian friends was

now again to come in useful. And when the sentinel on

Pylos reported that a couple of sail were standing in from

the direction of Naupactos, we fancy Demosthenes was not

surprised when they turned out to have forty hoplites aboard

and a stock of spare shields in the casemates. Can we avoid

the inference that the selection of Pylos was not so casual

after all, that Demosthenes had learnt all about the possi-

bilities of the position from his Messenian allies the year
before ? Further, must we not conjecture that Eurymedon,
not daring to leave <more than five ships behind, since the

Peloponnesian fleet would almost certainly be recalled south

and meet him, sent an urgent message to Naupactos, describing
the position of Demosthenes and telling the Messenians to

send a fast ship with such reinforcements and spare arms as

they could produce without a moment's delay. The con-

jecture is confirmed by the later statement 2 that some guard-

ships from Naupactos joined the fleet while still at Zakynthos.

Eurymedon may have meant to wait there within call till

Demosthenes' force should have been replaced by a sufficient

garrison of Messenians, and then to reunite his fleet and

proceed to Corcyra and Sicily. But why are we left to fill

all these blanks by conjecture ?

1
iii. 112 : 'At the first dawn of day he fell on the Ambrakiots, who were

still lying where they had slept, and who so far from knowing anything of

what had happened, thought his men were their own comrades. For

Demosthenes had taken care to place the Messenians in the front rank and
desirewthem to speak to the enemy in their own Doric dialect, so putting the out-

posts off their guard, since it was still dark and their appearance could not

be distinguished.' This connexion has, of course, been remarked by other

writers.
2

iv. 13. 1.
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Moreover it is implied that Demosthenes knew that the

Athenian fleet was still close at hand when he needed to

be rescued; and this seems to prove that when Eurymedon
and Sophocles left him, they arranged with him that they
should stop at the nearest possible port. If that is so, to

describe Eurymedon' s fleet on leaving Pylos as 'hastening
to Corcyra and Sicily

'

is, at least, misleading. But here,

at any rate, there can be no intention to mislead, since the

contradiction with what follows is patent. We can only
conclude that Thucydides' mind is for some reason so bent

on regarding the occupation of Pylos as a mere casual

episode in a *

voyage to Corcyra and Sicily ',
that this

phrase slips out at a place where the context certainly

contradicts it by implication. Such a lapse, in so careful

a writer, is by itself sufficient evidence of a preoccupied
mind.

We have here, in fine, a narrative which is unlike any
earlier part of Thucydides' story. Hitherto he has told a

plain tale, lucid, intelligible, natural. Now we find an

episode in which facts of cardinal importance for the under-

standing of the events are left unmentioned, and indispensable

links are wanting. If the missing facts and connexions were

within the author's knowledge, why are they omitted"? If

they were not, we might at least expect that he would avow
his ignorance and draw some attention to the blanks, instead

of passing over them as if he were unconscious of their

existence.

The question then is this : Why has Thucydides represented

the occupation of Pylos as the merest stroke of good luck,

undertaken with the least possible amount of deliberate

calculation, and furthered at every turn of events by some

unforeseen accident ?

The simplest of all answers would be that as a matter of

fact so it was. Accidents do happen ;
and there certainly was

a considerable element of luck. No one can foresee the

occurrence of a storm. The festival at Sparta was a coinci-

dence though we note by the way that it was not a festival
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sufficiently important to prevent the army of invasion from

being absent in Attica. The Messenian privateer might

conceivably have come by accident though the supply of

spare arms on so small a vessel is certainly odd. And so

on. But all this does not explain the blanks and incoheren-

cies we have noticed
;
and it is fair to add that every additional

accident increases the strain on our belief. As soon as we

reject this first answer, we have admitted that ^hucydides
for whatever reason is not telling the story just as it hap-

pened and just as we should tell it. There is some unexplained
factor at work, something of which we have not yet taken

account.

The solutions that have been offered, when the problem
before us has been faced at all, fall under two heads. We
are told either that Thucydides is

'

moralizing
'

on the un-

certainty of war, or that he is actuated by some personal

feeling of 'malignity' and indulging it in detraction. The
first of these hypotheses is, in our opinion, a grave charge

against him as a man of sense ;
the second is a still graver

charge against his moral character.

/tt is true that the uncertainty of war is one of the most

frequent topics in the speeches ;
and small wonder that it is

so. Thucydides' generation lived through a life-and-death

struggle waged almost continuously for twenty- seven years.
A nation at war is always, more or less, in a fever

;

1 when
the nation is intelligent and excitable by temperament, and
the war is close at home, the fever will run high. For these

twenty-seven years no Athenian mind was ever quite at rest.

Not a record or document of this period but we find in it

the mark of this unhealthiness, of nerves on the strain with

watching, of the pulse which beats just too fast. Every
capricious turn of good or ill luck in the struggle sent a thrill

through their hearts. \ But, can we think that Thucydides
would deliberately distort the facts of the occupation of Pylos,

solely in order to illustrate the truth that accidents will

happen ? The question hardly needs an answer. No man
of common intelligence could say to himself,

e ln order to

1
Cf. ii. 8 $ re d\\r) 'EAAas diraffa /ierewpos ?jv fcvviovawv rdiv irpurcav
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show how uncertain are the chances of war, I will describe

a series of events not just as they happened, but with the

causal links, which would show that the events were not

fortuitous, disguised and almost suppressed.' There were

plenty of real instances of good and ill luck. What need

of this perverse invention of a spurious one?

Plainly, then, this is not a case of *

moralizing
'

; there is

some other reason; and so we fall back on the hypothesis

of '

malignity '. The malignity could only be directed either

against Cleon, whose exploit at Sphacteria followed on the

occupation of Pylos, or against Athens. There is, on this

supposition, some personal grudge, against the hated political

opponent, or against the city which banished Thucydides.

With regard to Cleon, this hypothesis will not fit the facts.

The occupation of Pylos was the exploit not of Cleon, but of

Demosthenes. For Demosthenes, the only soldier of genius
whom the Athenians could match with Brasidas, Thucydides

consistently shows a marked admiration. The capture of

Pylos was his master-stroke, and there was no motive for

belittling the achievement. Cleon does not appear till

later, when he goes to the scene of action and co-operates

in the capture of Sphacteria. Malignity against him might
be fully satisfied either by representing that subsequent

operation as favoured by fortune or by attributing all the

skill involved in its success to his colleague, Demosthenes.

Thucydides actually does both these things whether from

malignity or because he thought it was true, is no matter

for our present problem. But a personal grudge against

Cleon could not be satisfied, or be in question at all, in the

earlier narrative of the seizure of Pylos.

Was it, then, a grudge against Athens that moved him?

Did he hate the city which condemned him to banishment

for his failure at Amphipolis, and desire to represent or

rather to misrepresent her most successful feat in the war as

a mere stroke of luck ? This, we believe, is an hypothesis

which is now, reluctantly and with many attempts at pallia-

tion, allowed to pass current. It cannot be so easily and

certainly dismissed as the other suggestions. It is a possible
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motive possible, at least, to some men and it would account

for those facts we have hitherto considered. We cannot at

this point finally disprove it; the facts which it will not

account for have yet to be discussed. But we do not believe

that any one who knows Thucydides is really satisfied with

imputing to him a motive which, candidly described, is

dishonourable, ignoble, mean. The imputation does not fit

in with our general impression from the rest of the History.
If there is any one who is satisfied with it, we will ask him
to read once more the story of the retreat from Syracuse.
Were those pages written by a man who hated Athens and

triumphed in her fall'?

We cannot think of any other motive which could have

induced Thucydides deliberately to represent as fortuitous

a series of events which we, after some reflection, can see to

have been in great measure designed. We next observe that

the supposition of *

malignity
'

is itself based on the tacit

assumption that Thucydides is writing from the same stand-

point, and handling his story on the same methods, as

a modern historian. If a modern had written the narrative

of Pylos, we could say with the highest degree of moral

certainty, that the distortion was deliberate and the motive

must be at least dishonest, if not ignobly personal. Hence

we assume, unconsciously, that Thucydides' motive must

have been of this sort. In our eagerness to hail him as
' a modern of the moderns ', we thought we were paying him
a compliment ;

but now the epithet turns out to carry with

it a most damaging accusation. If we decline to regard

Thucydides as a modern, and recur to our thesis that, being
an ancient, he must have looked at the course of human

history with very different eyes from ours, it seems that an

alternative explanation may yet remain.

The suggestion which we would put forward is that

Thucydides thought he really saw an agency, called ' Fortune ',

at work in these events. When we say
' chance favoured the

designs of Demosthenes \
l of course we mean, not that any of

1
Bury, Hist, of Greece (1900), p. 429.

H
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the accidents had no natural cause, but only that they were

such as could not have been foreseen. But have we any

ground for saying that this, and nothing more, was what

Thucydides would have meant ?
1

We will, for the moment, leave the notion of Fortune

without precise definition. It is enough to take a belief in

Fortune as meaning a belief in any non-natural agency, which

breaks in, as it were, from outside and diverts the current of

events, without itself being a part of the series or an effect

determined by an antecedent member of it. Now, we have

already pointed out that human actions are not to be fitted

into such a series. Their only causes if we are to speak of

causes at all are motives, each of which is itself uncaused

by anything preceding it in time; all human motives are

absolute '

beginnings of motion '. A view of the universe in

which this irruption of free human agency is tacitly assumed

is at any rate illogical if it denies the possibility of similar

irruptions into the course of Nature by non-human agencies.

But we can go further than this. We observed that

Thucydides had no word at all for
c cause

'

in our sense.

From the fact, among others, that instead of discussing the

causes of the war, he thought he had completely accounted for

its origin when he had described the grievances (alriai) of the

combatants, it appeared that it was not only the word that

was missing, but the concept. Having no clear conception of

cause and effect, he cannot have had any clear conception of

a universal and exclusive reign of causal law in Nature. In

criticizing Professor Gomperz we denied that Thucydides
conceived the course of human affairs as ' a process of Nature

informed by inexorable causality ', or as having anything in

common with such a process. We may now further deny that

he could have thought of the processes of Nature themselves

as informed by causality, in our modern sense the sense,

namely, that every event has a place in one total series of all

1 That Thucydides would have meant just what we mean is commonly
assumed, as for instance by Mr. Forbes, Introduction to Book I (p. xxxii) :

' Chance (that is, the operation of unknown causes) is strong, the future is

hard to foresee, hope is dangerous ;
we must look facts in the face, whether

we like them or not, and " think it out 'V
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events, and is completely determined by previous events, and

so on backwards into infinity; and that this is true of the

future as well as of the past. By an aiYi'a, in nature as in

man, Thucydides does not mean a member of such a series,

but a free agency, a '

beginning of motion ', an incursion of

fresh original power. If this is so, there was nothing whatever

in his view of the universe to exclude the possibility of extra-

ordinary intervention on the part ofsome undefined non-human

powers. We shall presently see that his language elsewhere

implies that such a possibility was admitted by him.

That Thucydides had, on the contrary, a quite definite

notion of causal law is commonly taken for granted, or

actually asserted. M. Croiset,
1 for instance, after contrasting

Thucydides with his predecessors, continues :
' De la sa

conception de 1'histoire. Si les faits sont lie's par des lois

permanentes et ne'cessaires, la connaissance des causes et des

effets dans le passe peut faire preVoir le retour des memes

efiets, produits par les memes causes, selon la regie des choses

humaines (Kara TO ay#pco7reioz>).' This passage suggests that

Thucydides based his conception of history on a belief in

permanent and necessary laws, connecting events in such

a way that from a sufficient knowledge of the present state of

the world the future could le predicted with certainty. If

this is true, it of course excludes the operation of Fortune. 2

Let us, however, examine the passages to which M. Croiset

refers in his note, as the foundation of the above statement.

The first is as follows :
' For recitation to an audience,

perhaps the absence of the "
mythical

"
will make these facts

rather unattractive
;
but it will be enough if they are judged

useful by those who shall wish to know the plain truth of

what has happened and of the events which
t according to the

course of human things, are likely to happen again, of the

1
Croiset, Hist, de la lit. grecque, iv. 113.

2 We may note, by the way, that if Thucydides thought this, he had
discovered a truth of which Aristotle was ignorant. The whole Aristotelian

doctrine of Possibility rests on the logical thesis that propositions which

refer to future events (e. g.
' there will be a battle to-morrow

')
are neither

true nor false, because, unless the future were undetermined,
'

nothing
would happen by chance '

(airo T\>X^} and all deliberation would be futile.

H 2
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same, or much the same, sort as these' l What Thucydides
here has in his mind, we know from the other passage to

which M. Croiset refers.2 Thucydides is there explaining

why he gives an account of the outbreak of plague at Athens.
' Others may say, each according to his judgement, whether

he be physician or layman, from what it probably arose,

and assert that whatever he considers were the agencies of

so great a change, were sufficient to acquire power to (pro-

duce) the transformation.
3 But I shall say what it was

like when it happened ;
and I shall set forth the things from

which, if it should ever come on again, one ivho considers

them might best be able, knowing them beforehand, to

recognize it without fail. I fell ill myself, and I saw with

my own eyes others suffering.'

Thucydides will record the symptoms of the plague, from

personal observation, so that posterity may recognize the

disorder if it should break out again. This is all he thinks

useful. He hints that the guesses of physicians are not

worth much more than those of laymen, about the '

agencies

responsible
'

which they consider were '

sufficient to acquire

power to (produce) such a transformation'. Had the man
who wrote that phrase anything in his mind remotely re-

sembling the modern notion of cause and causal law ? The

phrase is the very contradiction of it. The notion it conveys
is that of an unknown, probably an unknowable, something,

responsible for the plague, and from time to time acquiring

enough power to produce an outbreak. Thucydides rejects

all attempts to scrutinize the nature of this something, and

does not even directly commit himself to a belief in its

existence. He will confine himself to describing what he

actually saw and suffered. He hints that other people,

1
i. 22. 4 ... leal TUV nt\\6vrow irorf avOis Kara TO avOpwireiov roiovruv na\

irapair\T)(ficav ZfftaOai.

2
ii. 48. 3.

3
\eyfTca . . . ras alrlas dffnvas von'ifei roaavrTjs fifra^oXfjs iKavas elvai SvvafJ.iv

I? rb fji^raffrfjaai (rxtV. The editors suspect interpolation in this portentous

phrase ;
but there is no reason to doubt the text, atria cannot be rendered

1 cause ' without misleading. It is something held '

responsible ',
and

credited with power.
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doctors and laymen alike, would do well to follow his ex-

ample. The doctors would see in the plague the operation

of something
* divine

' 1
; laymen would more definitely

ascribe it to the onslaught of malignant spirits or offended

gods. Some undoubtedly connected it with the curse which

attached to the Almaeonid Pericles. 2 Others again would

murmur that they had always said harm would come of

allowing the homeless peasants to camp out in the Pelargikon,

against the warning of an ancient oracle.

In the former passage, likewise, Thucydides is not thinking
of *

necessary and permanent laws
'

in the sequence of events.

He is merely reflecting that other wars will happen in the

future. Other ' events of the same, or much the same, sort
'

will occur,
'

according to the course of human things '.
3 This

last phrase is ambiguous. It might mean c so far as man
can foresee

',

' in all human probability
'

a phrase which is

least likely to be on our lips when we have in our thoughts
a clear conception of non-human ' inexorable causality '.

We are too apt to take the few sound observations of

nature, made by the Greeks at that date, as a proof that

they conceived nature as universally ruled by law. Thucy-
dides notes, for instance, that 'it seems (or, is thought) to

be possible for an eclipse of the sun to happen only at the

time of a new moon ' 4
;
and again, that when the moon is

1 Mr. Forbes (Thuc. I, Introd. p. xxvii) rightly observes that ' a remark-

able passage in Thucydides' contemporary, the physician Hippocrates,
shows that we must not argue too hastily from a rejection of superstitious

explanations of particular phenomena. Speaking of a malady prevalent

among some of the Scythians, he says : of ptv ovv fTTix&P101 T
*l
v o-lrlijv

irpoGTiOeaffi 0<p, Kal (Tefiovrai TOVTOVS TOVS dvOptuirovs KOI irpoffKvveovfft, SfdoiKOTts

Ttepi "y
ecavTwv fKaffToi. ffj,ol Se Kal OVT> Sonet iravTO. TO. ird6ea OtTa flvai Kal

ra\\a -navra, KOI ovSev trepov crtpov 6ei6rpov ovSe dvOpcoTrivcurfpov, d\\d irdvra

ofJioTa, Kal irdvTa 6e?a' 'tKacfrov 8e X et <f>vffiv TWV TOIOVTOW Kal ovStv avev <f>v0ios

yiyverai. . . .
'

a See ii. 58, 59, where, just after describing the severity of the plague,

Thucydides says that the Athenians, hard pressed at once by (i) the war,
and (a) the plague, (i) blamed Pericles for the war and (2) thought their

misfortunes had come on them ' on his account '

(8t' Kfivov}. Cf. ii. 64. 1.

3 ' Nach dem Laufe menschlicher Dinge
'

Classen, ad loc.

4
ii. 28 vovfurjviq Kara afhrjvrjv, waircp Kal fjtovov SOKCI eivat yt-

6 77X101 fe'A.(JTf .
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lipsed, it is full.
1 He inferred, moreover, that eclipses

could not, as superstitious men like Nikias supposed, give

prognostications of coming events. But between an isolated

observation and inference of this sort and a general conception
of law in nature there was a gulf which many centuries of

labour had yet to fill. In the case of earthquakes, Thucydides
had no sufficient series of observations on which to base an

inference. Consequently, with admirable good sense, he

records, without expressing or implying any belief or dis-

belief of his own, the one fact of which he was certain,

namely, that 'they were said and thought to be signs of

coming events '.
2

Again, when he is insisting in his introduction that the

Peloponnesian War was the greatest in recorded history,

he thinks it worth while to point out that it was not

inferior to previous wars in the number of earthquakes,

eclipses,
3

droughts, famines, plagues, and other such con-

vulsions of nature which accompanied it. Similar phenomena
had been reported of previous wars, but this hearsay was

too scantily confirmed by ascertained facts.
' It now became

not incredible,' he says, 'for all these things came upon
the Greeks at the same time with this war.'* An unpre-

judiced reader of this passage must draw several conclusions.

In the first place Thucydides feels no distinction between

famines and plagues on the one hand, and eclipses, earth-

quakes, and droughts on the other. To us it seems easy

to connect the former class with a state of war, and absolutely

impossible to connect the latter. Second, he saw no reason

1 vii. 50.

2 ii. 8. 3.

3 His putting in '

eclipses
' shows that he did not understand why the

sun is not eclipsed at every new moon, or the moon every time it is full. He

thought eclipses were more frequent at times of war and did not know why.
Cf. Plut. Nic. xxiii 6 yap irpwros ffafpeararov re iravrow teal 6appa\fwrarov irepl

ae\rjvr)s KaravyafffjiSiv KCU aicias \6yov els ypaQrjV KaraOep-evos 'Avagayopas OUT' auros

rfv TraXaios cure 6 \6yos tv8oos a\\' dir6pprjros en /cat 8t' b\iy<av KCU jzer' uAa/?etas

rivbs ^ triarecas f$a8i(av.

4
i. 23. 3 TO. re irporepov UKOTJ pev \cy6fj.va, epyq> 8e ffvaviourepov Pe@cuovfJieva

OVK d-niffra Kareffrtj, ffeiff^Siv re irept .... ravra y&p iravra. perci rovde rov iro\ejj.ov

a/xa v
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in the nature of things why events of either class should not

be more frequent at times of war in Greece, and he thought
the evidence pointed to the fact that they were. Third,

if he was thinking at all of any sort of causal connexion

between wars and (for instance) droughts, he must have

attributed droughts to causes of a sort which find no place
in modern science. Fourth, he shows his usual good sense

in merely recording that these occurrences apparently came
at the same time (a/xa), without committing himself to any

specific connexion between them. In fine, he shows a com-

pletely scientific spirit, and also an equally complete destitu-

tion of a scientific view of nature. In the former respect
he is superior to the man who sacrifices to a volcano or prays
for rain. In the latter he is not so far advanced as a modern

peasant who is just educated enough to feel that there can

be no connexion between his seeing four magpies and some one

else having a child. Thucydides will not worship the in-

scrutable agencies responsible for convulsions of Nature
;

but he cannot rule out the hypothesis that such agencies
exist and may

'

acquire power
'

to produce the convulsions

coincidently with a war in Greece. He refrains from dog-

matizing on either side; regarding, we may suppose, the

current belief that malevolent spirits were responsible for

such outbreaks,
1 as an incautious and unverified explanation.

M. Croiset has, in our opinion, slipped into a fallacy which
is so common in the written history of thought that it seems

to deserve a name of its own. We will call it the Modernist

Fallacy. It takes several kindred shapes. In the present

case, its formula is as follows :
* If a man in the remote past

believed a certain proposition, he also believed all that we

1
Porph. de Abst. ii. 40 ti> yap ST) KOL TOVTO TTJS jue-yttTTJ/s P\a(3T)s TTJS

ano ruv KaKoepySw Saifiovoav Qereov, on avrol ainoi yiyvopevoi rSiv irepl TT)J>

yijv Tra6r]fj.a.Tcav, olov \oif*(av, d<popia>v, afLffpiav, avxpuv /cat TU>V ofioioav . . .

The belief, seriously entertained by this intelligent writer, has, of course,
flourished to our own time in civilized countries. We remember an article in

the Spectator, in which the writer argued that an earthquake in the West
Indies was designed by God to stimulate seismological research. Neither
the editor nor the readers seem to have been conscious of any difficulty or

impiety in this opinion.
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have since discovered to be implied in that proposition.'

Thucydides believed who ever did not? that events of
' the same, or much the same, sort

'

recur. Therefore, he must

have had a full and conscious belief in permanent and neces-

sary laws of cause and effect, conceived as we conceive

them.

Thucydides' notion of Fortune may be more closely defined

by comparison and contrast with the opinions of the hardest

and clearest thinker among his contemporaries. Socrates,

according to his friend Xenophon,
1 believed that omens were

signs from the gods or 'the spiritual' (TO baipoviov), and

recommended the use of divination to determine actions of

which the future results could not be foreseen. Those who
refused to employ divination in such matters were, he said,

as much '

possessed by an evil spirit
'

(baipovav) as those who
did employ it in cases where ordinary human judgement

(yz^wjutr/) would have sufficed. He 'demonstrated' that men
who supposed that the movements of the heavenly bodies

happened
'

by some sort of constraints
'

(rurlv <bay/cais) were

fools. He asked (as Thucydides might have asked) whether
*

they thought they had by this time a sufficient knowledge
of human things, that they should turn to think about such

matters, neglecting what is human and theorizing about the

divine '. Could they not see that it was impossible for men
to discover such things ? Those who most prided themselves

on their theories disagreed with one another like so many
madmen quarrelling over their various delusions. Did they

expect, when they knew about divine things and by what

sort of constraints 2
they happen, to be able to make winds

and rains when they pleased ? Or were they content merely
to know how these things happened ?

The language here attributed to Socrates is religious ; he

speaks of 'the divine' and 'the spiritual' (demonic). His

view is that human events are determined partly by
*
fore-

sight' (yvupri) and partly by the agency of gods or spirits.

1 Xen. Mem. i. 1.

2
'Avay/tais as the context shows, means ' constraints '

,
such as a magician

claims to exercise in rain-making.
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Foresight must be used to the utmost ; but when it fails, we

ought to resort to divination, the only means of discovering
the intentions of the other set of agencies. Thucydides, when
he is expressing his own opinions, does not speak of 'the

divine', but merely of Fortune (Tvxn). But both men are

alike in contrasting the field of ordinary human foresight

(yvtopr)) with the unknown field, which lies beyond it, of

inscrutable, non-human powers, whether we call these gods and

spirits or simply Fortune. This antithesis is more frequently
in Thucydides' thoughts than any other except the famous
contrast of ' word

'

and ' deed '. The two factors yvvw,
human foresight, purpose, motive, and Tv^r), unforeseen non-

human agencies divide the field between them. They are

the two factors and the only two which determine the

course of a series of events such as a war
;
neither Socrates

nor Thucydides thinks of natural law. One speaker after

another in the History dwells on the contrast between a

man's own yrcojur? over which he has complete control, and
Fortune over which he has no control at all.

1 Men may
be ruined by fortune (rcuy ri^cus), but if they are steadfast

in purpose (yz/wjucus), they have shown themselves true /
men. 2 Pericles 3

says that human designs and the issues of ^

events alike take a course which is hard to discern; 'and

hence we commonly regard Fortune as responsible for what-
ever falls out contrary to calculation.' Of the plague, Pericles

says
4 that it

was^the only thing that had so far happened
in the course of the war '

beyond any man's expectation'. He
knows he is hated the more because of it

;

5 but this is not

fair unless he is to be given credit for unforeseen success as

well. ' Divine things (ra 8ai/x<wa) must be borne as a matter

1
iv. 64. 1 e.g. (Hermocrates) /n/8^ pupta. tyiXoviKwv fftttaOai rrjs re olitfias

yvu^Tjs opoicas avroKparup elvai feal fa OVK apx<a Tux^J : vi. 78. 2 ou yap oUv Tf

a/xa TTJs r' ktriGv^ias Kal rijy Ivx*]* rov avrov dfnoius rafjuav yeveaOai.
2

i. 87. 2 (Peloponnesian generals).
8

i. 140. 1 fvSexfrai yap ras vfj.<f>opas rcav wpayfjiaTcav oi>x tfffffov afiaOfas -)(.caprjffa.i

^ Kal ras Siavoias TOV dv6pwirov Si' oirtp KOI rfjv Tux*?", oaa av Trapa \6yov v/ifj,

fluOapfv aiTtaaOat.

4
ii. 64.

6
Owing to the Alcmaeonid curse, see p. 101.
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of necessity.' He does not argue that the plague cannot be

his fault
;
he speaks of it as a '

divine thing
'

which he could

not be expected to foresee. He may, of course, be talking
down to his audience

;
in using the phrase ra bai^ovia he

probably is doing so. But what proof is there that he did

not think of the outbreak as a stroke of some unknown

power, which it would be rash to call by any more definite

name than ' Fortune
'

?'

There is no need to multiply instances. An examination

of all the important passages where this contrast occurs 1 has

convinced us that Thucydides does not mean by
' Fortune

'

simply
' the operation of unknown (natural) causes ', the

working of ordinary causal law in the universe. He is

thinking of extraordinary, sudden interventions of non-human

agencies, occurring especially at critical moments in warfare,

or manifest from time to time in convulsions of Nature. It is

these irruptions, and not the normal sway of *

necessary and

permanent laws ', which defeat the purposes of human yycojuuj,

and together with yv&pr\ are the sole determinant factors in

a series of human events. The normal, ordinary course of

Nature attracts no attention and is not felt to need explana-
tion or to be relevant in any way to human action. When
he speaks of the future as uncertain, he means not merely
that it is unknown, but that it is undetermined, and that

human design cannot be sure of completely controlling human

events, because other unknown and incalculable agencies may
at any moment intervene.

"What were the possible alternatives in an age which lacked

the true conception of universal causality ? There were two,

and only two : Fate and Providence. But both of these were

mythical, and associated with superstition. Fate, the older,

vaguer, and less personal of the two, was conceived under the

aspect of veiled and awful figures : the three Moirai, Ananke,
Adrasteia. It was thus that man had his first dim apprehen-
sion of that element in the world outside which opposes the

will of men and even of gods, thwarts their purpose, and

1 The references will be found in Classen's Introduction to Book I, p. xliv.
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beats down their passion. Later ages have at last resolved

this inexorable phantom into nothing more if nothing less-

mysterious than the causal sequences of Law. But this solution

lay far in the future ; Thucydides' contemporaries could con-

ceive it only as a non-human will a purely mythical entity.

The other alternative was Providence
;
but any conception

of Providence less anthropomorphic than the will of Zeus

or the agency of spirits was not possible as yet. The notion

of a supreme Mind intervening once, and only once, to bring

order into chaos had been reached by Anaxagoras ;
but this

suggestion, so disastrous to the progress of thought, was not

developed till Plato took it up. In any case this Mind was

merely credited with an initial act of creation; it did not

rule the world which it had ordered. Thucydides, moreover,

as we saw, had probably considered and rejected Anaxagoras'

philosophy. And, after all, the 'Mind ' was just as mythical
as Fate.

The word 'Chance' suggests to the modern educated in-

telligence something utterly impersonal; we think at once

of the mathematical theory of probability, of the odds at

a gambling table, and so on. But we must remember that

the current name for ' Chance
'

in Greek was the name of

a mythical Person, Tv^rj, a spirit who was actually worshipped

by the superstitious, and placated by magical means. The

religious spoke of 'the Fortune that comes from the divine',

and believed that God's will was manifest in the striking
turns of chance, and in spite of appearances was working for

the righteous.
1 A less definite belief in Fortune as a divine

or spiritual agency was thought worthy of mention by
Aristotle.2 In his own discussion of

' what comes by fortune
'

or '

spontaneously '. Aristotle starts from the very contrast we
have noted in Thucydides the contrast between purpose (not

Law) and chance. Aristotle, moreover, has no better explana-
tion of Chance than one which involves the purposes of

1 v. 104 (We Melians) fftoTct/o/xev TT? rvxfl * TOV Oeiov pi) tkaaauata&ai, on
offioi Trpos ov Si/eaiovs tara/xcfla.

2
Phys. 4. 196 b 5 eiai 8c rives ots SoKft elvai alria plv rj TV^JJ, &8r)\os 84

dvOponrivri Siavoiq. ws Oeiov TI ovffa KOI dcu^oviwrepov.
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a mythical person, called Nature. He does not even approach
to the conception of causal law, but accounts for

' chance
'

by
the crossing and conflict of these imaginary purposes.

1

Thucy-

dides, who either had never considered or had definitely

rejected the notion of purposes in Nature, was even less

advanced. He had no explanation to give, and confines

himself to the most non-committal name for these invading

agencies
' Fortune '.

The recognition of non-human agencies however unde-

fined as responsible for observed phenomena is, so far as it

goes, a metaphysical belief. It is not a scientific belief,

though perfectly consistent with the scientific spirit in the

then state of physical knowledge. It is not a religious belief;

for Thucydides does not imply that these powers ought to be

worshipped or placated. Nothing remains but to call it

mythical.

To recur now to the story of Pylos. We noticed that the

series of lucky accidents on the Athenian side was paralleled

by a series of extraordinary blunders on the Spartan side.

In the former series Fortune is prominent to the exclusion of

foresight (yvu>^) ;
in the latter we see successive failures

of foresight rather than the intervention of Fortune. These

count as pieces of luck from the Athenian standpoint ;
but

from the Spartans' they are simply errors of judgement. This

point is clearly made in the subsequent speech of the Spartan

envoys, who are careful to remark :

' We have not come to this

from want of power, nor yet from the pride that comes when

power is unduly increased ; but without any change in our

position, wefailed in judgement a point in which the position

of all men is alike.'2 Thus the whole narrative of the occu-

pation illustrates the contrast of fortune and foresight.

Fortune, not foresight, has exalted the Athenians ; want of

foresight, not of fortune, has depressed the Spartans.

It was in this light that Thucydides saw a series of events

1 de An. 434 a 31 evfica, TOV irdvra vir&pxu ra $v<T(t, $ ovpirrupaTa tarcu ruv

TOV.

2 iv. 18. 2. A translation of this speech will be found on p. 111.
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which began with a striking accident, the storm. The

element of real luck was sufficient to suggest a belief that

Fortune was active to a mind predisposed by superstition or

some other cause to look for her agency just here. Thucydides
was not superstitious ;

and he was both careful and acute.

The belief accounts for the peculiarities of the narrative ;
but

we have further to account for his having the belief at

just this moment in his story so strongly upon him as to miss

the clues in his informant's report. There must have been

something which positively predisposed him to see Fortune

at work. We shall explain in the next chapter what this

something was.

Here we need only add that the psychological phenomenon
we are supposing to have occurred in his mind is closely

analogous to what might occur in a Christian historian,

narrating from incomplete oral information a critical in-

cident in Church history, which began ivith a miracle.

Looking from the outset for the divine purpose, he might

easily fail to bring his mind to bear critically on the in-

dications which showed that the whole series of events could

be explained as the effect of purely natural causes; for

we know from daily experience that a belief in occasional

interferences on the part of Providence can co-exist in the

same educated mind with a conception of natural causality

immeasurably clearer than any that Thucydides could have

possessed.



CHAPTER VII

THE MOST VIOLENT OF THE CITIZENS

IN this chapter we propose to take up the narrative where

we left it after the occupation of Pylos. We have reached

the point where Cleon comes into the story. We shall mark

the circumstances of his entrance, and bring together the

other episodes in which Thucydides allows him to appear
before us. The hypothesis of '

malignity
'

would not account

for the peculiarities we noted in the earlier narrative where

Cleon was not concerned; but it is not finally disposed of

as an explanation of the story of Sphacteria, where Cleon

is very much concerned. And malignity against Athens

as a whole still stands as a theory alternative to the view

we expressed in the last chapter. The occupation of Pylos
was not an exploit of Cleon's

;
but it was an exploit of the

Athenians. To represent it as a stroke of mere luck might
be a means of detracting (at the expense, by the way, of

Demosthenes' reputation) from the glory of Athens. These

imputations, so damaging to Thucydides' character, so im-

probable as they seem to us, are still not disproved. We
resume the narrative, then, giving as before an abbreviated

summary, designed to preserve the points which seem relevant

to our problem. That problem is to discover, if we can,

something in Thucydides' thoughts about these transactions

which will explain how he can have been, as we suggested,

positively predisposed to see the work of Fortune in the early

part of them. We shall find an influence at work in his

mind, the nature of which it will be fairer not to characterize

until we have laid the relevant facts before the reader's

judgement.

The news came to Lacedaeinon that the Peloponnesian fleet
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was sunk or captured, and that four hundred and twenty

Spartan citizens with their attendant helots were cut off

on the island, under close watch from the Athenian ships

cruising perpetually round it.
1 The magistrates were sent

to the scene of action, that no time might be lost. They
found that a rescue was impossible. Even if no attack were

made, starvation would speedily reduce the garrison of a

desert island, strewn with rocks and overgrown through
most of its extent with forest. They obtained a truce from

the enemy, and sent envoys to Athens with overtures of

peace.

The envoys addressed the Athenian assembly to the follow-

ing effect :
2

' Men of Athens, the Lacedaemonians have sent us to treat

about our men on the island, and to persuade you to such

terms as may at once be advantageous to you and, so far as

the case allows, save our honour in this reverse. If we speak
at some length, this will be no breach of our national custom.

For though it is not our way to use many words when a few
will suffice, we can use more when there is an opportunity
to effect what is wanted, by setting forth some matters that

are pertinent. You must not take them in an unfriendly

way, or as if we were schooling your dullness
; but think of

us as putting you in mind of what you know already to be

good counsel.
' You have the opportunity of disposing well of the good

fortune which now is with you, keeping the advantage you
have won, and gaining as well respect and high fame. You
may escape what happens to men when they obtain some

good which is out of the ordinary : they are always coveting
more in hope, because their present good fortune likewise was

unexpected.
3 But those who have oftenest come in for the

ups and downs have good reason to be above all mistrustful

of their successes. Your city, no less than ours, may very

* iv. 14. 5 ff.

2 iv. 17 ff. The first half of the speech is translated verbatim.
3

iv. 17. 4 cuet yap rov flAe'oj/os (\niSi dptyovrcu 6m TO cu TO. rrapovra
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well have learnt this by experience. You may read the

lesson again by looking closely at our present misfortunes,

when we who have the highest repute among the Hellenes

come before you and here make requests which formerly we

thought ourselves more in the position to grant. But note

that we have not come to this from want of power nor yet
from the pride that comes when power is unduly increased

;

but, without any change in our position, we failed in judge-
ment (yvtoprj) a point in which the position of all men is

alike. Therefore you too have no reason to think, because

your city is now strong in itself and in its new acquisitions,

that the hand of Fortune (rb rfjs Tv^s) also will always be

on your side. Wise men find safety in setting down their

gains to uncertainty it is they who will meet misfortunes

too with sober foresight and know that war does not wait

upon a man's choice of this or that enterprise to take in hand,

but goes as the chances (at Tv^ai), here or there, may lead.

Such men are least of all likely to trip ;
and not being elated

by confidence that their footing in the struggle is sure, they
will be most disposed to end it in the hour of their good
fortune. And this is how you, Athenians, would do well to

deal with us, to prevent its being thought at some future day,

if ever you should reject us and fall into one of the many
possible disasters, that your advantage now, when all has

gone well with you, was due to fortune
(r6x.fi) J

whereas you

may, if you choose, leave to later times a reputation for

strength combined with prudence, beyond the reach of

risk.'

The envoys go on still further to dwell on the prudence
of reasonable terms as the best security for a lasting peace,

and to recommend again the moderate use of unexpected

victory. An adversary who will only be exasperated by
violence (/3tao-0eis) and overbearing extortion will feel in

honour the obligation laid upon him by conciliatory sacrifices.

' If you decide for peace, you have the opportunity of be-

coming firm friends with the Lacedaemonians, upon their

own invitation, and by way of concession instead of violence
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The narrative continues.
* The Lacedaemonians said all this

with the idea that the Athenians had formerly been desirous

to make terms and had only been prevented by their own

opposition, but that now peace was offered they would

welcome it and restore the prisoners. But the Athenians

thought that, now they held the men on the island, it was

always in their power to make terms whenever they chose

and they coveted something more.1
They were urged on

above all by Cleon, the son of Cleainetos, who was the popular
leader in those days and stood highest in the confidence of

the multitude. He persuaded them to answer that first of

all the men on the island must surrender themselves and their

arms and be conveyed to Athens ; when that was done, the

Lacedaemonians were to restore Nisaea, Pegae, Troezen, and

Achaea. On these conditions they could recover their men and

make a peace of such duration as both parties should approve.
The places mentioned had not been taken in war, but had

been surrendered under the former treaty by the Athenians

in a time of reverse. Then it had been Athens that was

suing for terms.2

' The envoys made no reply, beyond requesting the appoint-
ment of a commission to hear both sides and quietly come to

any understanding they could about details. Cleon fell upon
this proposal with all his vehemence. 3 He had always known,
he said, that they had no fair intentions, and now it was

clear. They would not say a word before the people, but

1
iv. 21. 2 TOV Sf ir\ovos wpeyovro. Compare the envoys' use of this phrase

above (p. Ill, note 3).
2 The places had been evacuated when a '

thirty years' peace
' was con-

cluded at the end of the earlier Peloponnesian war, in which Athens had
at first been brilliantly successful and later lost all, or nearly all, she had

gained. In the course of the present war they had never been in Athenian

hands, and the demand for their ' restoration '

(dirodovTas} was impudent as

well as extortionate. We have already explained why Cleon stood out for

the two Megarian ports ;
but we must remember that this demand was to

Thucydides as inexplicable as Pericles' obstinacy about the Megarian decrees.

The demand for Achaea was also part of the western policy. That for

Troezen may have been a blind.
3 iv. 22. 2 KAtW 8e fvravOa 8r) iro\vs (VfKciro. The particle S-f} hints that

such a reasonable proposal was just the thing to unchain all his violence.

I
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wanted to be closeted with a select few. No! if they had

any honest meaning, let them declare it to all! But the

Lacedaemonians saw that even if they were disposed to make
some concessions in their distress, it was impossible to speak
before a multitude, for fear lest, if their proposals failed, they
should be misrepresented to their allies. They saw too that

the Athenians were not going to do as they were invited on

reasonable conditions. So they went home unsuccessful.'

We shall return later to the sentences in which Cleon first

appears upon the scene in this episode. He is introduced as

as if we had never heard of him. 1 In point of fact he has

come before us once already though only once namely, in

the debate at which the assembly revoked its first ferocious

order for a general massacre of innocent and guilty in the re-

volted city of Mytilene. The opponent of that generous impulse
of remorse, the insistent advocate of cruelty and revenge, was

Cleon. As soon as the change of feeling became known,
c the

assembly was immediately summoned and various opinions

were put forward. Cleon, the son of Cleainetos, who had

carried the previous proposal to put the Mytileneans to death,

came forward again to speak. He was at all times the most

violent of the citizens,
2 and just now stood by far the highest

in the confidence of the people.' Then follows the speech,

which, for characterization, is a masterpiece. There is not

a touch of the gross or cringing flatterer ; it is not the Cleon

of Aristophanes. He/breaks out at once in violent denuncia^

tion of the sovereign people. A democracy is incapable of

empire. They are fooled by the fine speeches of hireling

orators ; they weakly vacillate before appeals to pity and the

generosity of strength. They are ready to forfeit the legitimate

satisfaction of revenge, and thereby to hasten the dissolution

of their power, whose only bonds are force and fear. The

1 The hypothesis of interpolation here from iii. 36. 6 may be dismissed.

The phrase here is similar, but differs in that Cleon is here correctly called

SijiM,ycay6s (i.e. irpoaraTTjs TOV Srjpov). He had become so since the Mytilenean

affair, by the death of Lysicles.
1

iii. 36. 6 0iaioTa.Tos ruv -noKirwv.
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allies need a bloody example to teach them submission.

Otherwise, let the Athenians resign their empire and stop at

home to play at their arm-chair morality! Every sentence

rings with the tone of insolent violence, the strength which

treads down pity and ' in its haste for vengeance upon others

thinks fit to abrogate those common laws of humanity wherein

had lain its own hope of mercy in the hour of defeat V "l

After this one appearance, which leaves an indelible impres-

sion of unrestrained force and cruelty, Cleon drops out of the

story till the present passage. The counsellor of violent

revenge is now the counsellor of grasping extortion. 'The

Athenians coveted more
'

;
and the man above all who urges

them on is Cleon.2 It is he who persuades them to formulate

an extravagant demand which amounts to breaking off the

negotiations. As in the case of the Mytilenean decree, the

Athenians are offered a chance for reconsideration; the

envoys propose a commission to go quietly into the details

and come to a reasonable understanding. Again, as in the

former case, Cleon intervenes, and 'falls upon the proposal
with all his vehemence

'

in slanderous accusation. The

parallel is striking; but here it ends. The Mytilenean
decision was revoked in spite of him, and Athens was just,

and only just, saved from an awful act of insolent cruelty ;

but this time Cleon prevails.
' Confident in the hope of their

strength,'
3 certain of being able to make terms when they

choose, the assembly dismisses the ambassadors to return home

empty-handed. Cleon has had his way : we shall see whither

it will lead him.

It would take too long to follow the subsequent story in

detail : we will rapidly resume it.
4

Winter was coming on, and the Spartans on the island

1
iii. 84. 3 (not referring to Cleon).

3 iv. 21. 2 rov 8 ir\(ovos upfyovro. fM\iara 5^ auroiis evrjye K\tcav. rov

itXtovos optycffdai is the verb corresponding to the noun Tr\eovtia,
( covetous

desire to get the better.'

3 v. 14. 1 IXOVTCS rf)v f\nioa rrjs /Jwjuqs marl]v (referring to this occasion)*
4 iv.26ff.
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were still uncaptured; they were kept alive by venturous

blockade-running. The stormy season would soon make it

difficult to provision the Athenian fleet. The Athenians at

home began to repent of their refusal to make terms,
1 and

dark looks were turned on Cleon. Repentance was no more

to his mind now than it had been in the Mytilenean affair ;

for, personally committed to the rejection of peace, he had gone
too far to retreat without blasting his career. The dramatic

story of his challenge to the generals is well known. ' He
came forward and said he was not afraid of the Lacedae-

monians.' He would sail himself with only a small force

of light-armed auxiliaries,
2 and with these and the soldiers

already at Pylos in twenty days he would either bring the

Lacedaemonians home alive or kill them on the spot. He
chose Demosthenes, already on the scene of action, for his

colleague. Laughter seized the Athenians at his wild words ;

3

but they were welcome to moderate men who reflected that

they would gain one or other of two goods : either they would

be rid of Cleon, which they would have greatly preferred,

or if they were disappointed, he would put the Lacedae-

monians in their hands.'

Cleon's stroke was brilliantly successful ;
but all the credit,

in Thucydides' narrative, falls not to him, but to Demosthenes,
who again receives the timely aid of Fortune.4 Demosthenes,
we are told, had already, before Cleon left Athens, planned
an attack upon Sphacteria,

5 and he was encouraged by a fire

which burnt the woods on the island and so exposed the

enemy. The fire had been '

unintentionally' kindled by an

Athenian soldier, one of a party who had landed on the shore

to cook their midday meal. * A wind sprang up and the

greater part of the woods were burnt before they knew what

1
iv. 27. 2.

8 28. 4. It has been observed that the choice of light-armed troops is put
as if it were a further piece of rashness. The sequel proved that it was

prudent.
3

iv. 28. 5 Kov<f>o\oyiq.
*
Plut. Nic. viii speaks of Cleon on this occasion as TVXD xPJ

]
a<̂ fifVOS

ital ffrparriyfiffas dpiffra pera ArjpoffOevovs.
6 29. 2.
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was happening.'
1 But for this lucky accident, the attack

upon so strong a body of the best fighting-men in Greece,

sheltered by thick undergrowth, would have been almost a

forlorn hope. Really, the gales might be in league with

Athens! The storm which first drove the fleet into Pylos
is seconded by the wind which sweeps the forest fire over

Sphacteria. When the troops landed for the attack, 'the

dispositions were made by Demosthenes who had originally

planned the assault.' 2 The Spartans were driven slowly
to their last stand, and the two hundred and ninety-two who
were left alive surrendered.

'So the promise of Cleon, mad as it was, resulted in

success : for he brought the men within twenty days, just as

he had undertaken.' 3

Much ink has been expended on the phrase:
c mad as it

was.' How can Thucydides call the promise mad, at the

very moment when he is recording its fulfilment ? The best

comment is a sentence from Herodotus, where Artabanus is

warning Xerxes against rash haste in taking up so great an

enterprise as the conquest of Greece. ' I know not,' he says,

'aught in the world that so profits a man as taking good
counsel with himself; for even if things fall out against one's

hopes, still one has counselled well, though fortune has made
the counsel of none effect: whereas if a man counsels ill

and luck follows, he has gotten a windfall, but his counsel is

none the less silly.'
4

What use will Cleon make of his windfall ? Surely, now,
the Athenians will tempt fortune no further. They resolve

to keep the captives in chains '
till some agreement shall

be reached'. Meanwhile the Messenians from Naupactos
are established at Pylos, from whence they make descents;

deserting helots begin to come in and join them. This was

1 30. 2 fjnrp^ffavT6s TWOS tearcL piKpov rrjs uA^j dicovros Kai airb TOVTOV

avv/jiaTos (iriyevofjifvov TO iroXv O.VTTJS eActfle KaTaieavdfV.

2 32. 4. Thucydides seems to emphasize the skill of Demosthenes, as if

he were half aware that the Pylos narrative hardly did him justice.
3 iv. 39. 3 teal TOV KXecavos Kaiitep /tavtwS^y ovffa fj viroaxeffis o.ve^rj.
* Hdt. vii. 10 (8') Kawlinson's trans.
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the only danger which could touch the Lacedaemonians at

home, and they sent a second embassy for peace. Here is

another opening for moderation in victory. But no !
' The

Athenians were coveting greater things
' 1

again that ominous

phrase
* and though the Spartans sent again and again, they

kept on dismissing the envoys unsuccessful. Thus ended the

affair of Pylos.'

We lose sight of Cleon till the scene of war is shifted to

Chalcidice. The combatants had actually concluded a truce

with provisions for the discussion of a permanent peace ;
but

the negotiations broke down through Brasidas' refusal to

surrender Skione, which had revolted from Athens just two

days after the truce had been declared. The Athenians in a

rage carried a resolution for the destruction of Skione and

the massacre of its inhabitants.2 Another act of force and

fury once more the entrance-cue for ' the most violent of the

citizens '.
'

They were induced to carry the decree by the

advice of Cleon.' This, however, is but a passing glimpse.

The last scene opens at the beginning of Book V.

Cleon himself sails with an expedition to Chalcidice, where

he is to meet with more than his match. Brasidas, ensconced

in Amphipolis, lays a trap into which Cleon is driven by the

impatience of his own men and the rashness of his disposition.
* He behaved as he had done at Pylos, where his good luck

had given him confidence in his own wisdom.3 He never

so much as expected that any one would come out to fight

him. . . . He imagined he could go and come, without a battle,

whenever he chose. ... He even thought he had made a mistake

in coming without siege-engines ; for, had he brought them, he

could have taken the place in its undefended state.' Brasidas

knew how to turn to advantage the contempt of an enemy.
A sudden sally from the town ;

and the Athenians' disorderly

retreat breaks into a rout. 'The Athenian right made a

1 iv. 41. 3 (J.ci6vcw TC wpeyovro.
2 iv. 122. 6.

3
v. 7. 3 xpiiaa.TO ry rp6rra) yirep real Is TT)V Iiv\ov (vrvxfjffas Ijrumvcrc n
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better stand, and though Cleon, who indeed had never

thought of holding his ground, fled immediately and was

overtaken by a Myrkinian targeteer and slain, the rest rallied

on the crest of the hill and repulsed Clearidas two or three

times, and they did not give in until the Myrkinian and

Chalcidian horse and the targeteers hemmed them round and

broke them with a shower of darts.' x Thus contemptuously
is Cleon's end recorded : the victor of Sphacteria is spurned
out of the history in a parenthesis. Mad elation and self-

confidence, born of unexpected luck, have brought him to the

ignominious death of a coward.

The first of these incidents which calls for remark is the

speech of the Spartan envoys in the abortive negotiations for

peace which came between the occupation of Pylos and the

capture of Sphacteria. This speech, half of which we trans-

lated, is a curious document. We remember that Thucydides
in the introduction to the History

2 remarked with regret on

the difficulty of remembering or learning by report the exact

words used by statesmen and envoys. The speeches set down

represent, he told us,
' what seemed to me to be just what

would have been necessary for each speaker to say on the

occasion, and I have kept as closely as possible to the general
sense of the actual words.' In the present instance it is

obvious that in a way the '

general sense
'

of the envoys' plea

has been preserved. They must have formulated the Spartans'

request for peace, asked for the release of the prisoners, and

hinted they could do no more till they had some certainty
of success that the '

friendship of Sparta ', the only quid pro

quo openly named, would turn out to cover some more tangible
return. From our knowledge of Laconian eloquence and from

examples of it elsewhere in Thucydides,
3 we should expect

1 v. 10. 9.

2
i. 22.

3 The following are the other speeches made by Spartans in the first part
of the history: (i) Archidamus advises delay in going to war, i. 80-5

(strictly to the point ;
short eulogy of Spartan institutions, 84) ; (2) Sthene-

laidas, i. 86 (extremely curt) ; (3) Archidamus to Peloponnesian generals, ii.

11 (short and businesslike); (4) Archidamus to Plataeans, ii. 72 (a few
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further a few crisp, dry aphorisms about luck :
c

To-day to

me, to-morrow to thee.' The situation itself, as we are later

told, precluded any definite statement about the only question
of practical business : what substantial equivalent the Spar-
tans had to offer in exchange for the prisoners. In such

circumstances, the whole case might be put in three minutes
;

we do not expect a homily, five-sixths of which are devoted

to a general disquisition on the theme of moderation in

prosperity. Nothing could be less ' laconic
'

than the speech

Thucydides has given us. Further, he was quite aware of

this, and knew that his readers would remark it. The exordium

apologizes for what may seem a departure from national

custom :

c
It is not our way to use many words when few

will suffice
'

;
but the justification offered :

' we can use

more when there is an opportunity to effect what is wanted

by setting forth some matters that are pertinent,' sounds

vague and indeed (to be candid) all but meaningless in the

mouths of the speakers. We suspect that the matters to be

set forth are more to the point in explaining what Thucydides
has in his mind than in influencing the Athenians to abandon

the fruits of victory. There is obviously some connexion

between the sacrifice of dramatic probability here and the

sacrifice of historic probability in the Pylos episode. In the

handling of ' what was done
'

Thucydides has presented the

action as undesigned and fortuitous. In the speech we have

a dissertation on luck in war and moderation in unlooked-for

success.

The Lacedaemonians, we shall be told, are '

moralizing '.

A sudden reversal of fortune was in itself a phenomenon
peculiarly interesting to the Greek mind, and the theme of

moderation in prosperity was the standing moral which they
drew from such occurrences a most venerable commonplace.

sentences) ; (5) Brasidas at Acanthus, iv. 85 (length apologized for by

Thucydides :
' for a Lacedaemonian, he was not an incapable speaker,'

84. 2) ; (6) Brasidas to his men, iv. 126 (short and pointed) ; (7) Brasidas to

his men, v. 9 (similar to the last). None of them presents a parallel to that

of the envoys on this occasion.
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That, of course, is true
;
but it does not explain the problem

of the Pylos narrative. If that were all, we should have to

suppose that Thucydides distorted his facts there for the

purpose of moralizing a supposition we have proved in-

credible.

Let us say, then, that Thucydides is using the device of

speech-writing to convey his own opinion that Athens ought
to have made peace after Sphacteria, and that Cleon's

exorbitant demands were a mistake in policy. This certainly
was Thucydides' opinion ;

but again it gives no answer to our

problem. The policy was just as bad, whether the occupation
of Pylos was casual or carefully designed in every detail.

It is evident that the moral of the speech was, to Thucy-
dides' view, illustrated by the subsequent career of Cleon.

He behaved at Amphipolis
'

as he had done at Pylos, where
his good luck had given him confidence in his own wisdom '.

4 He never so much as expected that any one would come out

to fight him ', and so on. We are to understand that Cleon's

head was turned by the success of his ' mad '

undertaking.
Elated and over-confident, he rushes into a still more difficult

enterprise. That is how we put it in our histories
; but the

Greeks used a somewhat different language, and put a some-

what different construction on such a sequence of events as

this. They interpreted it according to a certain philosophy
of human nature which it will concern us to take account of.

If we turn back to the episode in which Cleon makes bis-

first appearance in the History, we find this philosophy set

forth in remarkable terms by Diodotus in the Mytilenean
debate. Diodotus is replying to the great speech of Cleon

which we referred to above
;

he explains how futile is

Cleon's policy of inflicting exemplary punishment on revolted

allies. The question of the purpose and true nature of

punitive justice was much in the air at this time, and the

speech of Diodotus is Thucydides' contribution to the con-

troversy. The passage is so interesting, and so important for

our purpose, that we will give it in full.

' In the cities of Greece the death penalty has been affixed
j

to many offences actually less than this
; yet still, intoxicated/
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by their hopes, men take the risk.
1 No man ever, before

embarking on a dangerous course, passed sentence on himself

that he would not succeed in his design ;
and no city enter-

ing on revolt ever set about doing so with the conviction that

her resources whether her own or obtained from her allies

were inadequate. All men are born to error in public, as in

private, conduct
;
and there is no law that will hinder them ;

for mankind has exhausted the whole catalogue of penalties,

continually adding fresh ones, to find some means of lessening

the wrongs they suffer from evil-doers. Probably in early

ages the punishments affixed to the worst offences were

milder ;
but as transgressions went on, in time they seldom

stopped short of death; yet still, even so, there are trans-

gressors.
e Either then some greater terror than death must be dis-

covered, or at any rate death is no deterrent. No
; poverty

inspires daring by the stress of necessity; the licence of

prosperity inspires covetous ambition by insolence and

pride; and the other conditions of human life, as each is

possessed by some irremediable and mastering power, by

passion lead men on to perilous issues.

* Desire and Hope are never wanting the one leading the

way, the other busy in attendance. Desire devising the

attempt, and Hope flattering with suggestions of the riches in

Fortune's store, very often lead to ruin, and, invisible as they

are, prevail over the dangers that are seen.

' And besides these Fortune contributes no less to intoxi-

cation
; for sometimes she presents herself unexpectedly at a

man's side and leads him forward to face danger at a dis-

advantage ;
and cities even more than individuals, in propor-

tion as their stake is the greatest of all freedom or empire
and each, when all are with him, unthinkingly rates himself

the higher.
2

1
iii. 45. 1 ry f\iriSi tircupofjifvot

a
iii. 45. 4 oAA.'

ij p\v Trevia dvayKij T^V ro\fj.av irapexovffa> % ^ egovffia v/3pei

rfjv TT\(oveiav teal tppovrj^art, at S' d'AAcu WTVX opYti T&v dvOpwircav us

TIS Ka.T6X Tai vn
'

avijKfffTOV rivos Kpfiffffovos fayovatv Is TOVS KtvSvvovs.

ri re 'E\irls Kal 6 "Epcas ITTI rravri, 6 plv ijyovfjifvos, TJ
S' k(peirofj,(vrj, Kal 6
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f In a word, it is impossible and only a simpleton would

suppose the contrary that human nature, when it is passion-

ately bent upon some act, should be averted from its purpose

by force of laws or any other terror.'

We shall have something to say later of the extraordinary

and highly poetical language in which this theory of human

nature is set forth
;
here we shall note the main features of

the theory itself, the far-reaching significance of which will

become apparent in the sequel. We observe that human
nature is subject to two sorts of influences, which correspond

to the two general names yv&^ri (in the widest sense) and Tvxn.

(1) There are, first, the man's own vices of character '

daring,

covetousness, pride
'

and the other 'irremediable and mastering

powers
'

which '

possess
'

him. (2) These vices, in the second

place, are '

supplied
'

or inspired by the external circumstances

of his condition (^vvrvyla) especially by the two extreme

conditions of grinding poverty and licentious prosperity.

Next, in these conditions man is peculiarly liable to

temptation, which comes to him in two ways. (1) One of

two violent passions may seize on him. Hope is busy in

attendance flattering him with suggestions of the wealth in

Fortune's store; unrestrained Desire leads him on to lay

plans for yet further gain. (2) Fortune, herself, intervenes to

complete his intoxication. Appearing at his side unexpectedly,

she encourages him by giving success which, though he has

not designed it, he is apt to credit to his own ability. So he

comes to overrate his strength, and face dangers which are

beyond it.

In this scheme the two factors, hirian character and

, 17
5e rty eviropiav

i, KOI ovra d<f>av7J KpfiffffQ} effrl roav opoafjievcav Seivwv.

/cat 17 Tux7
/

""' avroTs ovfev eXaffcrov gvfj,pa\\Tai Is rb iimipciv dSofc^rcas ydp

cffriv ore TTapiaraiJievrj KOL !# ruv viroStearfpcav KivSvveveiv nva irpodytf Kal oi>x

fjcraov rcLs uoXfts, oacp nepl roav fityiffrojv re, f\evOepias ^ aAAcor dpx^y
>
*a* /*wd

irdvTODV etcaffros aXoyiarcas cm w\(ov TI aMv idogaaev. The meaning of the last

clause seems to be that intoxication is infectious : each man in a crowd is

more carried away than he would be if he were alone. For the construction

avrov (8oaffv compare Plato, Philebus, 48 E.
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external Fortune, appear twice over, in different aspects.

First, we are thinking of comparatively permanent conditions,

such as extreme poverty or wealth, and of the comparatively

permanent vices which gain upon a man slowly in such

circumstances. Second, we have the sudden access, at critical

moments, of temptation under the two forms of a violent

passion, Hope or Desire, and of Fortune appearing in un-

expected successes. These besetting agencies take advantage
of the faults of character already produced by Prosperity and

Penury, and they bring about a condition of blind intoxica-

tion, the eclipse of rational foresight. When this state is

reached the man is marked for his doom; neither the force

of laws nor any other terror will
' avert

'

his fatal course.

The point which now concerns us is that the train of

thought in these few sentences of Diodotus' speech contains

the motive and the moral of the whole of deon's career as

Thucydides has chosen to present it. We know, from other

sources, that Cleon was prominent in politics before the war

broke out. After Pericles' death he soon became the leading

Athenian statesman and remained so to the end of his life.

During all this time he appears to have led the policy of the

war-party, and in a history of the war we should expect to

hear of him constantly. But out of all his public actions

Thucydides has selected three, and only three,
1 to put before

us. These are the Mytilenean debate ; the capture of Sphac-

teria and the negotiations preceding it
;
his last campaign at

Amphipolis. On the first of these occasions Thucydides puts
in his mouth a speech which is evidently meant to reveal the

character of the ' most violent of the citizens
'

;
one of the

vices of prosperity, ruthless ' insolence
'

(vppis), might be taken

as its keynote. On the second occasion, at Sphacteria, we see

him at a moment when Fortune, the temptress, unexpectedly
stands at his side. His promise was 'mad' for he was

intoxicated with ambitious passion, and he had just betrayed

another vice of prosperity,
' covetousness

'

(7rAeoi>e ia). Thucy-

1
Except the glimpse at iv. 122. 6 where Cleon advocates the massacre of

the Skioneans. This repeats and renews the impression of the Mytilenean

debate.
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dides reiterates in the envoys' un-laconic speech just that part

of his theory of human nature which is relevant the danger
of covetousness in the flush of success. In the third and

last episode, at Amphipolis, Thucydides in his own person

points out that his train of causes has led to its inevitable

end. Infatuate pride (^povrj^a), the third vice of prosperity,

brings ruin.

The three episodes, put together, form the complete outline

of a drama, conforming to a well-known type which we shall

study in the next chapter. The first act reveals the hero's

character ;
the second contains the crisis ; the third, the

catastrophe. But though complete in outline, the drama is

obviously defective in other respects. The reason is that,

while the plot is tragic, Cleon is not a tragic figure. It is

true that at his first appearance, in the Mytilenean speech, he

does attain tragic proportions, for the character is treated with

perfect seriousness and expressed with astonishing force. But

to allow Cleon to remain on this level would have been fatal

to Thucydides' larger design, which we shall study later
;

it

would never do to let him become the hero of this part of

the war. Besides, Thucydides could not conceal his contempt,
and probably saw no reason to conceal it. On both these

grounds he does not allow Cleon a second full-length speech.

Modern historians complain that Thucydides ought to have

given his reply to the Spartan envoys before Sphacteria;

that he has missed an obvious opportunity of stating the policy
of the war-party ;

and that there is some unfairness in not

doing so. But artistic considerations were decisive. A long

speech from Cleon at this point, if it even approached the

force and impressiveness of the Mytilenean speech, would have

established him as a hero, or a villain on the heroic scale
;

he would have bulked much too largely for a minor character.

Hence Cleon's little personal drama, though its plot is kept

complete, is deliberately spoilt; 'laughter seized the Athenians

at his wild words.' From that moment he is degraded from

the tragic rank ;
and his story runs out pitiably to its

contemptible close in a parenthesis.

What immediately concerns us now is the difference that
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this dramatizing of Cleon must make to our view of Thucy-
dides' treatment of him. It is evident that the historian saw

him not purely, or even primarily, as an historic person, but

as a type of character. His career is seen through the

medium of a preconceived theory of human nature, and only
that part of the career is presented which conforms to the

theory and illustrates a certain part of it. The principle of

this selection has no place in historic method ; it has no place

in Thucydides' original design of a detailed journal of the

war. The Mytilenean episode, for instance, shows us Cleon

at a moment when his action had no effect on the course

of the war, since his advice was rejected. The principle is

artistic, idealizing, dramatic. Thucydides has stripped away
all the accidents and particulars of the historic individual

;

he has even stripped away his personality, leaving only an

abstract, generalized type. Now, we do not deny that

Thucydides both hated and despised the man Cleon
;
or that

these feelings operated as a psychological cause to facilitate

the erection of their object into an impersonation of insolent

Violence and Covetousness. But when this result was

effected, the attitude of feeling must have undergone a

simultaneous change. To idealize is an act of imaginative

creation, and the creator cannot feel towards the creature as

one man feels towards another. He is a spectator, not an

actor in the drama revealed to his larger vision. We need

talk no longer of a personal grudge against an able, but

coarse, noisy, ill-bred, audacious man '

;
for none of these

epithets, except
' able ', quite fits the impression we get from

the Mytilenean speech. Nor is it even a man, a complete
concrete personality, that is there presented ;

it is rather a

symbol, an idea. The personality is contemned and thrust

out, and with its banishment personal antipathy gives place

to a noble indignation against Violence itself avrb T& /Buuoz;,

as Plato might call it. We have left the plane of pedestrian

history for the ' more serious and philosophic
'

plane of

poetry.

We have here reached a broad distinction of type between
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Thucydides' work and history as it was written in the

nineteenth century. The latter can be described generally as

realistic, if we stretch this term to cover both the scientific

(and sometimes dull) school and their graphic (and sometimes

inaccurate) rivals. The scientific principle is realistic in the

sense that it tends to regard any ascertainable fact as worth

ascertaining, and even as neither more nor less valuable

than any other. The graphic principle is realistic in that

it attempts to visualize the past, and is as careful to tell us

that Eobespierre was sea-green as it is to tell us that he was

incorruptible. The realism which has grown upon the novel

and the drama has taught us that to see a man's exterior is

halfway to understanding his character. Hence the graphic
school delight in personal, biographical touches

; and in

delineating an age they find a broadside or a folk-song more

illuminating than the contents of a minister's dispatch-box.
Now Thucydides belongs to neither of these schools; or

rather he tried to be scientific and hoped to be dull, but he

failed. As his work goes on the principle that governs his

selection and his presentation of events is less and less

scientific. He originally meant to choose the facts which

would be useful in the vulgar practical sense
; he projected

a descriptive textbook in strategy. But he ended by choosing
those which were useful for a very different end a lesson in

morality ;
and he comes, as we shall see, to treat events out of

all proportion to their significance as moments in a war
between Athens and Sparta. The graphic method he keeps

strictly for events, not for persons. The fortification of Pylos,
for instance, is vividly pictured in a single sentence describing
the mudlarks. Imagination, with this sharply defined glimpse
of the thing seen to work from, can fill in all the rest. But

the characters are never treated graphically; he does not

tell us that Cleon was a tanner with, avoice like Kykloboros,
or that Pericles was called (squill-headJ

from the shape of his

skull. He tells us that the former was the ' most violent ',

the latter the ' most powerful
'

of the citizens. The characters

throughout are idealized to a very high degree of abstraction

a method which is not practised by either school of moderns.
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Our attention in the next chapter will be directed to a closer

analysis of this idealistic treatment. We shall study the

method still as exemplified in the story of Cleon ; but, as we
have said, Cleon is not the hero of the history as a whole, or

even of this part of it
;

the cycle of his fortunes is only an

epicycle on a larger orbit. But orbit and epicycle exhibit the

same type of curve. We have to trace this curve in both and

also to study the relation of the smaller body to the greater.

f Cleon, in other words, has two aspects : he is quasi-hero of

. l?v} own little tragi-comedy and also a minor character in the

y." tragedy of Athens.



CHAPTER VIII

MYTHISTORIA AND THE DRAMA

THE epithet
' dramatic

'

has often been applied to Thucy-
dides' work ;

but usually nothing more is meant than that

he allows his persons to speak for themselves, and presents

their character with vividness. 1 The dramatization which

we have pointed out in the treatment of Cleon is a very
different thing; it is a principle of construction which,

wherever it operates, determines the selection of incidents

to be recorded, and the proportions and perspective assigned

them. In this chapter we shall attempt to describe and

analyse the type of drama that we have to do with, and

to trace the literary influence under which Thucydides
worked.

We ought first, perhaps, to meet a possible objection. It

may be urged that Thucydides in his preface expressly ex-

cludes anything of the nature of poetical construction from

his literal record of what was said and what was done. He
criticizes the methods of poets and story-writers, and warns

us that, at the cost of making his story 'somewhat un-

attractive ', he intends to exclude * the mythical
'

(TO /ow0a>8es).

He cannot, therefore, it might be inferred, have done what
we have thought we found him doing. But we would ask

for a careful examination of the passage in question. What
was in Thucydides' thoughts when he wrote it, and above all,

what precisely did he mean to exclude when he banished ' the

mythical
'

?

The words occur towards the end of the introduction,
2

1 This seems to be all that Plutarch means : 6 Qovtcv8i8r]s del rS> \6yy irptis

ravTTjv afJLi\\3.Tai TTJI/ kvapyaav, oiov Qfarty iroirjffai r&v aKpoar-qv, de Glor. Ath. 3.

3
i. 1-23.

E
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which is designed to establish Thucydides' belief that the

Peloponnesian war was the most memorable of all that had

ever been in Greece. The possible rivals, he points out, are

the Trojan war and the Persian invasion. For the first of

these events the only literary evidence we have is that of

the epic poets, and chiefly of Homer, whose record cannot

be checked by direct observation, while much of his theme

through the lapse of time has passed, or 'won over', into

the region of the mythical and incredible.1 The only tests

we have are certain indications in the existing condition of

Greece which seem inconsistent with the past state of things

as represented by the literary authorities. With these indica-

tions we must be content
; and they suffice to show that the

epic poets embellished their tale by exaggeration.
2 The

story-writers, again, on whom we depend for the history of

the Persian wars, were not bent upon accurate statement of

truth; witness the carelessness of Herodotus about points

of detail. Their object was rather to make their recitations

attractive and amusing to their audience
;
and if we discount

their evidence accordingly, we shall find, going by ascertained

facts alone, that the Peloponnesian war was the greatest

ever seen,

Thucydides next passes abruptly to the formulation of his

own method ; he intends to record what was said and what

was done as accurately and literally as possible. The result,

he then remarks, will probably be somewhat unattractive to

an audience at a recitation, because the facts recorded will

have nothing 'mythical' about them;
3 he will be content,

however, if they are judged useful by people who wish to

know the plain truth of what happened.

The phrase 'winning over into the mythical' is illuminating.

It suggests the transformation which begins to steal over all

events from the moment of their occurrence, unless they are

1
i. 21 T(i woAAct virb XP VOV avrtav diriffTcas (irl TO fj.v8aiocs

2
i. 21 us iroiTjTal vfj.vf)Kaffi irtpl avroav etrl TO pfTfrv KO(TIJ.OVVTCS. Of. i. 10. 3

Trj 'Ofi'fjpov iroirjafi, et TI xrf Kavravda irtffTcfaiv, fy CIKOS cirl TO f*(Tov pey

3
i. 22. 4 Kal Is plv anp6affiv iffus rb fir) pvOwots avruv aTepirlffTfpov Qaveirat . . .
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arrested and pinned down in writing by an alert and trained

observer. Even then some selection cannot be avoided

a selection, moreover, determined by irrelevant psychological

factors, by the accidents of interest and attention. Moment

by moment the whole fabric of events dissolves in ruins and

melts into the past ;
and all that survives of the thing done

passes into the custody of a shifting, capricious, imperfect,

human memory. Nor is the mutilated fragment allowed to

rest there, as on a shelf in a museum
; imagination seizes on it

and builds it with other fragments into some ideal construc-

tion, which may have a plan and outline laid out long before

this fresh bit of material came to the craftsman's hand to be

worked into it, as the drums of fallen columns are built into

the rampart of an Acropolis. Add to this the cumulative

effects of oral tradition. One ideal edifice falls into ruin; pieces

of it, conglomerates of those ill-assorted and haphazard frag-

ments, are carried to another site and worked into a structure

of, perhaps, a quite different model. Thus fact shifts into

legend, and legend into myth. The facts work loose ; they are

detached from their roots in time and space and shaped into

a story. The story is moulded and remoulded by imagination,

by passion and prejudice, by religious preconception or

aesthetic instinct, by the delight in the marvellous, by the

itch for a moral, by the love of a good story ;
and the thing

becomes a legend. A few irreducible facts will remain
; no

more, perhaps, than the names of persons and places Arthur,
1

Caerleon, Camelot ;
but even these may at last drop out or be

turned by a poet into symbols.
*

By Arthur/ said Tennyson,
' I always meant the soul, and by the Round Table the passions
and capacities of man/ The history has now all but won
over into the mythical. Change the names, and every trace

of literal fact will have vanished ; the story will have escaped
from time into eternity.

When we study this process, we seem to make out two

phases of it, which, for the criticism of Thucydides, it is

necessary to distinguish. The more important and pervasive

1 We assume that Arthur was historic
; but he may have been Arcturus

for all we know.

K 2,
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of the two is the moulding of fact into types of myth con-

tributed by traditional habits of thought. This process

of infiguration (if we may coin the word) may be carried

to any degree. Sometimes the facts happen to fit the mould,

and require hardly any modification
;

mere unconscious

selection is enough. In other cases they have to be stretched

a little here, and patted down there, and given a twist before

they will fit. In extreme instances, where a piece is missing,

it is supplied by mythological inference from the interrupted

portions which call for completion ;
and here we reach the

other phase of the process, namely invention. This is no

longer a matter of imparting a form to raw material
; it

is the creation of fresh material when the supply of fact

is not sufficient to fill the mould. It leads further to the

embroidery of fabulous anecdote, which not only has no

basis in fact, but is a superfluous addition, related to fact

as illustrations in a book are related to the text.

The process, in both its phases, can be illustrated from

the version preserved by Thucydides
l of the legend of

Harmodius and Aristogeiton, the tyrant-slayers. Harmodius'

sister, whom the tyrant insults, makes her first appearance
in this account. She is superfluous, since the murderers

had already a sufficient private motive arising out of the

love-quarrel. That is not in itself an argument against

her historical character, for superfluous people sometimes

do exist; but other circumstances make it not improbable
that she owes her existence to the mythical type which

normally appears in legend when tyrants have to be slain.

The two brothers, or lovers, and the injured sister, or wife

the relationships vary are the standing dramatis personae
on such occasions. Collatinus, Brutus, and Lucretia are

another example from legend ;
while the purely mythical

type which shapes such legends is seen in the Dioscuri

and Helen.2 The suggestion is that Harmodius and Aris-

1
vi. 54 ff.

3 Even aspirants to tyranny have to be killed on this pattern. Thus one

version of Alcibiades' death was that the brothers of a woman with whom he

was spending the night set fire to the house and cut him down as he leapt

out through the flames. Plut. vit. Akib. fin.
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togeiton were identified with the Heavenly Twins. If

there is any truth in the story of how Peisistratus was

conducted back to Athens by a woman dressed as Athena

and accepted by the citizens as the goddess in person,
1

it

is not surprising that the next generation of Athenians

should have recognized the Dioscuri in Harmodius and his

friend. Given that identification, the injured sister is felt

to be a desirable, if not indispensable, accessory ; she is

filled in by inference, and she becomes a candidate for

the place of
' basket-bearer

'

in the Panathenaic procession,

at which the murder took place. Thus, the legend of

Harmodius illustrates both the phases of the process we
described : first, it is moulded on the mythical type of the

Heavenly Twins, and then invention supplies the missing

third figure.
2

Mythical types of this sort can be discovered and classified

only after a wide survey of comparative Mythistoria ; for we
all take our own habits of thought for granted, and we cannot

perceive their bias except by contrast. The Greek who knew

only Greek legend could not possibly disengage the substance

from the form
;
all he could do was to prune away the fabulous

and supernatural overgrowths, and cut down poetry into

prose. It is thus that Thucydides treats myths like the story

of Tereus, Procne, and Philomela 3
;

he rationalizes them,

thinking that he has reduced them to history when he has

removed unattested and improbable accretions, such as the

transformation of Tereus into a hoopoe. But history can-

not be made by this process (which is still in use); all

that we get is, not the original facts, but a mutilated legend ;

and this may very well be so mutilated that it is no longer

possible to distinguish the informing element of fiction, which

was discernible till we effaced the clues.

The phenomenon that especially concerns us now is some-

1 Herod, i. 60.

2 On this subject see Miicke, Vom Euphrat sum Tiber (1899), who points out

other examples of the mythical type.
3

ii. 29.
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thing much wider than the mythical infiguration of a single

incident here or there, such as the legend of the Tyrant-

slayers. It is the moulding of a long series of events into

a plan determined by an art form. When we set the Persians

of Aeschylus beside the history of Herodotus, we see at once

that the tragedian in dramatizing the events of Xerxes' inva-

sion, some of which he had personally witnessed, has also

worked them into a theological scheme, preconceived and

contributed by his own mind. Further we remark that

Herodotus, although he is operating in a different medium
and writing a saga about the glory of Athens, uses the same

theological train of thought as a groundwork, and falls in

with the dramatic conception of Aeschylus. This is a case

of the infiguration of a whole train of events by a form which

is mythical, in so far as it involves a theological theory of

sinful pride punished by jealous divinity, and is also an art

form, by which the action is shaped on dramatic principles

of construction, involving such features as climax, reversal,

catastrophe. The theory and the form together provide the

setting of the whole story the element which makes it a

work of art. This element is so structural that it cannot

be removed without the whole fabric falling to pieces, and

at the same time so latent and pervasive, as not to be per-

ceptible until the entire work is reviewed in its large outline.

Even then it can be detected only by a critic who is on

his guard and has not the same scheme inwrought into the

substance of his own mind ; for if he is himself disposed to

see the events in conformity with the scheme, then the story
will answer his expectation and look to him perfectly
natural.

When Thucydides speaks of 'the mythical', it seems

probable from the context that he is thinking chiefly of

inventive ' embellishment '. The accretions of fabulous anec-

dote are comparatively easy to detect ; they often bring in

the supernatural in the forms of vulgar superstition, and

being for this reason improbable, they require better evidence

than is forthcoming. Also, poets tend to magnify their

theme for purposes of panegyric, flattering to their audience ;
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they will, for instance, represent Agamemnon's expedition
as much larger than it probably was. It is on these grounds
that Thucydides objects to the evidence of Ionian Epos and

Herodotean story-telling.
1 He warns us against the faults

which struck his notice
;
and he was on his guard against

them, even more than against the popular superstition and

dogmatic philosophy of the day, which he tacitly repudiates.

But there was one thing against which he does not warn us,

precisely because it was the framework of his own thought,
not one among the objects of reflection, a scheme contributed,

like the Kantian categories of space and time, by the mind
itself to whatever was presented from outside. Thucydides,
like Descartes, thought he had stripped himself bare of every

preconception ; but, as happened also with Descartes, his

work shows that there was after all a residuum wrought
into the substance of his mind and ineradicable because

unperceived. This residuum was his philosophy of human

nature, as it is set forth in the speech of Diodotus, a theory
of the passions and of their working which carried with it

a principle of dramatic construction presently to be described.

That he was not forearmed against this, he himself shows

when, in attacking Herodotus, he accuses him of trivial errors

of fact, and does not bring the one sweeping and valid in-

dictment which is perfectly relevant to his own point about

the embellishment of the Persian War. The dramatic con-

struction of Herodotus' work, which stares a modern reader

in the face, apparently escaped the observation of his severest

ancient critic.

Another proof can be drawn from Thucydides' own account

of a series of events which he evidently believed to be

historical, the closing incidents, namely, of Pausanias' career.2

He shows us the Spartan king intriguing with the Persian,

1 Cf. Plut. vnalig. Herod. 3 (855 D) at y&p l/3oAat Kal traparpoiral rijs iffropias

fjta\tffTa TO?S fJLV0ots SiSovTcu KOI rats dpxaio\oyiais, ZTI 8% irpos TOUS ciraivovs. This

refers to digressions (irapevOrjKai), which are regarded as legitimate, when
used for the purposes named,

i. 128 ff.
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and ' bent upon the empire of Hellas '. Pausanias commits

certain treacherous acts ; boasts of his power to the Great

King ;

'

intends, if the king please, to marry his daughter
'

;

is so '

uplifted
'

by the king's answer that he can no longer
live like ordinary men

;

T behaves like an oriental
;
cannot

keep silence about his larger designs ;
makes himself difficult

of access, and displays a harsh temper. We know all these

symptoms well enough, and we foresee the end. Pausanias

is recalled, but the evidence against him is insufficient. He
writes a letter betraying his designs and ending with an order

for the execution of the bearer. The messenger, whose sus-

picions are aroused, opens the letter and shows it to the

authorities at Sparta. The ephors arrange that they shall

be concealed behind a partition and overhear a conversation

between the king and his treacherous messenger, who contrives

to draw from Pausanias a full and damning avowal. The end

follows in the Brazen House.

This is not the sort of thing that Thucydides objects to

as '

mythical
'

;
it is not * fabulous ', not the embroidery of

mere poetical invention
;
and so he reports it all in perfect

good faith. What does not strike him, and what does strike

us, is that the story is a drama, framed on familiar lines,

and ready to be transferred to the stage without the altera-

tion of a detail. The earlier part is a complete presentation

of the 'insolent' type of character. The climax is reached

by a perfect example of
' Recoil

'

(TrepiTre'reia), where the hero

gives the fatal letter to the messenger, and thus by his own
action precipitates the catastrophe. The last scene is staged

by means of a theatrical property now so cheapened by use

as to be barely respectable a screen !
2 The manner of the

hero's death involved sacrilege, and was believed to bring

a curse upon his executioners. Could we have better proof

1 Thuc. i. 130 7roXA$ TOT* na\\ov fipro Kal ovicfn iSvvaro fv ry

3 It is possible that in this scene we can just trace a dramatic motive,

which is all but rationalized away, the idea, namely, that Pausanias

cannot fall till he has committed himself by his own act, to which act he must

be tempted by the traitor. This feature of Aeschylean drama will be

discussed in the next chapter.
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that Thucydides was not on his guard against dramatic

construction, and was predisposed to see in the working of

events a train of ' causes
'

which tragedy had made familiar ?

When we are alive to the dramatic setting, we can infer

with some certainty the stages through which the Thucy-
didean story of Pausanias has passed. The original stratum

of fact must have been that Pausanias somehow misconducted

himself, was recalled, and put to death in circumstances

which were capable of being used by superstition and policy

against the ephors. These facts worked loose into a legend,

shaped by imagination on the model of preconceived morality
and views of human nature. The mould is supplied by drama ;

and meanwhile fabulous invention is busy in many minds,

embroidering the tale with illustrative anecdotes.1
Thucy-

dides brushes away these extravagant and unattested accre-

tions, and reduces the legend again to what seemed to him
a natural series of events. It is only we who can perceive
that what he has left is the dramatized legend, not the

historical facts out of which it was worked up. It is not

wildly paradoxical to think that the historian who accepted
the legend of Pausanias might frame on the same pattern
the legend of Cleon. Not that Thucydides invented any-

thing ;
all that was needed was to select, half unconsciously,

those parts of his life which of themselves composed the

pattern.
2

We must now come to closer quarters with the epithet
* dramatic '. It is worth noting, at the outset, that in the

mere matter of external form, the history seems to show the

influence of tragedy, a fact which need not surprise us, if

we remember that Thucydides had no model for historical

writing. The brief abstract of the annalist was a scaffold,

not a building; and Thucydides was an architect, not a

carpenter. Chroniclers and story-writers like Herodotus had

1 Some of these anecdotes, preserved by Herodotus, will come up for

discussion later.

2 Another instance is Thucydides' narrative of Themistocles' latter days.
This is rationalized Saga-history, influenced by drama.
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chosen the lax form of epic, congenial to ramblers; but

whatever the history was to be, it was not to be like

Herodotus, and it was to draw no inspiration from the

tradition of Ionian Epos. So Thucydides turned to drama

the only other developed form of literature then existing

which could furnish a hint for the new type to be created.

The severe outline and scrupulous limitations of this form

satisfied his instinct for self-suppression. The epic poet
stands before his audience and tells his own tale; but the

dramatist never appears at all: the 'thing done' (bpafj,a)

works itself out before the spectators' eyes ;
the thing said

comes straight from the lips of the actors.

Best of all, to Thucydides' thinking, if we, of after times,

could ourselves have watched every battle as it was won and

lost, and ourselves have heard every speech of envoy and

statesman
; we should then have known all, and much more

than all, this history was designed to tell. But as this cannot

be, we are to have the next thing to it
;
we shall sit as in

a theatre, where the historian will erect his mimic stage and

hold.the mirror up to Nature. Himself will play the part of
'

messenger' and narrate 'what was actually done' with just

so much of vividness as the extent of his own information

warrants. For the rest, the actors shall tell their own tale, as

near as may be, in the very words they used,
' as I heard them

myself, or as others reported them.'

Speeches are much more prominent in Thucydides' history

than they are in that of Herodotus. The change seems partly
due to the later historian's preference for setting forth motives

in the form of '

pretexts ',
instead of giving his own opinion ;

but it is also due to his being an Athenian. Plato similarly

chose to cast his speculations in the dramatic form of dialogue,

allowing various points of view to be expressed by typical

representatives, without committing himself to any of them.

Even oratory at Athens was dramatically conceived ;
the

speech-writer did not appear as advocate in court ;
he wrote

speeches in character to be delivered by his clients. It has

often been remarked that the debates in Thucydides resemble

in some points of technique the debates in a Euripidean play.
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There is moreover in one respect an intellectual kinship
between Thucydides and the dramatist who was contempora-

neously moulding the form of tragedy to the strange uses of

realism, and working away from Aeschylus as Thucydides
had to work away from Herodotus. The two men are of very
different temperaments ;

but in both we seem to find the same

sombre spirit of renunciation, the same conscious resolve

nowhere to overstep the actual, but to present the naked

thoughts and actions of humanity, just as they saw them.

No matter how crude the light, how harsh the outline, so that

the thing done and the thing said shall stand out as they

were, in isolated sharpness, though
Mist is under and mist above, . , .

And we drift on legends for ever.1

These considerations, however, touch only the question of

external form : they show why so much that we should state

directly is stated indirectly by Thucydides, in speeches. The

choice of this form is consistent with a complete absence of

plot or of dramatic construction : otherwise Thucydides could

not have chosen it at starting ;
for at that moment the plot

lay in the unknown future. We mention the point only
because evidently it was somewhat easier for an historian

who consciously borrowed the outward form of tragedy, to

take unconsciously the further step, and fall in with its

inward form and principle of design. It is this which we
now wish to define more closely. The type of drama we
have detected in the history is not the Euripidean type;
it will be found, on examination, to show an analogy with

the older form existing in the tragedies of Aeschylus.
The resemblances are reducible to two main points. The

first is an analogy of technical construction, seen in the use

and correlation of different parts of the work. The second

is a community of psychological conceptions : a mode of

presenting character, and also a theory of the passions which
has a place not only in psychology, but in ethics. We shall

begin by studying the structure ; but we may bear in mind

1
Eurip. Hippol 191 ff. Mr. Gilbert Murray's translation.
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that this structure is closely involved with the psychological

theory.
An art form, such as the Aeschylean drama, shapes itself

as a sort of crust over certain beliefs which harden into that

outline. When this has happened, the beliefs themselves

the content of the mould may gradually be modified and
transmuted in many ways. Finally, they may melt and
almost fade away, leaving the type, which is preserved as

a traditional form of art. This survival of an element of

technical construction may be illustrated by the instance of
' reversal'

(7re/>nr<freia).
A * reversal of fortune' is the cardinal

point of primitive tragedy ;
and it originally means an over-

throw caused by an external supernatural agency Fate or

an angry god. When the belief in such agencies fades,
'
reversal

'

remains as a feature in drama
;
but the change of

situation is now caused by the hero's own act. The notion

of '

recoil
'

comes in : that is to say, the fatal action itself

produces results just the opposite of those intended a per-

fectly natural occurrence. In this way a piece of technique
outlasts the belief which gave rise to it.

The Aeschylean drama appears to us to have gone through
a process of this kind. The structure, as we find it, seems

to imply an original content of beliefs in some respects more

primitive than those explicitly held by Aeschylus himself, but

surviving in his mind with sufficient strength to influence his

work. Similarly, as we hope to show, in transmission from

Aeschylus to Thucydides, the dramatic type has again out-

lasted much of the belief which informed it in the Aeschylean

stage. It is the artistic structure which is permanent ;
the

content changes with the advance of thought. Hence, if we

point to Aeschylean technique in Thucydides, we are not

necessarily attributing to him the creed of Aeschylus.

We must first attempt to describe the structure of Aeschy-
lean tragedy.

1 In order to understand it we must try to

1 The description which follows is based on an analysis of the impression
made on the writer by an Aeschylean tragedy. It is of course not sus-
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imagine a yet more primitive stage in the development of the

drama than any represented in extant Greek literature, a

stage which the earliest of Aeschylus' plays has already left

some way behind. A glance at the development of modern

drama may help us.

Certain features which survived in Greek tragedy suggest

that we should look back to a type somewhat resembling

the mediaeval mystery and some of the earliest modern

dramas, such as Everyman, which are like the mystery in

being religious performances and in the element of allegorical

abstraction. Their effect, due in part to each of these

features, may be described as symbolic. Everyman is a

sermon made visible. To watch it is like watching the

pastime called '

living chess ', in which the pieces are men
and women, but the man who is dressed like a bishop is

nothing more than a chessman who happens to be automatic.

He has not the episcopal character
;
his dress is a disguise

with nothing behind it
;
his words, if he spoke, would be

the speech of a parrot. And so it is with Everyman. The

persons are not persons at all, but personae, masks, symbols,
the vehicles of abstract ideas. They do not exist, and could

not be conceived as existing, in real space and time. They
have no human characters, no inward motives, no life of

their own. Everyman, as his name is meant to show, is

in fact not a man, but Man, the universal.

The main development of modern drama shows, in one

of its aspects, the process by which this symbolic method

gives way to the realistic. The process consists in the gradual

filling in of the human being behind the mask, till the

humanity is sufficiently concrete and vital to burst the shell

and step forth in solid flesh and blood. The symbol comes

to contain a type of character; the type is particularized

into a unique individual. The creature now has an inde-

pendent status and behaviour of its own. Every gesture
and every word must be such as would be used by an

ceptible of demonstration
;
the only test is the reader's own impression.

The description is not exhaustive, but is designed only to bring out a

neglected aspect.
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ordinary human being with the given character in the given
situation. Once created, the personality is an original centre

;

it cannot be made to do what we please or to utter our

thoughts. In some such terms as these a modern novelist

or playwright will speak of his characters; and it is thus

that they appear to us.

Now we can observe a certain intermediate stage in which

these two methods, the symbolic and the realistic, are

balanced in antagonism, so as to produce a curious effect of

tension and incoherency. A good instance is Marlowe's

Faustus. Faustus himself occupies the central plane; he

is a living man, but still imprisoned in a symbolical type.
The intrusion of humanity has gone far enough to disturb

the abstract effect, and it reacts on some of the persons in

the play who ought to be purely symbolic. Lucifer, it is

true, is kept apart and remains non-human; but Mephis-

tophilis oscillates in our imagination between the ideal and

reality, with a distressing result. Again, on a lower level

than Faustus there is yet another grade of persons, in contrast

with whom he shows up as heroic and ideal. These are the

vintner, the horse-courser, and other pieces of common clay

picked out of a London alley; they belong to a different

world, and we feel that they could no more communicate

with the tragic characters than men can talk with angels.
1

Thus there are in this one play four sets or orders of persons :

(1) the purely abstract and symbolic, such as Lucifer, who

only appears on an upper stage at certain moments, and

takes no part in the action ; (2) the intermediate, for instance

Mephistophilis, who ought to be symbolic, but treads the

lower stage, a cowled enigma,
2 horrible because at moments

he ceases to be symbolic without becoming human
; (3) the

1 We hope it is true that Marlowe did not write the comic scenes
;
but we

are only concerned with the effect of the play as it stands.

2 In the Elizabethan Stage Society's representation Mephistophilis is

cowled and his face is never seen. The effect is indescribably horrible. At
certain moments in Greek Tragedy the mask must have produced a some-

what similar effect, though the familiarity of the convention would make it

much less in degree. The longing to see the actor's face, when his words

are enigmatic, is almost enough to drive a modern spectator insane.
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heroic or tragic: Faustus, who is an ideal half realized,

hanging together on its own plane ; (4) the real : common
mortals who would attract no attention in Fleet Street.

The Greek drama, although in the detail of historical

development it started at a different point from the modern,

and followed another course, seems, nevertheless, to pass

through a phase analogous to that which we have just de-

scribed. The original substance of the drama was the choral

lyric ;
the actors (as they afterwards became) began as an

excrescence. At a certain stage the actors are assimilated

to the chorus and move in the same atmosphere. Thus in

the earliest play of Aeschylus, the Suppliants, we find that

the chorus of Danaids are actually the heroines of the action,

which centres round them, so that they are not merely on

the same plane with the actors, but themselves a complex

actor, and the effect is simple, coherent, and uniform. In

the Prometheus, again, the chorus belong to the same ideal

world as the Titan hero, a world in which abstract symbols
like Mastery and Violence can move without showing as

unreal against the other persons.
1 The whole drama is on

the symbolic plane, the life in it being due to anthropo-

morphic imagination, not to the intrusion of realism.

But in the latest plays of Aeschylus, the beginning of

a change is clearly marked : the actors are becoming human,
while the lyric is rising above them, or else remains sus-

pended in a rarer atmosphere from which they are sinking.

This is a natural stage in the passage from pure symbolism
to realism. The advance shows itself externally in the

drifting apart of the lyrical element from the dialogue,

a separation which, of course, widens in the later tragedians,

till the choral ode, though still an indispensable and very
beautiful feature, becomes in point of construction little more

than an interlude, which relieves the concentrated intensity

of the action. This change is commonly taken as a pheno-
menon which needs no explanation ;

but really it is caused

1 Contrast the utter unreality of Iris and Lyssa in the Hercules Furens.

They are tolerable only when regarded as dream-phantoms.
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inevitably by the coming to life of the persons in the drama.

In proportion as these become more real, the lyric becomes

more ideal and further removed from the action.

In the stage observable in Aeschylus' latest plays, the

choral part is still dramatic, and of equal importance with

the dialogue. The two elements are evenly balanced; but

at the same time they have begun to occupy different worlds,

so that we are sensible of the transition from one to the

other. The result is a curious duplication of the drama which

now has two aspects, the one universal and timeless, the other

particular and temporal.

The nature of this phenomenon will, we hope, become clear,

if we take as an illustration the Agamemnon. In this play,

the visible presentation shows how the conqueror of Troy
came home and was murdered by the queen. The events

that go forward on the stage are particular events, located at

a point oflegendary time * and of real space. The characters are

certain individuals, legendary or historic there is to Aeschylus
no difference here who lived at that moment and trod that

spot of earth. But in the choral odes the action is lifted out

of time and place on to the plane of the universal. When the

stage is clear and the visible presentation is for the time

suspended, then, above and beyond the transient spectacle of

a few suffering mortals caught, just there and then, in the net

of crime, loom up in majestic distance and awful outline the

truths established, more unchangeably than the mountains,

in the eternal counsels of Zeus. The pulse of momentary

passion dies down; the clash and conflict of human wills,

which just now had held us in breathless concentration, sink

and dwindle to the scale of a puppet-show ;
while the enduring

song of Destiny unrolls the theme of blood-haunted Insolence

lured by insistent Temptation into the toils of Doom. As

1 By legendary time we mean the time occupied by events which hare

worked so loose from real time that you can only date them within a cen-

tury or so, and do not think of dating them at all, till challenged. They
are near the stage in which the only date is

'

once-upon-a-time ',
the verge

of mythical time which has no dates at all.
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though on a higher stage, uncurtained in the choral part,

another company of actors concurrently plays out a more

majestic and symbolic drama. On this invisible scene walk

the figures of Hybris and Peitho, of Nemesis and Ate not

the bloodless abstractions of later allegory, but still clothed

in the glowing lineaments of supernatural reality. The

curtain lifts for a timeless moment on the spectacle of human
life in an aspect known to the all-seeing eyes of Zeus ;

and

when it drops again, we turn back to the mortal tragedy of

Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, enlightened, purified, uplifted,

calm.1

Thus we find in Aeschylus something analogous to the

hierarchy of persons we noted in Faustus-, although, for

various reasons, there is not the same crude effect of

incoherency and tension. The supernatural characters

Zeus, supreme above all, and the demonic figures
2 of Hybris,

Nemesis, Ate, and the rest, are not seen, as Lucifer is seen on

the upper stage of the Elizabethan theatre, but remain in the

spiritual world to which lyrical emotion exalts the inward

eye the world where metaphor (as we call it) is the very
stuff of reality, where Cassandra quickens and breathes, and

whence she strays among mortal men like a fallen spirit,

sweet-voiced, mad, and broken-winged. Hence the effect

is far more awful and solemn than the actual apparition of

Lucifer ; and when Apollo and Athene and the spirits of

vengeance take human shape in the Eumenides, a spell is

broken, a veil rent, an impression shattered, for which not

the most splendid symphony of poetical language can atone.

Here, however, we would confine our attention to the

Agamemnon. At the lower end of the scale we find a further

advance of realism in some minor characters, the watchman
and the herald; the nurse in the Choephori is of the same
order. These are allowed some wonderful touches of common

humanity, below the heroic level
;
for they are not directly

1 The metaphor of the invisible upper stage which the writer has used

in describing his impression will be shown later to have justification in

ancient pictorial art.

a This expression will be justified later.

L
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concerned in the central action, and a little irrelevant

naturalism does no harm, if it is not carried far. But they
are only just below the heroic standard, and are certainly not

the sort of people you would have met in a walk to the

Piraeus.

Thus, the two planes in the Agamemnon are divided by
an interval less wide and less abrupt than the divisions in

Faustus. In psychological conception also the union is

very close, since the heroic characters are still so abstract

and symbolic that they are barely distinguishable from the

pure abstractions of the lyrical world. Agamemnon, for in-

stance, is simply Hybris typified in a legendary person. He
is a hero flown with 'insolence' (the pride and elation of

victory), and that is all that can be said of him. He is not,

like a character in Ibsen, a complete human being with

a complex personality, a centre from which relations radiate

to innumerable points of contact in a universe of indifferent

fact. He has not a continuous history: nothing has ever

happened to him except the conquest of Troy and the sacrifice

of Iphigenia ; nothing ever could happen to him except

Pride's fall and the stroke of the axe. As we see him, he

is not a man, but a single state of mind, which has never

been preceded by other states of mind (except one, at the

sacrifice in Aulis), but is isolated, without context, margin,

or atmosphere. Every word he says, in so far as he speaks

for himself and not for the poet, comes straight out of that

state of mind and expresses some phase of it. He has a

definite relation to Cassandra, a definite relation to Clytem-
nestra ; but no relation to anything else. If he can be said

to have a character at all, it consists solely of certain defects

which make him liable to Insolence
;

if he has any circum-

stances, they are only those which prompt him to his besetting

passion.

Now it is in some such way as this that Thucydidea

presents his principal characters. Cleon is a good instance.

He is allowed no individuality, no past history, no atmo-

sphere, no irrelevant relations. He enters the story abruptly
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from nowhere. A single phrase fixes his type, as though
on a play-bill :

'

Cleon, the most violent of the citizens and

first in the people's confidence
'

;
that is all we know of him.

There follows a speech in which the type reveals itself in

a state of mind, Violence in its several phases. Then he

vanishes, to reappear, before Sphacteria, as Violence with one

of its aspects ('
covetousness

') emphasized, and a sudden

passion of ambitious self-confidence (eArns) added thereto.

Finally, we see him wrecked by this passion at Amphipolis.
Pericles is introduced in the same way, with a single epithet :

'Pericles, the son of Xanthippos, a man at that time first

among the Athenians, and most powerful (Swarwraros) in

action and in speech.'
1 His characteristic quality is wise

foresight (yv&w the opening word of his first speech
2
) ;

and

he stands also, in the Funeral Oration, for the glory (TI/UMJ)

of Athens. Alcibiades we shall study later. In every case

the principal characters are nearly as far removed from

realism, nearly as abstract and impersonal as the heroic

characters in Aeschylus. Thucydides, in fact, learnt his

psychology from the drama, just as we moderns (whether
historians or not) learn ours, not by direct observation, but

from the drama and the novel.

But we can carry the analogy further
;

it extends to minor

points of Aeschylean technical construction, which follow

naturally upon the drifting apart of lyric and dialogue. In

the Agamemnon we note that the separation of the two

planes has gone far enough to make it impossible for the

members of the chorus to interfere with the action at its

crisis. The elders, when they hear the death-cry, cannot

enter the palace; not because the door is locked, nor yet
because they are feeble old men. Rather they are old men
because an impassable barrier of convention is forming
between chorus and actors, and their age gives colour to

their powerlessness. The need of a separate stage for the

actors, though tradition may cling to the old orchestra, is

already felt. The poet is half aware of the imaginative
1 Time. i. 139. 2 Thuc. i. 140.

L 2
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separation, and he bridges it by links of two kinds formal

links of technical device, and internal connexions of a psycho-

logical sort, which will occupy us in the next chapter.

The formal links are provided by what is called 'tragic

irony '. The dialogue is so contrived that, instructed by the

lyric, we can catch in it allusions to grander themes than any
of which the speakers are conscious, and follow the action

with eyes opened to a universal significance, hidden from

the agents themselves. Tragic irony, however, is not a

deliberately invented artifice ;
it arises of itself in the

advance from the purely symbolic stage of drama. In that

earliest stage the whole dialogue might be called * ironical ',

in the sense that it is the poet's message to the audience, not

the expression of the persons' characters, for they have none.

But it becomes ironical in the strict sense only when the

persons begin to have elementary characters and minds, and

so to be conscious of one meaning of their words, which is

not the whole meaning or the most important. The effect

is now no longer merely symbolic, but hypnotic ;
the speaker

on the stage is like a somnambulist alive, but controlled

and occupied by an external personality, the playwright.

Tragic irony is used by Aeschylus with great freedom ;

because his persons are still so near to the symbolic, they
have so little character and psychology of their own, that

they do not mind serving as mouthpieces. Here and there

we find instances of perfect irony, where the speaker's words

bear both constructions equally well, and are at once the

natural expression of the appropriate state of mind and also

a message from the poet to the spectator, applying one of the

lyrical themes. This is the only sort of irony admitted by
Sophocles, whose characters have become so human that they
will not speak merely for another. In Aeschylus, however,

there are whole speeches which are hypnotic, and hardly in

character at all. The effect is so unfamiliar to readers

schooled in realism that it is often missed.

The first two speeches of Clytemnestra, for instance, seem

to be of this kind
; notably, the beacon speech. If we try

to interpret this as a realistic revelation of Clytemnestra's
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character and thoughts, we shall not find that it helps us

to much insight, because its main function has nothing to

do with her character. The poet is speaking through her,

and the thoughts are his. The early part of the play, down
to the entrance of Agamemnon, is an overture, in which

Aeschylus musters and marshals the abstract themes which

are to be the framework of the trilogy. One of them is

expressed in the beacon speech; and it is this. The fire

of Idaean Zeus has fallen upon Troy,
' neither before its

season nor striking as an idle glancing shaft beyond the

stars
'

; but that same fire, the symbol of Justice, speeds

now to 'strike the roof of the Atreidae'. From mountain

top it leaps and hastens across the sea to mountain top ;

and like the torch passed from hand to hand in the race,

it is itself a runner and the only one which '

running first

and last reaches the goal '-
1 This description of the symbolic

fire conducted along the beacon chain is given to Clytemnestra

because it can be given to no one else, not because it is the

best means of illustrating her psychology. The speech,

by the way, also exhibits another artifice employed to

link the two planes the allusive verbal echo between

dialogue and lyric. The symbol of the fire, in a slightly

varied form, recurs at the beginning of the next chorus,

and the keyword (o-K7J7jTij>) is reiterated to mark the

correspondence.

Now the ^sp^eches- in Thucydides can be roughly classed

under four heads. There are, first, a few realistic speeches

by minor characters
;
for instance, the short, sharp utterance

of the Spartan ephor,
2 which has the trick of the laconic

1 The notion that it is the same fire which passes from beacon to beacon

is subtly conveyed throughout. Note especially the words : Trkpimv and its

derivatives, repeated many times (' conduct',
' send on its way') ; iropcvrov

XafJiirdSos 299
; (pas fjto\6v 305

;
adevovffa Aa/ras virepdopovffa 308, and so on.

Towards the end comes thrice the ominous word ffK-fjirreiv : 'dff/cinf/fv
314

;

(0KT)if/fv 320
;

Kairfir' 'AT/>et5o)i/ Is roSe fftcfjirrei artyos \ <paos roS' OVK dirainrov

'ISaiov irvpos 322
;
echoed in the following chorus : circus hv

\ /?T irpb /tatpov

pr)d' vir^p affrpcw |
jScAos rfKiOiov (TKrjifseiev. |

Aios irXa-yav t~)(ovaiv fineiy, K.T.\.

2 Thuc. i. 86 (Sthenelaidas).
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practical man. Next, there are idealistic speeches, designed
as direct expressions of character or of national ideals

;

the Funeral Oration will serve as an example. These shade

off, through a class in which sketches of national character

are introduced indirectly, with some strain upon dramatic

probability,
1 into a class where irony is openly employed

in the tragic manner. Cleon's Mytilenean speech, for in-

stance, is nearly all of the character-revealing sort, but it

contains a passage about the evil results of exceptional

prosperity which is without any true application to the

position of Lesbos or to the history of the revolt. It runs

as follows 2
:

'

Conceiving a reckless confidence in the future, and hopes
that outran their strength though they fell short of their

desires, they went to war
;
and they thought fit to prefer

might to right, for where they thought they saw a chance

of success, they set upon us when we were doing them no

wrong. It is always so : when exceptional prosperity comes

sudden and unexpected to a city, it turns to insolence : and,

in general, good fortune is safer for mankind when it answers

to calculation than when it surpasses expectation, and one

might almost say that men find it easier to drive away
adversity than to preserve prosperity. We were wrong
from the first. We ought never to have put the Mytileneans
above the rest by exceptional treatment

;
then their insolence

would not have come to this height. It is a general rule

that human nature despises flattery, and respects unyielding

strength.'

These words are patently inapplicable to the revolted

island, whose exceptional position was notoriously a survival

of the status originally enjoyed by every one of the allies,

but now forfeited by all but a few
; to speak of it as a

sudden access of prosperity is simply meaningless. We
are driven to see in the passage a use of tragic irony ; Thucy-
dides puts into Cleon's mouth the very moral which his

own career is to illustrate. The device is unskilfully em-

1
e. g. the Corinthians' sketch of the Athenian character, i. 70.

2
iii. 39. 3.
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ployed, since dramatic probability is too completely sacrificed.

Sophocles would not have passed these sentences, which on

the speaker's lips have not even a plausible meaning; but

Aeschylus would have passed them, and after all Thucydides
was only an amateur tragedian.

A fourth use of speeches is illustrated by the Spartan

envoys' homily before Sphacteria. This is still further re-

moved from realism, and resembles the beacon speech, which

is but one degree below the lyric plane. The historian,

reluctant to break silence in his own person, sets forth

the theme and framework of his drama in the form of a

solemn warning. He has already described the Athenians

at Pylos as '

wishing to follow up their present good fortune

to the furthest point'.
1 This is a dangerous frame of mind,

against which Themistocles had warned the Athenians after

Salamis, when they wished to press forward and destroy

the Persians' bridges over the Hellespont.
2 'I have often,'

says Themistocles,
*

myself witnessed occasions, and I have

heard of many from others, where men who had been

conquered by an enemy, having been driven quite to des-

peration, have renewed the fight and retrieved their former

disasters. We have now had the great good luck
(etfprj/xa

tvpriKaptv) to save both ourselves and all Greece by the

repulse of this vast cloud of men; let us then be content

and not press them too hard, now that they have begun
to fly. Be sure that we have not done this by our own

might. It is the work of gods and heroes, who were jealous

that one man should be king at once of Europe and Asia. . . .

At present all is well with us let us then abide in Greece,

and look to ourselves and to our families.'

The warning of the Spartan envoys is conceived in the same

spirit ;
but it is unheeded and unanswered. No answer,

indeed, was possible ; the speech is not an argument, but

a prophecy. A reply from Cleon, a statement of the war

party's policy, such as modern critics desiderate, would be as

inappropriate as a reply from Clytemnestra to the Second

1 iv. 14. 3 /3ovAofii/ot rf? irapovay rvxtl ws etrl irXeiarov cire\0eiv.
2 Herod, viii. 109 Rawlinson trans.
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Chorus in the Agamemnon. The stage is clear while this

prophecy, addressed not to the actors but to the spectators,

passes unheard by those who, could they have heard it, might
have been saved.

One further point of formal resemblance between Aeschylus
and Thucydides is the allusive echoing of significant phrases,

which sustain the moral motive dominant in the plot. We
have seen an instance of this device in the repetition of the

words '

coveting more '

(irXeovos d/>eyeo-0cu), which reappear at

critical moments after the use of them in the envoys' speech ;

and we shall note other examples later. This completes the

analogy with Aeschylean form, so far as concerns external

peculiarities.

Before returning to Thucydides' narrative, however, we
have yet to analyse a somewhat complex feature of Aeschylean

psychology, which is connected with the internal relations

between the two phases of the drama the universal, or

supernatural, and the particular, or human. We shall then

be in a position to consider whether some traces of this

psychology are not to be seen in Thucydides' treatment of

certain characters. The topic will need a chapter to itself.



CHAPTEE IX

PEITHO

IN the last two chapters we have studied the little drama of

Cleon's exaltation and fall, and noted some analogies of treat-

ment which point to Aeschylean influence. Thucydides,

however, is not primarily interested in Cleon, nor does he

allow him to hold the stage. Cleon's personal drama works

itself out on its own lines, but the thread of it crops up

only at those points where it crosses the woof of a larger

web and contributes a dark stain to its pattern. It is with

the tracing of this pattern that we shall henceforth be

occupied ;
and though it spreads backward and forward some

way beyond the limits of Cleon's story, it will be convenient

to start from the point we have reached. The treatment

of the Pylos incident is still not completely explained, for

that episode is not a part of Cleon's story, but belongs to the

larger plot and marks a critical stage in its development.
The heroine, we need hardly say, is Athens herself, whose

character is set in the focus of so many lights, and whose

tragic destiny takes a larger sweep,
' in proportion as her

stake is the greatest of all freedom or empire.' Athens, we
shall come to see, has a character of her own and a psycho-

logical history, passing through well-marked phases, which

are determined partly by this character, and partly by the

intervention of external or internal forces. One of these

forces is embodied in Cleon ;
and in order to make out how

the mode of its operation is conceived, we must again look

for assistance from Aeschylus.

From the standpoint of form, we have attempted to describe

the duplication of the drama discernible in the Agamemnon.
There are, as it were, two parallel trains of action: the
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human action visibly presented on the stage, and an abstract,

universal counterpart of it, revealed in the lyric. The persons
on this abstract plane are what we commonly (and somewhat

misleadingly) call personifications, such as Hybris, Peitho,

Nemesis, Ate. They are universals, not particular concrete

instances, like this or that legendary man or woman in

whom they are embodied. We might change the instances

and leave the abstract plot unaffected
; Hybris runs the same

course, whether it be impersonated in Agamemnon or in

Xerxes.

And, further, that course is inevitable
;

its law is written

unalterably, whatever be the power that legislates Destiny,
or Justice, or the Will of Zeus. We see it illustrated in the

tale of Troy or in the tale of Thebes : Sin leads through Sin

to punishment. The taint steals down the lineage of a house

once smitten with God's curse ; sorrow is heaped on sorrow ;

till the last light is smothered in the dust of death.1 In this

abstract procession the first figure is linked to the last with

iron bands.

But if that be so, wherein lies the guilt of the human

agents in any particular case ? Are not the unseen powers

responsible (amai), and may not the sinner cast his burden

on Necessity? Thus we reach the problem of free will on

the lower, human plane, a moral problem, corresponding to

the artistic problem which arises when the two elements in

the drama begin to drift apart. The characters must not

seem to be the blind puppets of superhuman powers ;
the

dice of God must not be too heavily loaded. If, when seen

from above, Guilt appears to gravitate by unalterable necessity

to its punishment ;
seen from the level, the guilty man must

choose the act that precipitates his unknown fate. Is there

not here a contradiction fatal at once to the moral doctrine

and to the aesthetic effect ?

The solution, if there be one, must be psychological; we

require a theory of human motives which will allow of our

conceiving them, simultaneously, both as supernatural causes

coming from without, and also as integral parts in the working
1
Soph. Ant. 593.
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of the agent's mind. Modern psychology is, of course, not equal
to the task of this reconciliation. If we conceive of every
mental state as completely determined in a continuous series

by preceding states and by natural environment, the problem
of free will arises in relation to causal law and lies wholly
within the normal sphere, the intervention of supernatural
causes being left out of account.

Aeschylus, however, was not hampered by determinism;
and he was helped by some psychological conceptions, surviving
from the mythical order of thought, which have so completely

dropped out of our scheme of things that it is easy for us

to misinterpret, or to overlook, them in the ancient writers.

They are, nevertheless, essential to Aeschylus' scheme, and we
shall find the after-working of them in Thucydides. We
hope to carry the analysis as far as it can safely go ;

but it

must be remembered that we are dealing with a poet and

theologian, not with a psychologist, and moving in a region
of thought where one phase melts into another at no rigidly
definable point.

The problem arises at every link in the chain of terrible

deeds. Agamemnon, Clytemnestra, Orestes, commit, each of

them, an act which is both the execution of divine justice

and also a sin. Modern ethics will of course admit that an

action may be both right and wrong. It will be externally

right if it produces more good than any possible alternative ;

but the same action may be also internally wrong, if the

agent intends to do harm and only does good by accident.

Thus a Christian will hold that Judas' betrayal of his Master

was one of the causes of the E-edemption; but Judas will

be damned for it to the nethermost circle. Aeschylus, how-

ever, had not reached this modern way of conceiving a right
action done from a wrong motive

; the psychology involved

is less distinct and partly mythical.
At the beginning of the Agamemnon, the balance of right

and wrong stands as follows. Agamemnon has committed

two of these ambiguous acts. The sacrifice of Iphigeneia was

enjoined by the chartered representative of Heaven, Calchas,
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the seer
; yet it was a deed of horror, for it was an offence

against nature, symbolized by Artemis, the patroness of young
creatures. So too the conquest of Troy was the stroke of

Zeus; but the same avenging fire will fall on the house

of the conqueror, who has brought the innocent with the

guilty to suffering which only the guilty had deserved. Paris

may have merited death
;
but what of Cassandra ?

In regard to the second of the two acts the conqueror
of Troy has gone beyond his divine mandate ;

the excess

and spirit of his vengeance have carried to his account with

Justice an adverse balance. What concerns us is the psycho-

logical process by which this has occurred
;
and to understand

it we must refer to Clytemnestra's second speech,
1
where,

as in the former speech about the beacons, she is setting

forth, not her own character, but an indispensable moment
in Aeschylus' moral theme.

As if endowed with second sight, she bodes the indiscri-

minate slaughter of young and old among the Trojans in the

captured city. The conquerors, released from the weary disci-1-

pline of a siege, and the nights of restless watching under

the cold dews, rove uncontrolled through Troy and lodge
themselves at hazard in her plundered palaces. The sentence

ends with a magnificent stroke of irony
2

:
' The unlucky

wretches will sleep all night long and keep no watch!'

The words sound sympathetic until we catch the second

meaning which lies under them. A man is
'

unlucky
'

(dvo-Safjuwi;) when an evil spirit is haunting near him ;
his

peril is the greater if he is not on the watch (d^vAaKroy).

And the name of the spirit follows almost immediately : Eros,

the spirit of lust after forbidden rapine, may fall upon the

1
Agam. 330 ff.

2
Again. 348 TOJV virai9picav irayuv

Spoffcav T' anaXXayevres us SvffSaipaves

&<{>vXa.KTov evorjffovffi ndaav evtypovrjv.

It is questionable how these lines should be punctuated and construed ;

but any interpretation preserves the ironic ambiguity. The correction o/s 8'

(vSaiftovcs (' and how blest ! will sleep
'

&c.) merely makes ev5a.ifj.cav the ironical

equivalent
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host, unsentinelled against this invisible assailant.1 And when

Clytemnestra ends by saying that she utters these bodings
' as a woman ' 2

(or
' as a wife

'),
we know that she is thinking

of Chryseis and the poet is thinking of Cassandra.

The Greeks believed that in the hour of sudden triumph,

when * Fortune ',
as Diodotus says,

'

presents herself unex-

pectedly at a man's side,' the conqueror is in a perilous

condition ;
for in the flush and tumult of his feelings reason

is clouded and caution laid asleep. Then comes Temptation,

and it is especially with the manner in which it comes

that we are now concerned
;
since it is at this point that

we are apt to miss the psychological conceptions, unfamiliar

to us, which govern Aeschylus' design and will reappear, in

somewhat altered form, in Thucydides.

Internally, temptation takes the form of a violent passion,

uncontrollable if its victim is unguarded and secure. The

conquerors of Troy are beset by Eros, the spirit of rapine ;

but this passion is not conceived as a natural state of mind

determined by a previous state the effect of a normal cause
;

it is a spirit (bat^v) which haunts, swoops down, and takes

possession of the soul, when reason slumbers and keeps no

watch. Eros is constantly spoken of by the Greeks as a

disease (z/oVos) ;
but that word had not the associations

merely of a wasting and painful bodily corruption. Disease

was caused by invading spirits, those malignant Keres of

whom Age and Death are the chief, and who seize as much

upon the soul as upon the body. Abnormal states of mind

the intoxication of wine, religious enthusiasm, nympholepsy,

poetic inspiration, an army's panic fear, the raving of the

1
"Epcas 8e

\t.i\
TIS irporepov cpniirTri arpary

iropOciv a pf) x/") xtpbtaiv vnv(Jievovs.

Eros, as the lust of blood, is alluded to in Agamemnon's first speech where

he compares the Trojan horse to a ravening lion that has leapt over the

city's wall and is glutted with the royal blood that it has licked. Agam. 818

virtpOopojv 8 itvfTfov ajurjarris \4ojv

dSrjv c\fifv ai'fMTOs Tvpavvixov , .

Cf. 1479'Epcus alfiaroXoixos ; Sept. 679 unoSax^s "Ifltpos.

2 360 ToiavTo. roi yvvaiiebs e l/xou K\vtis.
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prophet, the madness of the lover all these were phenomena
of the same order, all instances of spiritual occupation. This

to the Greeks was a very familiar idea. The entering of

a god or spirit into a man's body, so that he becomes lyfleos,

was the central doctrine of the orgiastic cults. Official re-

ligion recognized it in the oracular possession of the Pythian

priestess. Medical practice recommended the wild music

of the Corybant's timbrel and drum as a purge to exorcize

the fiends of madness. 1
Plato, in his study of Peitho and

Eros (the Phaedrus), avails himself in all earnestness of

the idea of indwelling divinity as the most natural mode
of conceiving the relation between the all-pervading Form
of Beauty and the world which it penetrates and informs

with its splendour. His '

participation
'

(jtxefof6?) is first

conceived as a mystical relation, the participation of the

mortal in the immortal, long before it withers up and be-

comes a logical relation of subject to predicate ; the neo-

platonist only restores its original significance. Even in

Aristotle the theory of tragedy looks back to the belief

that the passions, which art is to purge, are spirits of madness

to be exorcized by wild music and the frantic rhythm of

the dance. They are, in Diodotus' words, 'irremediable

and mastering powers ', which *

possess
'

the various con-

ditions of human life, and lead men on into danger
2

.

In theological theory the violent passions are conceived as

forms of delusion sent by God upon the sinner to drive him

to his punishment. This aspect of them we shall study later

at some length; here it remains to note that the idea of

spiritual possession provides the psychological link we needed

1 Arist. Vesp. 119. See the evidence collected in Susemihl and Hicks,

Politics of Aristotle i-v. p. 644 (note on KaOapffis).
3 Time. iii. 45 at a\\ai ^vvTvxiai opyri TUJV avOfdmcav dis fKaffrr] ris /carexfat

vn' avrjKeffTov TIV&S Kpe'taaovos dyovaiv cs roiis KivSvvovs. KarexeaOai is of course

regularly used of spiritual occupation of all kinds. avrjKfffrov recalls Aesch.

Agam. 384 (tiarai 8' a rd\aiva Uei6w, | Trp6/3ov\ov irais a<f>fpro$ "Arcs'
|

a KOS Se

nav HO.TO.IOV. tcpeiaffcav is associated with the 'daemons', who were called

' the stronger ones ',
ot Kpdffffovts, Plato, Euthyd. 291 A

fjirj
TIS ruv KpeiTrbvav

irapuv avra f<p&eyaTo ; Aelian, V. H. iv. 17 Pythagoras called the noise in his

ears <p<uvrj TWV
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between the abstract and symbolic series in which Hybris,

Koros, Eros, hold a place, and the level of human drama,

where these passions become literally embodied in individual

men and women. Eros, for instance, is in its higher aspect
a supernatural 'cause', an agency from God, ministering
to the divine purpose. But when Eros takes possession

of me, it is also my passion, an internal spring of action
;

and I become responsible (aircos) for the results that come

of it.

A character in Aeschylus, as we remarked above, should be

thought of, at any given moment, as a single state of mind,

with no background or margin of individual personality. It

has neither a past nor a future, except a few other states

which come in a settled order, but are (as it were) a dis-

continuous series, with gaps of any length between the terms.

The masked and muffled figures posed on the stage contain

no more concrete humanity than this. Agamemnon, as we
see him, is Insolence, possessed at the moment by Eros, who
is the inward tempter sent to blind him and drive him to

his fall. This Eros is outwardly symbolized, not indeed in

Cassandra, but in Agamemnon's relation towards her a one-

sided relation which (as it were) falls short of her, leaving
her white spirit wounded but unstained.

Now let us turn to Clytemnestra ;
for in her we shall see

Temptation besetting the king in its other, external, shape.
The earlier scenes, down to the entrance of Agamemnon, are

an overture, of which the keynote is Waiting-, the note

which is struck in the opening words of the sentinel, tired of

his yearlong watch upon the constellations, as they rise and

set in the slow procession of the seasons. We watch the

mustering of solemn storm-clouds, and feel the increasing

tension of expectancy before the first blinding flash.

Clytemnestra is an enigma ; her words are spoken from the

lips, and reveal nothing. She is like a compressed spring,

a nameless undetermined force, charged, and awaiting the

touch that will release it. Then, in the scene with Agamemnon,
she becomes animate in a peculiar way : a spirit has entered
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her, and the name of it is Temptation or Delusion, Peitho or

Apate
1

.

Dr. Headlam 2 has interpreted this famous scene, in which
the proud and masterful princess, at the death-grip now with

the opposing principle of Agamemnon's lordship, lures and

natters him to the committal act of pride, which calls down
his doom. Temptation in the inward form of passion has

already mastered him; now, from outside, as incarnate in

another person, she spreads the final snare.3
Clytemnestra

too is ministerial
;
she is sent by God to draw him to the

meeting ways where a false step is perdition. Another angel
of Justice has left the ranks of that invisible company and

taken shape in this woman.

Clytemnestra, however, is not, like Hamlet, the conscious

scourge and minister of Heaven, fulfilling an explicit command.

In herself she is the woman with the man's courage and brain,

masterful and ambitious 4
;
and she stands as a Queen defending

her native right of sovereignty against her consort and the

veiled captive at his side. As between wife and husband, her

account with Agamemnon is exactly balanced : he has sinned,

through Eros, against divine Justice and against her
;
but her

relation with Aegisthus was an equal sin, and she has forfeited

her claim. 5 Hence her vengeance on Agamemnon, in so far

1 The effect is prepared for in her previous (third) speech to the herald

(587 ff), and symbolically illustrated by the lion-cub simile in the following
chorus (717).

2
Cambridge Projections (1906), p. 126. I owe this tragic conception of

Peitho, and the interpretation of the scene, to Dr. Headlam.
8 Agam. 1371 KA. iro\\>v irapoiOiv Kaiptous fiprjufvtav

ravavr'C flirciv OVK eiraiffxw6r}aouai.

irtas yap ns tx^pos ex&Pa itopcrvvcav, <pi\ots

SoKovatv ftvai, irrjfjiovrjs apttvara.^ av

<ppa(iev vif/os KpcT<r<rov cKinjSr}pares',

Schol. ad loc. 6 <pi\iieu>s virtpx6fJ.(vos nva /rat a-narrjaai &ov\6fjievos els a<pvKrov

(ppaypov (fjnr\(Kft avrbv rfjs 'ATTOTT/S.
*
Agam. 10 c&Sc yap tcparfi ywaiKos av5p6/3ov\ov f\iriov Ktap, a fine example

of Aeschylus' power of describing a character in five words.
8
Clytemnestra is queen in her own right in a country originally matri-

archal
; Agamemnon is merely her consort. Under a gynaecocratic system

the husband-consort's sin would be thought to be as outrageous as the wife's

is under the patriarchal system recognized by the foreigner Agamemnon
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as it is conjugal, or rather queenly, is unjust ;
much more is

the murder of Cassandra.1 With regard to Iphigeneia, her

daughter, she has justice on her side. Revenge upon this

score had been a long-harboured motive ;
and if, at the

moment of the crime, it had been the dominant and real

force in her, the sin would have been much less, and Aegisthus
would not have been involved in her punishment. From the

scene where she reveals her motives to the chorus 2
,
we think

it could be shown that the long-cherished, rational design of

just vengeance for Iphigeneia was, at the 'moment of the

murder, eclipsed in her mind by a sudden passion which she

herself describes as 'the lust for blood to lick'. 3 When she

first appears, standing over her victims, she is drunken with

this passion
4 and with the triumph of vindicated queenship.

'There Agamemnon lies,

My husband !
' 5

Then, as she begins to recover her reason, comes the mention

and familiar to us. The situation is symmetrical. It is no question of

mere womanly jealousy ;
but a conflict of two principles of society. Simi-

larly the sacrifice of Iphigeneia, her daughter and heir, was as great an

outrage as Agamemnon would have felt the sacrifice of the son, Orestes,

to be. Clyternnestra would have acquiesced in the latter as Agamemnon
did in the former, but she would regard the murder of the daughter as an

attempt to secure the throne, which on her own death would pass from

Agamemnon to the daughter and the daughter's husband. (See Frazer,

Adonis, Attis, Osiris, p. 28.) For the whole question of the conflict of

patriarchy and matriarchy see Miss J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study

of Greek Religion, and Kidgeway, Cambridge Praelections, 1906. I am convinced

that this conflict is vaguely but unmistakably present to Aeschylus' mind,
and that the conception of Clytemnestra can only be understood by taking
account of it.

1
Clytemnestra describes this as fvvrjs napo^iav^o. TTJS I/XT)? x^W (1- 1446).

It is something over and above her due, even as she conceives it (

irepiovffias, Schol.). See also 1396 where SiKaiws . . . vTrepSitccas fj.lv ovv is, by

tragic irony, an unconscious confession that she has gone beyond justice.

1384 iraioj 5e vtv Sis : these are the two blows which Agamemnon's two sins

have merited; but Clytemnestra adds a third, above due measure : Kal

irfiiTcaKOTi Tpirrjv knevSiSoj^i.
2
Agam. 1371-1576.

3 1478 "E/w? al^aroXotxos, the very passion described by Agamemnon (see

above, note on p. 157).
* 1427 Xo. . . . uanep ovv fyovoXifiti Tvx? Qpty tvipoivtTOt) \

X'nros ITT' on^arcav

ai'/j.aros fv Trpfirav.
5 1404 olrvs tariv 'Ayafit{jLV(v, lp.bs \

iroffis. iroffis has all the maximum

M
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of Iphigeneia, as if this other motive were re-emerging from

temporary obscuration. In the next speech it is overpowered

again by the passion against Chrysei's and Cassandra, but as

the scene proceeds she insists exclusively on Iphigeneia. The

dialogue becomes lyrical, and we begin to see the crime as

it appears from the higher plane. She who was just before

triumphing over her ' husband
' now cries out that she is not

to be named Agamemnon's wife
;
the deed is not hers : the

ancient bitter fiend has appeared in her shape.
1 But it is not she

who first thinks of this supernatural aspect ;
it is suggested by

the chorus, and then she catches at it.
2 When she claims to

be an incarnation of the fiend who haunts the race, the chorus

answer :

' That thou art guiltless (avairios) of this murder, who
shall aver ? It cannot, cannot be

; though perchance the

fiend of his sire (Atreus) might be thy helper (<n;AAiJ7JTco/>).'
3

Thus Aeschylus indicates that Clytemnestra was indeed

a minister of heaven, but not a conscious minister at the

moment. The righteous and rational motive, connected with

Iphigeneia, was for the time superseded by an unrighteous

passion
; the lust for blood to lick ', which comes upon one

and another of the race 'till the old woe be laid to rest'.

This passion may come, as she says it does, from the evil

fiend of the house
;

4 but when it filled her it was her passion,

and withal unrighteous in excess, and so she is not guiltless.

Clytemnestra, then, is possessed in two ways. Her conscious-

ness, at the moment of her act, is merged in, and identified

emphasis of position. Cf. (just above, 1400) Xo . . . TJTIS TOIOVO' lit dvdpl

KOfAird^fis \6yov. KX. iretpaffBe p.ov yvvaiKO s ws d<ppa<Tfiovos.
1 1497 K\. auxefy fivai roSe Tovpyov tp.6v

vai
fj.' a\oxov, KT\.

2 1468 Xo. 8a.Tfj.ov, bs euiriTfets, KT\. 1475 KA. vvv 8" wpdcaffas ffrofiaros

yvwfjirjv, |

TOV TpiirayvvTOv | Saijtova ytvvrjs TovSz KtKXrjffKcav.

3 1506. Cf. Choeph. 909 KA.. fj Mofpa TOVTOJV, Si rtwov, irapairia, partly respon-

sible, not wholly ;
a collateral, supernatural cause, which becomes natural

when it takes possession of the agent. Contrast the complete disclaiming of

responsibility in Iliad, T
?
86 : 670; 8' OVK curios flfti, |

d\Ad Ztvs KO.I Motpa real

T]tpO(j>OlTlS 'EplVVS.
4 1477 Saifjiova yevvrjs . . .

|

etc TOV yap 'Epcos aipaToXoixos | velpr} rpttyerai,

|

TO na\ai
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with, a violent passion, a manifestation of the hereditary

curse or fatal genius of the race. In the earlier temptation

scene, she is further an incarnation of Peitho, the spirit of

Delusion sent in this external shape to ruin Agamemnon ;

although, since she is not conscious of this ministerial

character till all is over, she cannot cast her responsibility

on Fate. 1

It may help us to glance at a few incidents in 'history
'

where

this latter idea of incarnate Temptation occurs.

Miltiades, the victor of Marathon, died in disgrace ;
his last

expedition against Paros had failed disastrously, and he was

tried for his life on the charge of having deceived Athens to

satisfy a private revenge. The people let him off with a fine of

fifty talents, but he died soon afterwards of a wound received,

it was said, while he was at Paros. How he came by the

wound was a matter of some obscurity ;
the current tale is

told by Herodotus 2 as follows :

' Now for so much of the story all the Hellenes agree ;

but for the sequel we have only the Parians' account that it

happened thus. When Miltiades was at his wits' end, a cap-

tive woman sought an interview with him. She was a Parian

by birth, and her name was Timo, and she was underpriestess

of the Lowerworld Divinities. She, coming into Miltiades'

presence, advised him, if he set great store upon taking Paros,

to do ivhatsoever she should suggest to him. 3
Thereupon, at

her suggestion, he made his way to the knoll that is in front

1 Her unconsciousness, of course, makes the great difference between her

and Orestes, who was commanded by Apollo. Again, in the Choephori

(892 ff.), where Orestes is about to murder her, in pleading for life she does

not mention Iphigeneia at all to Iphigeneia's brother, but she does refer to

Agamemnon's adulteries. This is Aeschylus' way of indicating that her

death is deserved, because her queenly vengeance was her real motive at

the\moment of her crime, and it is for that that she is now to be punished.
He also indicates it by putting the Iphigeneia chorus at the beginning of the

Agamemnon, the Helen chorus (connected with the conjugal relation) next

before the Temptation scene.
2 Herod, vi. 134.

3
TO, av avrt) viroBfjTcu, ravra iroiffiv.

M 2
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of the city and leapt over the enclosure-wall of Denieter

Thesmophoros, not being able to open the doors. And having

leapt over he went towards the Megaron to do such and such

things within it, either to touch one of the things which it is

not lawful to touch, or to perform some act, whatever it might
be. And he came up to the doors, and immediately a shuddering
horror came over him and he hastened back by the way he

came. And in leaping down from the wall he strained his

thigh ;
but some say that he struck his knee.

'So Miltiades sailed back home, being in evil case: he

neither brought money to the Athenians nor had he added

Paros to their dominion, though he had blockaded the island

six and twenty days and laid it waste. And when the Parians

learnt that the underpriestess of the Gods, Timo, had guided

Miltiades, desiring to take vengeance for this, they sent men
to inquire of the God at Delphi, as soon as they had rest from

the siege. And they sent them to ask whether they should

Put to death the underpriestess of the Gods, for that she had

shown their enemies how to take their country and had

revealed to Miltiades the sacred things which it is unlawful

for men to know. But the Pythia would not suffer them,

saying that the cause of these things was not Timo, but,

because it was necessary that Miltiades should not make
a good end, she had presented herself to him to guide him to

his destruction.' *

So long as we confine our attention to '

history
'

and

neglect the study of mythical types, we cannot perceive
that a story like this is a temptation myth, containing
the very motive we have seen in the Agamemnon. When
Destruction (Ate) is about to overtake the sinner, he is

safe till he commits some overt act which will put him in

her power.
2 To f

suggest
'

(vTtoTiOevdai) this act is the function

of Temptation, Peitho or Apate, who comes incarnate in a

woman, Clytemnestra or Timo. Thucydides would have re-

1 ov lifiovv tivai rrjv alrirjv TOVTOJV, dAAcl Se'eti/ yap MiXnaSfa reXevrav p.r) tv,

(pavrjvai ol TWV KCLKWV Ka.TT)ye(j.6va. Stein, followed by Macan, thinks that the

meaning is that a <<ic>ia, apparition, in Timo's shape, had misled Miltiades.
'

J See W. Headlam, Cambridge Praekctions (1906), p. 118.
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jected this story because the evidence was insufficient

the very ground on which Herodotus expresses scepticism.

Some modern histories still recite it with about as much

scepticism as Herodotus. We fail to see that it is mythical

because the idea of impersonation is unfamiliar to us, but

Herodotus failed to see it because that idea was too familiar

to him.

Let us look now at the story of another conqueror, Pausa-

nias, the victor of Plataea.1 When the battle is just won,

Peitho comes to him likewise, in the form of a woman. He
is tempted to an act of violence, such as Ajax had committed

when Troy fell, such too as Agamemnon expiated at the hands

of his outraged queen.

'As soon as the Greeks at Plataea had overthrown the

barbarians, a woman came over to them from the enemy.
She was one of the concubines of Pharandates, the son of

Teaspes, a Persian
;
and when she heard that the Persians

were all slain and that the Greeks had carried the day,

forthwith she adorned herself and her maids with many
golden ornaments and with the bravest of the apparel that

she had brought with her,
2 and alighting from her litter

came forward to the Lacedaemonians, ere the work of slaughter

was well over.' She recognized Pausanias, and, embracing
his knees, said :

' O king of Sparta ! save thy suppliant

from the slavery that awaits the captive. Already I am
beholden to thee for one service the slaughter of these men
who had no regard either for gods or spirits. I am by birth

a Coan, the daughter of Hegetoridas. The Persian seized

me by force (/3u?) and kept me under constraint.'

Will Pausanias yield and do the act of violence which this

woman, the innocent vehicle of Temptation, unwittingly sug-

gests by deprecating it ? No
;
this time he eludes the snare.

'

Lady,' he answered,
'

fear nothing : as a suppliant thou

1 Herod, ix. 76.

2 We are curiously reminded of Hesiod's description of how Pandora was

decked to tempt man to his bane : a>fff 5t ai Koa^ae Ofa y\avfeu>ms 'AO^vrj- \

a.fj,<pl
8e of XaptTf s re Beat KOI noTVia TlaOu

\ op/xous xpvaf
'

lovs 0*ow XP'l> EfQ 72.
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art safe.' We breathe again ;
but a moment later appears

another tempter.
1

Lampon, the soothsayer of Aegina, came

in haste to Pausanias with ( a most unholy word '.
' Son

of Cleombrotus,' he said earnestly,
' what thou hast already

done is passing great and glorious, and God has given it to

thee to deliver Greece and lay up for thyself the greatest

glory of all the Hellenes whom we know.' The action which

Lampon prompts is a deed of cruel vengeance ;
Pausanias

is to do to Mardonius as Xerxes had done to Leonidas, and

hang his dead body on a cross
;
so will he have praise in

Sparta and in all Greece. But Pausanias again evades the

trap. He rebukes Lampon for his ill counsel :

' First thou

liftest me up on high, me and my country and my work ;

and then thou dost cast me down, bidding me to maltreat

a dead man, and saying that if I do this I shall be the more

well spoken of.' So Lampon is dismissed ;
and Pausanias takes

further precautions against the lust of rapine in his army.
2

These incidents can be classed as fabulous anecdotes.

Miltiades ended his life under a cloud; therefore he must

have been guilty of some impious act
;
therefore Temptation

must have come to him and brought him to ruin. Pausanias,

for a while, prospered after his victory ;
therefore he must

have escaped Insolence
;
but Temptation always comes to

a man in such circumstances
;

so he must have spared a"

captive woman and resisted a prompting to cruel excess

in vengeance. Such is the logic, or mytho-logic, by which

ancient history was made. 3

1 Herod, ix. 78. 2 Herod, ix. 80.

3 Tradition was not to be put off with the account of Pausanias' end

given by Thucydides (i. 134) ;
he must have been the victim, not only of

Hybris, but of Eros. Accordingly a man of Byzantium informs his name-

sake, Pausanias the traveller, that
' the reason why the intrigues of Pausanias

were detected, and why he alone failed to find protection in the sanctuary

of the goddess of the Brazen House, was simply that he was sullied with

an indelible taint (0705) of blood'. When he was at the Hellespont he-

lusted after a Byzantine maiden Kleonike. She was brought to him at

nightfall, and by upsetting the lamp awakened Pausanias from his sleep.
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us return now to the story of Pylos and Sphacteria.

We are concerned no longer with the minor drama of which

Cleon is the hero ;
but with the tragedy of Athens, whose

character has been studied in the earlier books. She is

adventurous, restless, quick, ambitious ;
if she fails in one

attempt, she immediately conceives a new ambition (eArns)

to take its place ; so rapidly does the act follow the decision,

that hoping and having are to her the same. 1 A dangerous

temperament, this, peculiarly liable to be carried away in

the flush of success.
' And Fortune,' says Diodotus,

* con-

tributes to intoxication ; for sometimes she presents herself

unexpectedly at a man's side and leads him forward to

face danger at a disadvantage ;
and cities even more than

individuals, in proportion as their stake is the greatest of

all freedom or empire.' We have seen this temptation of

external circumstance at work in the Pylos episode, and

it is enough to make us expect that temptation will appear
in another form. For Elpis and Eros also in such a case
f are never wanting Eros leading the way and devising

the attempt, Elpis busy in attendance and suggesting the

wealth in fortune's store 2 and invisible as they are, they
are stronger than the dangers that are seen '. One of these

passions might be expected to come to Athens with flattering

and delusive suggestions.

Elpis had not to the Greek the associations which

Christianity has given to '

Hope
'

;

3 she is not a virtue,

but a dangerous passion. The future is dark and uncer-

Haunted by the terrors of a guilty conscience, the king leapt up and killed

the maiden, not knowing who she was. All sorts of purifications he tried

in vain, and 'paid the penalty, as was natural, to Kleonike and to the

god
'

(Paws. iii. 17).
1

i. 70 (Corinthians, characterizing the Athenians) fjv 8* dpa rov KOI irfipa

<T(pa.\u>ffiv ,
avrcXiriffavTes aAAa (ir\r]po}ffav Trjv xpdav' /JLOVOI "yap fxovff^ Tf ofjioicas

Kal t\movffiv a av firLvorjffcaffi Sia TO raxfiav TT)I> kin^ipriaiv iroifiadai Siv av

fvuiffiv. See the whole chapter.
2

iii. 45
f)

8e ('EArns) (Qcnofjifvi] . . . rf)v tviropiav TIJS Tux*?? viroTiOeiffa (the

word used of Timo's suggestion to Miltiades).
3 To the Christian the hope of immortal life is a duty ;

to the Greek it

was 'seeking to become a god' (a6avaTos=6t6$) the worst symptom of

infatuate pride, exciting <p66vos.
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tain, and although rational foresight (yv&ini) can see a little

way into the gloom, Fortune, or Fate, or Providence, is an

incalculable factor which at any moment may reverse the

purposes and defeat the designs of man. Elpis is the pas-

sion which deludes man to count on the future as if he could

perfectly control it; and thus she is a phase of infatuate

pride, a temptress who besets prosperity
1

.

Again and again we find this conception of her in the

earlier poets. There is hardly one who has a good word

for Elpis.
'

Hope and Danger are twins among mankind,

spirits of evil both '.
2 *

Hope and alluring Temptation feed

us all, straining after the unattainable '.
3 c

Up and down
toss the Hopes of men, cleaving the waste foam-drift on a

sea of lies. No mortal upon earth has ever found a sure

token from God of the thing which is still to be done ;

but of what shall be all discernment is blinded '.
4 * Blind

Hopes' were the only remedy Prometheus could give to

man in place of the foreknowledge of death ' a great
boon ', say the chorus, with innocent irony.

5
Hope is called

' blind
'

because she looks to the invisible future ; she is
c

light
'

(K01^)77) and
'

winged ', like the flying bird which the child will

never catch. 6

With these associations in mind, we will now take up again

Thucydides' narrative,
7 and consider whether certain expres-

1

Compare the following moral from Polybius ii. 4 AirwAot Sc, TT? -napaSofy

Xp'rjffa.fj.fvoi ffv/Mpopa, iravras tSi5aav prjSf irore @ov\evtadai irepl TOV fJ,\\ovTOs,

us 77877 yeyovoTOS, nrjSe irpoKaTtXirifav fiffiaiovfievovs virep Siv a.KfjLrtv evSexopfvov

(ffriv a\\ojs yevfaOar vejjieiv 8^ fMepiSa rca irapaStgca, itavTaxy p*v, avOpwnovs ovras,

p.a\iffTa 8e kv rois 7roA.e/xtofs.

2
Theognis, 637.

3 Simon, ap. Stob. 96, 16, p. 529 'EArris 5e ndvras icairnrfi6eiT) (a form of

Peitho) TpeQfi dirprjKTOV 6pfj.aivovTas.
*
Pindar, 01. xii. 5 at' ye fiev dvSpcai' iro\\' avca, TO. 8' av Kara if/fvSrj ^lera/iwz/ta

Ta[j.voiffai KvXivfiovr' 'E\iri8cs . . . TCUV 8e fAfhXovTOJV rfrv^Xcai/rai (ppaSai.
5 Aesch. Prom. 252.
6 Aesch. Agam. 404 Stated irats iroravbv opvtv. Euripides, Aegeus frag. 11

Trrrjvas SiujKfis, a) refcvov, rcis IXm'Say. Solon v. (Gaisf.) 36 xoffKOVTfS

7
iv. 53 ff.
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sions employed in it are, as they are usually taken to be, mere

poetical metaphors out of which all literal meaning has faded,

or, on the other hand, are intended to suggest the circle of

ideas which we have been studying.

The Athenians followed up their success next year by the

capture of Cythera, the island which commands the entrance

to the Laconian Gulf. The Lacedaemonians were much dis-

heartened by their '

great and unlooked-for disaster' * at

Sphacteria. They were involved in a war at sea 'and

that a war against Athenians, to whom to miss an enterprise

was always to fall short of some anticipated achievement;

and at the same time so many strokes of Fortune coming

together within a short time against all calculation 2 caused

them the greatest dismay. They feared lest some new re-

versal of fortune (Trepirvxp), like that of Sphacteria, should

overtake them'.

In the same summer a conference of the Sicilian states

was held at Gela
;
and Thucydides gives a speech in which

Hermocrates of Syracuse appeals for united action against
the designs of Athens. Some expressions which occur in it

are worth noting. In the opening sentences our attention is

caught by a reminiscence of Diodotus' Mytilenean speech.

'No one/ says Hermocrates, 'is driven into war in ignorance
of what it means

; no one is deterred from it by fear, if he

conceives that he will gain some coveted end.' 3 The 'covetous

designs
'

of Athens upon Sicily, he says later,
4 are pardonable ;

human nature will always seek rule where it finds submission.

He touches on the secure blessings of peace in contrast with the

hazards of war ; and then follows a curious passage about the

uncertainty of hopes in the future.
' If there be any one who

makes sure that he will effect something (in revenge upon

1
iv. 55. 1 TOV ev TT) vrjffea iradovs dveXiriffrov KOI fj.(*ya\ov.

2
iv. 55. 3 rcL XT}? Tux7S iro\\a KCU kv 6\iyca vn0dvTa napa \6yov.

3
iv. 59 OVTC <po&w, f]v oiTjrai rt ir\fov axhativ, airoTpfireTat. Cf. iii. 45

(Diodotus) dn\ws re O.SVVO.TOV teat iro\\fjs evrjOcias oaris oierai rfjs dvOpuireias

ipvffcojs opf*ajfj.fi>r)s irpoOviiws rt Trpaai dnoTpOTrrjv TWO. ^xtiv ^ vopoav 'urxyi fj a\\q>
TO) SflVW.

*
iv. 61. 5 roils n\v 'AOqvaiovs ravra Tr\fovfKTfTv at tipovouaQai
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Athens) by right or by force, let him not take his disappoint-
ment to heart. Let him know that too many before now who
have prosecuted revenges against those who wronged them, so

far from succeeding, have themselves perished ;
and others who

with no inconsiderable power have conceived hopes of some

coveted gain, instead of grasping it, have in the end lost even

what they had.1
Revenge may be just, and yet not prosper ;

and strength is not sure because it is full of hope. The

instability of the future everywhere controls the event ;

2
and,

though most treacherous, is also most salutary, since mutual

fear makes men think twice before they attack one another.'

The speaker disclaims that ambitious folly by which men

arrogate as complete a mastery over Fortune, which is beyond
their control, as over their own purposes.

3

Immediately after this speech Thucydides describes the

return of the Athenian fleet from Sicily, whither it had

proceeded from Sphacteria. The officers in command had

concluded a treaty in conjunction with their allies in the

west. They had been sent, we remember,
*
to finish the war

in that region ',

4 and they did so ; but they returned to find

Athens in an altered mood. Two of them, Pythodorus and

Sophocles, were banished, and the third, Eurymedon, was

fined, on the charge of having been bribed to withdraw * when

they had the chance of subjugating Sicily '.
' So indignant

were the Athenians, in the enjoyment of their present good

fortune, at the idea of any check. They thought they could

accomplish anything what was almost beyond their means

as well as what was within them, with any force, no matter

whether great or insufficient. The reason was the good fortune
which against all calculation had attended most of their

undertakings and noiu suggested the strength of Hope.'
5

1
iv. 62. 3 f\iriaavTfS ?Te/)oi Svvdpei nvl Tr\ovfKTr]ffeiv . . . dvrl TOV rr\eov *Xfl1f

TTpoffKa.Ta\iiTew TO, avTwv . . .

2
TifJUapia yap OVK fvTvx^ Smaiojs, OTI KO.L dotKfiTar ovol iffxvs fiefiaiov, SIOTI

Kol eve\m. TO Se aaraQ^rov TOV fif\\ovTos ws firl ir\ftffTOV npa.T(? . . .

''

iv. 64 fjirjof pupta tpiXoviKuv rfleiGOai rijy TC ol/m'as yvwfjnjs 6fj.oi(as avTOKpa.T(ap

flvat Ko.1 rjs OVK dpxoJ Tux7?*-

*
iii. 115.

5 iv. 65 ovTca Trj [rt] irapovay tvTvxiq xpufifvoi fjfclovv a<f>io~t fjirjdev tvavTiovffOai,
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Cleon was not the only victim of covetous ambition in-

spired by undesigned good luck. His overweening confidence

at Amphipolis, when he ' never so much as expected that any
one would come out and fight him ', appears as illustrative

of the reckless confidence of the Athenians who ' in the enjoy-

ment of their present good fortune were indignant at the

idea of any check'.

And who conveyed to the Athenians the flattering sug-

gestions of Hope? who was the channel through which

she insinuated her strength
1

? We need only turn back to

the story of the peace negotiations and repeat the sentences

in which Cleon intervenes. ' The Athenians thought that,

now they held the men on the island, it was always in their

power to make terms whenever they chose, and they coveted

something more.1
They were urged on above all by Cleon,

the son of Cleainetos, who was the popular leader in those

days and stood highest in the confidence of the multitude,

and he persuaded them.'

To make his meaning unmistakable, Thucydides says later 2

that Athens refused the offers of peace on this occasion because

she had '

confidence in the hope of her strength '. It is not

without design that Cleon, both at his first appearance in

the Mytilenean debate 3 and again at this second, disastrous

intervention, is described as '
first in the people's confidence '.

His little, personal catastrophe, could they have foreseen

it, might have warned his trusting followers of the peril

that lurks in *

coveting more
'

; as the speech of the Spartan

envoys, could they have listened, had actually warned them

in those very words.

/rat TO. Sward, fv iffy KCU TO. atropufrepa pfydXr) re o/noicjs KOI

napaffKevrj Karepya^caOai. alria 5e ^v 17 napci \6yov TUV irXcovav einrpayia avTOis

viroTiOfiffa iffxw rfjs t\m8os. Cf. i. 138. 2 (of Themistocles tempting Artaxerxes

to undertake the conquest of Greece) T^V . . . rov 'E\\r)viKov l\iri'5a, fy vireriOei

(suggested, insinuated) avry Sov\ajffetv.

1 iv. 21 rov 81 ir\eovos ajpeyovro. fidXiara 8e avrovs tvfjye KAeow . . . ry
irXrjOet mBa.vuTa.Tos' Kal fireifffv . . .

2
V. 14 fxovrfs rty cA.7rt'5a TIJS pwftrjs mffTriv.

3
iii. 36. 6 KXcoav . . . &v ical is raAAa Piatoraros TUV iro\nuv T> re

jrapa no\v (V Tsa TOTC
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* And so the promise of Cleon, mad as it was, resulted

in success.' Yes, mad as it was ! The promise was in-

spired by 'EATrty jxaizjojuwfz;?/, the spirit who lured Xerxes to

the sack of Athens, when in her train there followed certain

other invisible and awful figures, Hybris, Koros, Dike.1

Thus Cleon stands to Athens as Peitho or Apate, incarnate

in Clytemnestra, Timo, the Coan captive, Lanipon, stood

to their victims. The passion with which he is identified

at the moment is Elpis, combined with 'Covetousness'. His

intervention at the Mytilenean crisis was of a similar kind
;

but Athens was not then elated by undesigned success, and

she escaped temptation.

We cannot, of course, prove what we have here put forward;
it is only the analysis of the impression actually produced
on us by Thucydides' story. If the reader does not find that

it interprets his own impression, we can do no more
; but we

will ask him to suspend judgement till we have pointed out

how the rest of the drama is worked out by means of the

same conceptions. The 'causes' of the Sicilian expedition,

as we have so far seen them, are '

Fortune, attending against
all calculation the enterprises of Athens

'

;

' Covetousness
'

impersonated in Cleon ; Elpis, mad, delusive confidence and

ambition, incarnate in the same individual. 2 These are the

1 Herod, viii. 77 (oracle) :

. . . 'E\iri8i fj.aivop.fvrj \iirapds trtpffavrfs 'AOrjvas'

Sia AIKT) afStaffei Kparfpov KO/JOC, "T{3pios vl6v,

Sfivov naijJiuovTa, SOKCVVT' dvd TTCLVTO. mOfffOai.

The sack of Athens and the destruction of the temples were the committal

.acts to which Xerxes was tempted by Elpis, thus precipitating his own
ruin (Ate).

2 The epithet paviujfys stuck to Cleon ; see Suidas, s. v. KXtcav. Keferring
to Thucydides' expression Kov<po\oyia (iv. 36 Cleon's ' wild words ' at which

the Athenians laughed), Plutarch (malig. Herod. 2, p. 855) says that a writer

who uses unnecessarily harsh expressions who should speak, for instance,

not of Cleon's Kov<po\oyia, but of his dpaavTijs KOI navia. ovtc evfievrjs kariv d\\*

olov diroXavcav r> <ra<a)s SirjyftaOcu TOV irpdynaTOs. He adds that it is another

sign of malignity in a historian if he goes out of his way to drag in the

misfortunes and errors of his characters : odev 6 ovKvSiSrjs ovfe ruv KXecavos

v d<p06v(av ovrtav firoi-qffaro ffa<pfj rrjv SirjyijGtv. It is curious that this
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first terms in a series of ' causes
'

which lead in a determined

order to an end that can be predicted. We have now only
to follow out its later course.

writer should, even for controversial purposes, pitch upon Thucydides'

treatment of Cleon as a case where Thucydides actually departs from his

plan of recording rtav yevofjievcav TO trace's in order not to be 'malignant'

against Cleon. Plutarch himself does not shrink from the word fiavia

(pit. Nic. vii).



CHAPTER X

THE MELIAN DIALOGUE

THE second half of the History opens with a summary and,

for the most part, colourless record of diplomatic negotiations
and battles, including a long description of the victory
of Mantinea, which restored the Lacedaemonian prestige.

1

Except in one critical incident, which we reserve for the

next chapter, the story presents no features that call for

discussion. Accordingly we pass on to the end of Book V,

where, suddenly, we come upon one of the most extraordinary
and interesting passages in the whole work the Melian

Dialogue. It is extraordinary because the expedition to

Melos, considered as an episode in military history, was

of no importance whatever
;

if it had never happened, the

main result of the Peloponnesian War would have been the

same. The interest lies in the dialogue which accompanies
the narrative ; and here we happen to possess the detailed

comments of an ancient critic, Dionysius, who singles out

this passage as well he might for special remark. His

observations are instructive, and we shall take note of them

as we proceed.

The narrative begins as follows. 2 ' The Athenians made
an expedition against the island of Melos. . . . The Melians

are colonists from Lacedaemon, who would not submit to

Athens like the other islanders. At first they remained quiet
and were on neither side, but later, when the Athenians

tried to coerce them by ravaging their land, they had come

to open hostilities.3 The generals of this expedition, Cleo-

1 The Second Part begins at v. 26, and the remainder of Book V covers the

years 421-416.
3 v. 84 ff.

3 See iii. 91.
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medes and Tisias, encamped with their army on Melos ;

and before doing any harm to the country they sent envoys
to negotiate. Instead of bringing these envoys before the

people, the Melians asked them to explain their errand to

the magistrates and the chief citizens.'

The Athenians sneeringly remark that the magistrates are

evidently afraid of their deluding the people with seductive

arguments ; they accept, however, the proposal of a conference,

in which the Melians are to criticize and reply to each

statement as it is made. The Melians answer that they
have nothing to say against the quiet interchange of ex-

planations ;

l
but, they add, the presence of the army shows

plainly that the Athenians have come, not to argue, but

to judge, phe alternative before themselves is war, if they
make out the justice of their case, and slavery, if they are

convinced by the Athenians. )

From this point to the end, the historian changes from

narrative to full dramatic form, prefixing, as in a play, the

names c Athenians ',

' Melians
'

to the speeches.
2 The

Athenians begin the statement of their case as follows.3

Athenians. Well, then, we on our side will use no

fine words ; we will not go into a long story, which would

not convince you, to prove either that our empire is justified

by our having overthrown the Persians,
4 or that our present

attack upon you was provoked by any injury on your part.

Nor is it of any use for you to urge that, although Lacedae-

monian colonists, you have not fought for Sparta, or to plead
that you have never wronged us. Let us both keep to

practical matters, and to what we really have in our minds.

We both know that in human reckoning the question of

justice comes up for decision only when the pressure of

1 Note how this situation recalls Athens' refusal, prompted by Cleon, to

discuss terms quietly in a private conference with the Spartan envoys before

Sphacteria, iv. 22.

2 Dion. Hal. Thucyd. 37 firl (lias 8' anoKpiafcas TOVTO TO axnpa SiaTrjpriffas TO

5ir)~fr)/j.aTtK<jv, TTpoffcairo-rroiei TOV /icrd TO.VTO. 8ia\oyov Kal ^pa^aTiKov.
3 The speeches are abbreviated.
* The standing official justification of the Athenian empire ;

cf. vi. 83, &c.
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necessity is equal on both sides ;
in practical matters the

stronger exact what they can, and the weak concede what

they must.

'

Thucydides begins,' says Dionysius,
'

by putting together
a statement which is unworthy of Athens and inappropriate
to the circumstances.' The opening words ( amount to a

confession that their hostilities are not justified by any

provocation'. The rest comes to this: 'You are right in

thinking that you are yielding to coercion ; we are not

unaware that we are wronging you, and we intend to get

the better of your weakness by violence.' 'Such words

would be appropriate to an oriental monarch addressing
Greeks l

; but it would not be like Athenians speaking to

the Greeks, whom they had freed from the Persians, to say
that while the question of justice is for equals, between

the weak and the strong the issue rests with violence.'

The Melians reply that, if the Athenians will speak only

of expediency and hear nothing of justice, still, even so, it

is to their own interest to listen to reason. If ever they
fall themselves, the vengeance that overtakes them will be

a terrible example to mankind. Then they may repent of

having set a precedent of unreasonable severity.

Athenians. We do not look forward with dismay to the

fall of our .empire, if it should ever come. The danger
is not from Sparta ruling states are not harsh to the

vanquished but from our own subjects who may rise and

overpower their masters. But you may leave that danger
to us. We will now point out that, while we are here in

the interest of our own empire, our present words are designed

to save your city. We want to add you to our empire with

the least trouble, and it is for the interests of us both that

you should, be preserved.

Dionysius comments : The reference to the clemency of

Sparta amounts to saying
'

tyrants are not hated by tyrants '.

1
Thucyd. 39 ftaaiXtvai yap /3ap/3a/>ots ravra wpus "E\\tjvas
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' The words "
you may leave that danger to us

"
would hardly

have been used by a wrecker or a pirate, indulging the

passion of the moment and regardless of vengeance to come.'

Melians. It may be your interest to rule, but how can

it be ours to be enslaved ?

Athenians. Because by submission you will avert the

worst of fates
;
while we shall profit by not destroying you.

Melians. But will you not allow us to remain neutral

and be friends instead of enemies ?

Athenians. No, your enmity is not half so mischievous

to us as your friendship ;
to our subjects, your hate is an

argument of our power, your friendship of our weakness.

Melians. But are your subjects blind to the difference

between neutrals and revolted allies ?

Athenians. Why, both, in their opinion, have no lack

of justification ;
but they think that we are afraid to touch

you. Thus, besides adding to our empire, we shall gain in

security. As masters of the sea, we cannot afford to let

islanders, and weak ones too, escape us.

Melians. But does not security lie in the opposite course ?

For, to leave justice aside, as you direct, and speak only
of expediency, will you not turn all who are now neutral

into enemies ?

Athenians. We are not afraid of the mainland peoples,

who are free and can take precautions against us at their

leisure, but of islanders like you, who are outside our empire,

and of those who are already within it and chafing at con-

straint. They are the most likely in their recklessness to

bring themselves and us into a danger which we foresee.

Melians. Surely, if you and your subjects will take all

this risk, you to keep your empire and they to be rid of it,

we who are still free should be cowards to submit to slavery.

Athenians. Not if you prudently reflect. There is no

question for you of honour, or of avoiding the shame of being
defeated by equals. You have to think of saving yourselves,
instead of opposing overwhelming strength.

Melians. But we know that the chances of war some-
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times redress the inequality of numbers. To yield now would

extinguish all hope at once ; but if we act we have still a

hope of standing upright.

Athenians. Hope is a consolation in danger, and when
men have some other support she may bring them to harm,
but not to utter ruin. But when men stake all they have

(for she is naturally a spendthrift), in the moment of their

fall she is recognized for what she is, and nothing is left

them in respect of which they might be on their guard

against her, now she is known.1 You are weak and depend
on a single turn of the scale. Do not choose that fate, like

so many who, when ordinary human means might still save

them, in the hour when all their visible hopes fail them at

the pinch, turn to the invisible, to divination and oracles

and the like, which ruin men by the hopes which attend

them.2

'

Thucydides,' says Dionysius,
t makes the Athenians reply

in a style of labyrinthine contortion, about Hope turning out

for evil to mankind. I cannot understand how any one can

praise this passage as appropriate in the mouths of Athenian

officers : that the hope that is from the gods (n irapa rG>v 0&v

eXTTts) ruins mankind, and that divination and oracles are no

help to those who have chosen a life of piety and righteous-
ness. It was the first and highest praise of Athens that in

every matter, and at every season, she followed the gods, and

accomplished nothing without divination and oracles.'
' The

Athenians' next answer is still more brutal.'

Melians. We know, you may be sure, how hard our

1 v. 103 'EXiris 5^ KivSvvtu irapafivdiov ovffa roiis p^v diro ireptovffias

avrfi, K&V Actyp, oil KaOftXev TOIS 5< Is airav TO virapxov dvappnrTovffi (Sairav os yap

apa T( -fiyvu<TKfTai atyaKfVTcav Kal kv OTOJ ZTI <pv\dTai TIJ avr^v yvtapi-

OVK i\\<iirci. The last clause means that men are so utterly ruined by

Elpis that they have no goods left which they could be on their guard

against risking in another venture.
a (irtiSav irif^ofifvovs avrovs im\iir<uaiv ai <pavpal e\iri8fs, (trl rcL> dfavtis

KaOiffravrai, ^avriK-qv T Kal xp-qfffjLow Kal offa roiavra /zer' f\iri5<av KvpaiveTai.

Cf. iii. 45. 5 (Diodotus) ij
rt 'EXtrts Kal 6'E/xuj . . . ovra dtpavfj rcpfiff<r<a

tarl TWV
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struggle will be against your power and also against Fortune,

if she is not impartial. Yet we trust that in respect of

fortune that is from Heaven 1 we shall not stand lower than

you, because we are pure men standing against the unrighteous.
And our weakness will be compensated by the aid of the

Lacedaemonians, who are bound in honour to save their

kinsmen. Thus our boldness is not utterly unreasonable.

Athenians. Oh, as for the favour of the divine, we
too do not expect to be left behind. Our claims and our

actions do not go beyond men's common opinions about the

divine, or their wishes for themselves. Of divinity we believe,

and of humanity we know, that everywhere, by constraint of

nature, it rules wherever it can hold the mastery. We did

not lay down this law, nor are we the first to observe it ;

it existed already when we inherited it, and we shall bequeath
it to exist for ever.

2 We observe it now with the knowledge
that you or any one else, if you had our power, would do the

same. As for the honour of Lacedaemon, we congratulate

your innocence, but do not envy your folly. The Spartans
are very virtuous among themselves; but towards others,

a word is enough to describe their conduct : they are the

most notorious instance we know of men who identify the

honourable with the pleasant, and the just with the expe-
dient.

We will follow this horrible conversation no further, but

only quote the conclusion of Dionysius' commentary, which

runs thus: 'It is clear that the historian was not present
at this conference, and received no report of it from the

Athenians or the Melians who took part in it. From his

own statement in the previous book we know that after his

command at Amphipolis he was banished and spent in Thrace

1 v. 104: T]7 plv T^xTJ * T
3 v. 105 TTJS fikv roivvv irpos TO detov (rov Oeiov, Kriiger) u/ievtas ov8' fjneis ol6fjif9a

\e\iif/fff0af ovSfv yap fca rrjs dvOpcairfias TWV JJL\V ly TO 8c?ov vofjuffecas, TWV 5' Is

ffcpas avTovs ^ov\rjaf<us SiKaiovpev TJ Trpaffffofifv. fjyovfjifOa yap TO TC Otiov 8o p TO

avQpumtiov TC aa(pa>s Sia iravTos viro (pvfftcas dvayKaias, ov av KpaTri, ap\fiv' KOI r/^iy

OVTC OevTfs TOV vopov OVTC Kei^vy irpwTOi xp-riaanivoi, OVTO. Si irapa\afi6vTfs ital

(ffofjievov is aid KaTa\(tyovTes \puntQa avTy.

N 2,
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all the rest of the years of war. The dialogue is an invention,

and the only question is whether he has made it appropriate

to the circumstances and fitting to the characters of the

interlocutors,
"
keeping as closely as possible to the general

sense of what was really said," according to his own profes-

sion in the proem to the history.

'Now, the Melians' words about freedom, where they

appeal to the Athenians not to enslave an Hellenic state

which was doing them no wrong, are suitable both to the

speakers and to the facts. But is there any such propriety in

Athenian officers speaking as these do about justice, not

allowing the question to be discussed or mentioned, but

bringing in the law of violence and covetousness,
1 and declar-

ing that the only rights of the weak consist in the pleasure of

e stronger ? I cannot think this statement befitting to officers

sent on a mission to a foreign state by the city whose laws

,'were fairest of all.

/
'

Again, the Melians were citizens of an insignificant state

which had never performed any glorious action. The

Athenians, on the contrary, had chosen to abandon their land

and their city in the Persian war, rather than submit to

a dishonourable summons. I cannot believe that, while the

Melians thought more of honour than of safety and were

ready to endure the last extremity sooner than be driven to

any unseemly action, the Athenians would charge with folly

men who were making the very choice they had made them-

selves in the Persian invasion. No, in my belief, if any one

else had ventured to speak like this in the presence of

Athenians, he would have grievously offended the men who
civilized the world.

* For these reasons I cannot approve this dialogue, as

compared with the other which I have contrasted with it

in detail. In that other the Lacedaemonian Archidamus

makes a just demand to the Plataeans ;
and the style

employed is clear and pure, without any contorted tropes

and incoherencies. In the Melian dialogue, the wisest of the

Greeks produce the most dishonourable arguments, conveyed
1 Dion. Hal. Thucyd. 41 rov TJ?? tay nal Tr\eov(ias vof
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in a most unpleasing style. Unless indeed we are to suppose

that the historian, nursing a grudge against the city which had

condemned him, has poured upon her all these shames, which

were bound to make all men hate her. 1 For the thoughts

and words of representatives, entrusted with high powers to

negotiate for their country with foreign states, are always
attributed to the whole community which sends them.'

The ancient critic, we notice, is not quite satisfied with the

explanation,
{ a personal grudge.' He is dissenting from the

common verdict which singled out this passage in the history

for special praise,
2 and the gist of his judgement is that the

dialogue is dramatically a failure, unless indeed we are to

think that the improbabilities are due to deliberate malice.

We believe, however, that as before, in the case of Cleon,

a personal grudge is not the whole, or the main, account of

the matter ;
and we think that the admirers of this passage

were better judges than Dionysius of its artistic quality.

We have already remarked that, as an incident in the

Peloponnesian war, the Melian expedition was a trivial affair
;

the population of a small island was wiped out, and that was
the end of it. The significance of the event is only moral,
and it is meant to be studied from that side. Our first

question is : Why has Thucydides abandoned his practice of

writing public speeches, and preferred the dramatic form of

conversation ?

The proposal for a private discussion is made by the

Melians and accepted by the Athenian officers with a sneer.
* Well then/ say the latter, 'let us have no fine words about

justice on either side, but keep to practical matters, and say
what we really have in our minds.' ^hat the Athenians

have in their minds is then disclosed in all its horrible

deformity. The cynical avowal of unprovoked aggression;
{ the law of violence and covetousness

'

; the admission that

what they fear is not the victory of Sparta but the vengeance

1 Et fj.^ apa (ju>rjffiKa.K(Jav 6 avyypacftfvs rf) TroAet 5td rfjv KarabiKrjv, TO.VTO. ra oveiSr)

Ka.TfffKf8a.afv avTfjs, i Siv anavrfs niffrjfffiv avrr)v ffj.f\\ov.

2 Ch. 37 init.
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of tneir own oppressed subjects ;
all this culminates in the

blasphemous insult to heaven. ' Of divinity we believe, and

of humanity we know that everywhere, under constraint of

nature, it rules wherever it can hold the mastery. We did

not make this law, nor are we the first to observe it. It

existed already when we inherited it ; we shall bequeath it to

exist for ever.' Words to make the blood of any Greek run

cold, even without the ghastly reminiscence of Antigone's

appeal to the over-ruling Law of God :

Not of to-day nor yesterday, it lives

For ever, and none knows from whence it dawned.

But there is another reminiscence, no less significant.

When Xerxes calls together the Persian nobles to lay be-

fore them his design of conquering Greece, the speech put
in his mouth by Herodotus *

opens thus :

'

Persians, I shall

not lay down a new law among you which I myself have

introduced, but I shall observe one that I have received

from them that were before me. For, as I learn from older

men, we have never reposed ourselves since we took the

supremacy from the Medes . . . but God thus leads us on,
2

and we, following this guidance in many enterprises, are

much advantaged.'

Dionysius, as himself a Greek, feels that the language
which Thucydides assigns to the Athenians is

'

fit only
for an oriental monarch

',
and that no Greek could have

used it; except, we will add, on one condition: that the

speaker be mad. And, in fact, as we read the dialogue,

the impression deepens that the Athenian spokesman is out

of his right mind. We can, moreover, put a name to the

special form of his madness, which shows the peculiar

symptoms of a state classed, perhaps rightly, by the Greeks

as pathological. The two notes of it are Insolence (vfipis)

and Blindness (arrj, in the subjective sense). 'Insolence' is

a weak translation of the Greek term, which covered two

types of insane exaltation, distinguishable, but closely allied.

One is exuberant, sanguine, triumphant, fed by alluring

1 Herod, vii. 8.

2 Qe6s rf OVTU
eifyei. Cf. Soph. Ant. (loc. cit. infra, p. 184) Oeos dyei npos drav.
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Hope, leaping to clasp hands with unconquerable Desire.

The other is cold-drawn, masked, cruel, cynical, defiant of

the gods, self-assured of its own worldly wisdom. The former

type we shall meet with presently ;
the latter is portrayed

with finished art in the dialogue which leads up to the Melian

massacre. Both are blind, blind to the doom towards which

the one speeds exultingly, blind to the vengeance which the

other impiously denies.

This effect of blindness comes out curiously in an utterance

of the Athenians later in the dialogue :
l '

Surely you are

not going to turn to that sense of ' honour ' which ruins

so many when dishonour and danger stare them in the face !

Many whose eyes were still open to the end whither they
were borne have been drawn on, under the powerful spell

of a mere name, by this so-called
' honour ', until, victims

of a phrase, they have voluntarily fallen upon irremediable

calamities and sunk by their folly to a deeper depth of

dishonour than fortune would have inflicted.' Observe

how in this sentence al<r^vvr] is used both in the "moral

sense of ' honour ',
and to mean merely the disgrace of being

beaten. The speaker is not conscious of any change of

meaning; he has lost all sense of the difference between

honour and success, dishonour and defeat. He is already

smitten with the blindness by which insolent cruelty brings

vengeance on itself.

'

Beverence, daughter of Forethought, crowns mankind with

goodness and with joys. But over them steals a dim mist

of unconsciousness and turns aside the straight path of action,

away from right-mindedness.'
2

Thucydides' first reason for choosing the dialogue form

is that this pathological state of mind cannot be directly

1 v. 111. 3 ov yap Si) km yf rty tv rois aiaxpois KO.L irpovirrois KtvSvvois irteiffTO.

SiatpOeipovffav dvdpwirovs alaxvvrjv rpf^aOf. iro\\ots yap irpoopcafifvois tri Is ofa

(ptpovrat rb ai<rxP v na\ovp.*vov bvoparos ktraycayov Swafiet e-ntairaaaTO JjffffrjOfTfft

TOV fiTjfiaros fpyy vfj.<popa?s dvrjKearois eKovras irtpnrefft'iv, Kal alff\vvriv

per' dvoias % rv\y irpoff\a0(Tv.
*
Pindar, 01 vii. 43

;
cf. 1. 89.
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unfolded in a public speech designed to convince a large

audience. Another motive which may have influenced him

is that this form is better suited to dramatic irony. The

reader who has followed us so far will not have missed

the passage, which excites Dionysius' astonishment, where

Thucydides
' in a style of labyrinthine contortion makes

the Athenian speak of Hope as turning out for evil to

mankind '. Again we find Elpis spoken of as a personal

agency.
c

Hope is a consolation in danger, and when men
have something else to depend on she may bring them to

harm, but not to utter ruin. But when men stake all

they have (for she is naturally a spendthrift), in the moment
of their fall she is recognized for what she is, and nothing
is left them in respect of which they might be on their guard

against her now she is known.' This sentence is almost

paraphrased from a chorus in the Antigone, where Sophocles
sets forth the theological theory of Delusion sent by God

upon a doomed sinner in the form of passionate Ambition.
* For that far-roving Hope, though many men have comfort

of her, to many is a Delusion that wings the dreams of

Desire
;
and he whom she haunts knows nothing till he

burn his foot against hot fire. For with wisdom hath

one given forth the famous saying that, soon or late, evil

seems good to him whose mind God draws to ruin : and

from the blindness of that ruin his acts are free no more

than for a moment's span.'
1

1
Soph. Antigone 616 :

'A y&p 5?) iro\vir\ayitTos *E\irls

iro\\oTs (itv ovaffis avSpuiv,

TroAAofs 8' 'Andra Kovfyovocuv (pwrwv
ciSoTi 8' ovStv (putt,

irplv Ttvpl Ofpfj,Sj iroSa TIS trpoaavar). ffo<j>ia yap | TOW

K\eivov tiros Tretpavrai,

T& KCLKOV SoKftv TTOT* t(jQ\bv

rS>8' Zfj.fj.ev oTca (fypevas

0eos ayci irpbs arav

Trp&ffffei 8' o\iyiffrov -^povov (KTOS dras.

The last line means that he will soon commit the fatal act, to which blind-

ness (drrj} makes him liable, which Elpis-Apate prompts, and which

precipitates Ruin
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The Athenians, on the eve of the Sicilian expedition, are

good counsellors to warn the Melians against spendthrift

Hope ! The irony is repeated at the close of the conference.

The Melians had ended with a renewed declaration of trust

in ' the fortune from the divine which hitherto has preserved

them ' and in the help of Lacedaemon. The Athenians reply :

'

Well, we must say that this decision of yours makes us think

you altogether singular in the way you count upon the future

as clearer than what is under your eyes, and contemplate

things unseen as already being realized in your fond wishes.

The more completely you have staked all on the Lacedaemo-

nians and Fortune and Hopes, the more utter will be your
ruin.' L

The speaker is unconscious that even now Hope is busy in

attendance at Athens, with her flattering suggestion of the

wealth in Fortune's store. In the impious exaltation of

strength he is unaware of the haunting Spirit of Delusion at

his side, who will be known for what she is only in the

moment of Athens' fall. The * dim mist of unconsciousness
'

has stolen down upon him; he is smitten with madness

blind.

The thoughts and words of representatives, as Dionysius

says, are always attributed to the whole community which

entrusts them with their mission. Thucydides intends us to

feel, with no opening for mistake, that Athens was mad
when she committed this act of unprovoked, insolent cruelty,

comparable with the act which Cleon had formerly advised

and of which she had repented just in time. There was no

repentance now. ' The siege was pressed hard, there was

treachery among the citizens themselves, and Melos surrendered

at discretion. The Athenians thereupon put to death all the

adult males whom they caught, and sold into slavery the

children and the women. Later, they colonized the island

themselves, sending thither five hundred settlers/

1 V. 113 dAA.' ovv P.OVOL ye uir6 TOVTOUV ruv ^ovXevfJ-aroav, us rjjuv SoKfiTf, TO. fj.lv

fie\\ovTa rwv opoi^vcav ffCHpfffrfpa Kptverf, ra S d<f>avij T> (SovXea&ai us yiyvopeva

77877 OfaaBc, nal AaweScu/iowots ai Ti/x]7 fal 'EXiriffi irXtiffrov drj napa@(ft\r)(j.ei'oi

Kal iriGTfvffavTes irXciarov KO.I
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In the older histories it was the custom at this point to

censure Thucydides for recording the massacre with no

expression of disapproval !

Whose doing was this ? Thucydides has not told us who

played on this occasion the part which Cleon played in the

massacre of Mytilene; but Plutarch informs us.1 It was
Alcibiades. The biographer tells how his public munificence,
his illustrious birth, his eloquence, his bodily strength and

beauty, disposed the Athenians to indulge his lawlessness and

give it the mildest names of boyish frolic and ambition.

Once he shut up the painter Agatharchos in his own house

till his portrait was finished, and then gave him the house for

his fee. He beat Taureas, in a fit of pique, because he had

been his successful rival in providing a chorus. He selected

a woman from among the Melian prisoners, and reared the

child he had by her.
c Even this the Athenians would have

called kindhearted ; only that he had been chiefly responsible, by

supporting the decree, for the massacre of all the adult male

inhabitants of Melos.'

A dark passage this, which Thucydides, for whatever reason,

has omitted. Had the stern historian a touch of weakness

which disposed him, not, like his countrymen, to use mild

names, but to draw a veil over some part of the brilliant

picture ? Or a likelier supposition is he reserving Alcibiades

for a different and more characteristic effect ? Cold-blooded

cruelty was not the dominant trait in that mutable disposition ;

he kindly reared the child of his Melian captive, whose father,

brothers, husband, perhaps, had perished by the decree which

he supported. He may have remembered the compassion of

Ajax for his Trojan captive, Tecmessa, and for their infant

child Eurysakes, 'whelp of a lioness forlorn,'
2 from whom

Alcibiades' family traced their descent 3
;
for his own father,

Cleinias, had died in battle, and left him to the guardianship
of his kinsman, Pericles, as Ajax left Eurysakes to Teucer.

1 Plut. Ale. xvi.

2
Soph. Ajax 545-653

;
986 us Ktvfjs OKV^VOV \ecdvrjs.

3
Plato, Alcib. 1. 121 A, Alcibiades says, at y&p rb ijnirepov (yevos

cD 2,uKpaT($, (Is EvpvaaKT).
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Here, perhaps, we may see another motive for the choice of

the dialogue form. One alternative would have been to

report the debate in the Athenian assembly, at which the

decree of massacre was moved
;
but a speech from Alcibiades

in support of it would have been too close and obvious

a parallel to Cleon's Mytilenean speech. Alcibiades is not

to appear like a second Cleon
;
for it was not he, but Athens,

that was mad and blinded with the thirst of gain and the

thirst of blood. So the historian saw her
;

so also did

Euripides. The prologue to the Trojan Women,
1

first per-

formed in the interval between the massacre of Melos and the

Sicilian expedition, ends thus :

How are ye blind,

Ye treaders down of cities, ye that cast

Temples to desolation, and lay waste

Tombs, the untrodden sanctuaries where lie

The ancient dead
; yourselves so soon to die !

1 Eur. Troades, 95, Mr. Gilbert Murray's version. See also Mr. Murray's
Introduction to his translation of the play.



CHAPTEE XI

THE LION'S WHELP

THERE are in European history perhaps a dozen born

heroes whom posterity will never reduce to common pro-

portions. They turn the soberest heads in their own genera-

tion, infecting the most prosaic observers with poetry; and

when the incorruptible evidence of monument and archive

is wanting, they are put beyond the reach of criticism.

We must submit to be dazzled as their contemporaries were
;

only let us realize that we are dazzled, and not take the

romantic creatures for more solid stuff than they are
3
or

ever have been.

When Socrates, at Agathon's banquet, has finished his

encomium of Eros with the innermost revelation of Beauty,
a sudden knocking is heard at the gate of the courtyard,

a noise of revellers, and a flute-girl's voice. A moment

later, drunken, and crowned with a thick wreath of ivy

and violets, Alcibiades stands in the doorway like an appari-

tion. Agathon's company were already flushed with wine
;

but the sight of Alcibiades was a more potent intoxication.

The value of their evidence before the court of History will

lie just in the witness they bear to the most important
fact about Alcibiades the fact that no one could resist

him. The spell of physical beauty was a thing that made
the wisest of that company feel like a fawn trembling in

the clutches of a lion.1 Another of them, Aristophanes,
handles his Pheidippides tenderly in the Clouds. We must

be content with the portrait left us from the days when
two neighbours could not meet in the streets of Athens

1 Socrates in Plato, Charm. 155 D.
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without passing the news of Alcibiades' latest frolic
;
but

we may bear in mind that they were not bent on collecting

the sort of evidence we like to use in our judicious estimates

of character.

Plutarch's life of Alcibiades is a vivid and harmonious

composition, because Plutarch saw the personality with an

artist's intuition of its total effect, and knew that a good
anecdote is more illuminating than a volume of criticism.

His principal authorities for the early part of his hero's

career were Plato and Thucydides. That Plato, who idealized

the whole world of things, idealized the persons in his dia-

logues, we have always perceived ;
so we fall back on the

historian and try to patch up a real Alcibiades, by taking
the substance (as we call it) of his narrative for a framework.

It may be, however, that the substance is not separable, in

this case either, from the form. Even Thucydides' treatment

of the character, as we shall now try to show, is already
dramatic and '

mythical '.

To avoid breaking the thread, we took the Melian episode
out of its chronological order. We must now go back to

the early chapters of Book V where the Second Part of

Thucydides' history begins, and follow his narrative of the

incident in which Alcibiades' type is fixed.

The two great enemies of peace had fallen at Amphipolis,
and both sides were weary of the war and disheartened. The

Athenians, beaten at Delium and again in the North, 'no

longer possessed that confidence in the hope of their strength
which had made them reject the earlier proposals of peace,
when good fortune was with them and they expected to

triumph. They repented of having lost the fair opportunity
of reconciliation after Pylos'.

1 The Spartans too were

disappointed. Their annual invasions had not weakened
Athens as they had hoped; the disaster of Sphacteria
was unprecedented in the annals of Lacedaemon

;
and the

occupation of Pylos and Cythera was a constant menace,

1 v. 14 OVK exovrfs rty l^-i't8a rfjs ^W/ZT;? marty trt, pirep ov irpoafSexovTO irpore-

pov rcls crirovSds, SOKOVVTCS TJJ Trapovffr) euTt^ta feadvirfprfpoi
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for at any moment a general revolt of the serfs might

spread like a conflagration. Their kinsmen, captured on

the island, were still in durance at Athens, the earlier

negotiations for their recovery having failed, while Athens,

in the flowing tide of success,
1 had refused fair terms.

But now the troublers of Greece, Cleon and Brasidas, were

lying quiet in Thracian soil
;
and their successors in influence

Nikias at Athens, and King Pleistoanax, lately restored

from exile, at Sparta both made for peace.

Nikias is described for us in terms which are designed
to set his character in pointed contrast to Cleon's. He too

had . been favoured by Fortune, but he had escaped the

delusions of Hope.
2 More than for any of his contemporaries,

the tide of success 3 had flowed steadily for Nikias
;

but

his only ambition was,
* while he was still unscathed and

held in repute, to preserve his good fortune to the end. For

the moment he desired to have rest from toil himself and to

give rest to his countrymen, and for the time to come to

leave behind the name of a man who in all his life had

never brought disaster on his city. He thought this end

could best be achieved by taking no risks and trusting

himself as little as possible to Fortune ;
and that risks

were best avoided by peace'. A sober and reverent man,
who thanked the gods for blessing him with success in

arms and an unstained reputation ;
well fitted to give his

name to the peace with which the first part of Thucydides'

history concludes
; infinitely pathetic, as an unwilling leader

of the wild chase for empire in the western seas.

We need not follow the intricate disputes and diplomatic

manoeuvres which worked up the latent ill-feeling on both

sides to the pitch of exasperation. In the spring of 420

the war-party at Athens came in at the elections. Nikias

was not returned to the office of General
;
but in his place

appears for the first time another, very different, figure,

1 v. 15. 2 fv

3 ov ffwrjiraTTjOr] rais \mffi ruv iroXirwv, Plut. Nic. et Crassi cornp. iv.

3 v. 16. 1 tv Qtpoptvos.
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whose fortunes were to be strangely and fatally linked with

his.

* Foremost among those who desired an immediate renewal

of war was Alcibiades, the son of Cleinias, a man who was

still of an age that would in any other city have been thought

youthful, but influential on account of his illustrious ancestry.

He really thought that the Argive alliance was the better

policy, but he took that side, against Sparta, because his

pride and ambition were piqued. The Lacedaemonians had

negotiated the peace through Nikias and Laches, neglecting

him on account of his youth and showing no respect for their

old connexion with his family, which his grandfather had

renounced, but he had set his heart on renewing by his own
attentions to the captives from Sphacteria. He thought that

on all hands he was being put in the background '.*

We noticed in the case of Cleon the care with which

Thucydides selects the occasion for the entrance of a principal

character
;
the present instance shows an equal skill. Alci-

biades' first recorded exploit in public life was a dishonourable

trick played upon an embassy from Sparta. Thucydides
chose that this should be so, for reasons which we shall not

be long in perceiving. The story of the episode is treated

in considerable detail, so as to fix the impression; reduced

to the barest summary, it was as follows.

By means of a pledge of co-operation, given at a secret

interview, Alcibiades persuaded
2 the ambassadors to contradict

before the Assembly a statement they had previously made
to the Council; then he turned upon them and denounced

them for playing fast and loose. The people lost all patience
with them, and so Alcibiades won both his points : he threw

Athens into the arms of Argos, and avenged on the Spartans
his own wounded pride. He would teach them not to neglect
him as too young to be reckoned with, not to disregard the

overtures he had made them, courting a renewal of his family
connexion by flattering attentions to the prisoners.

1
v. 43.

3 v. 45 irtiQct itianv Sovs. Plut. Nic. x. 6 'AXKiftidfys . . . trfpifjXOev avrovs 5i'

airarrjs teal opKcav us itavra, avnirpd(av. . . .
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' The trick which deluded the Lacedaemonians also com-

pletely deluded Nikias.' 1 Still urging his pathetic formula,
2

'Now that your prosperity is on a firm footing, it is best

to preserve your good fortune to the end,' Nikias got himself

sent on a fool's errand to Sparta. His negotiations mis-

carried, and immediately, 'in a fit of passion/ Athens con-

cluded the alliance with Argos.
3

'The statecraft of Alcibiades,' writes Plutarch,
4 'was

treacherous and false. The worst charge against him is a

malicious trick (airarrj) by which, as ThuCydides tells, he

deluded the Spartan envoys and put an end to the peace.
Yet this policy, though it plunged Athens again in war, made
her strong and terrible, for Alcibiades secured the alliance

with Mantinea and Argos '.

Strong and terrible and treacherous, the young lion would
have his country to be like himself. ' His disposition was
full of shifts and inconsistencies.5 There were many violent

passions in his nature; but strongest of all was ambition

and the desire to be first, as may be seen in the anecdotes

of his childhood. Once, when he was gripped in a wrestling-

match, to save himself from being thrown, he wrenched the

clasped hands of his antagonist up to his mouth and made
as if to bite them through. The other relaxed his grip and

cried,
" Do you bite like a woman, Alcibiades ?

" "
No," he

answered,
" I bite like a lion."

' 6

1 v. 46 o NiKias, Katirfp TWV Aa/ceScu/icwdtt' avruv fj-rrarrj^vcav Kal avTos erjira-

TTjutvos. . . . Plutarch, Ale. p. 198 TOV Se Nt/aW etcir\r)is tlx* fal Karrj^eia TUV

dvSpcav TTJS nfTa@o\fjs, ayvoovvra rty d-rraTrjv KOI TOV 86\ov.
2 v. 46

o~<f>iffi fj.V yap tv karurojv rSiv TrpayjMTCW &s (TTL TT\fTffTOv dpiffrov tTvai

Siaffwcraffdai rfy evirpayiav.
3 v. 46. 5 dvaxcapTjffavTos re avrov d;j fjKovcrav oi 'AOyvaTot ovfev l rrjs Aatcedai-

uovos ireirpa'yfj.tvov, fvOvs 81' opyrjs f?xov >
Ka^ vopifavrts dSiKfiffOai . . . kiroirjaavro

oiTovSds ....
4
Plutarch, Ale. et Cor. comp. 2. 233 pAXiffra 8e KaTijyopovfftv aiirov Ka,Kor]6(iav

5 Cf. Plutarch, Ale. xxiii, for another aspect of his versatility : 7jv fdp, &s

tpaffi, niadeivoTTjs avrrj rtav iroXXwv ev avrcjt Kal firjxavi) Orjpas dvGp&Trojv, avvco-

fj.oiovaOai Kal ovvo/j.oiraOfi'v rots emrqb'evfjLaffi Kal TOIS Stamus, 6vrfpas

rpoirds TOV xap.ai
6 Plut. Ale. ii.
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And as the lion's whelp the doting multitude would hail

him. c

Though men of repute,' says Plutarch,
1 '

regarded with

abhorrence and indignant fear his reckless defiance of all

law, as a wildness that savoured of despotism, the feeling

of the people towards him is best described in Aristophanes'
line:

They hunger for him, and hate him, and must have him.

Aristophanes touches it still more closely in the parable :

Best not to rear a lion in a city ;

But if you rear him, wait upon his moods.'

Both quotations are from the last scene of the Frogs,
2 where

the couplet about the lion is put in the mouth of Aeschylus,
in reply to a demand for his advice to Athens about Alci-

biades. Coming from Aeschylus, the words must allude no

Athenian could miss the reference to the famous simile in

the third chorus of the Agamemnon :
3

A young babe Lion, still at breast.

Was home once by a Herdsman borne,
Housed beneath roof among the rest

And reared there
;
in his early morn

And first of age, all gentle, mild,

Youth's darling, the delight of Eld
;

And ofttimes, like a nursling child,

In arms with happy love was held,

While the weak flesh, demure and bland,
With fawning wooed the fostering hand.

But age grown ripe, his humour showed

The born touch that his parents had
;

Thank-offei-ing when his nurture owed,
A banquet, ere the master bade,

1 Ale. xvi.

2 Ar. Frogs, 1425 ff. The first line troOfT /zey, ex^aipet 81, &ov\fTcu 8' exfiv is

spoken by Dionysus in reply to Euripides' question, how Athens feels

towards Alcibiades, who was now for the second time in exile. The MSS.

preserve two alternative forms of Aeschylus' reply :

AI2. ov x/") keovros aicvfjLvov kv ir6\fi rpi<pfiv.

/iaXtcrra fj,(v Kiovra
fj.r)

'v ir6\ft rpetyeiv,

rjv 8' etcrpaQri ris, ro?s rpoirois virrjptrfiv.

The last two lines are those which appear in Plutarch loc. cit. (except that

Plutarch has
etf-rpec/)!?).

3 Hermann (Opusc. ii. 332 cit. Rogers ad loc.) remarked that these lines

were probably adumbrated from the parable in this chorus.

O
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With such wild slaughter he prepared,
It sluiced the dwelling foul with gore,

While helpless, all aghast, they stared

Upon that bloody mischief sore :

Divine Will there had found him room,

Housed, to he Priest of slaughtering Doom. 1

When we find Aeschylus in the Frogs referring to these

stanzas, they seem to read as an awful prophecy. Treacherous

and strong and terrible, the young creature, whose brilliant

beauty and wild ways made him the idol and cynosure of

the gaping citizens, has already given, in his first public

exploit, an earnest of his quality ;
he turns upon the Spartans,

whose friendship he had courted, as a lion-cub bites the hand

it has licked. Such is the impression which Thucydides has

conveyed by his choice of this incident to sound the relevant

note in Alcibiades' variable character. We cannot doubt

that the effect is intentional : Alcibiades conies before us as

an incarnation of Apate. Thus one of a well-known train

of mythical figures treads the invisible stage, and a second

is soon to follow. Hybris, the cruel spirit of madness, which

fell on the Athenian people just before the Sicilian expedition

her entrance we have marked in the Melian dialogue.

Both figures take us back to the other great expeditions

for conquest across the seas.

The design here reproduced is from the body of an Apulian

krater,
2 which dates from about the middle or end of the

1
Aeschylus, Agam. 717, Dr. Headlam's version, Cambridge Praelections,

1906, p. 120. Dr. Headlam comments :
*

Here, expressly, Helen
'

(symbolized

by the young lion)
'
is the instrument of Ate

;
and the point is enforced by

a technical device widely practised in the choral lyric.' Referring to the

lines, (paiSpajirbs irorl X^ipo. aai\v<av re yaffrpos avayKcus, corresponding to l/c

Oeov 5' Ifpevs TIS "A\ras So/^ots rrpoaeOpecpOT], Dr. Headlam continues :
' The

stress of the last sentence, which of course would be accentuated in the

singing, falls upon the word "Aras : now in the previous strophe the word in

the corresponding position of emphasis is aaivuv. Attention is thereby

called to a correspondence in idea
;
the Lion-cub or Helen is acting like the

airaTT) ofATT;, which we remember in the Persae (f>i\6(j>pcav napaaaivti.'*

2
Naples Museum, Heydemann, Cat. 3253

;
Mon. Ined. d. Inst. Arch, ix (1873),

Tav. 1, li; Annali (1873), p. 22 ff.
;
Wiener Vorlegeblatter, vii. 6 a

; Baumeister,

Denkmaler, Taf. vi, Fig. 449, p. 408. My attention was drawn to this vase by

Miss Jane E. Harrison.
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fourth century B.C. The representation falls, as usual, into

three tiers. Midway in the second tier and occupying
the centre of the whole composition, Darius (inscribed) is

seated on a splendid throne. Behind him stands one of his

guards with sword drawn ready for execution ready ad-

visedly, for the old man in the pointed cap and travelling

boots, who stands in front of the king with uplifted warning

finger, has come on a perilous journey. He is standing on

the fatal golden plinth. Aelian tells us that *
if any one

desired to give counsel to the Persian King on very secret

and dubious matters, he must do so standing on a plinth of

gold; if he was held to have given good advice, he took

the plinth away with him as a reward
;
but he was scourged

all the same, because he had gainsaid the King
' l

. We are

reminded of the warning of Artabanus 2
;

the whole scene

signifies that to Darius, as to Xerxes, warning was given,

only to be disregarded.

The lowest tier contains a group designed to emphasize
the wealth and splendour of the King who is going to his

doom. The treasurer, holding his account-book, is receiving

the tribute.3 One tributary pours his gold out on the table,

another brings three golden cups, three more prostrate them-

selves in the oriental manner, abhorred of the Greek.

In the uppermost tier is high Olympus, marked by two

golden stars
;
and here is played out the abstract, mythical

counterpart of the human drama. To the right, Asia (in-

scribed) is seated on the altar basis of her national goddess,

Aphrodite Ourania her who at Athens, as Pansanias 4
tells

us, was represented in ancient herm-shape, the 'Eldest of

the Fates '. In front of Asia, beckoning her to ruin, is

1
Aelian, V. H. 12. 62. Attention was first called to this passage by Prof.

Brunn in his discussion of the vase, Sitzungsb. d. Bayer. Akad. 1881, ii. 107.

2 Herod, vii. 10.

3 The account-book is inscribed : TaXavra H
;
and on the table is a row of

eight figures which are the initials of Mvpiot, X/Atot, Uf/earov, Ae'/x, nfrrf,

'OpoXos, 'Hntol36\tov, Ttraprrjuopiov. BSckh, Arch. Zvit. 1857, p. 59.

* Paus. i. 19. 2 TOLVTTJS -yap ffxfjua- f*ev Ttrpaycavov Karci ravra roTs 'EpfMUS. r&

8c (iriypafj.fji.a arjfjiaivfi TTJV ovpaviav 'AQpoS'iTijv rwv Ka\ovfj.iv(av MoipSiv etvat

02
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Apate (AnA[TH]) 5
her own incarnate passion, yet at the same

time the minister of Zeus, who himself sits serene with

thunderbolt and sceptre. Dress and action of Apate are alike

significant. She wears the conventional costume of an Erinys
short chiton with a beast's skin over it, and high hunter's

boots
;
she even has snakes in her hair. Her gesture shows

that she is about to perform the ritual act proper to the

declaration of war the act of throwing a burning torch

between the combatants.1
Victory is for Greece; Nike,

standing at the knee of Zeus, points to Hellas, on whom
Athena lays a protecting hand. And since Marathon was

fought on the sacred day of Artemis and Apollo,
2
they too

are present Apollo with his Delian swan, Artemis mounted

on her stag.
3

The class of vases to which this krater belongs are the

only class which we know to have been influenced by

tragedy ;
and the arrangement of the design, with its upper

and lower tiers, may recall the description we gave of the

Aeschylean drama.4 It illustrates in spatial form the double

effect we spoke of the unseen supernatural action developed
in a parallel series with the human action on the stage. The

link between the two is Apate, one of those ministering

daemons,
' between mortal and immortal,' who are described

by Diotima in the Symposium as 'interpreting and con-

veying, to and fro, to the gods what conies from men, and

Schol. ad Eurip. Phoen. 1377 vpb y&p TTJS eupeVecus rfjs ffa\iriyyos \v rais

teal ro?s fj.ovopja\ovaiLV tv \nkaca TIS \afj,nd8a KaiofJ.tvr]v eppnrre, arnj.(iov TOV

KaTapaaOa.i TTJS /idx7?*.

2 Plut. de Glor. Ath. vii. The festival was really in honour of Artemis and

Enyalios ;
the presence of Apollo is complimentary.

3
Although scenes of daily life on vases are innumerable, scenes from

legend or *

history
'

are very few in number. Arkesilas of Gyrene appears,

weighing his silphium ;
Croesus upon his funeral pyre ;

Harmodius and

Aristogeiton slaying Hipparchus ; Sappho, with Eros, or the Muses, and

once with Alcaeus
;
the Persians, on the Darius vase. To appear on a vase-

painting was equivalent to a sort of pagan canonization. For a complete

list of historical subjects of vase-paintings see H. B. Walters, Hist, of Anc.

Pottery, ii. 149.
* This description, by the way, was written before the writer had seen the

design.
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to men what comes from the gods '.* Porphyry, where he

enlarges on the daemonology of this part of the Symposium,

preserves in a philosophic form some very ancient doctrines

of mythology. Speaking of the evil daemons he says : All

unrestrained lust and hope of wealth and of glory comes

through these, and most of all, delusion.' 2 That sentence

will serve as a commentary on the Apulian vase, on the

Persians of Aeschylus, or on the last three books of

Herodotus.

For Apate played her part also in the infatuation of

Xerxes. 3 When we know the mythical motives of the Per-

sian legend we can almost predict the incidents in the

seventh Book of Herodotus. We can confidently predict
the types of those incidents : for example, we know before-

hand that the king will be deluded and outwitted on the

eve of his expedition. Turn up the place, and there it is.

The Aleuadae of Thessaly, we are told, sent an invitation

with promises of help.
4 Xerxes thought they spoke in

the name of their whole people ;

5 but really the Thessa-

lians had no part in the intrigues of the Aleuadae.6 The

Pisistratids, again, through the agency of Onomacritus, plied
Xerxes with forged oracles, suppressing those which foretold

disaster to the Persian arms. ' So at last Xerxes gave way
and decided to make an expedition against Greece.' 7

Now, we do not deny that these incidents may be historical,

not ' fabulous
'

; but it is well to realize that Herodotus'

1

Plato, Symp. 202 E irdv rb Saifj.6vt.ov neragv effrt Oeov re KOI OvrjTOv . . . epftT)-

veTov KOI otairop&fifvov OeoTs rd irap' avdpoj-rroav KOI dvOpwirois TO. napd 6tun/.

2
Porph. de Abst. ii. 42 trdaa yap dito\aaia KOI ir\ovrcav jArris Kal 86rjs Std

TOVTOJV, teal ndXiffra fj aTtdrrj.

3 Aesch. Persae94 ff. do\6fir]Tiv 8' 'A-irdrav Oeov ris avfjp Ovaris d\vfi
;

. . . $i\6-

tppcav yap ffaivovaa TO irpurov irapayfi fiporov els dpKVffraTa.
* Herod, vii. 6. Id. vii. 130.
6 Id. vii. 172.

T Herod, vii. 6 fin. Alcibiades similarly deluded Athens, Plut. Nic. xiii

Xfffrat Tro\\d Kal irapa TWV Ifpeow (vavnovffdai Trpos TTJV ffTpardav' dAA*

ftavrfis 6 'A\Ki@id8r]s e 877 nvcav \oyicav trpovtyepe iraXaiwv f^eya K\eos

TUV 'Adrjvaicav diro 2iKe\ias fffo9ai. Kal Oeoirpoiroi rives avru nap' "A^t/xcuvos

dtyiKovTO xPr
lfff

J' v KOfil&VTfs, us \fyovTai SvpaKOVffiovs airavras 'AOrjvaiot' T& 8'

ivavria <po&ovp.tvoi dvcrtyij/ifiv tupv-nrov.
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motive for putting them in is that they illustrate one regular

link in a chain of mythical ideas. The sequence is so well

established that, if the historical facts had been missing,

fabulous imagination would have supplied their place. In

the same way we do not deny that every detail of Alcibiades'

trick upon the Spartan envoys may be historical. But we do

point out that Thucydides has made it specially prominent,

partly by treating it at considerable length, and partly by telling

us nothing of any other incident in Alcibiades' early career
;

and we seem to have grounds for inferring that, in doing so,

he was in some degree influenced however unconsciously

by the same motives as Herodotus. We have already seen

such influence at work in the case of the Melian incident.

There, the disproportion between the military significance of

the events and their '

mythical
'

import is more striking ;
and

there again, the treatment seems of a piece with the long tale

of acts of unprovoked cruelty and insolence which Herodotus,

or those who imagined the legend, attribute to Xerxes.

When we reach the narrative of the Sicilian expedition in

Book VI, we are not surprised to encounter another incident

in which the motive of Apate is clear. To that narrative we

pass straight from the sentence which, at the close of Book V,

records the massacre at Melos.
'

They killed all the adult

males whom they caught, and sold their women and children

as slaves, and they colonized the place themselves, sending

later five hundred settlers. And in the course of the same

winter the Athenians began to desire to sail again with a larger

armament than that of Laches and Eurymedon to Sicily, to

conquer it if they could. Most of them knew nothing of the

great size of the island and the numbers of its inhabitants,

barbarian and Greek; and they did not know they were

undertaking a war not much less arduous than the war with

the Peloponnesians.'
1 Then follow five chapters which recite

the long muster-roll of Sicilian states, 'the great power against

which the Athenians were bent on making war, with fail-

professions of a desire to succour their kinsmen and newly-
1 See above, p. 49, note.
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acquired allies, though the most genuine account of the matter

was that they were eager to add the whole island to their

empire.'
1

They were urgently invited by an embassy from Egesta,

a city which had a petty quarrel with its neighbour, Selinus.

Selinus was helped by Syracuse, and the Egestaeans appealed
for succour to their allies at Athens, promising to provide all

the money that was wanted for the war. The assembly

yielded and sent an embassy to find out if the temple

treasures, of which the Egestaeans talked so much, existed,

and to report on the state of the war with Selinus.2 The

envoys returned in the spring with some citizens of Egesta
who brought sixty talents of uncoined silver, a month's

pay for as many ships which they hoped to obtain from

Athens. The assembly was told many 'false and alluring'

tales, especially about the treasures at Egesta.
3 Their envoys

had been cheated by an ingenious trick : the Egestaeans had

shown them the temple of Aphrodite at Eryx full of bowls and

flagons and censers, which, being of silver, made a show out of

proportion to their worth, and entertained the ship's crew every-
where with gold and silver plate borrowed from all the neigh-

bouring towns, Phoenician and Hellenic. The seamen's eyes
were dazzled, and back at home their tongues ran on the bound-

less riches they had seen. Thus they 'had been deluded them-

selves and now persuaded their countrymen '.
4 The trick was

not to be discovered till too late
;
for the present, Delusion keeps

the Athenians' eyes dazzled with the sheen of flaunting, golden

1 vi. 6. 1 roaavra eOvrj 'E\\r]v<uv KCU PapQapcov 2iK(\tav wtcei, itat kirl roa-qvSc

ovffav avr^v ol 'A.0r)vaioi ffrpartveiv &pfJ.T)VTO, l^te/zti/ot fj.\v rp d\r)deffTa.TTi npo<pd0fi

rrjs Traffics dpai, (3oT]0(Tv 8 dp.a evirpf-rrus /3ovX6fievoi rofs eavraiv gvyyevcffi KOI rois

irpoffyeyevTjfjLevois vfj.fjidxots, ^mXiara 8% avrovs e<bpnr]<Tav 'Eyeffraicav irptfffifis. . . .

With the turn of the sentence cf. iv. 21. 2 (Cleon's intervention before

Sphacteria, above, p. 113), . . . TOV 8t n\fovos uptyovTO, fj.&\iaTa 8e O.VTOVS

KA-eW. . . .

2 vi. 6.

3
vi. 8. 2 ical ol 'A.0r)i/aioi cKK\r)aiav iroiriffavTes oi aKovffavTts TUV re

'

KOI T&V <T(j)Tep(uv irpfaficojv T& re d\\a firaycaycL not ovtc d\T]6r] teal irtpl rtav

ws e7 TO?/za tv re rots lepois TroAAa KO.I kv rS> KOIVQ>
} eif/r]<pi<TavTO yavs

vi. 46 avrot re diraTtjOfVTfs Kal TOVS d\\ovs irtiaavTes.
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Wealth. They voted that sixty ships should sail under the

command of Alcibiades, Nikias, and Lamachus.

' How else,' says Peitho-Clytemnestra,
' how else pitch the

toils of Harm to a height beyond o'erleaping ? . . .

I wreathed around him like a fishing-net,

Swathing in a blind maze, deadly wealth of robe !

' 1

Had Aphrodite, in her precinct at Eryx, a chapel for her

attendant spirit, Persuasion ?

1 Aesch. Agam. 1381, Dr. Headlam's version (Cambridge Praelections, 1906,

p. 135) awetpov d^i^riarpov, uffirep

}
TT^OVTOV CIJMTOS KO.KOV.

Schol. ad loc. rb 5 '

vifios KpeTcraov Kirr]5r]naros
' TOVTO ffrjfjicuveiv fiovXtrai, on o

<pi\iK(as virepx6fi,fv6s nva Kal diraTrjffai /SouAcJ/xej/os fls d(pvKTOV

avrov rrjs 'A.iraTTjs.



CHAPTER XII

EROS TYRANNUS

THE Melian Dialogue, as we have already seen, suggested to

an ancient critic the parallel between the imperial people and

the Eastern monarch. Thucydides, by perpetual coincidences

of thought and phrase, and by:the turn and colour of all this

part of his narrativeTTTas with evident design^egiphasized ihis

parallel, and so turned against Athens the tremendous moral ^- jP

which his countrymen delighted to-read' in^tlie Persians of ^

Aeschylus and the History of Herodotus. /Looking back

upon the development of the Empire in thex previous fifty

years, he saw, as we noted in our study of the first Book, the

defection of Athens from the old, glorious ideal of the union

of Hellas against the outer darkness of barbarismiJS^The
downward process led to this mad war of conquest between

Greek and Greek. ) Athens, tempted by Fortune, deluded by
Hope, and blinded by covetous Insolence, was attempting an

enterprise comparable with that which it was her boast to

have repulsed and broken at Salamis. In the debate upon
the expedition we shall hear Nikias reiterate the warnings
addressed in vain by Artabanus to the infatuate monarch,
and Alcibiades echo the eager tones of Mardonius, who,

' ever

desirous of some new enterprise and wishing himself to be

regent of Hellas, persuaded Xerxes/ l

'Nikias, appointed against his will, saw that Athens was

ill-advised and on a flimsy and fair-seeming pretext was bent

on a great enterprise, desiring the whole of Sicily.' He

attempted to
' avert

'

their purpose,
2 with little hope of success,

1 Herod, vii. 6 vecarepajv Zpfav fTTiOvp.r]T^s koiv ual 0t\(uv avrtis rijs 'EXAdtSos

vnapxos etVat . . . avtirciac *3epr]v.
2 Time. vi. 8. 4 dTrorptif/ai,

l

avert,' has religious associations. It recalls the

story of Artabanus who is threatened by the vision (Herod, vii. 17) in these
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for he saw that the people were not in a mood to hear reason.
1 1 have never,' he said,

* out of ambition spoken contrary
to what I thought, nor will I now

;
but I will tell you what

in my judgement is best. If I exhorted you to preserve what

you have, instead of risking things present for the sake of

things future and uncertain,
1 my words would be powerless

against a temper like yours. Yet I must show you that your
haste is ill-timed and that the object for which you are so

eager is not easy to grasp.' The position of Athens at home
is by no means secure. e We ought to think of this and not

run into danger while the state is far from the desired

haven, or grasp at a new empire before we have secured the

old. Even if we conquer, we could hardly rule so many
cities at such a distance. It is madness for men to attack

a land which, if they prevail, they cannot hold, while failure

would not leave them where they were before the attempt. . . .

Because your first fears of Lacedaemon have not been realized

and you have unexpectedly got the better of them, now you

despise them and desire Sicily. You ought not to be elated

at the chance mishaps of an enemy; conquer them in skill

before you are confident.' 2

' If there is one who, in delight at his appointment, urges

you to sail, looking only to his own interest
; especially one

who is too young as yet to hold a command, and wants to

terms,
' Thou slialt not escape scatheless, either now or in the time to come,

for seeking to avert that which must happen
'

(airorpaTrcav TO XP OV yeveffOai}.

Cassandra's fate was partly a punishment for her attempts to avert by

warnings the vengeance of God. No one would listen. Cf. Herod, ix. 16

o TI 8(i yeveaOai ere TOV 6fov, d{J,r]Xaj/ov oLirorpfif/ai a.v6p&mca' ov8e 'yap iriara \fjovffi

edfXft ireiOfffOai ovSets. The word is still reminiscent of a belief that Ruin is

an evil spirit to be charmed away by rites of magical
' aversion '.

1 vi. 9. 3 7T6/H TWV dtyavwv KOI peXXovTcav Kiv8vvveiv, echoing the Athenians'

last words in the Melian dialogue (above, p. 185), ra fitv p*\\ovra rSiv opcaptvcw

ffa&fffTepa Kpivere, TO, 8% dtpavrj rw (3ov\sa6ai wy yiyvo^eva 77877 QeaffOe, KT\.
2 vi. 11. 5 8ia TO irapd fv<jj(j,r)v avruv npos a 6<po0ta6e TO wpoerov irepiyfyevrjffOat,

KaTCUppovriaavTes 77877 KO.I 2teA.tay etyifa&e. XP*) * A") ^P^s ray rvxas f^v f^avTiojv

fTraiptaOai, d\\d TO.S 8iavoias Kpa.Trjffa.VTas Oapffeiv. Compare the passage (iv. 65. 4)

quoted above, p. 170, which connects the desire for Sicily with the fortune

of Pylos, and ends : alrta 8' ?jv 77 irapa. \6fov T&V ir\c6vojv tinrpayia- O.VTOIS
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be admired for his stud of horses and to make something

by his position to maintain him in his extravagance, do not

indulge him with the opportunity to display "his personal

brilliance at Athens' risk. Kemember that such men, as

well as spending their private substance, do public harm.

This is a great enterprise and not one which a mere youth
can plan and rashly undertake.1

'

There, beside the man of whom I speak, I see now men
of this kind whom he has summoned to his support, and I am
afraid. I appeal against them to you elder citizens

;
if any

of you has one such sitting beside him, let him not be ashamed

or fear to seem a coward if he does not vote for war. Do

not, like them, fall sick of a fatal passion for what is beyond

your reach. 2 Bethink you that desire gains few successes,

and forethought many.
3 For your country's sake, now on

the brink of the greatest danger she has known, hold up your
hands to vote against them. There is no fault to find with

the boundaries which the Sicilians now observe in this

direction the Ionian Gulf on the coast voyage, and the

Sicilian Ocean by the open sea. Confirm these limits by
your vote, and leave Sicily to manage her own affairs '. . . .

'President, if you believe that the welfare of Athens is

entrusted to you and you wish to be a good citizen, put the

question over again and lay the proposal once more before

the Athenians. If you hesitate to put a question already
once decided, remember that with so many witnesses present
there can be no question of breaking the law, and that you
would be the physician of the state when her thoughts are

sick. He proves himself a good magistrate who does all he

can to help his country, or to the best of his will at least does

her no harm.'

The speech is charged with allusions to themes which are

1
Compare the effect of this personal reference to Alcibiades with Arta-

banus' concluding address to Mardonius, Herod, vii. 10. 7.

2 vi. 13. 1 jj.T]8' onfp av avrol jrdOoiev, Svatporras civai TWV d-rrovTcav.

3 Thuc. vi. 13 kmGv^ia fjifv \dxiffra KO.TOP&OVVTCU, irpovoiq 8e Tr\eiara. Herod,
vii. 10, Artabanus says : fireixQfjvat p-ev trdv Trpfjyua Tifcrfi a(f>d\iJ.a.Ta . . . Iv 5e TV

dyadd.
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now familiar to us. Only one or two call for comment. The

reference to the natural boundary fixed by the Ionian and

Sicilian seas is significant in the mouth of the pious Nikias.

Some superstitious feeling still lingered about the impiety
of crossing the far, inviolable seas. 1 To pass the pillars of

Heracles is to Pindar a symbol of ambition that outruns the

limits of divine appointment. In this way Xerxes had

offended: the bridge over the Hellespont and the canal at

Athos 2 had led his armament to the deep waters of Arte-

misium and Salarnis. The sea too had risen, 'not without

Heaven's wrath,'
3 on his prototype, Agamemnon, returning,

flown with insolence, from the conquest of the East. In the

herald's tremendous description of the storm we hear the

rolling thunder of outraged gods, which we heard before in

the Persians. It is echoed again by Poseidon himself in

the prologue to the Trojan Women, which was performed
within a month or two of Nikias' speech :

4

These mine hands

Shall stir the waste Aegean ;
reefs that cross

The Delian pathways, jag-torn Myconos,

Scyros and Lemnos, yea, and storm-driven

Caph^reus with the bones of drowned men
Shall glut him. Go thy ways, and bid the Sire

Yield to thine hand the arrows of his fire.

Then wait thine hour, when the last ship shall wind

Her cable coil for home !

The warnings of Nikias fell, as he anticipated, upon deaf

1 There seems to be some trace of this feeling in the anger of Poseidon at

the nautical skill of the Phaeacians, Horn. Od. 0. 565
;

v. 162. It remains

as a commonplace in Augustan poetry. Hor. Od. i. iii. 21 :

Nequidquam deus abscidit

prudens Oceano dissociabili

terras, si tamen impiae
non tangenda rates transiliunt uada.

Plut. Nic. xii, describing this speech, says that Nikias avaaras air (rp fire teal

5if/jiapTvp(TO }
feal TtXfVT&v 5ie@a\e TOV 'AXKifiiaSrjv ISiojv Zvexa KtpSwv KOI (piXoTipias

TT/V iroXiv els -)(a.\fTrov eca0iv teal Siairovriov KivSvvov.

8 Herodotus (vii. 24) regards the making of the canal as unnecessary, and

an exhibition of pride.
3 Aesch. Agam. 654.
*
Eurip. Trojan Women 87. Mr. Gilbert Murray's version.
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ears
;
for the thought of the city was sick and it was vain to

call for a physician. The name of her sickness was Eros, the

fatal, passionate lust for what is out of reach. She has caught
the infection from the band of spendthrift youths, sitting

there in the assembly at the summons of one who outshines

them all. He, pleased with the command he is as yet too

young to hold, nourishes hopes of new wealth to feed the

stream of his extravagance ;
he is ambitious to display his

brilliance at Athens' risk, and he is hot for an enterprise too

great for a mere youth to plan. And yet, is not the planning
of great schemes the very office of Youth and ever-young
Desire ? When delusive Hope is busy flattering men with

glimpses of the treasure in Fortune's store, then Desire too

is never wanting Eros, who * leads the way and devises the

attempt'.
' Of the beauty of Alcibiades,' says Plutarch,

* one need only

say that it blossomed with every season of his life as boy and

youth and man, and bloomed upon his body, making him

lovely and pleasant to look upon.'
1 And not only in his

body ;
for

' while the rest of his thronging lovers were smitten

with the brilliance of his outward beauty, the love of Socrates

was a great witness to the boy's excellent and fair nature,

which he discerned shining within his beautiful form and

flashing through it'. The pure and watchful attachment

of this strange friend was returned with as much fidelity as

the wayward moods of the younger allowed. 'Despising

himself, and wondering at Socrates, whose wisdom delighted

him and whose virtue he reverenced, Alcibiades, in Plato's

words, was unwittingly possessed of Anteros, who is the

counterpart of Eros, so that all were amazed to see him

taking his meals with Socrates, and wrestling with him, and

sharing his tent, while to the rest of his lovers he was harsh

and untameable.' 2 But in other moods he would '

slip away
from Socrates and play the truant, surrendering himself to

the pleasures with which flatterers allured him'. 3 Then he

would become possessed of another Eros than that which the

discernment of Socrates divined through the radiant brilliance

of his form.

1 Plut. Ale. i.
a Ibid. iv.

3 Ibid. vi.
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When Nikias describes Alcibiades and his friends as
'

sick

of a fatal passion for what is out of reach ', he is quoting from

Pindar's story of Coronis, who, not content with one lover,
'

fell into a passion for what was out of reach, as many do.1

Of all men the most foolish sort are they who are ashamed of

what is homely and fix their eyes on what is afar off, a-chase

of bubbles, with Hopes (tXviaiv) unachievable. Such utter

blindness (aFarav) the spirit of fair-robed Coronis caught.'

This Eros is near akin to Elpis ;
and the two are often

coupled with Youth and Wealth. ' He that wins some fresh

honour in the time of luxurious youth, out of great Hope
soars on the wings of prowess, with a dream that rises beyond
wealth. But the joy of mortals in a short while ripens to the

full, and soon again falls earthward, shaken by adverse doom.

Creatures of a day, something or nothing, man is the shadow

of a dream. Only, when a gleam from God comes, a shining

light rests on men and life is sweet.' 2 So again, in

a more obscure passage,
3 Pindar speaks of wealth giving

splendid opportunities and inspiring 'a wilder dream'. Its

light is a sure beacon, if, but only if,
' he who has it knows

what shall be.' If not, if his hopes are blind, and soar too

high towards the unknown future we know the rest.
' For

each one has Hope with him, Hope, that shoots up in a young
man's breast. So long as he has the lovely flower of Youth

and his heart is light, a mortal has many dreams that

cannot be fulfilled.'
4 And Eros brings Madness in his train :

'Appetite, doubled, is Eros; and Eros, doubled, becomes

Madness.' 5 ' The Spirits of Madness are swift to overtake

the Loves that cannot be attained.' 6

1 Find. Pyth. iii. 20 d\Xd roi jjparo rSjv dircovTcav ola Kal iroXXot irdOov. Thue.

vi. 13 /x?^5' oirep av avrol irdOoiev, Svffepajras fli/ai TWV dirovTOJv
;

Plut. Per. XX

iro\\ovs 5e KOL 2teAmj 6 Svcrtpcas e/cefvos ij5r] Kal Svcriror/xos Upas t?x.ev, ov vanpov

ttitavaav of irepl TOV 'A\Ki@id8r]v prjropes.
2 Find. Pyth. viii. 88.

3 01 ii. 58.

4 Simonides c. (Gaisf.).
5 Stob. 64. 29 TIpoSiKov 'E-m6vfj.iav fj.lv SiirXacriaaQfTffav 'E/JCUTO fiVat, 'Epcara 8e

SnrXaaiaadevra Mai/taj/ fi'yva9ai.
6 Find. Nem. xi. 48 airpoaiKTCov 8' 'Epwrcuv 6vTfpai Mai/tat (cf.

6(i' 'Epivvs.

01. ii. 45).
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Eros is more particularly the passion of the tyrant. Note

how Plato 1 describes the genesis of the 'tyrannical man',
who is the successor of a ' democratical

'

parent, or f man of

the people '.

'

Imagine then again, said I, that the " democratical
" man is

now advanced in years and that once more a young son has

been brought up, in his habits of life.

' Good.
1

Imagine further that the old story of his father's experiences

is repeated in his case. He is led away into every sort of

lawlessness,
2 or liberty, as his seducers call it. His father

and the rest of his family come to the assistance of those

appetites which belong to his half-way position, while his

seducers reinforce them on the other side. When these wicked

sorcerers and tyrant-makers despair of gaining possession of the

youth by any other spell, suppose that they contrive to raise

in him a spirit of passionate desire ("E/awra), to champion the

rabble of those idle appetites which divide among themselves

whatever is available.3 It will be like a great winged drone
;

unless you can think of a better comparison for the spirit of

desire in such men as these ?

'

No, he said, I can think of none better.

' This done, the other appetites, humming like bees round

the drone, laden with incense and perfumes and garlands and

wines and the loose pleasures of convivial luxury, feeding and

nursing him to full growth, implant in him a sting of longing
that cannot be satisfied (-noOov Kevrpov). From this moment,
with madness for his body-guard, this champion of the soul-

mob is goaded to frenzy ;
and whenever he catches within

1
Plato, Rep. 573.

2
Trapavofj.lav. Cf. Plut. Me. xvi ot p\v Zv5ooi . . . (<po(3ovvTO TT)J> 6\iycapiav

avrov Kal irapavofiiav, ws rvpavviKa . . . but the Athenian people used rcL

npqorara TUV bvofi&rcav for his misdeeds.
3 The allusion is to the evil which arises in an oligarchical state, when

men are allowed to sell all their property and become paupers, while the

purchasers become extravagantly rich. Thus arises a class of drones,

analogous to the idle appetites here. See 552 B. Eros becomes '

champion '

(irpoffrdrrjs^) of the desires, as the aspirant to tyranny champions the pro-

letariate.
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himself any thoughts or passions that are of good report and

still sensible of shame, he slays them and casts them out from

himself as unclean, until he is purged of temperance and has

brought in a complement of madness to fill its place.
' A complete description, said he, of how a "

tyrannical
"
a a

comes to be.

'
Is not this, then, I said, the reason why

"
tyrant

"
is quite an

old appellation of Eros ?

'

Probably, he replied.
'

Also, my friend, said I, when a man becomes intoxicated,

he begins to have a "
tyrannical

"
temper, does he not ?

'Yes.
' And then again, the madman, when his wits are deranged,

will attempt lordship over gods as well as men, and be

confident (eX-ru^ei) of his power to achieve it.

*

Very true, he replied.
'

So, said I, to be precise, a "
tyrannical

" man comes into

being whenever, either by temperament or by habits of life

or by both together, he falls under the dominion of wine or of

love or of insanity.'

That Plato had Alcibiades in his mind is probable from his

language in another dialogue. Alcibiades is living on the

hope (eATudi) of becoming like Cyrus and Xerxes *
;
and he

has a passion (tpav) for becoming the most famous man

among all Greeks and barbarians.2 Socrates promises not to

give him up unless his worst fear should be realized, namely,
that Alcibiades ' should be corrupted by becoming the Lover

of the Demos'. 3 Plato has coined a word Srj/xepaorrj? to

express the relation which Eros, the tyrant passion, has to

the lower desires, and which Alcibiades will have to the

democracy. At the end of the dialogue Socrates proves

that a man ought not to seek a tyranny for himself or for

his city.
4

1 Plat. Ale. i. 105 A, cf. E TOO-CUT?}? I\irt8os yfpftv.
2 Ibid. 124 E.

3 Ibid. 132 A.

* Ibid. 135 B. Plutarch, keenly alive to the mythical side of Plato's

thought, seized on this connexion of ideas. Recording one of the later

brilliant achievements of Alcibiades, he says, ijpOr) plv avros T
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This association of Eros with 'tyranny' gives a fresh

meaning to Thucydides' references to Athens as the tyrant

city. Each of the two earlier leaders of the people, Pericles

and Cleon, uses the expression;
1 but Pericles would have

had the citizens be lovers of Athens
;

2 and '

tyranny
'

meant

in his original ideal what it had meant to many states of

Greece : the supremacy of art and civilization. To Cleon it

had meant the iron rule of force over unwilling subjects

always plotting rebellion. Alcibiades is the Lover, not of

Athens, but of the People ;

3 he was suspected of designs for

personal despotism, and filled with the tyrant's passion, the

lust of conquest and of personal glory.

In the relief,
4 here reproduced, Eros with his great wings

stands leaning his hand on the shoulder of Paris, who points

upward, whither his dreams are soaring. Over against them
sits Helen, scarcely listening to Aphrodite who is beside her,

but with eyes fascinated by the love-light from the eyes of

Paris
;
above her is Peitho, with a bird perhaps the bird of

love-magic, the lynx in her hand. As Paris swept Helen

across the seas, so now the Lover of the People is
'

kindling
the flame of Desire in Athens, and persuading them to under-

take a great expedition to conquer Sicily, suggesting great

hopes to the People, and himself coveting yet greater things '.
5

Kal TT)V aTpanav (irfjpcv us dpaxov KOI CLTITTTJTOV ovffav eieeivov ffrparrjyovvTOs, TOVS

5 (popTiicovs KOI Trevrjras ovrcas edrjiJ.ayuj'yrjaev uffre cpav ep<ura 8avftaffTov VIT'

Ketvov rvpavveiaOaiy Ale. xxxiv.
1 Thuc. ii. 63 (Pericles) us rvpavvida yap 77877 =X Te avrty (TT)J/ dpxnv), Hi. 37

(Cleon) us rvpavviSa ZX T rnv Q-PX*)V Ka ^ ^P 5 *Tt@ov\vovTas avrovs KOI dtcovras

2 Thuc. ii. 43 (Pericles) l/>ao"r<Js yiyvo^vovs avrrjs (TTJS ir6\fcas, not TOV

3 Thuc. vi. 89 (Alcibiades) TO) Srintu irpofffKftfj.7]v paXXov.
4 This marble relief, now in the Naples Museum, is assigned to the middle

of the fourth century at earliest
;

' die hier zum Ausdruck kommende Bedeu-

tung Peithos ist aber sicher viel alter,' Weizsacker, Roscher, Lex. Myth. s.v.

Peitho. The types of the several figures are probably earlier than this

grouping of them.
5 Plut. Ale. xvii d 8 iravTairaai rbv fpcara TOVTOV dva.(p\eas avrcuv /cal

ire iff as fiT) Kara pepos (Jirjfc Kara fUKpov d\\a /ie-ydAo; aroXta ir\ti>ffavTas ttrixfiptu'

Kal KaraffrpfcpeaOai T^V vijffov, 'AhKifttadi)? ?jv, TOV rf 8i]fj.ov (j,fya\a irficras

e\TTi^iv, avros re (j.i6vcov opfyopevos. Note how Plutarch preserves all

the key-phrases of Thucydides.
P
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In the debate which followed the speech of Nikias 1 'he

who most eagerly urged the expedition was Alcibiades the

son of Cleinias. He wished to oppose Nikias, who was

always his political antagonist and just now had referred to

him disparagingly; but above all he thirsted to command,
and hoped

2 that he might be instrumental in seizing Sicily
and even Carthage, and at the same time that his success

might repair his private fortunes and gain him money as well

as fame. For being in conspicuous repute among the citizens,

he indulged his desires beyond his means in the upkeep
of his horses and other extravagances a temper which later

had much to do in bringing about the utter ruin 3 of Athens.

For the people took alarm at the extreme lawlessness of his

bodily self-indulgence, and at the far-reaching conceptions
hich animated his conduct in every detail of any action in

which he took part, and thinking he was desirous of becoming

, they set themselves to oppose him. Hence although

management of the war was excellent, individuals took

e at his private behaviour, and so they entrusted

e war to others and soon shipwrecked the state
'

(

Alcibiades begins by asserting his claims to command, and

defending his personal magnificence as a public benefit. No
other private individual had ever sent seven chariots into

the lists at Olympia ; and, though a display of this kind

may excite murmurs at home, it impresses foreigners with

the strength of Athens. Such 'folly' (avoia) is not useless.

One who knows his own superiority cannot be expected to

treat others as equals. Men of a lofty and disdainful spirit

are hated during their lives, but when they are dead their

country boasts of them and posterity are eager to claim

descent from them.4 Such are his ambitions
;
and as for his

1 Thuc. vi. 15. a
firiOvfjuav KCU

8
KaO(i\cv, a technical word for Ate. Aesch. Agam. 404 TOV 8' emarpotyov

raiv
| (parr* ddiKov tcadaipfT. Of Elpis Thuc. v. 103 K&V @\ca//ri, ov KaOe?\V.

* Bruns has remarked a reference to the exaggerated cult of Alcibiades

after his death a proof that this speech was written later than that event.

Busolt iii. 2674 n
. Aristotle's remarks on heredity furnish a strange

comment :
' There is a kind of crop in the families of men (<j>opd, as Cope
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public policy hitherto, who can show a better record ? His

youth and '

folly ', now held to be so monstrous, won the

Peloponnesians with well-sounding words and his heartiness

gained confidence for his persuasions.
1 Let them not take alarm

now
;
but while this youth of his, like Nikias' reputation for

success, is still in its flower,
2 take full advantage of both.

Alcibiades proceeds to make light of the power of Sicily

They are a motley rabble, disunited and unable to defend

themselves
;
the numbers of their heavy infantry have been

greatly exaggerated.
3 And at home Athens, strong in her

navy, has little to fear. The Peloponnesians were never more

hopeless than now. Athens has no excuse for hanging
back from helping her allies in Sicily, on whose assistance

she relied for harassing her own enemies there. (Ou? empire,

like others, was acquired by readiness to respond to invita-

tions for help. We cannot play the housewife with an empire
and pick and choose how far it shall extend. We must keep
our grasp on what we have and contrive occasions against

others.4 If we do not rule, others will rule us.6 \

observes, here implies an alternation of fyopa and cupopia, of good and bad

crops), just as there is in the produce of the soil
;

for a certain time re-

markable men grow up in them, and then (after an interval of unproductive-

ness) they begin again to produce them. When clever families degenerate,
their characters acquire a tendency to madness, as for instance the descendants

of Alcibiades and Dionysius the Elder, whereas those of a steady character

degenerate into sluggishness or dullness, as in the case of those of Conon and

Pericles and Socrates.' Ar. Rhet. ($. xv, Cope's version. Cf. Plato, Alcib. I.

118 E, Alcibiades calls Pericles' sons ijAtfluu, and his own brother Cleinias

Iia.iv6it.tvov dvOpaiTOV.
1

0^777 manv Trapaffxo^fvrj Znficrcv.

2 coas fn &Kp.a^o} p-tr avTys (rrjs V6rt]TOs). Cf. Plut. Nic. xiv irplv

H\v rrjv a.K(j.T]v TTJS (\m8os.

3 Time. vi. 17. 2 oxAots vfj,fj.fiKTOis iro\v vSpovffi ... 4 rbv roiovrov

So Mardonius : The lonians in Europe are ' worthless '

(avaioi) and their

method of fighting is foolish, Herod, vii. 9. Artabanus reproves him for

slanderously making light ofthe Greeks in order to ' exalt
'

(iiracipeiv) Xerxes'

self-confidence.
* Thuc. vi. 18. 3 (Alcibiades) waym) . . . rofy ptv eirt@ov\fviv, rovs Se ^

avievai. iii. 45 (Diodotus) 6 (JLW ("E/>o;j) rty em^ovK^v (Ktypovrifav. Compare
iv. 60 (Hermocrates) (ni@ov\fvonevr]v r^v irdaav ^uceXiav vir

1 '

AOrjvaiwv , coming
just after the allusion to Diodotus' speech (iii. 45 fin.) : ovre <po@<p, r\v on/rat

TI ir\eov ffxrjativ, airoTpfirtTai (iv. 59).
5 Thuc. vi. 18. 3 Sia rb dpxOrjvai &v v^ htpcav avrois KivSvvov elvai, d /)

P 2,
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A display of activity in attacking Sicily will lay the pride

of the Peloponnesians in the dust l
;
and the conquest of the

island will lead to the conquest of all Hellas.2 As masters

of the sea we can withdraw safely at any time. Do not be

diverted by Nikias' doctrine of indolence or his attempts to

set old against young. Our fathers, old and young taking
counsel together, brought Athens to her present greatness:

you should endeavour to lead her yet further in the same

way.
3 Inaction will lead to internal friction and decay;

conflict and exercise bring gain of experience and new strength

for active defence.

The most remarkable part of this speech is the opening
defence of the speaker's lavish magnificence, as being a

public benefit; following as it does immediately upon the

historian's statement that this very quality was a principal

cause of Athens' utter downfall. It seems very unlikely that

Alcibiades at such a moment would have actually used

language so offensively boastful. Once more Thucydides is

straining probability in order to give the impression of a

certain state of mind. The case is analogous to the Melian

dialogue, where the speeches of the Athenian representative

were used to portray the insolent and impious cruelty, hardly

distinguishable from madness, which was exhibited by Athens

as a whole in the massacre of Melos. Now, this early part

of Alcibiades' speech the rest of it may be very much what

was actually said is similarly designed to illustrate, in a

typical way, another condition that which we distinguished

a\\(uv apxoipev. Herod, vii. 1 1, Xerxes says : iroiffiv fj iraOftv

, iva ^ raSe iravra viro "E\\rjffi r) e/cewa iravra VTTO Ilepffrifft, 'yfVTjTai.

1 Thuc. vi. 18. 4 'iva UfXoirovvi^aiojv re ffropfffcaftcv rb <ppovr)fj.a. The humbling
of pride is God's business : Zevs rot Ko\aarr]s run1

vnepKofiircav dyav \ (ppovrjfjidTWV

tireari, Aesch. Persae, 827.
2

Of. Xerxes :
'We shall extend the Persian territory till it is conter-

minous with the ether of Zeus. The sun will shine on no land beyond our

borders
'

&c. Herod, vii. 8.

3 Xerxes :
' I but follow a custom handed down by our fathers. Our older

men tell me our race has never reposed since we conquered the Medes . . .

I, since I mounted the throne, have not ceased to think how I might rival

those who have gone before in this honour, and increase the power of Persia

as much as any of them.' Herod, vii. 11.
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as the sanguine, hot-spirited kind of 'Insolence' (Hybris).

The pride of illustrious birth, the splendour of an Olympian

victory such as no private person had ever gained, the

superiority which cannot be expected to treat acknowledged
inferiors as equals, the successful- treachery practised on the

Spartans all these are the subjects of almost fatuous boasting;

and, as we have seen, there is hardly a point in the speeches of

Mardonius and Xerxes which is not echoed in the words of

Alcibiades.

The effect of the speech was that the Athenians 'were

much more eager than before for the expedition '.* We need

not linger over Nikias' second speech, in which, seeing that
' he could not avert 2 their purpose by repeating the same

arguments ', he tried to win over the assembly by insisting

on the greatness of the armament required. We will only
note the peroration where Nikias' 'formula' is once more

repeated :

' Such are my fears. I know that we have much need

of good counsel, and yet more of good luck a hard thing
for mortals to ensure. Hence I desire to trust myself as

little as possible to fortune on the expedition, and to start

upon it with the security of reasonable preparations. This

I think the surest course for the whole state, and for us who
are to be sent it means preservation. If any one thinks

otherwise, to him I resign my command.'

The next chapter describes in very remarkable language
the fevered excitement of the Athenians. Once more all the

leading ideas we have dwelt upon are reiterated.
' Nikias said thus much, thinking that by dwelling on the

vastness of the undertaking he would either avert the purpose

(aTTorptyew) of the Athenians, or, if he were compelled to go
on the expedition, he would thus have the best chance of

starting safely. But the Athenians were not delivered of

their passion for the voyage
3
by the burdensome nature

1 vi. 19. 1 upfirjvTO ffrparfveiv ;
20. 1 (Nikias) iravTus opoi v/tas wpprjuevovs

2 vi. 19. 2 airorptireiv again.
3

vi. 24. 2 T& kiriOvpavv rov itXov.
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of the preparation needed
; rather they were much more

eagerly bent upon it (&PWVTO). So Nikias found his position
reversed

;

* for they thought his advice sound and that now
at any rate there would be complete safety. And a passion
seized upon all alike to start upon the voyage ;

2 the elder

men being confident either that they would conquer the

power against which they were sailing or else that no disaster

could befall so large a force; the youth longing to see the

marvels of that distant land, and in high hopes of a safe

return. 3 The general mass of the soldiers hoped to gain

money at once and further to acquire an inexhaustible mine
of pay for the future. Thus owing to their excessive desire

for more* even if there were any who disapproved, they

kept quiet, fearing to be thought unpatriotic if they voted

on the other side.'

The most striking sentence in this paragraph
' a passion

seized upon all alike for the voyage' recalls by the very
turn of the phrase the sinister foreboding of Clytemnestra, in

the passage already quoted, where she is speaking of the

return of the conquering army from Troy.

Yet may some passion seize upon the host,

Some lust of rapine and forbidden gain ;

I fear it
;

half their race is yet to run,
Ere they win home in safety.

5

Must not Thucydides have intended this dark allusion which

so terribly fits the sequel?
f Of the many who went few

1 Tovvavriov irepieffTTj avry. Another curious dramatic detail of resemblance

between Nikias and Artabanus, who, in consequence of the vision,
' whereas

he had formerly been the only person openly to oppose the expedition, now

appeared as openly to urge it.' Herod, vii. 18.

2
"Epcas tveirfffc TOIS iraffiv 6fj.oiojs kKirXtvaai.

3 TO?S 8 kv TTI fjXiKia TTJS re atTovffijs i:60cf) oif/ews Kal Oecapias, ual fve\m8(s ovrfs

* Sid rrjv dyav TWV itXtovtav emOvpiav.
5 Aesch. Agam. 353 :

"Epcas 8% firj TIS Trporepov fniriirrri ffrpary

iropOeTv a
(JIT) xp^i Kepfieaiv viKcaptvovs'

8(i yap irpbs oiitovs vo<rrifJ.ov trcoTT/pt'cts

8tav\ov Oarepov
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returned home again. Thus ended what happened concerning

Sicily.'
l

Another curious phrase: 'the youth, longing to see the

marvels of that distant land' (rrjs aTrovo-rjs 7ro'0a> otyeooy Kal

0ea>/Has) not only reminds us of Nikias' reference to ' the fatal

passion for what is out of reach
'

;
there is also a hint of the

lust of the eye which accompanies the pride of life. Besides

urging the motive of vengeance, Mardonius too had dwelt

upon the 'exceeding beauty' of Europe with its variety

of cultivated trees and the great excellence of its soil,

worthy only for the king to possess.
2 Pothos is the special

name for the desire of what is distant
;

3 Love in absence is

the brother of Love in presence, Himeros.4
Both, like Eros,

are associated with the eye, which was popularly regarded as

the channel through which the image or phantom (et8co\oz;)

of the desired object entered to inspire love in the soul.5

An allusion to the lust of the eye is suggested by the

occurrence of a similar phrase (again in conjunction with high

hopes) where the magnificent spectacle of the departing fleet

is described :

6 ' the armament excited wonder no less by its

astonishing daring and the brilliance of the sight than by the

great disproportion of the force to the power against which it

was sent, and because never had a greater voyage been under-

taken across the seas from home,
7 and never was enterprise

1 Thuc. vii. fin. 6\iyoi dirb iro\\S>v ITT' OMOV direvoffrija'av. ravra fj.ev rcL irepl

2 Herod, vii. 5 irepiKa\\^s \ojpa. Xerxes recurs to this point vii. 8 1.

3 Kal p.^v ir60os aS /caXeirai arjiJiaivojv ov rov irapbvTos elvcu, d\XcL rov d\\odi

irov ovros Kal dirovros, oOev iroQos kir(avop.aarai, 6s rare, orav iraprj o5 rts I^I'CTO,

ipepos (Ka\fiTo, Plato, Cratylus, 420 A. Find. Pyfh. iii. 20 (quoted above, p. 206)

offris alaxyvw fTrix&pia ira-rrTaivei rd. -n6pffca. Compare also the itoQov Kevrpov

which is implanted in the drone and goads him to frenzy, in the description

of the tyrant passion quoted above (p. 207) from Plato, Rep. 572.

4 Himeros is used of Mardonius' desire to take Athens
;
Herod, ix. 3 dAXd

ot Sfivos TIS tveffrcLKTO ifjitpos Tcfcs
'

Adrjvas Sfvrepa (\civ.

5

Plato, Phaedrus, 250 c. Of. also Xen. Symp. L 9, and Plato, Cratylus, 420 A,

Eros derived from ivpttv,
l

flowing in.'

6 31. 6 roXfjLrjs re ^a/Xj8f *at o^cws \a/jnrpoTr]Tt..

7 Herod, vii. 20 ' Of all the expeditions known to us this (of Xerxes) was by
far the greatest.'
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undertaken with higher hope in the future in proportion to

present power.'
1

Thucydides, we are told, did not believe in omens : certainly

he treats oracle-mongering with ironic scorn. But whatever

the cool opinion of the rationalist may have been, the artist

cannot forgo the opportunity offered by the mutilation of the

Hermae, occurring as it did on the eve of the fleet's departure.
It would have been perfectly consistent with his earlier

method to omit all mention of this incident until the moment
when it affected the course of f what actually happened in the

war', by causing the recall of Alcibiades. The Thucydides
of the first two Books would have postponed the episode and

briefly recurred to it at that point ; but the Thucydides of

Book VI is alive to its indispensable value as an element in

his effect. The impenetrable mystery which will never be

solved, the stir and outbreak of superstitious panic, the

atmosphere tainted with sacrilege and poisoned by suspicion
all these are needed to cast a shadow, just here, across the

brilliant path of Alcibiades. The art with which this impres-
sion is given culminates in the concluding sentence of the

paragraph one of the most characteristic in the whole

history. It cannot be rendered in any other language, for

besides its bare simplicity, its effect depends partly on the

order of words and partly on the use of the definite article

with a proper name : KOI e5ofe ir\tv TOV 'AA.Kt/3ia8Tji>.

The disregard of omens is another constant motive in the

legend of Hybris, and we can predict its appearance at the

proper place. Xerxes, at the moment of crossing into Europe,

just after he has allowed himself, without reproof, to be

addressed as Zeus, makes no account of a prodigy which

might easily have been interpreted. He had neglected a

similar warning while still at Sardis.2 Whether Thucydides

1 Cf. also above, 30. 2 /ir' cXmSos re SLIM Mines teal oXv^vpfjuav, and 31. 1

rfi fyei aveQapaovv,
2 Herod, vii. 57. So also Mardonius before Plataea obstinately rejects

good advice, refuses to take notice of the adverse omens of the victims, and

misinterprets an oracle predicting the fate of the Persians, Herod, ix.

39-42.
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believed in omens or not, the bulk of the Athenians did
;
and

their disregard of them is a note of the peculiar state of mind

portrayed in the Melian dialogue.
' The affair of the Hermae

was construed in an exaggerated way, for it was thought to be

an omen for the voyage and to have been part of a conspiracy
for revolution and the overthrow of the democracy.

3 *
Charges

of another act of profanation were rife against Alcibiades, but

by the contrivance of his enemies they were left suspended
and not brought to trial. Kat eSofe TiXelv TOV 'AAKi/3td8rjz; that

is the last we hear of him till the fleet has sailed.

'And after this, when midsummer had come, they set

about the dispatching of the fleet to Sicily.'
2 The pages

that follow are a masterpiece of description. In the lumbering
roll of these Thucydidean sentences 3 we hear the clatter

and rumble of preparation, the dockyard hammer, the hoarse

cries of mariners, the grinding rush of the trireme taking
the water from the slips, all the bustle and excitement of

launching this most splendid and costly of expeditions.
4

1 Each captain strove to the utmost that his own ship might
excel all others in beauty and swiftness

'

;
for the spirit of

rivalry was in the air, 'rivalry with one another in the

performance of their appointed tasks, rivalry with all Greece ;

so that it looked more like a display of unrestrainable power
than a warlike expedition.'

5

'When the ships were manned and everything required
for the voyage had been placed on board, silence was pro-
claimed by the sound of the trumpet, and all with one voice

before setting sail offered up the customary prayers; these

were recited, not in each ship, but by a single herald, the

Thuc. vi. 27. 3.

Thuc. vi. 30. 1.

One of them (31. 3) contains 121 words.

vi. 31 iro\VT\(ffTaTi) ai (virpcireffTaTTj.

vi. 31. 4 vvi&t) 8^ irpos re ff<j>as avrovs a/ta tpiv yevfcrGcu, TIS CKCHTTOS

], Kal Is TOVS a\\ovs "TL\\r]vas ftriSfigiv fj.d\\ov UKaaOrjvai rrjs Swdfjifcas

KOI eovaiasj) titl iroXf^uovs irapaffK^vrfv. This rivalry was characteristic too of

Xerxes' preparations. The Persian officers competed eagerly for the prize which
the king offered for the most gallantly arrayed contingent at the muster,

Herod, vii. 8 5
;
19

;
26. The associations of Exousia are already familiar to us.
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whole fleet accompanying him. On every deck both officers

and men, mingling wine in bowls, made libations from vessels

of gold and silver. The multitude of citizens and other

well-wishers who were looking on from the land joined in

the prayer. The crews raised the Paean, and when the

libations were completed, put to sea. After sailing out for

some distance in single file, the ships raced with one another

as far as Aegina.'
l

Across the waters of Salamis ! Even so, with prayer and

libation from golden vessels, had the armament drowned in

those very waters traversed the Hellespont.
e All that day,'

says Herodotus,
' the preparations for the passage continued ;

and on the morrow they burnt all kinds of spices upon the

bridges, and strewed the way with myrtle-boughs, while they
waited anxiously for the sun, which they hoped to see as

he rose. And now the sun appeared; and Xerxes took a

golden goblet and poured from it a libation into the sea,

praying the while, with his face turned to the sun, "that

no misfortune might befall him such as to hinder his conquest,

of Europe, until he had penetrated to the utmost boundaries."

After he had prayed, he cast the golden cup into the

Hellespont, and with it a golden bowl and a Persian

sword.' 2

Xerxes too had set his ships racing in a sailing-match, and

'as he looked and saw the whole Hellespont covered with

vessels of his fleet, and all the shore and every plain about

Abydos as full as possible of men, Xerxes congratulated
himself on his good fortune; but after a little while, he

wept '.
3 And now, as the Athenian ships in their turn race

over the sea, within sight of the promontory where the

Persian monarch watched from his throne the judgement of

God fall upon presumptuous ambition, there, on one of the

foremost and most luxuriously furnished galleys,
4 an eager

and beautiful figure stands, flushed with triumph. The shield

at his side is inwrought with ivory and gold, and bears an

1 Thuc. vi. 32 Jowett. 2 Herod, vii. 54 Rawlinson.
3 Herod, vii. 44, 45 Eawlinson. *

Plutarch, vit. Alcib. xvi.
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emblem which is none of the hereditary blazons of his house
;

the self-chosen cognizance of Alcibiades is the figure of Love

himself of Eros with the thunderbolt in his hand.1 Over

the rich armada, hastening with full sail to Corcyra and

the West, floats the winged, unconquerable Eros who makes

havoc of wealth, ranging beyond the seas,
2 Eros who planned

the enterprise and now leads the way. Behind him follows

another unseen, haunting spirit Nemesis, who 'in later

times was represented with wings like Love, because it was

thought that the goddess hovers chiefly in Love's train'.3

We cannot follow in detail the fortunes of the great

expedition ; through most of the account the military interest

of the siege predominates. But there is one passage in the

description of the last retreat which concerns our subject

and forges the final link in our chain. In the speech ad-

dressed by Nikias to the despairing army one mythical

motive, so far wanting, is supplied the motive of tyOovos,

the divine Jealousy. It could not be mentioned till this

moment; for Thucydides cannot speak of it in his own

person ; he must put it in the mouth of the pious Nikias, as

Herodotus had put it in the mouth of Artabanus.4

*

Although,' says Nikias,
' there was a time when I might

have been thought equal to the best of you in the happiness
of my private and public life, I am now in as great danger,
and as much at the mercy of fortune, as the meanest. Yet

my days have been passed in the performance of many
a religious duty, and of many a just and blameless action.

Therefore my hope of the future remains unshaken 5 and

our calamities do not appal me as they might. Who knows

1
Plutarch, viL Alcib. xvi dffmSos re Staxpvffov iroirjffiv ovfiiv cmffijfiov TWV irarpicw

fXovaav, d\\' 'Epcara Kfpavvo<t>6pov. Athen. xii. 534 E Kai arparr^Sjv 8% en KO.\OS

flvat TJOeXw damSa yovv fixfv *K XPvff v Ka* ekf<f>a,VTOs TriroiT)iAvr]v, !</>' ijs fy

firiffijfjiov 'Epojs Kfpavv&v 7jyKv\r]fj.tvos.

2
Soph. Ant. 781 "Epcas dviKare /idxaj/ "Epcas ts tv KrrjfMai iriiTTis...(poiTqs 5'

virepirovTios . . .6 5' %xojv HffJ.i]Vfv.

3 Paus. i. 33. 6.

4 Herod, vii. 10. Time. vii. 77.

* vii. 77 17 ptv IA.TTIS OJJKVS Opa.at.ia. rov H\\OVTOS,
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that they may not be lightened ? For our enemies have had

their full share of success, and if our expedition provoked
the jealousy of any God,

1
by this time we have been punished

enough. Others ere now have attacked their neighbours ;

they have done as men will do and suffered what men can

bear.2 We may therefore begin to hope that the Gods will

be more merciful to us
;

for we now invite their pity rather

than their jealousy.'
3

The hope, as we know, was vain a last delusion of

Elpis.
4 In a few weeks 'the best friend of the Lacedae-

monians in the matter of Pylos and Sphacteria
' 5 was lying

dead beside their worst enemy in the same affair, Cleon's

colleague, Demosthenes. What need of further comment?

Tyche, Elpis, Apate, Hybris, Eros, Phthonos, Nemesis, Ate

all these have crossed the stage and the play is done.

The flower of Pride hath bloomed, the ripened fruit

Of Suffering is all garnered up in tears :

Ye that have seen the reapers' wages told,

Kemember Athens !
6

1
ei ry Ofwv tiri<pOovot fffrp

2
avOputreia Spdffavrfs dye/mi ZiraOov. Note the reminiscence of Spaaavn

8 Thuc. vii. 77 Jowett.
4 So Plutarch (Nic. xviii) speaks of Nikias, after Lamachus' death, as

being in high hope (lAwtSos fjicya\r)s"), and irapa (pvffiv virb rrjs \v r$ irapovrt PW/J.TJS

Kal T^x 7
?
5 dvaTfdapprjK&a.

6 Thuc. vii. 86. Observe how this phrase carries our thoughts back to the

first of the train of mythical causes : Fortune at Pylos.
6 Aesch. Persae, 821 :

"T/3/MS yap iav6ovff' cKapircuaev arayyv

"ATT/S, oOfV TrayK\avTov !a/m Oepos'

roiavO' opuivTcs



CHAPTER XIII

THE TRAGIC PASSIONS

THE question which we have now to face is more obscure

and difficult than any we have yet considered. In the language
used by Thucydides when he speaks of the tragic passions, are

we to see mere poetical metaphor, out of which all literal

meaning has faded
; or does some of this meaning still linger

behind the words, as an unanalysed fund of mythical concep-
tion ? When Thucydides borrowed the form of the Aeschylean

drama, much, certainly, of the explicit theological theory

which had been the soul of that form, was left behind in the

transmission. On the other hand, there seems to be a residuum

of implicit mythical belief which is inherent in the artistic

mould, and so inseparable from it that the adoption of the

mould might involve an unconscious or half-conscious accep-

tance of some of its original content. This content is more

primitive than the philosophy of Aeschylus himself, and much
older than the drama in which it became incorporated. We now

propose to trace back the tragic theory of human nature as

far as we can follow it, in the hope that a sketch of its

development may help us to answer our question, how much
of it survives in Thucydides.

When we look at the passage in Diodotus' speech
1

which contains in summary form the motives of Cleon's

drama and of the tragedy of Athens, we observe that the

so-called
'

personifications
' named in it fall into a series or

cycle. We begin with the various conditions (vvrvx6u) of

human life
;
and in particular the two extreme conditions of

grinding Poverty and licentious Wealth Penia and Ploutos

1 Thuc. iii. 45. See above, p. 122, for text and translation.
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These are possessed by irremediable and mastering

powers Daring (ro'Xjota), sprung from Poverty; and Cove-

tousness (7rA.eoyeia), Insolence (vfipis), and Pride
($prfityjuui),

sprung from Wealth.

Then come Eros and Elpis, the inward tempters; with

Fortune, the temptress of external circumstance, completing
the intoxication. These lead finally to Ruin the wreck and

downfall of a human life or of a nation's greatness.

The first terms in the series, Wealth and Poverty, are

themselves fwrv^iaL, the outcome of lucky or unlucky coinci-

dence of Fortune. Our chain of causes leads us back to

a mysterious and unknown agency, which appears again at

the crisis, in ' reversal '. The circle of thought revolves round

the very simple and universal observation of the mutability
of Fortune, chance, or luck. In ages before the laws of

causation and of probability were even dimly divined, this

mutability must have been the most terrible and bewildering

phenomenon in human events more terrible, because more

incalculable, than death itself. Not only in the great

catastrophes, in flood and avalanche and earthquake, but

again and again in the turns of daily experience, man finds

himself the sport of an invisible demon. Now, by some

unforeseen stroke, his long-cherished design is foiled
; now,

with equally unintelligible caprice, goods are heaped on him

which he never expected.

A reversal of Fortune, coming suddenly, is the primitive
root of all tragedy. Professor Bradley

2
quotes the conclusion

of the monk's tale of Croesus in the Canterbury Pilgrims :

Anhanged was Cresus, the provide kyng ;

His roial trone mighte hym nat availle.

Tragedie is noon oother maner thyng,
Ne kan in syngyng crie ne biwaille

But for that Fortune alwey wole assaille

With unwar strook the regnes that been proude ;

For whan men trusteth hire, thanne wol she faille,

And covere hire brighte face with a clowde.

1 i. 38 vfipet 8^ teal k^ovfftcf. irXovrov : Ar. Rhet. & 17 (pi\ori/j.6rfpoi Kcd

8f(FT(poi flffiv rcL fj6rj ol Svvajjievoi TWV nXovcricav Sici rc> e</>iecr0cu Zpycw oaa tfcovaia,

avrois npaTTtiv Sid rrjv Swa/juv.
2
Shakespearean Tragedy, p. 8.
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Professor Bradley continues: ' a total reverse of fortune

coming unawares upon a man who " stood in high degree
"

happy and apparently secure such was the tragic fact to the

mediaeval mind. It appealed strongly to common human

sympathy and pity ;
it startled also another feeling, that of

fear. It frightened men and awed them. It made them feel

that man is blind and helpless, the plaything of an inscrutable

power, called by the name of Fortune or some other name

a power which appears to smile on him for a little, and then

on a sudden strikes him down in his pride.'

The external agencies to which these reversals are attributed

will vary at different stages in the development of thought.

In a primitive stage they would be thought of simply as

spirits ; later, perhaps, as a single spirit, called Fate (Molpa)

or Fortune (Tvxy), who will be placated or ' averted' by

magical rites and observances. In any case, the overthrow

was thought of as coming from without an unexpected

stroke out of the surrounding darkness.

To the early Greeks not only the sudden fall from prosperity,

but equally the sudden rise from adversity, was a part of

the tragic fact.
1 Both the extreme conditions are dangerous

the transition from either to the other is a ' reversal'. Ploutos

and Penia are also known as Resource and Resourcelessness

(Poros and Aporia, or Amechania 2
),
and again as Licence

1 In this point the Greek view is darker than the Mediaeval. Thus at the

conclusion of the Monk's Tale above quoted, the Knight breaks in :

Hoo ! quod the Knyght, good sire, namoore of this !

That ye han seyd is right ynough, y-wis, ...

I seye for me it is a greet disese,

Where as men han been in greet welthe and ese,

To heeren of hire sodeyn fal, alias !

And the contrarie is joye and greet solas,

As whan a man hath ben in poure estaat,

And clymbeth up, and wexeth fortunat,

And there abideth in prosperitee ;

Swich thyng is gladsom, as it thynketh me.
9 Herod, viii. 111. Themistocles, demanding money of the Andrians, said

he had brought
' two mighty gods, Peitho and Anankaia ', to enforce his

demand. The Andrians replied that they were cursed with ' two unprofitable

gods, Penia and Amechania ', and could not pay.
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and Constraint (Exousia and Ananke, both of which terms

are used by Diodotus). Eros and Elpis may be associated

with either. In the Symposium, Plato for his own purposes
makes Eros the child of both : he was born, in the garden
of Zeus, of Poros and Penia. But in an earlier stage Elpis,

at any rate, was more closely associated with Poverty.
As a personality, she first appears in Hesiod, who mentions

her twice. He warns the labouring man to pass by the

sunny portico where the poor gather for warmth in the

winter season, when the frost has stopped work in the fields.

Otherwise, in the hard winter-time, Amechania and Penia

will swoop down on him. ' An idle man, waiting on empty

Hope, gathers many evils to his heart. Hope is an ill guide
for a needy man,' sitting there and chattering when he has

not enough livelihood.1 Such are the sinister associations

of Elpis, the temptress, prompting evil thoughts which we,

with our different conception of Hope, associate rather with

the daring of despair.

No less significant is Hesiod's other mention of her, which

occurs in the second, and more primitive, of the two versions

which he gives of the Pandora myth. Mankind originally

lived free from evil and pain and the sprites (Keres) of

disease. These were all shut up safely in the great jar ;
but

'a woman' lifted the lid and they all flew abroad, filling

land and sea.
'

Only there, in a house not to be broken into,

abode Elpis, inside the mouth of the jar, and flitted not

1
Hesiod, Erga, 493 if. \KT\ at KO.KQV ^ft/w^os

'

A.firixo-virj Karafjiapif/r) avv Tlevirj . . .

'EXTris 8' OVK dyadf) K^pfr]u.tvov dvSpa Kofufa. Proclus (Schol. ad loc.) para-

phrases as follows :
' Those who live in idleness and have empty hopes

empty because they know of no work they can do to bring them to pros-

perity, must indeed fall into many evil thoughts, because of having no

resource (d-nopiav), to gain a living. Hence some will turn footpads or temple-

robbers,' &c. Thucydides was familiar with this conception ;
Pericles (ii.

42. 4) speaks of men being corrupted either by the enjoyment of wealth, or

ircvias e\iri8i, ws Kav CTI Sia<f>vyujv avrfjv irKovrfjaeizv. Democr. frag. 221 (Diels)

'EAn-ts KO.KOV Kp8eos dpxr) r)fjiii]s. Theognis, 649 :

Tlfvir], ri l^tofs trnKtiftevij wpois

Karaia-xyvfis /eal voov ^/ztrepoj',

Se p.' OVK &e\ovra Piy KO.I -rro\Xci

eaO\oL /ter* dvOpuntuv KOI KO.\' emffTaij.cvov ;
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forth; for the woman first shut down on her the lid of

the jar.'
l

It seems probable that several notions are confused in the

myth. The uppermost and latest stratum, like the story of

the Erichthonius snake, is tinged with satire against feminine

curiosity. Woman is the source of evil, as she is in Hesiod's

other version of the Pandora myth. But the woman herself

is tempted by Elpis, who is one of the baneful sprites inside

the jar. Perhaps in the earliest version there was no woman
at all, but only Elpis, the temptress, who stays with man
in his utter destitution and besets him with dreams of wealth.

This idea is crossed by the opposite (and later) notion that

hope is the sole comforter of poverty ;

2 and finally the

introduction of the curious woman who lets out the evil

sprites completes the confusion.

However the story is to be disentangled, it is certain that

1
Erga, 90-105 povvrj 8' avr60i 'E\ms \v apprjKTOiffi 56fioiffiv ZvSov tiupve. The

ancient commentators on this passage are instructive. One takes the view

that Hesiod's single jar corresponds to the two jars which Homer speaks of,

one full of goods, the other of evils. Hope is the one good among so many
ills, consoling the unfortunate with expectation of better days. But this

interpretation does not sound primitive, and is not grim enough for Hesiod.

Aristarchus seems nearer the truth when he distinguishes two Hopes.
The Hope of good things, he says, escaped ;

the expectation ofevils remained.

Hesiod, he adds, improperly uses ' Hope
'
to mean expectation of evil. The

thought is here a good deal confused. From the other passage in the Erga,

it seems likely that Hesiod does not mean expectation of evil, but a false and

flattering expectation of goods, which will not be realized. Another critic

says :

' The jar (m'flos) is appropriately introduced, because of the allurement

(irfiOtb} that comes from women
;

it is empty of goods and contains only vain

hopes."
1 This writer shows that he is on the true scent, by associating Elpis

with Peitho, though, of course, the word-play (mOos rreidu) is late. He sees,

too, that Elpis is not a good, but an evil
;
and this, we believe, was what the

authors of the myth intended.
2

Theogn. 1135 ff. 'E\ms \v avdpwnoiffi fnovr] 0ebs l<r0A?) evfffrt, Pistis, the

Charites and Sophrosyne have all deserted mankind, and fled to Olympus.
Plut. mi sap. conv. 153 D ri KOIVOTO.TOV

;
'EA.ir/s (etyrj 0aA7ys)* KOI yap ols a\Ao nySfv,

avTt) iraptan. The two notions of Elpis as both a comforter and a delusion are

combined by Sophocles in the Antigone chorus (616) : a yap 877 iro\vrr\ayKTos

'EA-Trty TroAAofs fi\v ovaais avSptav, TTO\\OIS 8* 'Atrdra Kov<povo<uv tparruv, and by
Thucydides (v. 103) in the parallel passage from the Melian dialogue (see

above, p. 184).

Q
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Elpis is a Ker
;
and this gives us one primitive form in which

the passions were conceived as external spiritual agencies.

Eros retained to the last some resemblance to the Keres;
the Erotes are always winged sprites.

1 These figures are

something very different from what we think of as (

personi-

fications of abstract ideas'. They are not the intolerable,

bran-stuffed dummies which stalk absurdly through eighteenth-

century verse. They are spirits, unseen, and swift, and

terrible in onset. How did they come into being ?

The solid fact from which we must start is that many of

these 'personifications', as we call them, were objects of

established worship, possessing shrines and altars. In Athens

alone we know of altars to Aidos, Pheme, Horme, Anteros,

Ara, Eirene, Eleos, Eukleia, Lethe, Nike, Peitho, Philia,

Tyche, and others.
2 Of those which specially concern us

here, Tyche is known to have been worshipped at a great
number of places ;

Penia had an altar at Gades
; Elpis was

not, so far as we know, the object of any cult; Eros, on the

contrary, is the most real and personal of all, and finds his

way much transformed, it is true into Olympus.
Now it is certainly possible, in an advanced state of

civilization, for a cult to be artificially founded in honour

of an abstraction. Democratia, to whom the Athenian

Generals made offerings in Boedromion, must always have

been little more than an epithet of Athena, never an inde-

pendent person. In such an instance the cult must have

been established merely from political motives, and it remains

as unreal and artificial as the worship of the Goddess Reason

at the time of the French Revolution. But the case is not

the same with others of the names above enumerated : some

1 See Miss J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, p. 632.

Eros, as a developed personality, seems to be a complex product of several

different elements. We are here only concerned with one of these the

psychological affection of violent desire, whether sexual or other. Demo-

critus, frag. 191 (Diels), calls Jealousy, Envy, and Hatred K^pej : ravrrjs ap'

Ixo/zeyos TTJS yi/w/j?;? fvdvporfpov re 8iaeis Kal oiiit 6\iyas Krjpas tv ry j8to> Siwffeai,

QQovov KOI Zrj\ov KOI AvfffjLfvirjv.

2 The evidence will be found in Koscher's Lexicon, s. v. Personificationen.
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of these cults were too ancient to have been anything but

genuinely religious. In an early state of society we cannot

suppose that personified abstractions, regarded as such, could

become the objects of a permanent cult. How, then, did

these cults arise ?

Looking through the list, we find that a fair number of

these entities are psychological. Aidos, Anaideia, Eros,

Anteros, Eleos, Elpis, Himeros, Horme, Hybris, Phobos,

Pothos, are all names of states of mind
;
and to these we will

confine our attention. Their origin must be sought in mental

experience ;
and we may suppose that it occurs in some such

way as this. At moments of exceptional excitement, a man
feels himself carried away, taken hold of,

'

possessed
'

by an

impulse, a gust of emotion, which seems to be not a part
of himself, but on the contrary a force against which he is

powerless. This is even to a civilized person a somewhat

terrifying experience. The inexplicable panic which will

suddenly run through an army, the infectious spirit of a

crowd, the ecstasy produced by intoxicants, the throes of

sexual pleasure, the raving of the seer and of the poet all

these are states of mind in which the self appears to be

drowned and swept away. By what? There can be but

one answer : some spirit, or daemon, has entered the soul and

possesses it. This is the very language used by Diodotus
;

1

and, centuries later, Porphyry
2 describes in very similar terms

the invasions of maleficent spirits.
'

Having in general a

violent and insidious character, which moreover is without

the tutelage of the higher spiritual power, they for the most

part make their assaults, as though from an ambush, with

vehemence, so as to overpower their victims, and suddenly,
since they try to escape notice. Hence the passions that

1
iii. 45 at 8' aAAcu VVTVXI<U opyrj ruv dvOpuncw us CKaffrrj TIS Karexfrat vir'

dvT) Ktarov TIVOS Kpeicrffovos. See above, p. 122.
2
Porph. de abst. ii. 39 fitcuov yap o\(as #at virovXov \OVTCS fjdos iffreprjufvov re

TT}S <pv\a.Kfjs TTjs diro TOV Kpeirrovos Saipoviov, ff(f>o8pcLs Kal aityviSiovs oiov [e] tvtSpas

us T& 7roA.v iroiovvrai ras ffnrTojffeis, irrj fj.lv \avOdvfiv irtipujftfvot, irfi 8e fiiatffjievoi.

odtv ogea fj.cv rcL air' i/ffivcav irddrj, at 5% dieefffis (cf. Diodotus' avrjniarov^ oi

KaTopduffeis at dno TOIV Kpeiraovaav Scujjitvajv fipaSvTepai Soicovffiv.

Q 3
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come from them are swift and keen; and the remedies

and restorations due to the higher spirits seem to be too

slow.'

When we have traced these agencies back to this stage,

it is only one step further to the most primitive theory of

causes and motives which we find among existing savages.
'I can see/ says Mr. Sidney Hartland,

1 'no satisfactory

evidence that early man entertained any great faith in the

order and uniformity of nature ... If he took aim at his

enemy and flung his spear, or whatever primitive weapon
served the same purpose ;

if it hit the man, and he fell
;
he

might witness the result, but the mere mechanical causation,

however inevitable in its action, would be the last thing he

would think about.' What he does think about, Mr. Hart-

land, surveying the whole field of savage life as now known
to us, and drawing evidence from every part of it, explains
in convincing terms. Every known object has to the savage
an elementary personality, endowed with qualities which

enable it to persist and to influence others; and by virtue

of these qualities it possesses, inherent in it and surrounding

it, a sort of atmosphere charged with power. The Iroquois
in North America call this atmosphere or potentiality, orenda.

A good hunter is one whose orenda is good, and baffles the

orenda of his quarry. At public games, in contests of skill

or endurance between tribes,
' the shamans men reputed to

possess powerful orenda are employed for hire by the oppos-

ing parties respectively to exercise their orenda to thwart

or overcome that of their antagonists.'
2 When a storm is

brewing, it (the storm-maker) is said to be preparing its

orenda. Of one who has died from witchcraft it is said
' an evil orenda has struck him '. This idea of orenda, says

Mr. Hartland, although it may not receive everywhere the

same explicit recognition,
'

is implied in the customs and

beliefs of mankind throughout the world.'

1 Presidential Address to the Anthiopological Section of the British

Association, 1906.
3
Quoted from J. N. B. Hewitt, American Anthropologist, N.S. iv. 38.
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The savage whose spear has struck down his enemy does

not, and cannot, think of the two events the spear-blow and

the enemy's death as cause and effect. His view is that
*
his own orenda felt in his passion, his will, his effort,

1 and

displayed in his acts and words, the orenda of the spear,

either inherent in itself, conceived as a personal being, or

conferred by its maker and manifested in the keenness of its

point, the precision and the force with which it flies to its

work and inflicts the deadly wound these would be to him.

the true causes of his enemy's fall. His orenda is mightier
than his enemy's and overcomes it.'

2

We have here the notion of cause traced to its root the

psychological experience of effort, the putting forth of will

to constrain or master an opposing effort. Now, in states

of violent excitement, man feels himself controlled and swept

away by something which seems to exercise over his will

a compelling force of the same kind as that which he is at

other times conscious of putting forth out of himself. He

regards this as the orenda of a spirit coming from outside.

At first the invading daemons will be associated only with

the peculiar experiences which they severally cause. Phobos

is simply the spirit which falls upon an army and inspires

panic ;
Eros the spirit which possesses the lover, and so on.

For a long time they may have had no fuller personality, and

not even a continuous existence. They were momentary
beings, sweeping into the soul from nowhere and passing out

again into nothingness. Their continuous existence would

begin when first some rude, unshapen stone was set up and

conceived as their dwelling. The invisible agency can be

conveyed by incantation into a rock or tree, which thus

becomes a fetish. The famous unwrought stone at Thespiae
was the habitation, not the image, of Eros his baetyl, or

beth-el. The personalities would gradually fill out, as stories

1 In Homeric language, his Ifpbv pcvos.
2 When Thales said that < all things are full of spirits

'

(Sa^oves), and that
'the magnet has a soul (^ux^) because it moves iron', he was using a notion

very like that of orenda. Like a savage, he thought that what moves some-

thing else must have a ' soul
',
a life-force in it.
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were told about them. Cult would secure their perma-
nence

; myth would invest them with a character and history.
In the transition from aneikonic to eikonic cults, we see

the figure literally emerging out of its pillar habitation and

growing into human shape.
1

We must think of all this as occurring long before the

earliest literature we know. Homer and Hesiod preserve
much that is primitive, but they preserve it in a late and
artificial dress; far behind them stretches a period of

popular myth-making, and it was in that period that these
1 abstractions

'

reached their fullest reality and life. This

growth of a mythical person is something utterly dif-

ferent from the allegorical personification of an abstract

idea. To grasp an abstraction distinctly and then to assign
it personal attributes is a proceeding which can only occur

in a very advanced state of culture. These figures which

we are now considering are originally not allegorical, but

mythical ;
not personifications, but persons.

Allegory is a kind of story-telling, and in so far akin to

myth ; but, in order of genesis, the fabrication of allegory is

the very reverse of myth-making. Allegory starts with a con-

sciousness of the prosaic truth and then invents an artificial

parable to clothe it withal. Christian sets out with neigh-
bour Hopeful on a pilgrimage from the city of Mansoul to

the New Jerusalem. The company he meets by the way,
Giant Despair and Mr. Worldly Wiseman, are personifications

which can only impose upon a child. Delightful as he is,

we never quite forget that Apollyon is a pantomime bogey
in pasteboard armour. It seems that an abstraction, once

escaped, can never get back into the concrete ; abstract and

lifeless it must always remain. Allegory is an artificial

business from the first, and foredoomed to failure. It is not

thus that children even modern sophisticated children tell

themselves stories
;

it was not thus that primitive man told

himself myths. Eros and Elpis, Menis and Eris, Nemesis

and Ananke these and their like are not allegorical fictions.

1
Note, for instance, that Peitho, in the relief (p. 209), is sitting on the top

of her pillar ; Aphrodite, in the vase-painting (p. 195), is emerging from hers.
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Man has not made them
;

it is they who make him, and

bitter his fate if he defy them. They have a long course to

run before the dissolution sets in, whereby the body falls

away from the soul, the presentment from the spirit. They
will become personifications only when they die.

How these discarnate passions came to develop into

personalities, which could be represented in human shape, we
can only guess. It is the work of myth-making imagination,

helped probably by the fully developed anthropomorphism of

the Olympian religion. Hesiod, by the devices of affiliation

and marriage, somehow brings them into his multifarious

pantheon; but they look queer and unreal when they get

there, because they properly belong to a more primitive,

non-anthropomorphic, system of belief. They dwindle into

pale shadows beside the radiant and solid inhabitants of

Mount Olympus. Some of them, we remark though our

impressions on this point are not very trustworthy have

won and retained a fuller degree of personality than others.

Aidos, Peitho, Eros are more real to us than Eleos, Horme, or

Philia. It seems certain that to the Greeks also some were

fainter, others more vividly conceived. How far any one of

them would advance towards complete divinity would depend
on all sorts of accidents, and partly on the real frequency and

importance of the states of mind which the power in question

inspired.

Their later history confirms this impression. Some of them

retain their independence, others lose it. It is suggested by
Hermann Usener in an illuminating discussion of this subject

1

that the fact that their names have a known meaning weakens

them as against the completely developed personal god with a

proper name, the meaning of which is forgotten. It is easy to

see what would happen if this world of daemons were invaded

by a hierarchy of gods who had reached full anthropomorphic
concreteness. The originally independent, but shadowy, per-

sonalities would yield to the stronger and become attached to

them as attendants or even as epithets. So we hear of Athena

1
Gotternamen, p. 369.
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Nike, Athena Hygieia, Artemis Eucleia, and so forth. The
weakest will in this way almost disappear ;

their personality
is absorbed and they sink into adjectives. Others however

maintain their independence. Nike is not lost in Athena;
Peitho never becomes Aphrodite. A long-established cult

would be an anchor to save these ancient figures from being

swept away. If myth has wrought for them a fairly distinct

character and history, their personality will resist absorption.

Though many of them take lower rank as attendant and

ministering spirits, they will long retain a hold of their own
in the minds of their simple worshippers. If in one way they
are less human than the gods, in another they have remained

closer to the elementary feelings of humanity.

Figurative art will also contribute its help. If it is

markedly anthropomorphic and has advanced far enough to

fix a traditional human type with well-known traits and

attributes, its figures will not give way altogether to newly-

imported personalities whose traits and attributes are different.

In actual fact, Eris, Apate, Peitho, and some others do remain

in Greek vase-painting. They are only subordinated to the

Olympians, not effaced by them, and often the divinity and

the attendant spirit appear side by side. The existence of

a familiar art-type counts for much, especially as polytheism
has no objection to indefinite multiplication of divine or

daemonic personalities, and all religions have a remarkable

power of 'reconciliation'. Christianity finds room for as

many saints and martyrs as Greece had daemons and heroes.

In the modern world saints are kept alive and independent

by local cults. They are also preserved by literature which

gives a fixed and enduring form to popular hagiology.

Greek poetry did the same service to the primitive daemons,

for the clear imagination of poets arrested the flux of popular

myths, and prevented the disappearance of figures which

might otherwise have melted.

In the Ker stage, before they became humanized under the

influence of Olympian anthropomorphism, Eros and Elpis

were beings of the same order as that out of which the
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Erinyes and the Moirai developed. They were closely akin

to the angry ghosts and the avenging spirits ;
and it was

easy for them to be associated with the malevolent daemon

who causes reversals of fortune,
1 since these reversals are often

due to excess of confidence, intoxication, the sudden access of

blind and violent feeling. Thus the passions take their place
in the cycle of the tragic fact Elpis beside Penia, Eros beside

Ploutos. This first stage of the tragic theory is religious, but

not theological ;
and it is quite non-moral.

With the advent of the Olympian gods we reach a second

stage, which, though still non-moral, is theological. The

spirits of vengeance are now employed by the gods to punish

man, not for moral offences, but for arrogant presumption.
The notion of the divine Jealousy (<&66vos) is now prominent.
If man seeks to overstep the limits assigned him and to

become as a god, he excites the resentment
(z/e/xeo-i?)

of higher

powers. Great prosperity is one of the divine prerogatives,
and the tragic passions of unrestrained desire and ambition

are offences against the gods. The reversal of fortune,

formerly attributed to an independent daemon, now becomes

an act of divine punishment.
2 ' God is wont to lop and cut

1 As the Erinyes are in Aesch. Agam. 468 KcXaival 5' 'Epivves xpovu
OVT' dvev di/eas imXivrvxti Tpifiq /8toi/ nOtiff* afjiavpov. 'E\iris occurs in the Orphic

Hymn (Hx) to the Moirai : air' firl \ifj.vr]s | 6p(pvairjs . . .
|
vaiovffcu

Pporwv ITT' diretpova yaTav, |

ZvQev eirl 0p6reov SoKtftov yevos IXwtSt KovcpTj |

a reminiscence of the winged (Koix^rf) Ker-Elpis.
2 One of the earliest expressions of this theory is in a recently deciphered

Babylonian book, dated before 2000 B.C., the story of Tabi-utul-Bel, King of

Nippur :

1 How can mortals fathom the way of a god ?

He who is still alive in the evening may be dead the next morning ;

In an instant he is cast into grief ;
of a sudden he is crushed

;

One moment he sings and plays,

In a twinkling he wails like a mourner.

Like day and night their fate changes ;

If they hunger they are like corpses,

When they are satiated they think themselves equal to their god ;

If things go well they talk of ascending to heaven,
If they are in distress, they speak of going down to Irkalla.'

Morris Jastrow (A Babylonian Job, Contemp. Review, Dec. 1906, p. 805),

from whom the above rendering is taken, discusses the document.
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down all excess';
1

it is Zeus who 'abases the high, and

exalts the low '.
2 Countless stories of the attempts to scale

Olympus, and of men who have aspired to the love of

goddesses, belong to this order of thought. These latter sins

are the offences of Eros; but Elpis, who dares to count

upon the future as assured, is also guilty of impious pre-

sumption.
l Some day,' says Pindar,

'
I may say for certain

what shall be; but now, although I hope, with God is the

end.' 3 Such is the cautious language of piety.
* In every

matter,' says Solon to Croesus,
( one must look to the end

and see how it will turn out
;

for there are many to whom
God gives a glimpse of prosperity and then overturns them

root and branch.' 4 It is not safe to call a man happy until

he is dead; premature congratulations will bring ill luck

on him.

As a third stage in the development of these ideas, we next

encounter the Aeschylean notion that God uses the tragic

passions themselves as agents of punishment, and brings the

sinner to ruin by increasing the arrogant delusion. His

ministers of Justice are Delusion ('A^ar??), and Blindness

(

v

Ar??) ;

6 the former sometimes takes the shape of Elpis or

of Eros. Thus the very causes of offence are enhanced by
God to lead the guilty man deeper into the snare which

Kuin spreads. This is the theory stated by Sophocles in

the chorus we have already quoted. Elpis, the Delusion

who wings the dreams of Desire, steals upon the sinner

unawares. He is blinded and becomes unable to distinguish

1 Herod, vii. 10 </>iXeet yap 6 Ocbs ra virepfxovra iravra KO\OVCIV.

2 Laert. Diog. i. 3. 2 Chilon asked Aesop how Zeus was employed ; tyavai 8'

CLVTOV TO, fJ.V vif/r)\a rairtiv&v, ra Se Tcurfiva ty>v.
3 Find. 01 xiii. 103. Cf. Theogn. 659 ou5' bpoaai xpr) rovO', on nrjirore Trpayna

r6d' effrai'
\

Oeol yap rot vepeffSiff' ,
claw fincm re\os.

* Herod, i. 32 fin.

5 Aesch. fragm. 301 'Avarr}* SiKaias ovtc a-noararei Of6s. One means of delu-

sion, used by the gods, is the riddling oracle, which is of the nature of an

ordeal. If a man is right-minded, he will interpret it correctly and take

warning ;
but if he is infatuated, it will mislead him. Cf. the terms in

which Thucydides (v. 103 cit supr. p. 178) speaks of oracles, divination, Kal

oaa Toiavra per' ekiridoav \vfMiverai, and Dionysius' paraphrase, 17 irapa TUV Otuiv
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right from wrong.
1 Moral offences, as distinct from pre-

sumption against the gods, gradually become more prominent.
One of the earliest is excess in vengeance,

2
though this,

perhaps, was at first only a theological offence against the

divine prerogative of cruelty.

The notion that a passion like Eros can be the instrument

of the divine Jealousy finds an interesting expression on

a vase 3 of the same class as the Darius krater figured on

p. 195. In the central field the death of Meleager is repre-
sented inside a house. Outside, and on a higher level, sits

Aphrodite, with her head inclined in sorrow, watching the

scene. In her left hand she holds a bow and arrow; and

beside her stands Eros. He is unmistakable, but the name
inscribed above him is not his own, but Phthonos (3>0ONO2).
The significance is clear: Aphrodite symbolizes the love of

Meleager for Atalanta, of which she is the supernatural cause,

the Tiapania; Eros-Phthonos is the enhanced passion which

has led Meleager to overstep the bounds assigned to man,
and brought on the doom by which the Jealousy of Heaven
is appeased.

4

This moral and theological theory and the drama based

on it concentrate attention more on the abasement of pride
than on the exaltation of the lowly; and the tragic fact

comes to consist chiefly of the former. Hence the original

associations of Penia and Elpis have faded for us, while

those of Ploutos and Hybris are vivid. Elpis and Eros, too,

1
Soph. Ant. 622 rb KO.KOV Sonftv ITOT' ead\ov

\

rwS' tfjifjiev ory <f>p(vas \
Oebs dyfi

irpbs O.TO.V. Lycurgus in Leocr. 92 (cit. Jebb ad loc. ) quotes from ' ancient

poetry
'

: orav yap opyr) Satfjiovcav fiXa-nTy riv6, \
TOVT avrb irptarov t^aipfirai

(ppevcav |
TOV vovv rov f<T0\6v, els 8e rty X*'1?01 Tpenei \ yvwfj.rjv, iv' flSrj prjSev Siv

anapravfi. Similarly the chorus in the Antigone (791) addressing Eros :

ait Kol SiKaicav adinovs <f>pevas napaffiras IJTI \ttj/3q.

3 Herod, iv. 205 ws apa avOpunoiffi at \irjv Iffxvpal npupiat irpbs Qcuv firi(p9ovoi

yivovTcu. The moral, and non-theological, equivalent of this is expounded
in Hermocrates' words (Thuc. iv. 62) quoted above on p. 170.

3 From Armentum, now at Naples in the Museo Nazionale Coll. Sant-

angelo, No. 11. Interpreted by Kekule, Strenna festosa offerta a G. Hensen,

Eoma, 1867.
* See Koerte, Ueber Personificationen psychol. Affekte in der spdteren Vasen-

malerei, Berlin, 1874.
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become almost indistinguishable; both are characteristic of

Hybris, and ministerial agents of Nemesis.

We have entered upon this short and imperfect description

of primitive psychology with a view to bringing out the

pre-Aeschylean beliefs about the tragic passions and their

relation to reversals of fortune their place in the cycle of

the tragic fact. Unless our description of the form of

Aeschylean tragedy was altogether fanciful, we found in the

double structure of his drama certain features which pointed

back to the primitive, mythical theory of the passions.

Aeschylus conceives them as ministerial agencies, external to

man and yet embodied and personified in him. On the ideal

plane of the lyric they seemed still to keep something of

their old independent existence as elementary, supernatural

persons. Hybris was not a mere name for Agamemnon's

pride ;
Eros was something more than the lust of rapine in

the conquerors of Troy. The old notion of incarnation or

spiritual possession, combined with the subordination of

daemons to the gods, provides at this stage of development
a working theory to reconcile the supernatural with the

natural causation of human action. The characters of the

play are not merely the blind puppets of higher powers;

they have inward springs of motion, and yet these are

agencies sent from God. Thus for a moment is the balance

poised between the two sets of powers which shape human

destiny.

But only for a moment. The theory involves so delicate

an equilibrium between natural and superhuman, so nice

a compromise of faith and knowledge, that it cannot be

maintained for long. The balance must turn, and there is

no doubt which scale will sink. The supernatural must fade

and recede. The gods must surrender again to man the life

with which, as he slowly learns, himself at his own cost

has lavishly endowed them. Human nature re-enters upon
its alienated domain, conscious of itself, and of nothing else

but a material world which centres round it. Desire and

Hope must resign their dream shapes, and all that will be
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left of them is a hot movement of the blood, the thrill of

a quickened nerve. Vengeance and Ruin will be at last

transformed into facts of heredity and causal sequences of

physical excess and pain. Destiny will give place to Law.

The question which can no longer be postponed is, how
far this process, with all the loss and gain it carries with

it, had advanced for Thucydides. The common assumption
is that the language of Diodotus is only poetical metaphor,
that it means no more than a writer of our own day would

mean by it.
*

Thucydides,' we are told,
' has made a clean

sweep of the legendary and novelistic sympathies, and primi-

tive beliefs, rarely mitigated by the light of criticism, which

marked Herodotus.' In a single generation he had leapt

across the whole gulf which separates us from Aeschylus
and Pindar.

In the course of this study the conviction has been growing

upon us that the comparisons commonly made between Thucy-
dides and Herodotus are based on false assumptions and

misleading. It is usual to speak of Herodotus as primitive,

and religious to the point of superstition; of Thucydides,

as advanced and sceptical to the point of irreligiousness.

Herodotus is treated as a naive and artless child
; Thucydides

as a disillusioned satirist and sometimes as a cynic. These

representations seem to us to be founded simply on the

external fact that Herodotus was by a generation the older

of the two, and on the false assumption that, because their

books are both called histories, Thucydides must have started

where Herodotus left off, and developed the tradition he

originated. Our own view is almost exactly the reverse. If

either of the two men is to be called religious, it is Thucy-

dides; if either is sceptical, it is Herodotus. Naivety and

artlessness are not terms we should choose to apply to either
;

something closely akin to cynicism and flippancy is common

enough in Herodotus; there is not a trace of either in

Thucydides.

A single passage at the beginning of Herodotus' history
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will illustrate our meaning. In tracing the earlier stages

of the quarrel between East and West, Herodotus has occasion

to relate the story of lo, the cow-maiden beloved of Zeus and

persecuted by Hera.1
Putting quietly aside the Greek legend,

2

which was primitive, gross, and supernatural, Herodotus

gives the story as told by the Persian chroniclers. In this

version lo, an Argive princess, was carried off to Egypt by
some Phoenicians who were trading along the Aegean coasts.

Herodotus also gives a slightly different version, current

among the Phoenicians, in which lo became the captain's

paramour, and, to escape her parents' anger, sailed to Egypt
of her own free will.

*
It is curious/ says Rawlinson,

3 '

to observe the treatment

which the Greek myths met with at the hands of foreigners.

The Oriental mind, quite unable to appreciate poetry of

such a character, stripped the legends bare of all that

beautified them and then treated them, thus vulgarized, as

matters of simple history. lo, the virgin priestess, beloved

by Zeus, and hated by jealous Hera, metamorphosed, Argus-

watched, and gadfly-driven from land to land, resting at

last by holy Nile's sweet-tasting stream, and there becoming
mother of a race of hero-kings, is changed to lo, the para-

mour, Sec. . . . Herodotus, left to himself, has no tendency to

treat myths in this coarse, rationalistic way: witness his

legends of Croesus, Battus, Labda, &c. His spirit is top
* reverent, and, if we may so say, too credulous. The super-

natural never shocks or startles him.'

The critic's mind is filled with the lo legend as presented
in the Supplices and the Prometheus, and he quarrels with

the Phoenicians for not having read and appreciated their

Aeschylus. But what was the story of lo, before Aeschylus
made it mysterious and beautiful? Apollodorus preserves

the edifying tale 4 which ' the Semitic race, unable to enter

1 Herod, i. 1 ff.

2
i. 2 OVTOJ fj,lv 'low ts AtyviTTOV amteeaOai \eyovffi Hepcrai, ovte us "EXXrjves.

That is all he says about the Greek story.
3 Translation of Herodotus, note ad loc.

*
Apollod. Bibl. 2. 1. 3. lo was priestess of Hera, and Zeus violated her.

Caught in the act by Hera, he changed the maiden into a white cow, and
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into the spirit of Greek poesy ',* vulgarized and stripped bare

of its beauty. Herodotus,
'
left to himself/ would have been

too reverent to be shocked by it
;
but apparently the Persians

and Phoenicians stood over him with a stick and terrorized

his '

reverent, and if we may so sa}^ credulous
'

spirit. They
did their work pretty thoroughly. They corrupted their

innocent victim to the extent of making him repeat a comment,
which is not quite the sort of thing we expect to hear in the

nursery.
' Now the Persians argue that to carry off a woman

must of course be considered as the act of a wicked man
; but,

when the elopement has taken place, to make great ado about

vengeance is the mark of a very foolish man, and to take no

notice whatever is the mark of a very wise one. For ob-

viously, if the victim herself had not wished it, there would

have been no elopement. Now they themselves (they main-

tain) had acted like wise men/ &c. 2

Where else in Greek literature shall we find this flippant,

Parisian, man-of-the-worldly tone ? Not in the Athenian

authors Aeschylus, Sophocles, Thucydides, Euripides, Plato

no, nor yet in Aristophanes. It is not Athenian, but

Ionian
;

3 we must look for a parallel to the latest and most

decadent passages of the Ionian Epos; just as, to match the
' Milesian

'

tale of Gyges, to which Herodotus next turns, we
must look to Boccaccio and Brantome. Herodotus stands, not

swore he would not touch her again. That is why, says Hesiod, the breaking
of lovers' vows does not draw down the anger of the gods. Hera begged the

cow from Zeus, and set Argus to watch her. He tied her to an olive-tree.

Then Zeus sent Hermes to steal the cow, but Hermes was detected by
Hierax (the Hawk) and he killed Argus with a stone. Hera sent a gad-fly

to drive lo from land to land, till at last she came to Egypt, was changed
back into a woman, and bore Epaphos.

1
Rawlinson, ibid.

2 Herod, i. 4. Plutarch, malig. Herod, ii. (856) protests against this

utterance as an '

apology on behalf of the ravishers
' and as involving

impiety, since, if the women were carried off willingly, the punishment of

the gods upon the ravishers was unjust.
3 The contrast between the Ionian spirit and the Athenian was suggested

to me by an unpublished lecture of Mr. Gilbert Murray, which I have been

privileged to read, and which suddenly illuminated this part of my subject.

Whatever truth there is in the view expressed is due to him, though he is

in no way responsible for the expression of it.
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at the beginning, but at the end of a tradition. H^is noj> i

the father of history ;
he is the last of the Homeridae, turniog

the refined and polished product of centuries of festal recita-
j

tion into material for his amusing and instructive tale of the

quarrel of East and West. The process is, to our eyes,
unscientific

;
but it was then the most advanced and

enlightened treatment of saga. There is not a word in either

of the two versions given by Herodotus which might not be

literal fact.
1 Such incidents must have occurred as frequently

when the Phoenicians bartered beads and gaudy stuffs with

the simple natives along the Aegean coasts, as they do now
when European traders ply exactly the same business along
the shores of Africa. Herodotus is, to pur minds, unscientific

only in three respects, First, he does not understand that

primitive myths are not garbled history, any more than he

was aware that garbled history is a sort of myth. Second, he

imports into the heroic age the international courtesies and

decently conducted negotiations by herald and envoy, which

prevailed in his own time. Third, he does not care which

story the Persian or the Phoenician is,, .trjie*
' About this

matter,' he says,
' I am not going to say whether it happened

this way or that.'
{ I will tell no lies, George, that I promise

you,' says the younger Pendennis; 'and do no more than

coincide in those which are necessary and pass current, and

can't be got in without recalling the whole circulation.' 2

1 The treatment of this myth illustrates a remark we made above (p. 133),

to the effect that rationalization may easily efface the clues by which the

elements of fiction and truth can be discriminated. Herodotus leaves only
the name of lo and the voyage to Egypt, suppressing the transformation into

a cow. Now it is almost certain that the element of historical fact which
lies behind the story is a primitive cow-worship at Argos, probably even

earlier than the worship of Hera. lo is possibly a primaeval cow-goddess
whom Hera replaced. The voyage to Egypt is purely mythical, having been

invented when lo was identified with Isis. Thus the most rational part of

the story is absolutely unhistorical
;

while the gross and supernatural
features of it, which rationalism refines away, are the clue to historical

truth.

Rationalization is the converse of the mythical
'

infiguration
'

of history :

it imparts the form of a possible series of events to a supernatural and

impossible story.
2
Thackeray, Pendennis, Ixviii.
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It is against this light and careless Ionian temper that

Thucydides protests, as Aeschylus, in his way, had protested

before., and Plato, in his, will protest later. To Aeschylus
it seemed irreligious ; to Thucydides, regardless of truth ; to

Plato, immoral. Aeschylus had taken Homer and made the

religion of Zeus spiritual by incorporating with it a profound

interpretation of those gross and primitive myths, like the story

of the cow-maiden, which the lonians had rejected or turned to

ridicule in the parodies of mock Epic. Plato finds Homer too

thoroughly penetrated with immorality to be rendered service-

able even by drastic expurgation.
1 To Thucydides the Ionian

tradition of Epos and story-telling is anathema
;
his introduc-

tion is a judicial and earnest polemic against it and all its works.

There was as little of the Ionian in his temperament as there

was in his blood. It is almost certain that he was related on

his mother's side to the Philaidae, for his tomb was to be seen

close to those of Kimon and Miltiades.2 His father bore

a Thracian name, and came probably of that hard-drinking

and fighting stock which worshipped Ares and the northern

Dionysus ;
and it is to the religious drama which grew up at

Dionysus' festivals in Pelasgian Athens, not to the Epos
which had flowered at the Ionian gatherings and now was

overblown, that Thucydides turns for his inspiration.

Herodotus picks up a good story where he can. His

dramatization of the expedition of Xerxes is tinged with

Aeschylean religion, because Aeschylus had created the

Persian legend on this type and fixed the lines which any one

who wished to glorify Athens and to please an Athenian

audience must follow. But in Herodotus the religious notions

are ill-digested and lie close to the surface. They are the

theme of illustrative and fabulous anecdote, not the deep-set

framework of earnest thought. It is not in this manner that

Thucydides works when he turns the great moral of Aeschylus'

Persians against the Athenian Empire.

1 When Homer is called ' the Bible of the Greeks ',
these points tend to

be overlooked.
2 The Philaidae were an Aeginetan family. Miltiades, the victor of

Marathon, married a Thracian wife.

B
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In doing so, the historian inevitably borrowed much of the

structure of Aeschylean tragedy. This unhistoric principle of

design came in on the top of his first, chronological plan, and

he allowed both to shape his work, leaving long tracts of

uncoloured narrative between the scattered episodes of his

drama. The tragic theory of human nature involved in the

dramatization differs from the Aeschylean in being non-

theological at least on the surface and so far beneath it as

we are allowed to see ; for in place of all-seeing Zeus,

Thucydides has Fortune. In thus removing the theological

element, he has reverted in a curious way to the ^re-theo-

logical conception of the tragic fact, which existed long
before Aeschylus. The language of Diodotus expresses that

conception in its completeness and with great precision. We
have in fact in that statement an instance of rationalizing.

The accretion of theological belief is removed ;
but what is

left is a mythical construction which contains and carries

with it conceptions still more primitive. Just as Thucydides
in rationalizing the story of Pausanias cut away the fabulous

anecdotes, and never saw that what remained was not fact,

but dramatized legend ;
so in rationalizing the theology of

Aeschylus, he was unaware that what remained was mythical
in origin, and not a fresh statement of the facts of life drawn

from direct and unbiassed observation. We have traced the

theory through three stages : (1) a primitive, pre-Olympian

stage, in which it might be called religious, but neither theo-

logical nor moral
; (2) a theological, but still non-moral stage,

in which the Jealousy of the Olympians is a dominant con-

ception ; and (3) a stage both theological and moral, in the

drama of Aeschylus. Thucydides adds a fourth stage in which

this train of thought ceases to involve theology, while it

remains moral. But through all its phases it is more or less

mythical.

How much warmth and life these primitive ideas still

held for him, what degree of reality Fortune, Elpis, and Eros

retained these are questions which cannot be answered with

certainty. Our own impression is that the anthropomorphic
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mode of thought was so habitual and vivid in the Greek

mind, that only the most determined rationalists could shake

it off. Perhaps even they could not get free of it. Euripides,
like Thucydides, is hailed as a modern of the moderns, and

(to our thinking) with better reason. The tragedian has none

of the historian's detachment ; he will risk the success of an

artistic effect to gain a point in theological controversy ;
he is

not coolly, but fervently, rationalistic. And yet, when we
read the Hippolytus, and still more when we see it played,
the feeling grows upon us that reason falls back like a broken

wave. A brooding power, relentless, inscrutable, waits and

watches and smites. There she stands, all through the action,

the white, implacable Aphrodite. Is she no more than a

marble image, the work of men's hands ? Is there no signifi-

cance in that secret smile, no force behind the beautiful mask,

no will looking out of the fixed, watching eyes ? And yet,

how can there be ? Is she not one of the outcast, dethroned

Olympians, a figment of bygone superstition, despised and

rejected of an enlightened age
1

? No, she is more than this,

and much more. But what can she be? a personification

of the *

life-force
'

? A thousand times, no 1 It must be that

poetry has forced on reason some strange compromise. We
cannot detect the formula of that agreement ; but we know
that somehow a compact has been made. Had the poet, in

one of the long days of musing in his seaward cave on

Salamis, seen a last vision of the goddess, rising in wrathful

foam
1

?

In the Hippolytus we are approaching the modern con-

ception of the tragic fact, in which the interest lies in the

inward conflict of purely natural motives ;
but we have not

yet quite reached it
;
and if the supernatural quality of the

elementary human passions is still felt by Euripides, it is no

great paradox to find traces of it in the historian, who looked

to drama of a much more primitive type.



CHAPTER XIV

THE CAUSE OF THE WAR

THE play, we said, is done; that is the feeling which

every reader has, when he closes the seventh Book
;
and we

fancy it was the writer's feeling too. He had traced the
' causes

'

of the Sicilian expedition from Fortune at Pylos
to Nemesis at the quarries of Syracuse. From this point

onwards he has little interest in his task
;
the eighth Book

is a mere continuation on the old chronological plan, un-

finished, dull, and spiritless. The historian patiently con-

tinued his record; but he seems to grope his way like

a man without a clue. The last seven years of the war he

left altogether unrecorded, preferring to spend his time in

retouching, amplifying, and shaping the earlier narrative,

where he could see clearly. His chain of 'causes' runs

through Books IV to VII. At the earlier end it pointed
back to foreshadowing events as far as the beginning of

Book III (the Mytilenean debate), but no further. To link

the Sicilian enterprise to the origin of the war, he would

have had to get completely out of himself, become ' a modern

of the moderns ', and study the economic situation an entity

he never dreamed of. Looking back to this point, where

his clue seemed to fail him, he must have puzzled and cast

about for some light. The historically insoluble riddle of

Pericles' attack upon Megara how he must have turned

this over, as again and again he took up his first Book, to

revise it once more.

Now, to almost all his contemporaries that riddle presented
no difficulty whatever; for there can have been very few

who did not belong to one or other of two classes. There

was the thoughtless mass of ordinary folk who were quite

content with the notion that Pericles had some personal
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rancour against the Megarians. These had not known

Pericles; their minds were not on a scale to measure his.

Their foolish opinions are not so much as stated, for a tacit

disproof was enough for them. But there was also a large

body of reflective, serious people, who were satisfied with

a very different explanation. About their opinion these

facts are certain: namely, that Thucydides, at some time

in his life, thought it worth mentioning, if only indirectly and

by implication ;
that he mentioned it with no expression of

belief or disbelief on his own part ;
and that he described at

some length what he thought to be the facts on which it was

based. This explanation was that there was a curse a taint

of guilt and of madness in the house to which Pericles, on his

mother's side, belonged.

We hasten to say that Thucydides' detailed narration of

the incidents of the Kylonian conspiracy, to which this taint

was traced back, is sufficiently accounted for by a desire to

correct the version given by Herodotus.1 Herodotus says

the Alcmaeonids were * considered responsible
'

;
the ' accusa-

tion was laid upon them ',

2 and tells the story very briefly.

Thucydides tells it with much precision and detail, and

especially insists that the nine archons (not, as Herodotus

says, the '

presidents of the Naucraries
')
were absolutely re-

sponsible.
3 The effect is to fix the guilt of the sacrilege

on the Alcmaeonid archon, Megacles ;
and doubtless Thucy-

dides believed that so it was. Both historians have in view

1 It has been observed that Herodotus, here as in other places where the

Alcmaeonids are concerned, gives the version current in that family.

Thucydides (who, by the way, was connected with the rival house of the

Philaidae the family of Miltiades and Kimon), here as elsewhere, gives

a version which is, at least, without any bias in favour of the Alcmaeonids.

Another instance is the expulsion of the tyrants : Thucydides (vi. 54 ff.)

barely mentions the Alcmaeonids
;
Herodotus gives them as much credit as

possible. See Herod, vi. 123.

2 Herod, v. 70 t?xov o-lrir^v TOV <p6vov ... 71 <povev<rcu 81 avrovs curirj lxet

8 Herod, v. 71 TOVTOVS aviffrdai fjifv ol vpvT&vies TUV vavicpdpow, of irfp

r6re T&S 'AOrjvas. Thuc. i. 126 ol 'Atfjyvafot . . . aTtrjXdov . . . firiTptyavres rots Ivvfa

TTJV re <pv\aKi)v teal rb Ttov avTOKpaTopai SiaOftvcu, 77 av aptara

r6re Se TO. iro\\d rav no\iTiKwv ol tvvta dpxovrfs tvpaaaov,
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a current controversy on the subject roused by the Lacedae-

monians' demand that the Athenians should expel 'the

Accursed' a 'pretext' for the war which provides Thucy-
dides with an occasion for telling the story and correcting

Herodotus. The occasion is sufficient
;
the desire to correct

accounts for the precision and detail.

The story is told with great reserve. 1 'The followers of

Kylon were besieged and were in distress for lack of food

and water. So, although Kylon and his brother escaped,

the rest, since they were in straits and some were dying
of hunger, took sanctuary as suppliants at the altar which

is on the Acropolis. And those Athenians who were charged

to keep watch, when they saw them dying in the holy place,

caused them to rise, promising they would do them no harm,

and they led them away and slew them. And some who,

as they passed by, took sanctuary actually at the altars of

the Venerable Goddesses? they dispatched. And from this

they were called accursed and banned of the goddess, they
and the race that came from them. Now the Athenians

drove out these accursed, and Cleomenes, also, the Lacedae-

monian, drove them out later when the Athenians were in

civil strife
;
and when they drove out the living they also

took up the bones of the dead and cast them out. They
were, however, restored later, and their race is to this day
in the city.

' This then was the Curse which the Lacedaemonians bade

them drive out; pretending that they were first of all

avenging the gods, but knowing that Pericles, the son of

Xanthippos, was connected with it on his mother's side,
3

1 Die Erzahlung des Thukydides macht den Eindruck einer im ganzen

objektiven, wenngleich mit Bezug auf die Beteiligung der Alkmeoniden,
deren Name gar nicht genannt wird, ausserst zuriickhaltenden Darstellung.

Busolt, Gr. Gesch. ii. 204s
.

2
i. 126. 11 Ka9to/j.(vovs Se rivas KCU Ifft TUV ^epvojv o)i/ TOIS /3<u/io?s \v ry

irapoSca aTrfxP*]ffavro ' The at is ambiguous : it may mean ' also
'

or ' even ',

'

actually.'
3 Observe that the curse follows the female line. Aeschylus had not

eradicated that belief. Alcibiades also was an Alcmaeonid, certainly through
his mother, probably also through his father.
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and thinking that if he were exiled their affairs at Athens

would go more smoothly. However, they did not so much

expect that this would happen to him as that they would

bring him into ill-odour with the city, and make them think

that the war would be partly because of his misfortune

(fvjjL^opdv). For being most powerful in his day and leading
the state, he was in all things opposing the Lacedaemonians

and not suffering the Athenians to give way, but was urging
them into the war.' 1

This narrative is very serious and solemn. Thucydides,

moreover, has neither directly nor by implication given any

opinion about the beliefs connected with it. He implies,

indeed, that to avenge the gods was not, as the Lacedae-

monians pretended, the 'first ', the primary motive of their

demand. The phrase which describes their primary object

6ta/3oX^ olvtiv avra> is ambiguous ; for a 8ia/3oA?j is any charge

brought with malicious intention to discredit a man whether

the charge be true or false. The most pious believer in the

curse of the Alcmaeonidae could have used the expression ;

on any view the revival of the curse to gain an end in

diplomacy was 'malicious'. That the Lacedaemonians believed

in the curse, Thucydides implies when he says that the religious

motive was not, as they pretended, the primary one. In the

next chapter he records that the Spartans did believe in their

own curse the ayos of the Brazen House and thought it

caused the earthquake which preceded the Helot revolt.

Thucydides' reserve is impenetrable ; we can only fall back

on our general impression of the tone and manner of his

narrative. We are stating what is a mere matter of personal

opinion when we say that this story does not strike us as the

work of a man who was clearly convinced that the curse or
' taint

'

of the Alcmaeonidae could not conceivably have had

any causal connexion with Pericles' action in '

urging the

Athenians into the war ', because there was no such thing as

1 Is rbv n6\ff^ov &pfia TOVS 'AOqvaiovs, the one explicit statement made by

Thucydides on his own account about Pericles' action in forcing on the war.

We have seen how elsewhere he minimizes it.
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an hereditary taint of guilt, obscurely working in the blood,

a seed of madness which might be a wise and innocent man's
* misfortune '. We feel that a writer who had altogether

rejected that conception would have given some indication

that he thought the whole controversy about the curse a piece

of silly superstition ;
and that he would not have told the

story of Kylon in so solemn a tone, or have added a still

longer and equally serious history of the curse of Taenarus.

That Thucydides believed in the religious and dogmatic

theory of hereditary guilt, we do not for one moment suppose.
He did not, we may be quite sure, think of an ayos as

Aeschylus thought of it, as a spirit, an evil genius (So^uov),

which could be incarnate in a series of descendants. But

there was nothing irrational or superstitious in believing that

when a man commits what is to him an awful religious crime,

remorse and terror may madden his brain
;
and that this taint

of madness may be transmitted to his posterity. The first of

these propositions no one would deny ;
the second is, we

believe, not yet finally disproved.

It seems, then, just possible that Thucydides thought there

might be some touch of madness in Pericles which explained
his violence against Megara the otherwise inexplicable

problem. But why against Megara? and why connect the

madness with the curse of the Alcmaeonidae? Is it altogether

fanciful to point out that the Kylonian conspiracy was an

incident in the feud between Megara and Athens ?
*

Kylon
was an Athenian in olden time who won a victory at Olympia
and was well-born and powerful; and he had married a

daughter of Theagenes, a Megarian, who in those days was

tyrant of Megara.'
1

Theagenes, we are further told,
2
supplied

him with forces for his attempt on the Acropolis of Athens.

So most, at any rate, of the suppliants who were sacrilegiously

slain by the Alcmaeonid archon, were Megarians. And now

Megacles' descendant is 'urging' the Athenians into a war

sooner than revoke a violent decree against the descendants

of his victims. A strange coincidence, if it is nothing

more!

1
i. 126. 2 Ibid.
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However this may be, the point is, perhaps, clear, that

Thucydides' attention was occupied with topics like these,

and so diverted from those factors in the economic situation

which might have enabled him to read the origin of the war
in the light of the Sicilian expedition. All contemporary

thought was similarly directed to mythical causes. The

Lacedaemonians, for instance, explained the war on the same

lines. Their first open quarrel with Athens, says Thucydides,
1

dated from the Helot revolt at Ithome, when they had dis-

missed Kimon's contingent slightingly. The Helot revolt was

occasioned by an earthquake.
2 The earthquake was, as the

Lacedaemonians thought, caused by Poseidon, whose sanctuary

they had violated by killing suppliants.
3 Their chain of

' causes
'

led them back to an &yos the curse of Taenarus

of just the same kind as the ayos of the Alcmaeonidae. Such

were the '

causes
' men looked for in Thucydides' day. Can

we wonder that the origin of the Peloponnesian war is

somewhat obscure ?

Thucydides was one of those prophets and kings of thought
who have desired to see the day of all-conquering Knowledge,
and have not seen it. The deepest instinct of the human
mind is to shape the chaotic world and the illimitable stream

of events into some intelligible form which it can hold before

itself and take in at one survey. From this instinct all mytho-

logy takes its rise, and all the religious and philosophical

systems which grow out of mythology without a break. The

man whose reason has thrown over myth and abjured religion,

and who yet is born too soon to find any resting-place for his

thought provided by science and philosophy, may set himself

to live on isolated facts without a theory ;
but the time will

come when his resistance will break down. All the artistic

and imaginative elements in his nature will pull against

his reason, and, if once he begins to produce, their triumph is

assured. In spite of all his good resolutions, the work will

grow under his hands into some satisfying shape, informed by
reflection and governed by art.

1
i. 102. i. 101. 3

i. 128.
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When Thucydides records his own military failure and the

exile by which the Athenians punished it, he neither extenuates

the blunder nor complains of the penalty. Perhaps he knew
that during those twenty years of banishment in his remote

Thracian home, he had gathered the maturer fruits of solitude

and silence. It must have been bitter at first to quit the

scene of a drama so intense and passionate, to step down from

the stage and find a place among the spectators ;
but as the

long agony wore on, as crime led to crime and madness to

ruin, it was only from a distance that the artist who was no

longer an actor could discern the large outlines shaping all

that misery and suffering into the thing of beauty and awe

which we call Tragedy.
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